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Preface

Movement disorders represent major causes of neurological disability and
eventual mortality affecting millions of people across the globe. From
Parkinson’s disease to spasticity, these neurological disorders devastate
young and old worldwide. While progress continues to be made toward
effective treatment, many limitations remain.

The combination of the limitation of medical therapy and surgical
technological advances have, however, led to an exponential growth in func-
tional neurosurgery in the last 5 years. Surgery represents an alternative
where there existed only finite treatment options before. This field is devel-
oping rapidly with emerging novel therapies as well as evolving indications
for existing procedures.

We intended this book to be a thorough review of the surgical treat-
ments currently available for various movement disorders, with an emphasis
on surgical indications and results of surgery. It should be of utmost interest
to practitioners and trainees in the clinical neurosciences (neurology/neuro-
surgery) who want a better understanding of candidates for movement dis-
order surgery, the current surgical procedures, the effected results of surgery,
and the complication rate of these procedures. Our goal was to summarize
the current status of the field as well as make projections for the next few
years.

Gordon H. Baltuch
Matthew B. Stern
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1

Overview

Kelvin L. Chou

Department of Clinical Neurosciences, Brown University Medical School,
Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

Gordon H. Baltuch

Department of Neurosurgery, Penn Neurological Institute, University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Matthew B. Stern

Parkinson’s Disease and Movement Disorders Center, Pennsylvania Hospital,
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

1. INTRODUCTION

From Parkinson’s disease (PD) to dystonia, movement disorders are major
neurologic causes of disability, causing not only physical handicap, but
often social embarrassment as well. Although a plethora of pharmacologic
options exists to treat these disorders, many limitations unfortunately
remain. Functional neurosurgery now has the ability to reduce the severity of
symptoms and improve the quality of life for patients with these devastating
neurological disorders.

Surgery for the field of movement disorders has evolved significantly
since Spiegel et al. first described stereotaxis in 1947 (1).Much of this progress
has been made within the last decade with the development of techniques
for precise targeting of brain structures and the discovery of new targets
and indications for existing procedures such as deep brain stimulation
(DBS). This chapter provides a general overview of the field of movement
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disorders surgery, including a brief summary of basal ganglia structure and
function, as well as discussions of the major surgical treatments available for
PD, essential tremor (ET), other tremor disorders, dystonia, and spasticity.

2. PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF MOVEMENT DISORDERS

All movement disorders are believed to result from abnormalities of the basal
ganglia.Our understanding of the organization and function of the basal gang-
lia has grown significantly in the modern era, largely as a result of recent
experience with stereotactic neurosurgery in humans and animal models.
Although current theories do not adequately account for the clinical findings
seen with all disorders of involuntary movement, it is still essential for those
interested in functional neurosurgical procedures to be familiar with the basic
anatomy and functional organization of the basal ganglia.

2.1. Structure and Function of the Basal Ganglia

A detailed discussion of basal ganglia anatomy and function is beyond the
scope of this chapter, but a brief summary follows. The basal ganglia are
organized into several parallel circuits (associative, limbic, motor, and
oculomotor) that connect cortical regions with thalamic and basal ganglia
nuclei (2). Disturbances of the motor circuit are believed to manifest
as movement disorders. In the classical model of basal ganglia function, a
balance between two opposing pathways in the motor circuit, the direct
and indirect pathways, regulates normal voluntary movement (3). Both path-
ways begin with neurons in cortical motor areas projecting to the putamen,
which in turn sends signals that ultimately terminate in the internal segment
of the globus pallidus (GPi). Putamenal output in the indirect pathway,
however, travels through the external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe)
and subthalamic nucleus (STN) before it reaches the GPi, whereas the direct
pathway projects directly from the putamen to the GPi. The majority of
GPi output is directed toward the thalamus, which sends projections to the
supplementary motor area, the premotor cortical area, and the primary
motor cortex. Activation of the direct pathway decreases the normal inhi-
bitory outflow from the GPi to the thalamus, leading to increased cortical
motor activation and the facilitation of voluntary movement. In contrast,
stimulation of the indirect pathway causes inhibition of the GPe, disinhibition
of STN excitatory fibers, and an increase in the inhibitory outflow from the
GPi onto the thalamus, resulting in decreased output to the motor cortex
and suppression of voluntary movement.

The exact mechanism by which the basal ganglia interpret the
information flowing through these two opposing motor circuit pathways
to control normal movement is unclear. Two theories have been proposed:
scaling and focusing (2–4). In the scaling hypothesis, movement is controlled

2 Chou et al.



by temporally changing activity in the basal ganglia. For example, putamenal
output would first facilitate a particular movement by disinhibiting the thala-
mus through the direct pathway, and subsequently stop the ongoingmovement
by causing the same GPi neurons to increase inhibition of the thalamus
through the indirect pathway. In the focusing hypothesis, movement is allowed
to proceed by stimulation of the direct pathway, whereas extra, unnecessary
movements are suppressed by activity in the indirect pathway. Unfortunately,
both models are likely oversimplifications of the true underlying mechanism,
since they do not account for all experimental findings.

2.2. Pathophysiologic Models of Hypo- and Hyperkinetic
Movement Disorders

Based on the model of basal ganglia function described above, an imbalance
between the direct and indirect pathways accounts for the clinical manifes-
tations of hypo- and hyperkinetic disorders. The release of dopamine from
nerve terminals in the striatum appears to stimulate the direct pathway
and inhibit the indirect pathway, thus effectively facilitating movement (5).
Consequently, degeneration of the dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathway, as
seen in parkinsonism, would result in decreased dopamine receptor activa-
tion and disinhibition of the indirect pathway, leading to increased activity
in the STN and GPi. The increased inhibitory outflow from GPi on the
thalamus would decrease cortical motor activation, with the end result being
slowed movements, or bradykinesia. Conversely, hyperkinetic disorders such
as Huntington’s disease (HD) are thought to result from excess dopamine,
causing overactivity of the direct pathway, less inhibitory activity from
GPi on the thalamus, increased activity of the thalamocortical projections,
and excessive involuntary movement.

2.2.1. Hypokinetic Movement Disorders

There is considerable evidence supporting the classicalmodel for the parkinso-
nian state. For example, in 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine
(MPTP)-treated monkeys, neuronal firing frequency is increased in the STN
and GPi and reduced in the GPe, consistent with the predictions of the above
model (6,7). Further support comes from advanced PD patients treated with
STN and GPi DBS, where stimulation clearly improves parkinsonian symp-
toms (8–11) and increases activity in cortical motor areas as detected by
positron emission tomography (PET) imaging (12).

There are many inconsistencies with this model, however. For instance, a
lesion in the thalamus should worsen PD motor symptoms due to decreased
activity of the thalamocortical projections, yet, thalamic lesioning and thalamic
DBS have both been proven to suppress parkinsonian tremor (13,14). In addi-
tion, pallidotomy should result in excessive movement (i.e., dyskinesias)
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because of decreased inhibition on the thalamus, but in fact, the opposite is
true (15).

This has led to a rethinking of the classical model, with some investi-
gators proposing that it is the overall pattern of basal ganglia activity that is
altered in PD, rather than the rate of activity of individual structures (16).
Studies have suggested that in the normal brain, information flows through
independent and parallel circuits within the basal ganglia, while in the par-
kinsonian brain, these circuits break down, and interconnections between
these circuits become active and synchronized (17). This synchronization
is believed to contribute to the parkinsonian state. Lesions of the STN
and GPi may change this pattern back to a more ‘‘normal’’ pattern of
neuronal transmission through the basal ganglia. Indirect evidence for this
comes from human PET imaging studies that have shown a restoration of
normal cortical activity after lesions of the STN or GPi (12,18).

2.2.2. Hyperkinetic Movement Disorders

As explained above, the classical model predicts that hyperkinetic move-
ment disorders result from a reduction in GPi activity and an increase in
thalamic and cortical activity. In fact, it has been shown that MPTP-treated
monkeys given levodopa or apomorphine have a gradual reduction in GPi
firing rate as the monkeys transition from an ‘‘off’’ state, to an ‘‘on’’ state
without dyskinesias, to an ‘‘on’’ state with dyskinesias, supporting this
model (19). GPi discharge rates are also reduced in other hyperkinetic dis-
orders, such as dystonia and hemiballismus (16). However, decreased GPi
activity cannot account for hyperkinetic movements by itself; otherwise,
lesions of the globus pallidus would be expected to result in extra move-
ments. As with the parkinsonian model, many experts now think that it
is the pattern of GPi activity, rather than the rate of GPi activity, that is
important in determining movement (16,20). It may be that the absence of
activity is preferable to abnormal activity, which is why surgical lesioning
improves clinical symptoms.

The pathophysiology of tremor, whether in PD, ET, or cerebellar
tremor, is even less clear, and remains hotly debated. There may be some
peripheral afferent component to the development of tremor, but it is more
likely that a central mechanism is responsible. Evidence for this includes
recordings of neuronal rhythmic activity in the thalamus that are synchro-
nized with tremor activity in the limb in patients with ET and cerebellar
tremor (21), and recordings of rhythmic activity in the STN that correlate
with contralateral tremor in PD patients (22,23). Other supporting evidence
includes the fact that thalamic stimulation improves tremor, whether for PD
or ET (13). Whatever the true mechanism, however, it is clear that much
work remains to be completed before we can fully comprehend the complex
mechanisms underlying abnormal movements.
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3. SURGICAL TREATMENT OF MOVEMENT DISORDERS

3.1. Parkinson’s Disease

PD is a slowly progressive neurodegenerative disorder characterized by
a clinical triad of motor features—tremor, bradykinesia, and rigidity. Ideal
candidates for surgery should have a clear response to levodopa therapy,
but continue to have severe motor fluctuations, dyskinesias, or intractable
tremor despite optimal medical therapy. Older patients tend to fare worse
after surgery, as do patients with cognitive impairment, so comprehensive
neuropsychological testing should be performed prior to surgery (10,24).
It is also being increasingly recognized that psychiatric symptoms such
as depression worsen after DBS procedures (25), so more centers are incor-
porating a psychiatric screen into the DBS evaluation process. Patients with
atypical parkinsonism, such as progressive supranuclear palsy and multiple
system atrophy, are not candidates for surgery (26,27).

3.1.1. Ablative Procedures

Prior to the discovery of levodopa, thalamotomies were performed routinely
for PD. However, they were only effective for tremor, and bilateral proce-
dures resulted in a high incidence of dysarthria and cognitive side effects
(28,29). Given the excellent results from pallidotomy in PD and the develop-
ment of DBS, which holds the advantage of reversibility and fewer side
effects with bilateral procedures, thalamotomies are no longer recommended
for treatment of PD.

Laitinen et al. (30) revived the posteroventral pallidotomy for the
treatment of PD in 1992. Of 38 patients followed for a mean of 28 months,
92% had ‘‘complete relief or almost complete relief’’ of bradykinesia and rigid-
ity, and that 81% had ‘‘complete relief or almost complete relief’’ of tremor.
While many authors have reported similar results from this procedure with
short-term follow-up (15,31–34), other investigators, in contrast to Laitinen
et al. (30), have reported a decline in surgical benefit from pallidotomy with
long-term follow-up (35–37). Although these studies have consistently shown
that pallidotomy’s effects on tremor and dyskinesias are maintained at 3–5
years, other measures, such as the total off-period motor score, the ipsilateral
motor score, the contralateral bradykinesia subscore, and the activities of daily
living subscore, deteriorate with time. However, it should be noted that all of
these studies have followed unilateral pallidotomy patients only, largely
because of reports of unacceptable speech and neuro behavioral side effects
from bilateral pallidotomy (38–41). As the natural history of PD suggests that
the disease will eventually spread bilaterally, it is not surprising that the benefit
of unilateral pallidotomy diminishes with time.

With regards to subthalamotomy, although animal studies had
repeatedly shown that parkinsonian signs improved with ablative lesions of
the STN, very few surgeons attempted to lesion the STN in humans for fear
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of causing hemiballismus (42). However, most clinical reports have shown
that hemiballismus in subthalamotomy patients does not occur as often as
previously thought (43–46). Unilateral subthalamotomy in patients with
advanced PD has been demonstrated to decrease the Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) off-medication motor scores by about 30–50%
(44–46). Persistent, lesion-induced dyskinesias have been problematic for only
a few patients overall, with two requiring additional surgical procedures to
control the choreic movements and another dying from aspiration pneumonia.
The results of bilateral subthalamotomy have been reported for only two PD
patients in the literature (43). Both patients showed an impressive reduction in
UPDRS motor scores, with one patient going from 50 to 16, and the second
improving from 64 to 16, without adverse effects.

3.1.2. Deep Brain Stimulation

Stimulation of the thalamic ventralis intermedius (VIM) nucleus for parkin-
sonian or other tremor of the limbswas the first Food andDrugAdministration
(FDA) approved indication for DBS, heralding a new era in functional neuro-
surgery. ThalamicDBS, inmultiple long-term studies, has been shown to be safe
and effective for parkinsonian tremor (47–49). Unfortunately, as with thala-
motomy, other parkinsonian symptoms are unimproved and prevent this
procedure from being useful in the long-term treatment of PD.

With reports of pallidotomy being effective for all the motor features
of PD, and the gaining acceptance of thalamic stimulation for tremor, many
surgical centers tried to see if stimulation of the GPi could help the parkin-
sonian symptoms not addressed by VIM stimulation, and the results have
been positive. In one of the largest prospective double blind studies pub-
lished, 38 PD patients underwent implantation of DBS electrodes bilaterally
in the GPi (11). Stimulation produced a 37% median improvement in the off
medication UPDRS score at 6 months. Furthermore, the amount of ‘‘on’’
time during the day without dyskinesias increased from 28% to 64%, while
amount of ‘‘off’’ time decreased from 37% to 24%. The dyskinesia score
improved by about 66%. Unfortunately, the mean daily levodopa dose
was not significantly changed.

An increasing number of long-term studies evaluating GPi stimulation
in patients with PDhave been published in recent years, but it appears that the
benefits seen early on may not endure. Visser-Vandewalle et al. (50) followed
26 patients with unilateral GPi electrodes for a mean of 32.7 months, and
found that while GPi stimulation was beneficial at 3 months for symptoms
both contralaterally and ipsilaterally, it was unsatisfactory at long-term
follow-up, leading the authors to conclude that unilateral pallidal stimulation
was not an effective treatment for advanced PD. Ghika et al. (51) followed six
PD patients treated with bilateral pallidal stimulation for 2 years, and while
there were still significant improvements in the UPDRS motor score and
in the amount of ‘‘on’’ time at 2 years compared to baseline, a slight
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worsening after 1 year was observed. In the six patients with bilateral GPi
electrodes for PD followed for a mean of 3 years by Durif et al. (52), the
amount of time spent in the ‘‘off’’ state returned to the preoperative value
after 2 years, even though improvements in UPDRS motor scores and
severity of dyskinesias were sustained. Finally, Volkmann et al. (53) followed
11 patients treated with chronic bilateral pallidal stimulation for up to 5 years.
Although there was a sustained reduction in dyskinesias at 5 years, UPDRS
motor scores declined over time, despite continued levodopa responsiveness
and changes in electrical stimulation parameters. Overall, the levodopa dose
remained unchanged after surgery, but had to be increased in some patients.
In all of these studies, complications were generally transient, and could be
relieved by adjusting the stimulator. The hypophonia, dysarthria, and neuro-
behavioral disturbances commonly reported with bilateral pallidotomy
(38,40,41) were not seen with bilateral GPi stimulation.

In contrast, the benefits of DBS for PD appear to be longer lasting
with STN stimulation, a technique that was pioneered by Benabid and his
colleagues in the mid-1990s (54,55). Initial studies of subthalamic stimula-
tion in patients with advanced PD demonstrated a reduction in the UPDRS
motor score by 40–60%, as well as a decrease in dyskinesias and the daily
levodopa dose by about 50% (8,10,11). STN DBS also decreased the amount
of time in the off medication state, and other studies showed improvement
in gait and balance (56), and even off-period dystonia (55). In the longest
long-term follow-up study of STN stimulation in PD to date, Krack et al.
reported that the UPDRS motor scores at 5 years while off medication were
54% better than preoperative scores (57). Furthermore, average daily
levodopa dose and severity of dyskinesias continued to be significantly
decreased compared to baseline. Unfortunately, speech, postural stability,
and freezing continued to progress, which the authors concluded was
consistent with the natural history of PD. Two other groups found similar
results at 2 years (58,59), although the Toronto group (59) noticed that
UPDRS axial subscores, as well as the UPDRS motor score, had diminished
at the most recent follow-up. For all of these studies, most adverse events
appeared to be transient; however, persistent events included cognitive
decline, and mood changes such as depression and anxiety. One patient in
the study by Krack et al. (57) committed suicide.

3.1.3. Comparison of Targets and Procedures

Asmentioned above, the thalamus has fallen by the wayside as a target for PD
because of its limited effects on bradykinesia and rigidity. The GPi and STN
are clearly the two structures most commonly targeted today for PD, and
most centers are using DBS rather than ablative procedures even though no
double-blind, randomized, head-to-head comparison has been conducted
between ablative therapy and DBS.
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It is unclear whether GPi DBS or STN DBS is superior. Burchiel et al.
(8) conducted a small randomized prospective trial comparing pallidal to
subthalamic stimulation in 10 patients with advanced PD, and found no
significant difference in off medication UPDRS motor scores between the
two groups, although medications were able to be decreased in the STN
group but not the GPi group. This trial was too small, however, to draw
any solid conclusions. The Deep Brain Stimulation for Parkinson’s Disease
Study Group performed a large multicenter trial that enrolled 96 patients
with STN DBS and 38 patients with GPi-DBS (11). Because patients were
not randomized in this trial, it is difficult to compare the two groups, but
the STN group appeared to have more favorable outcomes. Another pro-
spective nonrandomized study carried out by Krause et al. (60) also sug-
gested that the STN was the better target for all parkinsonian symptoms,
but GPi stimulation was superior for reduction of dyskinesias.

One of the most consistent differences between the two sites is that
STN stimulation allows patients to reduce dopaminergic medications,
whereas daily levodopa equivalent doses in those undergoing pallidal stimu-
lation remain largely unchanged. Many studies have also noted that STN
stimulation requires less electrical energy than GPi-DBS (11,61), which
allows for a longer battery life. GPi stimulation, however, does not seem
to be associated as consistently with cognitive and psychiatric side effects
as STN stimulation (51,53,57,59). Clearly, a large randomized comparison
between the two targets needs to be completed before recommending one
procedure over the other. The VA and NIH are currently supporting a
multicenter trial of DBS in PD to address the comparative efficacy of GPi
and STN stimulation.

3.1.4. Novel Surgical Strategies

Although DBS and surgical ablation are effective for the symptoms of PD,
they may not interfere with the underlying neurodegenerative process and
thus do not slow down or reverse the course of the illness. Consequently,
much research is being conducted to evaluate alternative therapies and stra-
tegies that may alter the long-term outcome in these patients. One of these
novel approaches is cell transplantation. Thus far, two human clinical trials
of fetal nigral transplantation have been conducted, and although both
studies showed uptake of the embryonic dopamine neurons in the basal
ganglia on imaging and post-mortem examinations, both trials failed to
meet statistical significance in their outcome measures (62,63). An unantici-
pated finding was the development of disabling off-medication dyskinesias
in some transplanted patients. These findings, along with ethical concerns
and the scarcity of human fetal tissue, currently limit the usefulness of fetal
nigral transplantation as a viable clinical option for patients with PD. Other
sources of cells for transplantation into patients include xenografts (from
fetal pigs) (64) and embryonic stem cells, though these techniques still need
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to be refined and tried in small groups of patients before a large clinical trial
can even be attempted (65).

Another top prospect for therapeutic trials in PD is glial derived
neurotrophic factor (GDNF). GDNF has been extensively studied in animal
models of PD and promotes dopamine neuron survival and growth (66). So
far, a few clinical trials with GDNF have been undertaken in patients with
PD. In the first trial, conducted by Nutt et al. (67), GDNF or placebo was
administered through an intracerebroventricular catheter in 50 patients with
advanced PD. The patients had multiple side effects, including nausea,
vomiting, and anorexia, but did not have any improvement in UPDRS
scores, likely because the GDNF did not reach the appropriate brain
regions. Gill et al. (68) infused GDNF directly into the putamen of five
PD patients, and reported a 39% improvement in the UPDRS off-medica-
tion motor score and a reduction in dyskinesias by about 64%. In addition,
fluorodopa scans showed a 28% increase in putamenal uptake. However, a
recent double-blind trial of intraputaminal GDNF was stopped because a
six month analysis indicated no clinical benefit, causing the manufacturer,
Amgen, to withdraw GDNF from all clinical trials.

3.2. Essential Tremor

Tremor is a rhythmic oscillation of a body part that is produced by alternating
contractions of reciprocally innervated muscles (69). Of all the tremor
syndromes, ET is the most common (70), yet fewer ET patients are referred
for surgery than PD patients. One probable reason is that most ET patients
suffer from a mild tremor which is either not severe enough to seek medical
treatment, or can be controlled with medication (71). However, when tremor
in ET is severe, it can be severely disabling, as well as cause significant social
embarrassment. ET generally presents as a bilateral, symmetric postural
and/or kinetic tremor of the hands, but it can commonly affect the head and
voice as well (72). Primidone and propranolol are considered first-line therapy
and should be tried alone or in combination before considering surgery (71).

The thalamus has been considered the optimal target for tremor ever
since Hassler and colleagues reported better tremor control with thalamic
lesions over 40 years ago (73,74). However, because of the success of STN
stimulation in controlling parkinsonian tremor (8,11,22,23), some groups
have begun to experiment with STN DBS for ET, with promising results
in a small number of patients to date (75–78).

3.2.1. Ablative Procedures: Thalamotomy

Many investigators have reported successful suppression of tremor in ETwith
thalamotomy (79–86). In the majority of these studies, greater than 90% of
patients had improvement of tremor in the limb contralateral to the lesion.
Moreover, long-term studies indicate sustained benefit (80,81,83). In the
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largest long-term series published (81), of 65 patients with ET who were fol-
lowed for a mean of 8.6 years, 80% continued to have contralateral tremor
improvement. While adverse effects of thalamotomy are usually transient,
persistent postoperative complications common to most of these studies
include paresthesias, motor weakness, dysarthria, disequilibrium, and gait
disturbance, occurring in approximately 10–20% of patients (80,81,83). It is
important to note that almost all of the ET patients underwent unilateral
thalamotomy, likely because of the data from the PD literature, which
demonstrated a high occurrence of speech and cognitive disturbance from
bilateral procedures (28,29).

3.2.2. Deep Brain Stimulation

Some ET patients cannot be adequately treated with unilateral thalamotomy,
either because of midline tremor, such as head tremor, or severe bilateral hand
tremors. However, due to the adverse effects associated with bilateral thala-
motomies mentioned above, DBS of the VIM nucleus of the thalamus has
become an increasingly popular surgical option. Benabid and colleagues were
the first to report the successful treatment of limb tremor in ET using chronic
VIM stimulation in a series of patients (87). Since then, a number of investi-
gators have echoed Benabid et al.’s findings of the safety and efficacy of tha-
lamic DBS in patients with ET, and many have published long-term results.
Koller et al. (88) followed 25 patients with ET for a mean of 40 months after
unilateral VIM DBS implantation, and found sustained tremor improvement
(�50% based on tremor rating scales) with little change in electrical stimulus
parameters over time. Similar results were reported by a Swedish group (89)
and a multicenter European group (90) for at least 6 years of follow-up. In all
of these studies, adverse effects were minimal, and typically could be corrected
by adjusting the stimulator, but required battery replacement every 3–6 years.
Thalamic stimulation has also been shown to improve health-related quality
of life for ET patients (91).

Fewer studies have focused on midline tremors, such as head or voice
tremor, in patients with ET. Carpenter et al. (92) studied the effect of
thalamic stimulation on voice tremor in seven patients undergoing DBS
for hand tremor, and noticed mild improvement for four patients. Koller
et al. (93) evaluated unilateral thalamic DBS in 38 patients with head tremor
due to ET. At one year post implantation, 75% reported improvement in
head tremor. Ondo et al. (94) studied 14 ET patients with head tremor
and reported a 55% improvement at 3 months with unilateral thalamic
stimulation. Obwegeser and colleagues found that although unilateral thala-
mic DBS resulted in a mild improvement in head tremor, there was an addi-
tional effect from bilateral stimulation (95). Furthermore, improvements in
voice tremor (83%), tongue tremor (100%), and face tremor (100%) were
noted with bilateral stimulation as well. Adverse effects from stimulation
included dysarthria, disequilibrium, and paresthesias, similar to those
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reported in the long-term studies mentioned previously (88–90), but all
resolved with stimulator adjustment. In the study conducted by Taha
et al. (96), 9 of 10 patients with head tremor and 6 of 7 patients with voice
tremor undergoing bilateral thalamic stimulation had greater than 50%
improvement in tremor.

3.2.3. Thalamotomy vs. Thalamic DBS

A couple of studies have attempted to address whether thalamic ablative sur-
gery or DBS implantation is better for the surgical treatment of ET. Tasker
et al. (84) retrospectively compared 19 patients with DBS implants to
26 patients who underwent thalamotomy. Although most of the patients had
PD tremor (only three patients in each group were diagnosed with ET), effi-
cacy was similar in both groups. Thalamotomy had to be repeated in 15% of
patients, while there were no revisions of DBS implants. Pahwa and collea-
gues (85) studied 34 ET patients retrospectively, 17 of whom were treated
with thalamic stimulation, and 17 with thalamotomy. Again, there were no
differences in efficacy, but the thalamotomy group had more surgical compli-
cations, including intracranial hemorrhages, cognitive abnormalities, hemipar-
esis, and aphasia. Finally, Schuurman et al. (86) conducted a prospective
randomized study comparing thalamic DBS to thalamotomy, and concluded
that both techniques were equally effective for tremor suppression, but that sti-
mulation resulted in fewer adverse effects with improved function. As a result,
DBS has virtually replaced thalamotomy for ET. However, there may still be a
role for thalamotomy, especially if the patient is older or if there are barriers
that prevent the patient from following up consistently postimplantation (97).

3.3. Other Tremor Disorders

Patients with tremors of other etiologies, such as cerebellar tremor due to
multiple sclerosis (MS), posttraumatic tremor, or poststroke tremor tend
not to respond to pharmacologic therapy (98), and may be candidates for
stereotactic neurosurgery. Thalamic stimulation has been the most common
surgical approach applied to these disorders, but success has been variable,
and consists only of case reports or small case series. Among these other tre-
mor disorders, cerebellar tremor secondary to MS has been the most studied
(47,99–103), and results in general have shown that the postural component
of the tremor in MS improves the most, whereas the action component
responds variably and the cerebellar dysfunction remains unchanged.
Unfortunately, it was impossible to predict which MS patients would
respond to stimulation, based on clinical, radiological, or intraoperative
grounds (100,103). Furthermore, those patients who responded to stimu-
lation developed a ‘‘tolerance’’ to the treatment, and required frequent
stimulator adjustments to maintain limb function (99,101–103). Stimulation
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was also less effective for tremor in long-term follow-up, likely due to the
progression of MS (104).

3.4. Dystonia

Dystonia is an abnormal involuntary movement disorder characterized by
sustained muscle contractions, which often result in twisting, writhing move-
ments, or abnormal posturing (105). Dystonias can be classified by etiology
(primary or secondary) or by body region (general, segmental or focal).
Primary dystonias may be generalized, focal, or segmental. Generalized
primary dystonia usually starts in childhood and has a genetic etiology
(e.g., DYT-1) but may also be idiopathic. Focal primary dystonias, such
as cervical dystonia (CD), hemifacial spasm, and blepharospasm, tend
to occur in adulthood and are usually idiopathic. The causes of secondary
dystonias are varied, and include birth trauma (cerebral palsy), multiple
sclerosis, structural lesions (tumor or stroke), drugs (e.g., neuroleptics),
metabolic disorders, and neurodegenerative processes such as PD.

Botulinum toxin is the preferred treatment formost focal and segmental
dystonias. Too many different muscles are involved and too much botulinum
toxin is needed to make this therapy practical for the treatment of generalized
dystonia, for which anticholinergics and muscle relaxants are generally the
first pharmacological agents prescribed. Stereotactic neurosurgery is reserved
for those patients that have failed oral medications and/or botulinum toxin
treatments. Although both ablative and deep brain stimulation techniques
have been shown to be of benefit for most dystonias, the results vary widely
between studies. This is likely due to the fact that there is significant clinical
heterogeneity in the dystonia population, making it difficult to draw solid
conclusions.

3.4.1. Chemodenervation

Botulinum toxin A (Botox�) was first shown to be effective for cervical dys-
tonia by Tsui et al. in 1986 (106). Since then, Botox has been demonstrated
to have long-term safety and efficacy for focal and segmental dystonias such
as CD, blepharospasm, and hemifacial spasm (107–109). Botulinum toxin
is a protein produced by the anaerobic bacterium, Clostridium botulinum,
and exists as several immunological types, labeled A to G. Types A and B
(Myobloc) are commercially available in the United States. The toxin is
injected directly into the muscle and works by blocking the presynaptic
release of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction. This results in
decreased contraction of the muscle, thus relieving the involuntary move-
ments and oftentimes the pain as well.

A clinical response from Botox usually occurs within 1week after
injection, and usually lasts 3–4 months. Common side effects include
injection site pain, bruising, and focal weakness (107,110). Other side effects
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include a flu-like syndrome, and if injected into the neck muscles for CD,
dysphagia (110). Some patients (5–10%) may experience diminishing effect
from repeated treatments; this is often due to the development of antibodies
to botulinum toxin (107,109,111,112).

3.4.2. Ablative Procedures

Early on, thalamotomy seemed to be the preferred procedure for dystonia,
largely due to the results published by Cooper from the late 1950s to the
1970s (113). He performed thalamotomies on over 200 patients with
primary generalized dystonia, and after an average follow-up of 7.9 years,
approximately 70% had mild to marked improvement in their symptoms.
Subsequent case series were also positive, although less favorable, with
improvement seen in only 25–60% of all cases (114–117), and no significant
overall difference in response between dystonias of primary or secondary
etiologies. Though Cardoso et al. (117) noted better results for generalized
dystonia (80% of patients improved) than other subgroups, and Andrew
et al. (115) found that hemidystonia patients improved dramatically
(100% showing fair to excellent improvement), the overall results of these
studies suggest that there is no enhanced benefit from thalamotomy for
any particular subgroup of dystonia patients. Furthermore, thalamotomy
is associated with significant complications, notably dysarthria, especially
if performed bilaterally (56–73% of patients) (115,116).

Pallidotomy was not widely performed for dystonia until studies of
patients with PD undergoing pallidotomy reported a dramatic reduction
in levodopa induced dyskinesias, both choreic and dystonic, and off-period
dystonia (35,118,119). Seeing these encouraging results, many surgical centers
then tried applying pallidotomy to patients with dystonia, and the GPi is now
considered the target of choice for the treatment of dystonia (120). Overall,
primary generalized dystonia patients seem to benefit more from pallidotomy
(120–126), with mean reductions in the Burke–Marsden–Fahn dystonia rating
scale (127) by 59–80% (122,124–126). Typically, the improvement is mild
to moderate in the immediate postoperative period, but continues to show
gradual improvement over the next few months (120–122). Most patients in
the studies cited tolerated pallidotomy well, with minimal complications. In
the study reported by Yoshor et al. (120), 6 of 18 patients undergoing thala-
motomy had postoperative complications compared to 2 of 14 patients under-
going pallidotomy.

3.4.3. Deep Brain Stimulation

Though results from thalamic DBS were published as early as the late 1970s
(128), most of the literature has focused instead on the globus pallidus as a
stimulation target, likely because the data from ablative procedures
suggested that GPi was a more effective site, but also because the few
reports of thalamic DBS in dystonia have had generally poor results. The
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Grenoble group, in reviewing their experience with thalamic stimulation for
movement disorders, noted that their five patients with dystonia were
‘‘inconsistently, less significantly, or not improved’’ (129).

Vercueil et al. (130) implanted DBS leads into the thalamus of
12 patients, and although six of the patients rated their global functional out-
come as satisfactory, dystonia rating scales and disability scales were not
improved. Finally, Kupsch et al. (131) reported eight patients with heteroge-
neous causes of dystonia who underwent simultaneous bilateral GPi and VIM
electrode implantation, with only two patients benefiting from stimulation of
the VIM.

As with pallidotomy, the results from the pallidal DBS literature for
dystonia are more encouraging. Indeed, in the few series where patients
underwent both thalamic and GPi stimulation, the latter site seemed to
result in greater improvement (130,131). Pallidal stimulation has been
demonstrated to be effective for both primary (130,132–136) and secondary
dystonia (130,134–136) although it appears to be most successful for gener-
alized DYT-1 dystonia (132,136,137). The seven DYT-1 dystonia patients
(six children, one adult) reported by Coubes et al. (132), had a mean
improvement of 90.3% as measured by the Burke–Marsden–Fahn dystonia
rating scale. This improvement appeared to be sustained after 2 years of
follow-up (136). Primary DYT-1 negative dystonias, including idiopathic
generalized dystonia as well as cervical dystonia, generally see between 20%
and 80% improvement in their symptoms (133–136), while those with sec-
ondary dystonias, unfortunately, have even more variable results (134–136).
This wide range in the amount clinical benefit is likely due to the heterogeneity
of the dystonia population. Nevertheless, this provides intractable dystonia
patients, whether primary or secondary, with another treatment option where
before there was no palatable alternative. In contrast to DBS for PD, the
effects from stimulation in dystonia tend to be more gradual, and the voltages
and pulse widths used tend to be higher (131).

STN DBS is just starting to receive attention as a possible treatment
for dystonia of either primary or secondary etiologies. The first clinical
evidence to support studying the STN as a target for dystonia came from
Limousin et al. (55), who found that off-period dystonia in PD patients
disappeared with high-frequency stimulation of the STN. The same investi-
gators then placed STN stimulators in four generalized dystonia patients in
addition to 22 patients with PD who exhibited severe off-period dystonia
(138). Although off-period dystonia was reduced by 70% in the PD patients,
the generalized dystonia patients unfortunately had no benefit. This is in con-
trast to the case series reported by Sun et al. (139), in which four generalized
dystonia patients all improved with STN stimulation, and the cervical dysto-
nia patient reported by Chou et al. (75), whose pain and dystonic neck pos-
ture improved with stimulation of the STN. These results are encouraging,
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but further investigations are necessary before recommending the subthala-
mic nucleus as a target for the treatment of dystonia.

3.4.4. Comparison of Targets and Procedures

As mentioned earlier, most centers for movement disorders appear to be
targeting the globus pallidus for dystonia, likely because the results from
pallidotomy and pallidal DBS are more dramatic with fewer complications.
Yet, there have been no prospective, head-to head trials comparing the glo-
bus pallidus to the thalamus, and thus, neither site has been proven to be
superior to the other. Further, the STN needs to be further evaluated as a
potential target for dystonia surgery. The retrospective study by Yoshor
et al. (120) comparing thalamotomy versus pallidotomy suggests significantly
better long-term improvement from pallidotomy, but comparisons between
the two groups are limited because some had bilateral surgeries while others
had unilateral. Further investigations comparing the two sites need to be
performed in order to determine the optimal site. It also remains to be seen
whether or not the subthalamic nucleus plays a role in the treatment of
dystonia. Moreover, although the pendulum is swinging towards DBS over
ablative surgery, no comparative study has been performed between DBS
and ablation for dystonia. It is essential that such a study be conducted, asses-
sing relative efficacy, complications, and cost-effectiveness so that optimal
procedure can be recommended.

3.5. Spasticity

Spasticity is defined as an increase in muscle tone that is velocity dependent
(140), and when severe, can manifest as painful muscle spasms and impair
function. As with other movement disorders, surgery is indicated for severe
spasticity onlywhen noninvasive treatment with oralmuscle relaxants, benzo-
diazepines, and physical therapy has failed. Historically, many different
surgical approaches to spasticity have been attempted, including stereotactic
brain surgery (141), cerebellar stimulation (142), andmyelotomy (143). These
procedures, however, ultimately proved unsuccessful and no longer play a
role in the surgical treatment of spasticity. Instead, intrathecal baclofen and
selective posterior rhizotomy have emerged as the most commonly recom-
mended neurosurgical therapies. Intrathecal baclofen, because it is a reversi-
ble procedure that has been proven to be effective, is often considered before
selective posterior rhizotomy, an irreversible neuroablative technique better
suited for patients with focal spasticity.

Baclofen is a gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) agonist whose net
effect is to inhibit spinal synaptic reflexes, and intrathecal infusion allows
higher levels of the drug to be delivered in the central nervous system when
compared to oral administration (144). The clinical effectiveness of intrathecal
baclofen was first demonstrated by Penn and Kroin (144,145), and has since
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been substantiated by others (140,146–148). Potential candidates for intrathe-
cal baclofen are first given a trial through a percutaneous catheter or access
port. If candidates respond, an electronic pump is then implanted subcuta-
neously. Hardware complications often occur, including catheter occlusion,
migration, disconnection, or infection (140,146). Baclofen itself is a central
nervous system depressant, and can cause sedation and drowsiness, and in
high doses can induce respiratory depression and coma (148).

Dorsal rhizotomy is one of the oldest surgical procedures for spasti-
city, but the technique has been refined over the years to what is now known
as selective posterior rhizotomy (SPR). This procedure relieves spasticity by

interrupting the peripheral stretch reflex, and can be performed in the
cervical or lumbar areas. In the peripheral stretch reflex arc, impulses from
muscle spindle fibers detecting a passive stretch are delivered through the
posterior nerve roots and synapse on the alpha motor neuron, which then
fires to contract the stretched muscle. In SPR, usually one quarter to one
half of these posterior nerve roots are severed. SPR has been evaluated in
three different prospective randomized trials for spasticity in cerebral palsy
(149–151). A meta-analysis of these three trials concluded that SPR, along
with physical therapy, reduces spasticity in children with cerebral palsy
(152). Side effects of the procedure include sensory loss, weakness, and
bowel or bladder dysfunction.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Functional neurosurgery for movement disorders has evolved considerably
in recent years. Many patients with a variety of symptoms enjoy significantly
improved quality of life with minimal side effects. There are now more treat-
ment options for patients suffering with advanced PD, ET, cerebellar tre-
mor, dystonia, and spasticity, and even more promising therapies are on
the horizon. Nevertheless, surgical therapies for movement disorders as a
whole still do not yet meet evidence-based standards. Further studies are
essential in order to clarify the surgical targets and techniques that are opti-
mally suited to treat patients with each of these devastating conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease is a complex neurological disorder, painting a variety of
clinical pictures. Age of onset, specific features and distribution of motor
symptomatology, rate of disease progression, and presence of nonmotor
signs and symptoms span a diverse spectrum among patients with the dis-
order. An array of modern therapeutic options enables clinicians to control
many parkinsonian symptoms effectively for years. The challenge facing
clinicians with regard to surgical treatment is determining which patients
are likely to realize meaningful benefit from surgery and when along the
course of each patient’s disease to intervene. Since all surgical procedures
are associated with the potential, though relatively small, for serious compli-
cation, anticipated benefit from surgical intervention must always be
balanced against possible risks.

Though surgical procedures have been employed for decades to treat
Parkinson’s disease, practices in the modern era of surgical treatment are
certainly not standardized, and they continue to evolve. Despite the absence

SECTION I: PARKINSON’S DISEASE
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of rigorously established guidelines informing the indications for surgery
and selection of patients for such treatment, a general consensus is emerging
that is useful in guiding clinical practice. Particularly with the availability
of the nondestructive technique of deep brain stimulation, the role of surgery
is now viewed as a means of maintaining motor function before significant
disability ensues, rather than a last-resort intervention for end-stage
parkinsonian patients with no other treatment options.

2. IMPORTANCE OF PATIENT SELECTION

Appropriate patient selection is a major determinant of successful postopera-
tive outcome. The following sections of this chapter detail the factors that need
to be considered when evaluating each patient’s candidacy for deep brain
stimulation or ablative surgery. Evaluation of patient suitability for surgery
is probably best accomplished using a multidisciplinary approach in which
neurological, medical, cognitive/psychiatric, and social issues are assessed
by a team of clinicians. This team is typically comprised of neurologists,
neurosurgeons, neuropsychologists, nurses, and others who work together
to evaluate and educate patients and their families.

3. INDICATIONS FOR SURGERY

When patients with advanced Parkinson’s disease develop moderate to severe
motor fluctuation, medication-induced dyskinesia, medication refractory tre-
mor, or significant intolerance to medications, surgery should be considered.
A number of factors need to be assessed in a systematic manner to determine
each patient’s candidacy for surgical treatment.

3.1. Certainty of Diagnosis

Surgical treatment is most effective and appropriate for patients with idio-
pathic Parkinson’s disease, and it is generally not helpful for patients with
other parkinsonian syndromes. Thus, verification of the diagnosis of idio-
pathic Parkinson’s disease is the first step in assessing a patient for possible
surgery. Table 1 summarizes the clinical features of idiopathic Parkinson’s
disease.

Not uncommonly, patients initially diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease
are later found to have another type of parkinsonism, such as diffuse Lewy
body disease, vascular parkinsonism, or a Parkinson’s plus syndrome. A thor-
ough neurological history and examination focused on the patient’s initial and
present symptoms and signs, rate of disease progression, response to dopami-
nergic therapy, and presence or absence of atypical symptoms or signs allows
solidification or refutation of the diagnosis of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease.
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3.2. Identification of Motor Symptoms and Their Disability

Once the diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease is clinically certain, clinicians should
ascertain which symptoms and signs are most troublesome or disabling for
each patient to determine whether those particular problems are likely to be
improved by surgery. Many surgical trials have now demonstrated the ability
of surgical treatments, particularly deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic
nucleus or globus pallidus, to improve the cardinal motor features of Parkin-
son’s disease, including rigidity, tremor, bradykinesia, and disturbances of gait.
In addition, a reduction in motor fluctuation is commonly seen following
surgery.Patients experiencehighqualitymotor function (‘‘on’’ time) consistently
throughout their day, with fewer episodes of troubling motor symptomatology
(‘‘off ’’ periods) and less hyperkinetic movement (dyskinesia) (1–13).

Features of Parkinson’s disease that appear to be less responsive to
surgical intervention include speech dysfunction and swallowing difficulty.
In addition, patients who experience severe postural instability or freezing
of gait deserve special mention. These symptoms can be two of the most dis-
abling problems, and they often become more difficult to treat pharmacolo-
gically as Parkinson’s disease progresses. Thus, patients with these symptoms
may be referred for surgery when medications have failed. Severe disturbance
of balance or gait unimproved by medication or that occurs when the patient
is otherwise in a good state of medication-responsiveness (during the ‘‘on’’
period) appears to be resistant to improvement by surgery. Though not well
studied, many nonmotor manifestations of Parkinson’s disease (e.g., cognitive
dysfunction, dysautonomia) also do not appear to benefit from surgical inter-
vention. Recognizing the factors that contribute to each patient’s disability,
and the extent to which the patient’s troubling symptoms are those that tend

Table 1 Features Characteristic of Idiopathic Parkinson’s Disease

� Presence of at least two of the three cardinal features of parkinsonism (rest
tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia)

� Asymmetric onset of signs/symptoms
� Substantial response to levodopa or dopamine agonist
� Absence of features suggesting alternative diagnoses

– Prominent postural instability in the first 3 years after symptom onset
– Freezing phenomena in the first 3 years
– Hallucinations unrelated to medication in the first 3 years of disease
– Dementia preceding motor symptoms or in the first year
– Supranuclear gaze palsy
– Severe, symptomatic dysautonomia unrelated to medications
– Documentation of a condition known to produce parkinsonism and

plausibly connected to the patient’s symptoms

Source: From Ref. 51.
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to respond to surgical intervention, will help identify those patients who will
experience the greatest benefit from surgery. Table 2 lists helpful questions
to be used in assessing the presence and extent of various motor symptoms
preoperatively.

From the patient history and examination (particularly with the
patient examined in their off-medication and on-medication states), as well
as from the responses to the focused questions outlined in Table 2, one can
develop an appreciation for the level of disability experienced by each
patient. In order to justify the potential risk of surgical intervention, patients
should be at a stage in their Parkinson’s disease in which they are experien-
cing significant disability. Determining what constitutes significant disability
is subjective and should be individualized for each patient. The goal is to
intervene, if possible, just when the patient reaches a stage where the daily
burden of parkinsonian motor symptomatology begins to cause significant
interference with daily function, occupational activities, important leisure
time pursuits, and/or basic activities of daily living.

A useful tool in gauging daily function is the motor fluctuation diary, a
chart in which patients record their level of motor function periodically
throughout their day. Typically patients are asked to rate their motor func-
tion every 30–60min during wakefulness as to whether they are ‘‘off’’ (slow
and/or experiencing other troublesome symptoms), ‘‘on’’ (functioning rea-
sonably well), or ‘‘on with troublesome dyskinesia’’ (experiencing excessive,
involuntary movements that impede function). Patients are also asked to

Table 2 Questions for Patients to Assess Their Motor Symptomatology and
Disability

1. What are the symptoms from your Parkinson’s disease that bother you the
most, beginning with the most troublesome problem, in order of severity?

2. During what percent of your waking day are you ‘‘off,’’ that is, experiencing
significant symptoms from your Parkinson’s disease, despite taking your
medication?

3. How would you describe the most severe ‘‘off’’ state on a typical day?
4. During what percent of your waking day do you experience troublesome

dyskinesia, that is excessive and uncontrolled movements that bother you?
5. Do you have rigidity or muscle stiffness, and how much of a problem is it for

you?
6. Do you have tremor or shaking, and how much of a problem is it for you?
7. Do you have slowness of movement or difficulty initiating movement, and how

much of a problem is it for you?
8. Do you have trouble with walking, and how much of a problem is it for you?
9. Do you have problems with balance, and how much of a problem is it for you?
10. Do you fall? If so, why and how often?
11. What activities previously performed are now difficult or impossible due to

your Parkinson’s disease?
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indicate when medications were taken, allowing interpretation by the clini-
cian of relationships between motor function and medication timing. Such
‘‘real time’’ ratings by patients and their family members provide extremely
helpful information to clinicians in understanding the cumulative quantity
and patterns of motor disability throughout each patient’s day. Some surgical
research protocols require that patients experience a minimum amount (e.g., 3
or more hours) of cumulative ‘‘off’’ and/or dyskinetic time each day to justify
surgery. Other useful tools to document the extent of dyskinesia include the
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) Part IVa (dyskinesia)
score, the Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS), or the Rush
Dyskinesia Scale (14). To assess health-related quality of life, the Parkinson’s
Disease Questionnaire (PDQ-39) is most commonly used (15). To date, quality
of life scores typically do not play a major role in the clinical assessment of sur-
gical candidacy, though they are commonly incorporated into clinical studies.

3.3. Status of Pharmacological Treatment

Since currently available surgical treatments suppress symptoms but do not
clearly alter disease progression, they are used to control symptoms when
pharmacotherapy fails to provide adequate and consistent symptom relief.
To deem medication treatment sufficiently ineffective before proceeding to
surgery, one needs to ensure that the patients’ medication regimen has been
optimized for their particular symptoms. The patients’ current and past
medications and their dosing schemes should be carefully reviewed, as there
are several strategies that can be used to improve control of symptoms,
motor fluctuation, and dyskinesia. If not already undertaken, the strategies
in Table 3 can be considered in an attempt to optimize pharmacological

Table 3 Strategies for Optimizing Pharmacological Treatment of Motor Symptoms
in Advanced Parkinson’s Disease

� Administer immediate-release levodopa at the appropriate dose and frequency
tailored to the patient’s wake/sleep, meal, and activity schedule (note that in
advanced patients, controlled-release preparations of levodopa are often less
consistent in their effect)

� Use a dopamine agonist at appropriate doses in conjunction with levodopa as
tolerated; if one agonist is ineffective or poorly tolerated, consider a trial of
another agonist

� Use a catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) inhibitor to maximize the duration
of effect from levodopa

� Use an anticholinergic medication if the patient has severe tremor or dystonic
dyskinesia

� Use amantadine to treat troublesome dyskinesia
� Use injectable apomorphine to rescue patients from severe ‘‘off’’ periods
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treatment. Note that most of these strategies can be employed relatively
quickly to determine whether symptoms can be brought under adequate
control and surgery can be deferred. In some patients, medications are
poorly tolerated and it may be best to proceed to surgery without exhausting
trials of all medication options.

3.4. Extent of Dopaminergic Responsiveness

The degree to which a patient is responsive to dopaminergic medication,
particularly levodopa, generally predicts how responsive motor symptoms
will be to surgical treatment, especially treatment with deep brain stimula-
tion (16). Levodopa responsiveness can sometimes be inferred from a careful
history, but having objective confirmation of levodopa responsiveness and its
extent can be helpful when evaluating a patient for surgery. The most widely
used scale to assess motor signs and function in patients with Parkinson’s
disease is the motor subscale (part III) of the UPDRS (17). Many clinicians
assess the UPDRS III score with the patients in their most symptomatic
(‘‘off’’) state and then again once the patient has responded to their antiparkin-
sonian medication and has achieved their best motor function (‘‘on’’ state).
This is practically achieved by assessing the patients in the morning,
following cessation of antiparkinsonian medication for about 12hr overnight,
and then again after the patient has ingested their usual morning dose of med-
ication (with or without extra levodopa) and derived a good response. Evalua-
tion of the patients in the ‘‘off’’ state provides an instructive glimpse into their
motor symptoms and associated disability at its most severe (not often appre-
ciated in a routine office visit), and comparison of the ‘‘off’’ and ‘‘on’’ UPDRS
III scores indicates the degree of responsiveness to dopaminergic medication.
In order for patients to be considered for surgical treatment, some clinicians
require patients to have a minimum UPDRS III score of 30/108 in the
‘‘off’’ state (18). The minimal degree of improvement required after a dopami-
nergic challenge to be considered a candidate for surgery is not well established.
The Core Assessment Program for the Surgical Interventional Therapies in
Parkinson’s Disease (CAPSIT-PD) recommends a 33% improvement or greater
before recommending surgery (19). We rarely offer surgery to patients who do
not demonstrate at least a 30% improvement in the UPDRS III score. By per-
forming these measures, one also derives information helpful in educating
patients and their families about which symptoms are most likely to respond
to surgery. Symptoms and signs resistant to levodopa will likely be resistant
to surgical intervention, as well—with the notable exception of medication-
resistant tremor.We also find that videotaping the patient’s preoperative exam-
ination during the ‘‘off’’ and ‘‘on’’ UPDRS III assessments provides a useful
visual record of baseline motor dysfunction, which can later be reviewed post-
operatively to gauge treatment response.
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3.5. Cognitive Status

A clear understanding of the patient’s cognitive function is important when
considering surgical candidacy. Dementia is common in patients with
Parkinson’s disease, with the prevalence increasing with advanced age and
disease progression (20). Most clinicians do not offer surgery to patients with
bona fide dementia, as this finding suggests more widespread disease that may
be a marker for less robust motor response to surgery and because the presence
of dementia produces practical obstacles to achieving optimal outcomes.
Patients with dementia have difficulty tolerating and cooperating with the
awake surgical procedures typically employed. Patients with dementia also
have difficulty accurately observing and articulating their symptoms, making
adjustment of deep brain stimulation parameters and medications more diffi-
cult. Finally, patients with preexisting dementia may experience a worsening
of their cognitive status following surgery (21–23).

To screen for dementia, a Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE) can be
performed. It is generally accepted that a MMSE score of �24 is an indica-
tor of poor surgical candidacy (18). Certainly, if a question exists about a
patient’s cognitive status, formal neuropsychological testing should be per-
formed. In fact, many clinicians at experienced surgical centers evaluate all
patients with a battery of neurocognitive tests preoperatively. Patients with
Parkinson’s disease can develop cognitive deficits in areas of executive func-
tioning, visuospatial processing, attention and set shifting, and memory
function. In the neurocognitive testing battery, it is important to include
measures of general cognitive functioning, such as the Mattis Dementia
Rating Scale (MDRS) ; measures of executive functioning and attention, such
as verbal fluency tests, paced auditory serial addition tests, and the Wisconsin
Card Sorting Test; measures of short- and long-term memory function; mea-
sures of visuospatial function; and measures of language function. In some
instances, results from neuropsychological testing may reveal a pattern of
dementia that is more compatible with Alzheimer’s disease, diffuse Lewy
body disease, or progressive supranuclear palsy, offering evidence against
recommending surgery. Some clinicians exclude patients based on a MDRS
total score of �120–130/144 (18,19). We generally use a rejection criterion
of a MDRS total score 2 or more standard deviations below the age-adjusted
mean normal score or the criterion of 2 or more (out of 5) subtest scores that
lie beyond 2 standard deviations.

3.6. Psychiatric Symptoms

Patients with Parkinson’s disease are prone to depression, anxiety, and
psychotic symptoms, including hallucinations and delusions. These symptoms
can be a direct result of the disease process or exacerbated by medications
used to control the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease. Approximately 40%
of Parkinson’s disease patients suffer from depression. The literature is
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conflicting on the effect of surgical treatment on mood. Some studies suggest
improvement in mood after surgery (24,25); however, a growing body of lit-
erature suggests, in some individuals, that depression and anxiety can worsen
after surgery (26,27). Although there is no clear evidence that the presence of
preexisting mood disorder increases the risk of postoperative disturbance in
mood, it seems reasonable to assume that before proceeding with surgery,
mood disorders should be effectively treated with medication. Furthermore,
offering surgery to patients with severe preexisting depression or anxiety that
does not adequately respond to pharmacological treatment may not be advi-
sable. The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) or theMontgomery and Asberg
Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) can be used to assess depression. In our
center, if a patient has a score of�18 on the BDI, then surgery is generally not
recommended. The CAPSIT-PD recommends a score ranging from 7 to 19 on
the MADRS as an exclusion criterion (19).

Parkinson’s disease patients referred for surgery are also at greater risk
for psychiatric symptoms, as they usually have relatively advanced disease
and are being treated with moderate to high doses of medications that have
the potential to cause psychiatric adverse effects. Patients with active hallu-
cinations or delusions may be at increased risk for psychiatric complications
after surgery. A wide range of psychiatric symptoms has been described
following subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation surgery, including
hallucinations, severe psychosis, mania, and impulsivity (25). Many times
these symptoms occur in the immediate postoperative period, when patients
are hospitalized, and are transient. Cases of persistent postoperative beha-
vioral disturbance have been reported, though, and these may be more likely
to occur in patients who are prone to these problems preoperatively (21).
Thus, patients with active psychotic symptoms should not undergo surgical
treatment (21,28). In many instances, reduction of antiparkinsonian medica-
tion or addition of an atypical antipsychotic agent will improve these symp-
toms, with the patient then able to proceed with surgery. Certainly, if a
patient’s psychotic symptoms are mild and clearly medication-induced, then
surgical treatment may be beneficial, since following surgery, reduction in
medication, and its associated adverse effects, is often possible.

3.7. Surgical Risk

Surgery is contraindicated by the presence of any medical condition that sub-
stantially increases its risk. The two most important risks of surgery are
hemorrhagic stroke and, especially for deep brain stimulation surgery,
device-related infection (29,30). In large surgical series, the risk of sympto-
matic hemorrhage complicating deep brain stimulation lead insertion is
1.5–3% per lead implant. The risk of a hemorrhage resulting in permanently
increased morbidity is 0.5–1% per lead. This risk is increased in the setting of
untreated hypertension, coagulopathy, or evidence on magnetic resonance
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imaging (MRI) of significant small vessel ischemic disease or extensive cere-
bral atrophy. Most clinicians require that a screening MRI of the brain be
obtained, prior to making a final determination about surgical candidacy.
The risk of serious infection of a newly implanted device, defined as an infec-
tion requiring reoperation to remove all or part of the implanted hardware, is
2–5% per device. Conditions that increase this risk, such as long-standing
severe diabetes or need for chronic immunosuppression, are relative contrain-
dications for device insertion. Such patients may be more appropriate
candidates for unilateral pallidotomy.

3.8. Patient Expectations and Social Support

Candidates for surgery should demonstrate a clear understanding of the
procedures entailed in their surgical treatment, potential risks of surgery,
and realistic expectations about what can be achieved with surgery. Patients
need to understand that currently available surgical treatments will not
‘‘cure’’ their disease or likely alter disease progression and that the goal of
surgery is suppression of motor symptoms and optimization of motor func-
tion. Patients need to understand that the benefits of surgery will take time
to accrue, particularly for treatment with deep brain stimulation, in which a
number of visits may be required to optimize stimulator settings and conco-
mitant medication. Patients and their families should be committed to work-
ing closely with the medical team in the postoperative management of their
deep brain stimulation therapy, both in the early postoperative period and
over time.

3.9. Multidisciplinary Consensus

An effective method for arriving at decisions regarding the surgical candi-
dacy of patients is to collect the required data for each patient and then
convene a conference inwhich thesedetails arediscussedby themultidisciplinary
team. We find it extremely helpful for all team members to review together the
medical history, motor testing scores, neurocognitive and psychiatric data, neu-
roimaging findings, and general clinical impressions (summarized in Table 4).
This process allows a consensus decision to be reached on the suitability of each
particular patient for surgical treatment and fosters a consistent and cohesive
treatment approach.

4. ABLATIVE PROCEDURES vs. DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION

Surgical approaches to treat Parkinson’s disease include destructive proce-
dures, such as pallidotomy and thalamotomy, and the nonablative techni-
que of deep brain stimulation. Deep brain stimulation is a nondestructive
and reversible means of disrupting the abnormal function of neurons in
brain structures affected by Parkinson’s disease. It mimics to some extent
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the effect of a lesion in the target structure that is stimulated, although the
exact mechanism by which this occurs remains unclear. The deep brain sti-
mulation system consists of a four-contact lead placed into the brain that is
connected to a programmable generator, implanted in the subclavicular
region, via a wire tunneled under the scalp down to the chest. The stimula-
tion parameters are programmed noninvasively to deliver the appropriate
level of stimulation to the optimal anatomic region to maximize sympto-
matic benefit and minimize adverse effects. The benefits of deep brain stimu-
lation compared to ablative surgery are its nondestructive nature, reversibility,
and adjustability. In addition, when used bilaterally the technique does not
generally produce the speech, swallowing, or cognitive complications com-
monly seen with ablative procedures (thalamotomy and pallidotomy); thus,
deep brain stimulation is preferred for the provision of bilateral treatment
(31–33). For patients in whom deep brain stimulation is not an appropriate
option (e.g., patients who will be unable to adhere to follow-up requirements
for stimulator programming), consideration can be given to treatment with a
unilateral pallidotomy.

5. UNILATERAL vs. BILATERAL TREATMENT

The ability to safely provide bilateral treatment with deep brain stimulation
has lead to this treatment being used bilaterally in the majority of Parkinson’s
disease patients who experience bilateral appendicular and/or axial motor
symptoms. In moderately advanced patients with Parkinson’s disease, bilat-

Table 4 Summary of Generally Accepted Criteria for Surgical Candidacy

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Diagnosis of idiopathic Parkinson’s
disease

Serious surgical comorbidities

Disabling motor symptoms, including
motor fluctuation or dyskinesia,
despite optimized pharmacological
treatment

Uncontrolled psychiatric illness,
including anxiety and mood disorder
(BDI>18)

Robust motor response (other than
tremor) to levodopa (>30%
improvement of UPDRS III score)

Dementia (MMSE � 24, MDRS � 120)

Clear understanding of risks and realistic
expectations from surgery

Preoperative MRI with extensive white
matter changes or severe cerebral
atrophy

UPDRS III, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, Part III (motor subscale); BDI, Beck

Depression Inventory; MMSE, Mini Mental Status Examination; MDRS, Mattis Dementia

Rating Scale; MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
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eral treatment with subthalamic or pallidal deep brain stimulation provides
incremental benefit over unilateral treatment and allows for a greater reduc-
tion in post-operative medication requirements (34,35). Unilateral deep brain
stimulation used in patients with bilateral symptoms generally provides
incomplete benefit and can result in more challenging postoperative manage-
ment. Certainly, in patients with unilateral or strongly asymmetric motor
symptoms, contralateral unilateral surgical intervention with deep brain sti-
mulation is appropriate.

6. PREVIOUS SURGERY FOR PARKINSON’S DISEASE

In general, previous surgery does not exclude the possibility of additional
surgical intervention. In a patient with a previous unilateral pallidotomy
who continues to experience contralateral benefit but now requires treat-
ment on the opposite side, pallidal deep brain stimulation on the opposite
side of the brain can be used. Alternatively, if the benefits from the previous
pallidotomy have waned, bilateral subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimula-
tion can be employed with excellent benefit (36). Patients with a previous
thalamotomy can also be successfully treated with bilateral subthalamic
nucleus or globus pallidus deep brain stimulation.

7. AREAS OF CONTROVERSY

7.1. Earlier Intervention

The possibility of intervening earlier in the course of disease with surgical
treatments has been proposed. There is speculation that subthalamic nucleus
deep brain stimulation could potentially exert a neuroprotective effect. This
hypothesis is based on indirect evidence implicating glutamate toxicity in
Parkinson’s disease and the possibility that deep brain stimulation of the
subthalamic nucleus, by reducing glutaminergic outflow, could produce a
neuroprotective effect (37). It remains to be proven, however, whether this
hypothesis has merit. Others have suggested that reduction of medication
or potential avoidance of medication exposure, often possible following sur-
gery, could result in less neuronal toxicity, leading to a secondary neuropro-
tective effect. Today, there is no clear evidence that levodopa is neurotoxic
in vivo (38). In fact, some studies suggest dopamine agonists may have a
neuroprotective effect (39,40). These issues will need further study. At this
time, there is no convincing evidence to recommend surgical intervention
with deep brain stimulation based on its bestowing a neuroprotective effect.
One of the most convincing arguments for earlier surgical intervention with
deep brain stimulation therapy, though, is the promise of allowing patients
with Parkinson’s disease to enjoy a better quality of life by improved control
of symptoms (41). A large clinical trial will be required to determine if treat-
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ing milder patients with deep brain stimulation will have this desired effect
in the context of an acceptable risk/benefit analysis.

7.2. Upper Age Limit

Whether there is an upper age limit above which surgery should no longer be
offered is the topic of debate. Several previous studies have shown that
patients older than 70 years benefit less from pallidotomy compared to
younger patients (42). Similar findings of only modest motor improvement
in older patients after subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation surgery
have also been reported (16,43). Others have found an increased incidence
of cognitive dysfunction in older patients after surgery (21). Older patients
may tolerate surgery less well and may be more susceptible to transient post-
operative confusion, especially after bilateral subthalamic nucleus deep brain
stimulation surgery. We and others, however, have found no difference in
postoperative outcomes in patients with advanced age, providing these
patients are carefully selected and exhibit a robust response to a dopaminergic
challenge (10,44,45). We typically do not exclude patients from surgery based
on age alone. If older patients experience severe motor fluctuation, dyskinesia,
a good response to levodopa, no signs of dementia or major psychiatric
disturbance, and are in good general health, we will offer surgical treatment.

7.3. Surgical Brain Target Selection

The surgical treatment of choice today for most patients with Parkinson’s
disease is deep brain stimulation. The best location for stimulation, how-
ever, remains controversial. Both the subthalamic nucleus and globus palli-
dus internus have been studied extensively as target locations for deep brain
stimulation, and both have been shown to treat the cardinal motor features
of Parkinson’s disease. To date, few rigorously conducted comparison stu-
dies have been completed to determine the relative merits and disadvantages
of stimulation at each target and whether treatment at one target might,
indeed, be superior to the other. Comparative studies to date and a meta-
analysis of reports concerning deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic
nucleus or of the globus pallidus have shown no statistically significant
difference in the motor improvement provided by these treatments (46).
A large-scale, multicenter, prospective randomized study sponsored by the
Department of Veterans Affairs Cooperative Studies Program, the National
Institute of Neurological Disease and Stroke, and Medtronic Neurological
comparing bilateral subthalamic nucleus and globus pallidus deep brain
stimulation is currently underway. The findings from this landmark study
are expected to clarify numerous issues concerning the use of deep brain
stimulation at the two targets.

In many centers, deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus is
the default surgical treatment. Subthalamic nucleus stimulation may
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currently offer several advantages over pallidal stimulation. These include
the larger scope of published experience with deep brain stimulation of
the subthalamic nucleus, the greater familiarity that many neurosurgeons
have in mapping and operating upon this target, and the suggestion from
clinical practice that postoperative medication reduction is greater in
patients treated at this target (47). Conversely, pallidal stimulation may
offer some advantages over subthalamic stimulation. Some have suggested
that globus pallidus deep brain stimulation provides a direct antidyskinetic
effect on levodopa-induced dyskinesia, allowing medication levels to be
maintained to help treat symptoms in a synergistic manner (7). Additionally,
cognitive, mood, and behavior abnormalities may be less prevalent in
patients treated with globus pallidus deep brain stimulation compared with
those receiving subthalamic nucleus stimulation, though this remains to be
proven (48).

Interventions at the thalamic target (specifically, the ventral intermedi-
ate nucleus of the thalamus), whether with deep brain stimulation or ablation,
are effective in suppressing contralateral parkinsonian tremor but do not
address other motor symptoms (49,50). In contrast, deep brain stimulation
of either the subthalamic nucleus or of the globus pallidus can provide effec-
tive tremor control while simultaneously improving other parkinsonian
motor symptoms, diminishing motor fluctuation, and suppressing dyskinesia.
Thus, even in those patients with Parkinson’s disease who predominantly
manifest tremor as their main source of disability, basal ganglia targets seem
to be preferable to the thalamic target in many of these instances.

8. FUTURE OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE SURGERY AND
PATIENT SELECTION

The value of currently available surgical treatments for Parkinson’s disease—
particularly deep brain stimulation—is their ability to often dramatically sup-
press motor symptoms and provide patients with more consistent, high quality
motor function. Patient selection for these procedures therefore heavily
emphasizes patients with significant motor disability and focuses on those
patients with relatively advanced disease in whom the risks of surgery can
be justified by the benefits typically achieved. There is vital need to provide
patients with therapies that domore thanmerely provide symptomatic benefit,
however. Disease-modifying treatments that decelerate or halt disease progres-
sion, repair and restore degenerated neural circuits, and protect against the
symptomatic declaration of disease in the first place are desperately needed.
As these restorative and protective therapies, likely delivered using neuro-
surgical approaches, become available, selection criteria for their use will
undoubtedly evolve. In the future, our therapies will be directed at those
patients with new-onset or newly diagnosed Parkinson’s disease and a mild
level of symptomatology.
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Thus, it seems likely that the field of surgical movement disorders will

arrive at the point of being able to provide patients a spectrum of interven-

tional therapies along the continuum of Parkinson’s disease progression,

with patient candidacy algorithms designed according to the efficacy and

risk/benefit calculus at each stage of the disease.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid rise in the number of patients undergoing subthalamic nucleus
(STN) stimulation for Parkinson’s disease is remarkable, given the tradi-
tional view that STN lesions cause disabling hemiballismus and the hypo-
thesis that deep brain stimulation (DBS) produces a ‘‘functional lesion.’’
However, human trials followed the demonstration that STN lesions could
alleviate many of the symptoms observed in primate models of Parkinson’s
disease (1–3). The clinical benefits of chronic electrical stimulation of the
STN were first reported by the Grenoble group in 1994 (4) and a lengthier
paper in 1995 (5) describing the first three patients to have electrodes imp-
lanted chronically in the STN for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease.

In this chapter, we present a practical methodology for implanting
deep brain stimulating electrodes in the STN. While the techniques and pre-
ferences described here are ones our group has found work best (6,7), alter-
native successful styles do exist (8–11). Moreover, the advent of frameless
techniques has added an extra dimension to the procedure. In general, the
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anatomic and physiologic considerations for the frame-based and frameless
techniques are essentially the same. However, each frameless system has its
own nuances regarding setup and alignment. This chapter will focus on the
traditional frame-based procedure and will not delve into the multiple
frameless systems available.

2. PATIENT SELECTION AND PREPARATION

Patients considered for surgery must not have any medical contraindications
to anesthesia and surgery in general. Moreover, they should not have a
history of a bleeding diathesis. Any anticoagulant medications, including
aspirin, ticlopidine, clopidogrel, and all nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs, should be discontinued at least 7–10 days preoperatively to ensure
the return of normal blood clotting function. Other medications that may
affect platelet function, such as valproic acid and high dose vitamin E,
should also be discontinued.

In addition, patients should be willing and able, both physically and
cognitively, to undergo an awake surgical procedure requiring several hours
of immobilization in a stereotactic frame. Moreover, surgical candidates
need to be able to remain attentive and cooperative under stressful condi-
tions. Lastly, the patient and family must be willing and able to bear the
responsibilities for maintaining a chronically implanted hardware system.

3. FRAME PLACEMENT

Patients are admitted the evening before surgery so that theymay be optimized
medically and obtain a portion of their preoperative imaging studies. By com-
pleting the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sequence preoperatively, pati-
ents do not need to spend time in the claustrophobic space of the MRI magnet
while in the stereotactic frame. This also significantly improves efficiency by
decreasing the amount of imaging time on the morning of surgery.

Most stereotactic head frames are compatible with the currently
available surgical planning stations. We use the Leksell model G stereotactic
head frame (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). It is easier to apply the frame with
the patient sitting upright rather than supine. The frame should be posi-
tioned with the base parallel to the line between the anterior and posterior
commissures (the AC–PC line), which may be approximated by the line
extending from the lateral canthus to the tragus. Ear bars may be used to
stabilize the frame during fixation, with padded ear plugs used to minimize
discomfort. Alternatively, an assistant may be used to position the frame
while the lead individual applies the pins.

The pins must be placed correctly to avoid damage to subcutaneous and
intracranial structures. In patients with prior craniotomies, pin placement
within the bone flap may cause the flap to fracture inwards and penetrate
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the brain. The anterior pins should be placed two fingerbreadths above the
orbital rim, taking care to avoid the supraorbital nerve. Damaging the nerve
may cause persistent pain and potentially even neuroma formation. Poster-
iorly, pins should be located so as to avoid penetration of the cerebral venous
sinuses. The height of the base of the frame should allow prospective targets
to lie comfortably within the frame’s coordinate system, avoiding the
extremes, which will mechanically hamper positioning the arc for targeting.
In addition, since the pins create significant artifactual distortion of computed
tomography (CT) imaging, they should be placed such that they do not dis-
tort the anterior commissure, the posterior commissure, or the STN.

Pins should have firm, direct purchase on the skull without scything at
an extreme angle. Moreover, pin lengths should be chosen so that the frame
and its posts do not contact the patient’s nose, scalp, neck, or shoulders to
avoid the risk of developing a pressure sore. Moreover, the blunt ends
should not extend more than 5mm from the external face of the stereotactic
frame post so as not to interfere with placement of fiducial boxes for imag-
ing. A spinal needle used to inject lidocaine may be inserted through the pin
hole of the post to approximate the necessary pin length.

A generous amount of local anesthetic is infiltrated into the scalp and
down to the periostium prior to fixing the pins. Given the length of the pro-
cedure, it is advantageous to use a long-acting mixture such as a 1:1 combi-
nation of 0.5% lidocaine with 1:200,000 epinephrine and 0.75% marcaine.
Beginning the infiltration slowly, or adding one part sodium bicarbonate
to nine parts anesthetic, ameliorates some of the burning sensation associa-
ted with these drugs. Sometimes administering a small amount of a short-
acting benzodiazepine, such as midazolam, aids in reducing the patient’s
anxiety about frame placement and improves cooperation. The tips of the
pins may be coated in antibiotic ointment prior to fixation.

Once applied, the pins should be tightened in opposing pairs to evenly
distribute pressure on the skull. Pins should be hand tight and should not be
over tightened. Over-tightening can result in frame distortion, which can
create a source of targeting error. Intraoperative alteration in pin position
will invalidate all stereotactic planning already completed. If the pins are
set appropriately, it should be possible to gently shake the patient’s head,
gripping the frame, without causing pain. Pain results from pin slippage.
If performed carefully, this maneuver can provide added assurance against
intraoperative displacement.

4. TARGET PLANNING

4.1. Image Acquisition

While MRI has superior soft-tissue resolution, CT is less susceptible to the
distortional artifacts produced by the inhomogeneities in the magnetic field
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and thus more accurately represents the actual position of intracerebral struc-
tures in space. Consequently, we rely on image fusion to allow us to capitalize
on the respective advantages of each methodology. Our surgical planning
utilizes several MRI sequences (1.5T Siemens Magnetom Vision, Symphony,
or Sonata) and one CT sequence (Siemens Emotion or Plus4). As previously
stated, a volumetric T1-weighted axial MRI (MPRAGE) (TR 20, TE 6, Flip
angle 30�, 256 field of view, 1mm thick slices 256� 256 matrix) is obtained on
the day of surgery or up to several days preoperatively without the stereotac-
tic frame in place. A coronal T2 sequence (TR 5000, TE 96, Flip angle 180�,
300 field of view, 2mm thick slices 154 � 256 matrix) is performed from in
front of the anterior commissure to behind the posterior commissure. The
STNmay be directly visualized on this sequence and it serves as an additional
method for determining our initial target, as will be described below. A CT
scan is then obtained with the patient, frame, and CT fiducial box secured
to the table to ensure that the frame is parallel to the axis of scanning. The
gantry angle must be kept at 0� in order to allow most planning software to
construct a volumetric cranial model. The field of view is enlarged so that
all of the fiducial rods are visible. Images are taken at 1–2mm intervals from
the base of the frame through the top of the fiducial set. While stereotactic
surgery initially relied on contrast ventriculography to visualize the anterior
and posterior commissures, the superb visualization of these structures on
modern MRI machines renders this technique unnecessary.

4.2. Target and Trajectory

Targeting is performed using several methods. The T2-weighted MRI may
be used for direct anatomical targeting of the STN. A defined stereotactic
formula in combination with a stereotactic atlas indirectly targets the
structure. Lastly, microelectrode recording (MER) locates the nucleus via
neurophysiologic mapping.

After CT scanning the patient is transported to the operating room.
The acquired images are uploaded into a planning station via the hospital
intranet or from an optical disk. We utilize the Stealth Station Treon Plus
(Medtronic Surgical Navigation Technologies, Colorado, U.S.A.). The CT
scan serves as the reference examination against the multiple MRI exams.
The CT and the MRI series are fused using automated image fusion soft-
ware. The fused images are inspected to confirm that structures on each scan
overlie each other. If this fusion is found to be unsatisfactory, corresponding
points on each exam may be chosen for a manual point merge. Alterna-
tively, the MRI may be fused to the CT scan using the point merge system.

The stereotactic coordinate system is then established by registering
the fiducial rods. Ideally, this should be done on the CT images set to bone
windows so that artifacts are reduced. The CT scan is utilized due to its
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more accurate spatial resolution. Once the rods are identified, the computer
can then assign a triplanar set of Cartesian coordinates to any intracranial
structure.

The commissures and at least one midline point are then identified and
stored. Because stereotactic targeting formulas were all determined with the
use of ventriculography, the posterior portion of the AC and the anterior
portion of the PC should be selected to correspond with those regions visua-
lized on a ventriculogram (Fig. 1). The computer then aligns the images to
parallel the intercommissural line. If the Leksell frame is placed perfectly,
both the AC and PC will have identical X- and Z-coordinates.

Figure 1 T1-weighted MRI on the sur-
gical planning station with the AC and
PC marked.
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If redundancy in planning to minimize the chance of error is desired,
we advocate a separate manual calculation of the location of the mid-
commissural point (MCP). Most CT and MRI scanners provide enough
image analysis functions to derive the displacement of AC and PC from
frame center. These numbers can easily be transformed into stereotactic
coordinates by adding or subtracting them from the x¼ 100, y¼ 100, and
z¼ 100 (frame center). By convention, point displacement to the left, ante-
rior, or inferior of frame center are added to 100, while displacement to
the right, posterior, or superior of frame center are subtracted from 100.
If no planning station is available, we recommend obtaining all imaging
with the frame and performing separate AC/PC calculations on the CT
and MRI consoles to provide redundancy.

Standard stereotactic formulas are used to locate the STN in relation
to the MCP. For those patients with standard size skulls and no ventri-
culomegaly, we target 12.5–13mm from the midline, 4mm posterior to the
MCP, and 5mm below the intercommissural line. In older patients with
more generous ventricles, the lateral coordinate may need to be shifted
several tenths of a millimeter laterally. Some stereotactic systems provide
a digitized version of the Schaltenbrand and Wahren Atlas that is morphed
to conform to the patient’s caudate head, thalamic height, and brainstem.
This is then overlaid on the formulaic targets to confirm that the target lies
within the STN.

Figure 2 shows a T1-weighted MRI with the overlayed atlas and
electrode trajectories. A typical trajectory will pass through the anterior
thalamus, the zona incerta/fields of Forel, the STN, and the substantial
nigra pars reticulata (SNpr). The distinct electrical signatures of each will
be used to determine the final target. Figure 3 demonstrates the ability to
directly target the STN using T2-weighted MRI.

Entry points are then chosen to provide the ring and arc measurements
for targeting. The trajectory taken to the target can be as important as the
target itself. This should be approximately 1 cm anterior to the coronal

Figure 2 T1-weighted MRI with the overlayed reformatted Schaltenbrand and
Wahren Atlas and bilateral electrode tracks.
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suture so the sagittal angle of approach will result in the microelectrode
traversing appropriate superficial structures. Similarly, the entry point
should be between 2 and 3 cm from the midline in order to avoid the medial
bridging veins and avoid a lateral tract in the internal capsule. In addition to
the risk of damaging the internal capsule, lateral trajectories that do not pass
through the thalamus and zona incerta provide limited MER data. The pre-
cise entry point may be refined on the planning console such that the trajec-
tory passes through the crown of a gyrus rather than into a sulcus. This
avoids inadvertently damaging sulcal or pial vessels which lie on the cortical
surface. After selecting preliminary points, the images are then reformatted
to the trajectory view, which provides three orthogonal planes positioned
with respect to the trajectory rather than the patient’s anatomy. The app-
roach then may be traced at millimeter intervals to ensure that no deep sulci
are transgressed and that the ventricular ependyma is not scythed. While
many groups use a standard entry point for all patients and do not make
the effort to intensively refine the trajectory in this manner (Table 1), we feel
that this step attempts to minimize the risk of deep hemorrhage.

5. SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

A Foley catheter is placed. The patient’s head in the frame is rigidly fixed
to the operating table in a comfortable position anticipating a 4–6 hr proce-
dure. The frame is set to the target’s Cartesian coordinates and the Leksell
arc is placed on the patient with the arc and ring settings for the entry point,
which is marked on the skin. The head is then prepped and draped using
sterile procedure. Prophylactic intravenous antibiotics are administered.
Preliminary review of our infection data suggests that antibiotics should be
administered approximately 45min prior to the skin incision. Steroids and
anticonvulsants are not routinely given. The patient is sedated with a short-
acting agent such as propofol for this portion of the operation. Long-acting

Figure 3 T2-weighted MRI with the overlayed reformatted Schaltenbrand and
Wahren Atlas and bilateral electrode tracks. Direct targeting serves to confirm
formula-derived coordinates.
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benzodiazepines are avoided due to their effect on the neurophysiology.
Because the patient must be quickly returned to an awake and cooperative
state when needed, the use of narcotics is limited as well. We usually
perform bilateral electrode implantations in a single setting. Alternatively,
staged procedures may be used.

The patient is draped such that the neurophysiology and anesthesia
teams may observe the patient and interact with him or her but are isolated
from the surgical team. After generous infiltration with local anesthetic, two
incisions are made. Scalp incisions can be curvilinear to accommodate the
burr hole cap, or may be made as parasagittal linear incisions that pass
directly over the burr hole. For bilateral procedures, the preliminary steps
(scalp opening and burr hole creation) are completed on the left side before
moving the frame coordinates to the right side target and performing the
entire procedure on that side. Once the first electrode is implanted, the frame
is once again set to the left side target and microelectrode recording and lead
placement is completed there. This serves the dual purpose of rapidly com-
pleting all the skull drilling (eliminating the need for heavy sedation) and
reducing the number of frame movements. Burr holes are made with an
air drill and self-stopping perforator exactly 14mm in diameter in order
to allow the use of the Medtronic silastic burr hole ring and cover, if desired.
The dura is coagulated and then opened in a cruciate manner. The dural
leaves are thoroughly coagulated to prevent oozing of blood into the burr
hole. If the silastic ring is not used, and alternative burr hole ring such as
the Navigus Stim-Loc (Image-Guided Neurologics, Inc., Melbourne, FL,
U.S.A.) is then secured to the scalp with self-drilling screws.

The pia arachnoids are bipolar cauterized to obtain absolute hemo-
stasis. A generous opening in the pia is then created with a #11 blade to
allow passage of the cannula. It is important not to make this opening
too small or the brain will be deformed as the cannula is passed, risking
hemorrhage from cortical vessels and bridging veins. The cannula is inserted
into the brain with a constant gentle rotating motion to gently push aside,
rather than tear, any small vessels it encounters. We offset the cannula holder
on the Leksell frame such that we provide for 15mm of MER distance
above our intended target. For example, the radius of the frame is 190mm.
We typically use a cannula 170mm in length, which would typically stop
20mm above our target. Therefore, we use a þ5mm offset. Fibrin glue is
used to seal the hole during each track to prevent the egress of the cerebro-
spinal fluid and the entry of air. At this time, physiologic mapping is
performed using MER.

6. MAPPING THE STN: CONFIRMING THE OPTIMAL TARGET

The strategy we use in attempting to locate the optimal target site varies based
on the structure targeted, reflecting differences in the type of anatomical/
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physiological information needed (12). In targeting STN, the goal of the

initial microelectrode penetration, and that of any subsequent trajectories,

is to find the optimal trajectory through STN. This is in contrast to targeting

other regions such as the thalamus or globus pallidus, where the purpose of

the initial penetration is to identify the anatomical boundaries of structures

to be avoided. The criteria we use to define an optimal tract are:

1. At least 5mm of sensori-motor STN (region of the STN whose

neurons can be activated by passive movement).
2. No adverse effects during microstimulation, up to 90 mA.
3. Some improvement in symptoms, whether as a result of a ‘‘micro-

subthalamotomy’’ effect or in response to microstimulation,

although this is inconstant.

If the frame is well placed and the imaging adequate, this trajectory

can be often be located with a single microelectrode penetration. When

using the single-electrode approach, the entire trajectory must be studied

in order to accurately anatomically localize the tract as well as to provide

enough information to facilitate any potential correction of the target/

trajectory on subsequent tracts. Clues are provided by the depth and width

of the various structures traversed by the microelectrode. Our trajectory

begins 15mm above the image-guided target, which typically places the

tip of our cannula in the reticular or anterior thalamus. From here our tra-

jectory takes us through the zona incerta (ZI) , fields of Forel, the STN, and

into the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNpr). Landmarks to be noted

along the tract include the bottom of thalamus, the width of the ZI/fields

of Forel, the height at which the STN is encountered, the amount of the

STN traversed and the distance between the bottom of STN and the top

of SNpr. Sensori-motor testing usually begins when neuronal activities char-

acteristic of STN are encountered, and is performed at each location where a

neuron is encountered provided it is at least 0.4mm past the last neuronal

recording site. The 0.4mm criterion serves two purposes. First, it would

be impractical to record at shorter intervals considering the time involved.

Second, it helps to ensure that unique units are tested.
Structures are identified by their neuronal firing characteristics.

Parameters include discharge frequency, discharge regularity, and neuronal

density (as indicated in the number of different extracellular action poten-

tials recognized in the recording at a single site or the distance traversed

before an active site is encountered). Figure 4 shows a graphical representa-

tion of the firing characteristics of the different structures encountered along

with a view of the operative setup. Note that distances are relative because

there are many technical factors and individual idiosyncrasies influencing

the lengths and depths of anatomical/physiological structures.
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7. SECURING THE ELECTRODE

After identifying an appropriate track and target, the fluoroscopy machine
is draped and bought into the field. Crosshair targets are placed in the
Leksell frame to serve as reference markers for both depth confirmation and
parallax avoidance. The fluoroscope and/or operating table are adjusted
such that the targets on the frame are aligned with one another. The picture
should be rotated so that the cannula approaches the center of the targets
from the upper left corner of the screen. The cannula should be clearly visi-
ble and not obstructed by the crosses on the target markers. The electrode
(Model 3387, Medtronic Neurologic, Minneapolis, MN, U.S.A.) is then
measured such that the distal edge of the distal contact (contact 0) will be
at the ventral edge of the physiologically determined target (bottom of the
STN). The electrode is either advanced via the microdrive or threaded by
hand. If the electrode is advanced by hand, it is recommended that the
microdrive be set so that the distance the electrode must travel freely beyond
the cannula to the target is minimized. For some drive systems, this means
retracting the drive only to the ventral target depth before exchanging the

Figure 4 The microelectrode recording (MER) characteristics of the structures
encountered during STN targeting. The small picture shows an intraoperative view
of the MER setup.
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microelectrode for the macroelectrode. Figure 5 depicts the fluoroscopic

view of the electrode at target.
Macrostimulation is performed with the hand-held stimulator set at

130Hz and 90 msec pulse width. Bipolar stimulation is performed, first with

contact 0 as negative and contact 3 as positive though gradually escalating

voltages. At each level, the patient is assessed for both therapeutic effects

and adverse side effects. Finger taps, fist opening/closing, and speech are

assessed at each voltage setting. Worrisome effects include sustained par-

esthesias, dysarthria, forced gaze deviation, and muscle contractions. Most

side effects are attributable to stimulation of the internal capsule. However,

an electrode that is too deep in the midbrain may produce disconjugate eye

deviation and some sensory changes from stimulation of the oculomotor

nerve fibers or the medial lemniscus, respectively. The contacts may be var-

ied to determine if a satisfactory combination exists. The results of macro-

stimulation are not intended to predict a patient’s final outcome, but only

to verify that an acceptable therapeutic window exists between effective

stimulation and unacceptable side effects.

Figure 5 Fluoroscopic view of the macroelectrode at the target visualized with the
targeting disks in place on the stereotactic frame.
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The Navigus Stim-Loc burr hole ring includes a disc that seats in the
ring and rotates to grasp and secure the electrode. This device maintains a
constant electrode position during microdrive removal. The electrode is then
secured in the notch in the burr hole ring and the cover is placed. All steps
are performed with fluoroscopic visualization. The position of the electrode
at the termination of macrostimulation (final position) is saved on one of the
screens of the dual screen fluoroscopy unit. The tip of the electrode is then
monitored on fluoroscopy, shooting a new x-ray after each piece of the
microdrive is removed to ensure that the electrode remains stable.

Other devices to secure the electrode are available. At present, these
rings lack a fixation device that can be employed prior to removal of the
microdrive and stylet. With these devices, the surgeon must vigilantly moni-
tor the fluoroscopy as individual pieces of the microdrive are removed to
ensure that the electrode does not stray from the correct position. Compen-
sation is often required (e.g., pulling the electrode back by approximately
1mm). Some surgeons prefer to use microplate systems or methyl metha-
crylate to secure electrodes. While these approaches avoid electrode displa-
cement, they have been anecdotally associated with lead fracture.

Finally, the electrodes are connected to the extension wires, which are
either externalized or buried. The use of the extender protects the exposed
connection leads from moisture and allows the end of the lead to be easily
palpated at the time of connection to the distal connector and the implantable
pulse generator (IPG). It is critical not to overtighten the screws in the exten-
der. This subtle error can induce curvature in the lead, which can increase the
difficulty of removal at the time of IPG implantation. Finally, the wounds are
copiously irrigated and the galea is reapproximated followed by closure of the
skin. Attention to sterile technique throughout the procedure is critical, and
the number of individuals passing in and out of the operating suite should
be minimized to reduce the risk of hardware contamination.

8. ADVERSE EVENTS

If there is any intraoperative evidence of hemorrhage, such as bleeding from
the cannula, gentle irrigation down the cannula is performed until the efflu-
ent is clear. We have had cases of active intraoperative hemorrhage where
this has taken over 90min, but it is crucial to continue as long as the patient
is neurologically stable. Clinical hypervigilance is imperative. Any neurolo-
gical deterioration such as the onset of lethargy or a new focal deficit is
cause for immediately aborting the procedure and proceeding immediately
to the CT scanner. If the patient cannot protect his or her airway, they
should be intubated prior to leaving the operating room. Equipment to
perform an emergent craniotomy should be readily available at all times.

We have generally left the stereotactic frame in place for emergent
postoperative scans. In theory, the frame can facilitate the aspiration of
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deep hemorrhages that are inducing mass effect. However, we have never
been forced to utilize the frame for such an aspiration.

Several events may provide clues to the presence of an occult intra-
operative hemorrhage. As there are no active neurons within a hemorrhage
cavity, a microelectrode that encounters or produces a hemorrhage along its
track will record only silence. Therefore, unexpected electrical silence not
attributable to problems with the electrode itself or its position (such as in
the internal capsule) should raise the suspicion of an intraoperative hemor-
rhage. In addition, deviation of the electrode tip on fluoroscopy after place-
ment not only signals the presence of the development of an intracranial
hemorrhage, but also provides some information as to the magnitude of
the problem. Reports quote the risk of intraoperative hemorrhage during
DBS electrode implantation as ranging between 0.3% and 3.6% (9,13–15).

As with all implanted hardware systems, there is a certain risk of
complications related to the hardware itself. In Koller et al.’s (16) series
of 53 patients, the incidence of infection was 3.8% with a 1.9% malfunction
rate. The Grenoble group’s (9) large series of 197 patients contained three
patients who experienced infections and five with scalp erosions leading to
exposed hardware, for a total rate of 2.5%. The European Multicentre Study
(13) yielded a rate of 2.7% and the North American trial reported 2.9%.
Among the 143 patients in the multicenter prospective series of patients
undergoing GPi or STN DBS (17), there were five leads that migrated, four
infected leads, two broken leads, one scalp erosion, and one incidence of
equipment malfunction. Of note, the manufacturer of the DBS equipment
claims that the rate of lead migration is approximately 1%, lead fracture
0.5%, short circuit 1%, equipment failure 1.5%, infection 1.5%, and scalp
erosion 2.5% (18). Overall, 25.3% of patients and 18.5% of electrodes
included in the Toronto series (14) developed a complication of any type.
Half of these involved infected leads or scalp erosions. Importantly, five
of six infected electrodes that the group attempted to save with debridement
and intravenous antibiotics eventually needed to be explanted anyway.

9. POSTOPERATIVE CARE

A CT scan is obtained soon after the operation to both assess electrode
position and to rule out intracranial hemorrhage. AP and lateral skull x-rays
are also performed (Fig. 6). Patients are observed in a monitored setting
(either ICU or step-down unit) overnight and are mobilized on the morning
of postoperative day one. The Foley catheter is usually removed in the rec-
overy room or the next day. Antibiotics are given for 24 hr postoperatively.
Most patients are discharged on postoperative day two. Patients undergo
postoperative MRI scanning for the purposes of electrode position confir-
mation and functional imaging studies (Fig. 7). There have been recent
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guidelines published regarding the safety of implanted neurostimulation
systems in the MRI environment (19).

10. IPG IMPLANTATION

We prefer to perform implantation of the programmable pulse generators
between 7 and 14 days after electrode placement. Alternatively, this may
be done the same day as the electrode placement. The procedure is perfor-
med under general anesthesia. Once again, prophylactic antibiotics are

Figure 7 Postoperative axial and sagittal T1-weighted MRI scans showing the
implanted STN DBS electrodes.

Figure 6 Postoperative AP and lateral skull x-rays demonstrating the implanted
STN DB electrodes.
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administered 45min prior to skin incision. The head is thoroughly cleaned
and prepped along with the neck and upper chest. One side is draped and
implanted at a time, so two separate instrument tables are required to assure
sterility and prevent cross-contamination.

The connector is palpated and a short linear incision is made adjacent
to it. The connector is externalized and the boot removed. The connector is
discarded. Extreme care must be taken during this step to prevent distrac-
tion of the lead, which could result in lead fracture, contact breakage, or
insulation tears. All of these complications render the electrode useless.

A subcutaneous pocket is then created. The most common location for
the IPG placement is infraclavicular. However, certain patients may require
placement in other locations due to body habitus (very thin patients), age
(pediatric patients), a history of prior surgery in the region, or vanity. In
addition, certain activities such as hunting require the use of the chest to sta-
bilize equipment. The IPG should be placed in a location that minimizes
pressure and trauma to the unit. Anecdotal reports cite local trauma as an
infection risk with other implanted hardware systems. Other locations
include the subcostal area and the flank as well as the lumbar region and but-
tocks. All of these alternate sites require the use of a longer extension lead.
The standard extension is 51 cm in length, but a 66 cm version is available.

The subcutaneous tunneling device is passed from the cranial incision
to the pocket incision. Passing incisions are used as needed, but is should be
remembered that the extension is passed from the generator pocket to the
cranial incision. Once the tunnel is created, the proximal extension connec-
tor is placed in its carrier and brought cranially through the tunnel until it
exits the cranial incision. The slim-line boot is placed on the electrode and
the lead and connector are attached. Once again, excessive force on the
screws should be avoided. The current equipment includes a torque wrench
that is designed to prevent this. The boot is slid over the connector and
secured with multiple ties. Some surgeons will smear a small amount of bone
wax over the connector to prevent moisture from entering the connector and
causing a short circuit. The other end of the extension is placed into the gen-
erator and the screws are tightened.

In the infraclavicular region, the subcutaneous pocket is developed over
the pectoralis fascia. This should be sized so as to hold the IPGwithout leaving
significant excess space that could become filled with seroma. Thin individuals
may require the IPG placed below the fascia to ensure enough tissue coverage
to prevent erosion. The generator is tacked down to the pectoralis fascia with
two silk sutures to prevent migration and rotation. Any extra extension lead is
coiled beneath the IPG.Gentle traction on the extension is used to remove any
significant kinks or bends in the lead. The connector should be seated over
the occipital region rather than in the neck, where the connector could
become subjected to excessive torque, risking lead fracture. All incisions are
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thoroughly irrigated with dilute betadine solution and antibiotic-impregnated

saline. A multilayer closure is performed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The expected results following the surgical treatment of Parkinson’s disease
(PD) must take into account many variables: selection criteria, anatomical tar-
get, targeting methodology, surgical methodology, and methods of evaluating
results.

Someof these issues are addressed in other chapters of this book. Selection
of patients and indications are the crucial steps in ascertaining a correct diagno-
sis, confirming the likelihood of clinical benefit, and estimating potential compli-
cationsor side effects.Therehavebeenmanyanatomical structures targetedover
the past five decades for the treatment of PD, and results have varied according
to these targets. Furthermore, the surgical methodology utilized ( i.e., lesioning
or stimulating ) has also led to different results. This latter issue, namely surgical
technique, is addressed in other sections of this book. However, for the same
target, the surgical methodology employed will not only influence the results
on PD symptoms or signs, but also those on the type, severity, and frequency
of adverse events.
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In this chapter, we will focus on the results obtained with respect to spe-
cific targets (thalamus, pallidum, subthalamus) and the methodology (lesion,
stimulation) used.

2. THALAMUS

2.1. Thalamotomy

The ventralis intermedius (VIM) nucleus of the thalamus has been one of
the earliest stereotactic targets for the treatment of PD, with results being
predominantly, not to say exclusively, on tremor. Many series report initial
control of tremor in up to 90% of patients, with the effect fading gradually
in some 10–20%. The results at 3 months postoperation are usually perma-
nent and thus very satisfactory in most patients (70–80%) (1–4). Rigidity
appears to be improved as well, with lesions located slightly more anteriorly
(ventralis oralis posterior, or VOP), and few reports outline some benefits on
L-dopa-induced dyskinesia obtained with such a target (4,5). Bilateral
lesions have been associated with adverse events in over 30% of patients,
a reason why contralateral surgery was carried out at varying intervals from
the first surgery to decrease the complications (6–11).

2.1.1. Complications/Side Effects

The anatomical location of the lesion within the thalamus, unilaterality, or
bilaterality, as well as its size are responsible for most of the side effects
encountered with thalamotomy. These manifest as dysarthria, paresthesia,
ataxia of gait, dystonia, limb weakness, and cognitive decline (2,4,8,10,11).
Dysarthria, ataxia, and cognitive decline occur more frequently in bilateral
lesions, at a frequency reaching 50% in some series (12). Hemorrhagic compli-
cations are relatively rare, occurring in less than 2% of cases.

2.2. VIM-Deep Brain Stimulation

The introduction of chronic thalamic stimulation by Benabid et al. (13) has
confirmed the efficacy of the methodology. This allows to obtain the benefits
of lesional surgery with a decrease in side effects of bilateral surgeries. How-
ever, the lack of efficacy of the thalamic target on the other symptoms of PD,
namely rigidity, bradykinesia, and dyskinesia, has been clearly demonstrated
(4,13–24). A randomized prospective study comparing thalamotomy and
VIM-deep brain stimulation (DBS) confirmed the superiority of stimulation
over thalamotomy for control of tremor, in addition to greater improvement
in activities of daily living (ADL) in theDBS group (4). Other studies compar-
ing thalamotomy and VIM-DBS have also been reported (24,25). The long
lasting effect of VIM-DBS for tremor-dominant PD has been demonstrated
(17,26–28). Similar to the results obtained with thalamotomy, VIM-DBS is
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effective only against tremor and does not influence the other clinical features
of PD to any significant degree.

2.2.1. Complications/Side Effects

The same side effects that are encountered with thalamotomy are also seen with
unilateral and bilateral VIM-DBS, but they can bemodulated, to a great extent,
with adjustments of the stimulation parameters (29). The literature reports
dysarthria (10%) (18,19), ataxia (5%) (14), limbweakness (5%) (24), paresthesiae
(10–20%) (18,24), and dystonia (5%) (22,24) as the side effects. Complications
related to hardware are inherent to this type of surgery and have been reported
to occur in 4% to as high as 20–25% of patients (14,30,31). There appears to be a
higher number of occurrences of hardware and functional complications
reported in the literature. However, such complications have not been encoun-
tered at such a high rate in our experience. They are to some extent operator
dependent. Infection occurs in 2–3.5%, while hemorrhage has been rare at this
site (<1%) (4,31,32).

2.3. Summary—Thalamic Target

� VIM is an excellent target to control tremor.
� Thalamotomy and thalamic stimulation are both effective in

controlling tremor.
� Other symptoms of PD are not really modified.
� There are no significant benefits on bradykinesia and axial signs.
� Anteriorly (VOP) placed target may moderately improve rigidity

as well.
� Anteriorly (VOP) placed target may moderately improve drug-

induced dyskinesia.
� Functional complications are in part due to size and location of

target (motor, sensory).
� Dysarthria is frequent (10%), and occurs in 30–50% of patients

after bilateral surgeries.
� Cognitive deficits are more frequent with bilateral surgeries, and

represent a contraindication to bilateral lesioning.
� Functional complications are less frequent, and can be modulated

with stimulation techniques.
� DBS hardware complications vary in incidence between 4% and 25%.

3. PALLIDUM

The pars interna of the globus pallidus (GPi), being a major relay in the basal
ganglia circuit, became a surgical target for the treatment of PD 50 years ago.
Following Hassler’s introduction of the thalamic target and the excellent
results obtained on tremor, the pallidum target (33) faced competition due
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to the advent of effective antiparkinsonian drugs, and was reintroduced only
in the early 1990s (34), when motor complications of these treatments
became a major burden. Surgical methodologies consisting of either lesion
or stimulation, either unilateral or bilateral, have been applied to the GPi.

3.1. Pallidotomy

Between the mid- and late 1990s, many clinical reports confirmed the bene-
fits of pallidotomy for PD. The early results obtained with pallidotomy,
either unilateral (34–38) or bilateral (40–43), confirmed that GPi was mainly
effective on dyskinesia with improvements in PD signs being insufficient to
allow drug reduction. One study concerning 40 patients—with follow-up
longer than 52 months in 20 patients—confirmed the longest benefit in
patients presenting a very asymmetric involvement and who were treated
for their worse side (44–46). Few other long-term follow-up reports confirm
benefits for all cardinal signs, with a fading effect starting within 2 years fol-
lowing surgery (44,47–51). Some long-term effects remain in less than 50%
of the population. No clear predictive factors responsible for long-term
effects have been identified.

Staged bilateral pallidotomy, done in a high proportion of patients
who have undergone unilateral surgery, confirms the lack of efficacy of
unilateral surgery. This strategy, most frequently done at a point later in time
from the original surgery (34,51,52) to decrease complications, or contem-
poraneous pallidotomies (51,53,54), has not introduced any convincing argu-
ments in support of its superiority on the duration of efficacy, but as expected,
the benefits have been bilateral.

3.1.1. Complications/Side Effects

Most series of pallidotomy report complications when the surgery is bilateral.
These are characterized by transient paresis (35), corticobulbar syndrome
(12,54,55), visual field defect (34,56), cognitive deficit of various amplitude
(12,40,54,57–59), delayed ischemic stroke (60), hemorrhage (53), abscess
(53) and mood changes (38,54). These have been either transient or perma-
nent. They relate to the proximity of the target to the internal capsule, to
the optic tract, and to the cortico-bulbar fibers. The site and size of the lesions
are correlated with the type and severity of the complications. Hemorrhagic
complications have occurred in 1–3% (61).

3.2. Pallidal Stimulation

Bilateral chronic stimulation of the GPi for PD was first reported by Siegfried
and Lippitz (62). Most reports concern bilateral stimulation, and few reports
address the results obtained in unilateral stimulation (63). The results
expected were similar to those obtained with pallidotomy, with the added
inherent flexibility provided by the stimulation technique, thus decreasing
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the rate of permanent complications. Reports with short- and long-term
follow-up of patients with bilateral pallidal stimulation, most frequently
carried out contemporaneously, confirmed the results obtained with lesional
methodology with regards to the benefits and duration. Benefits on the motor
function fade gradually during the first and second postoperative years while
the improvement in dyskinesias is maintained (54,65–77).

3.2.1. Complications/Side Effects

Complications, in the motor or cognitive sphere, encountered with GPi-DBS
are much less frequent than with pallidotomy, and are reversible to some
degree with adjustments of stimulation parameters (59,66,68,77,78). Compli-
cations related to stimulation hardware are inherent to this methodology
(12,30,31). In the DBS for PD study group (DBSPDSG) report, the incidence
of hardware complications within the first 6 months is of the order of 9% (74).
Hemorrhagic complications appear to be higher at that target for DBS and
were found to be as high as 6.7% per lead in one series (32) and at 10% in
the DBSPDSG report (74).

3.3. Summary—Pallidal Target

� Pallidotomy and pallidal stimulation are effective in improving all
features of PD but mainly contralateral drug-induced dyskinesias.

� Improvement is observed contralateral to surgery, with no signi-
ficant sustained effect on ipsilateral motor function or dyskinesia.

� There is improvement in the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale (UPDRS)motor scores in the ‘‘off ’’ period. This improvement
is seen preferentially in the tremor, rather than in the rigidity, and
bradykinesia.

� This improvement is insufficient to allow drug reduction.
� Medication cannot be reduced significantly, if at all.
� There is no significant effect on axial signs, i.e., on postural

instability and gait.
� Functional complications are related to size and site of lesion, or site

and intensity of stimulation, as well as to the bilaterality.
� Functional complications are less frequent with DBS, and their

severity is modifiable with adjustment of stimulation parameters.
� Occurrences of hemorrhagic complications with DBS are high, and

the highest of all targets for PD.

4. SUBTHALAMIC NUCLEUS

4.1. Subthalamotomy

Lesions of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) have been associated with
hemiballism, and surgeons have been reluctant to lesion this nucleus to treat
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advanced PD (79). There are, however, many reports, some dating as far
as 1963, of STN lesioning in PD (80). Few reports of subthalamotomy
describe hemiballism as a complication, even when present transiently (81)
or permanently (82). Benefits resulting from subthalamotomy have been
noted on motor function, with follow-up as long as 24 months, with unilateral
subthalamotomy for unilateral predominating symptoms (80,81,84,85), but
long-term motor and cognitive assessments in bilateral cases are lacking.
Although hemiballism is a proven complication of subthalamotomy, its
incidence and long-lasting presence have not been clearly demonstrated
(86,87).

4.2. STN-DBS

Chronic stimulation of the STN, either unilaterally but most frequently bilater-
ally, has been carried out for more than 10 years (88). Its introduction and effi-
cacy have been such that it has become the target and technique of choice for
the surgical treatment of PD in most centers. Many reports have demonstrated
that motor functions improve significantly (50% UPDRS-motor) apart from
improvements in ADL (50%), and the possibility of reducing medication allows
for a major improvement in dyskinesia scores (89–104). While most series refer
to short-term follow-up, Krack et al.’s group reported on 5-year long-term out-
comes in 49 consecutive patients treated with bilateral STN-DBS (105). All par-
kinsonian signs except speech improved with treatment, and this improvement
has been sustained over the baseline data for the whole period of 5 years.
Worsening of akinesia, speech, and gait were observed over the years, and inter-
preted as possibly reflecting the progression of the disease. Similar interpreta-
tion was given for some patients who developed progressive dementia,
considering that stimulation had no documented effect of cognitive functions
(106–109).Mood changes characterized by hypomania or depression have been
observed in the early post-operative phase. No direct effect of stimulation on
mood could be clearly documented (105).

In our series of 50 consecutive patients treated with bilateral STN-DBS
with a median follow-up of 18 months, we observed improvement of all features
of PD, i.e., UPDRS-motor, 58%; fluctuations, 78%; and dyskinesia, 95%.
Twenty-two patients remained off drugs after surgery, while medication was
reduced by 55% in the others.

Bilateral STN-DBS has also proved effective following failure of
pallidotomy and bilateral pallidal stimulation (78,110–112).

4.2.1. Complications/Side Effects

In a consecutive series of 50 bilateral STN-DBS, we encountered the following
adverse events. Frame displacement was noted in a patient with severe tremor,
leading to the misplacement of electrodes, which required replacement, with
the patient being drug-free since then. Two patients required repositioning of
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one electrode, based on lack of positive response during trial stimulation
period, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) confirmation of medial
placement. One patient was clearly documented as having suffered a per-
operative air embolism without consequences. One patient presented a panic
attack characterized by hyperventilation and lack of cooperation at the time
of skin incision, which led to abortion of surgery. The patient was successfully
implanted 7 days later under general anesthesia, and has remained drug-
free. One patient presented a seizure as the dura was being opened by electro-
coagulation, which prompted us to stop surgery and reschedule it. There were
two connector wounds dehiscence treated by local revision without having to
remove the electrodes. One patient presented bilateral infection at the stimula-
tor site, manifesting 3 months after placement, and requiring removal of
generators and extension cables, which were reimplanted 3 and 5months later.
Six patients presented transient or prolonged cognitive problems or confu-
sional states.

The rate of hemorrhage has been shown to be of the order of 2–2.5% per
lead (32,105), and is 3% in the DBSPDSG (74), for the STN target. We have
documented on routine post-operative MRI a small thalamic hemorrhage in
1 of 80 consecutive patients who underwent bilateral STN-DBS; in most of
our patients, one-track microelectrode recording was obtained.

Stimulation hardware complications in STN-DBS have been the subject
of some reports and are observed to occur in as low as 4% to as high as
20–25% of patients (12,30,31). We did not encounter more than 6% incidence
of hardware complications in our initial series.

Many authors report cognitive (114), behavioral (113,115,116), and psy-
chiatric (105,108) mood changes associated with STN-DBS. (115,117–120).
Axial signs, advanced age, and cognitive deficits are clearly identified as
unfavorable factors (88,102,121).

4.3. Summary—Subthalamic Nucleus

� Subthalamotomy and chronic bilateral STN-DBS improve all motor
features of PD.

� STN-DBS allows marked reduction, and even cessation, of
antiparkinsonian medication.

� Dyskinesia is markedly improved.
� The beneficial effects of STN-DBS are sustained for at least

5 years.
� Worsening of motor and cognitive functions may occur with time,

and seems to reflect the evolution of the disease.
� STN-DBS has proven to be effective, following failure of bilateral

pallidotomy.
� The current status of subthalamotomy does not allow comparison

with STN-DBS as to long-term outcome and complications.
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� With STN-DBS, age and cognitive functions are predictive factors
of outcome.

� STN-DBS may be complicated with serious transient or permanent
cognitive problems.

� More mood changes are observed with STN-DBS than at other
targets.

� According to reports, stimulation hardware complications occur in
4–25% of cases.

5. PREOPERATIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFINITION
OF THE TARGET

There is continuous debate concerning the indications for recordings in move-
ment disorder surgery. There are three possible scenarios: microelectrode
‘‘guided’’ target definition, microelectrode ‘‘assisted’’ target definition, or no
use of recording. In the first instance, there is a need for multiple microelec-
trode trajectories that determine, on the basis of neural noise and single cell
recordings, the best anatomical definition of the target. In the ‘‘assisted’’ use
of recordings, the anatomical definition of the target is determined, in its ros-
tro-caudal extent, without looking for further refinement within the nucleus.
Finally, microrecording may not be used at all. However, most teams use
either micro- or macrostimulation for determining the positive and negative
effects of a specific target’s stimulation. Some have reported the superiority
of the information obtained from the stimulation as compared to the microre-
cordings (123). The usefulness of a preoperative physiological definition of
the target is confirmed by the results obtained, and by taking into account,
the benefits and side effects of the technique. There are no randomized studies
on this topic; however, there are many reports that comment on the benefits
and complications (89–104,124–126,128).

Discrepancies between anatomical, radiological localization, and stereo-
tactic targeting using microelectrodes have been reported (100,122,127,128).
Some explanations may account for these minimal, but important differences,
including inherent mechanical aspects such as frame fixation, stereotactic
device rigidity, and isocentric accuracy, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) drainage
related to the size of dural opening, and length of surgery, which may allow
brain shift, rigidity, and perfect axis of instrumentation reaching the target,
etc. All these may contribute to the discrepancies reported, and in these
instances microrecording may allow preoperative correction to the physio-
logical target. However, it is assumed that the physiological microrecording-
based STN target identification would provide the best clinical response,
but this has never clearly been proven. Taking into account some reports that
describe the beneficial effect of DBS, aimed at the STN, but where the effective
plot is outside the nucleus, the necessity of operating within the STN nucleus
is being questioned. This has raised the importance of the role played by
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adjacent anatomical structures in the benefits thus obtained (128,129). It has
also been our experience that the effective stimulation contact proved to be
outside the STN in some 20% of cases; in slightly more than half of these,
the clinical outcome has been very favorable. However, most patients whose
stimulated contacts are within the STN boundaries have a good clinical out-
come. Nevertheless, the technique of microrecording provides an additional
physiological indicator to place the permanent lesion or electrode at a target,
which may be considered ideal. When combined with per-operative stimula-
tion, it appears to increase the likelihood for a good outcome. We have used
microrecording ‘‘assisted’’ STN targeting (126), combined with macrostimula-
tion to determine electrode placement within the STN (92,102).

Possible benefits of microrecording are, however, to be weighted against
the adverse events related to the use of such a technique. Microrecordings add
some time to surgery, and this will vary according to the number of trajectories
and extent of recordings done—from 20 to 30minutes per trajectory. We will
not discuss microrecording hardware problems that may interfere with inter-
pretation of data and are inherent to the technique. Excluding the time neces-
sary to carry microrecording, the only other issues related to recording are the
risks of hemorrhage and infection. The latter is difficult to assess and its
incidence must be extremely low.

The potential hemorrhagic complications related to additional brain
penetration should be compared with the benefits of microrecordings, and
this issue represents the core of the debate. Incidence of hemorrhage reported
in the literature has to take into account targets, techniques, and whether the
hemorrhage is symptomatic or not. Not all reports are explicit about the
latter. The analysis by Starr, based on 357 implants (32), of the incidence of
hemorrhage in DBS surgery for PD, essential tremor, or dystonia is illustra-
tive. All patients underwent imaging within 24 hours of surgery. There was an
overall incidence of 3.1% hemorrhage per lead, with 1.4% that were sympto-
matic. The following two observations were made: the target had a significant
effect on the rate of hemorrhage (2.5% STN, 6.7% pallidum, 0% VIM), and
there was no correlation with the number of microelectrode recording trajec-
tories (average 2.6). This latter observation is not in accordance with the
observations made by the DBSPDSG (74), who reported that the ‘‘increased
numbers of microelectrode passes were associated with an increased risk of
intracranial bleeding.’’ That study, however, confirmed the higher hemorrha-
gic rate at the pallidum (10%) as compared with the STN (3%). In our experi-
ence with STN-DBS and one track microrecording, the incidence of
hemorrhage per lead, as documented by MRI routinely done the day after
surgery, has been less than 1%.

The technique of microelectrode guided or assisted STN targeting is
being challenged by the emerging evidence of MRI accuracy for such target-
ing (130–132) with reports of comparable clinical outcome (133).
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The main surgical targets have historically been, and remain, the VIM

nucleus of the thalamus, the postero-infero-lateral portion of the globus

pallidus internus (GPi), and subthalamic nucleus. While the thalamic target

has been successful in controlling parkinsonian tremor, it has had little, if

any, impact on bradykinesia, rigidity, and dyskinesia. This had been the tar-

get of choice over a 40-year period, until Laitinen re-emphasized the benefits

obtained with the GPi target in improving the motor fluctuations encoun-

tered in akineto-rigid patients suffering from drug-induced dyskinesias.

The pallidal target has not, however, allowed patients to benefit from a

lower medication dosage, and many series have confirmed its non-lasting

efficacy in controlling symptoms. The definition of the role of the STN in

the pathophysiology of PD and the surgical results obtained with surgery

at this target have led most teams to consider at this time, the STN as the

ideal target for the surgical treatment of PD.
While similar benefits onmotor functions are obtained with lesion or sti-

mulation at these targets, results obtained with these methodologies have con-

firmed the superiority of the stimulation technique in terms of overall benefits

and reduction of complications or side effects. In that respect, comparative

data concerning lesion and stimulation of the STN are too scarce to allow a

statement, but STN-DBS provides excellent results with low morbidity.
At this point in time, it is obvious that, on the one hand, the stimulation

technique has replaced the lesional approach, and on the other hand, the

STN has turned out to be the best target for the treatment of PD. There

remain considerations for targeting the thalamus in long-standing, stable

dominant parkinsonian tremor, but there are really no reasons not to target

the STN. Additionally, one could also find a reason to perform a thalamic

lesion in a unilateral long-standing non–dominant parkinsonian tremor, in

order to avoid the cost of the stimulation equipment. In our opinion, there

are no more indications for pallidal surgery in PD.
The microrecordings during STN-DBS surgery, combined with clinical

observations resulting from stimulation, are excellent tools for determining

the final electrode position. It does not seem that an effective stimulation

requires refined positioning of the electrode within the STN. There are indi-

cations that some structures in the neighborhood of the STN may also be

responsible for clinical improvement with DBS. However, stimulating

within the STN has been demonstrated to be effective. While it is assumed

that the greater number of brain penetrations with electrodes should be asso-

ciated with a greater risk of hemorrhage, there are conflicting reports related

to the issue. There is emerging evidence that further refinement in MRI-based

targeting provides an accuracy comparable to the preoperative physiological

localization techniques.More clinical studies are necessary beforeMRI-based
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targeting and surgery under anesthesia can be recommended as standard
practice.

In our opinion, STN-DBS represents, at present, the surgical treat-
ment of choice for advanced PD.
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Novel Surgical Strategies: Motor Cortex
Stimulation, Transplantation,
Gene Therapy, Stem Cells, and

CNS Drug Delivery

Jason M. Schwalb and Andres M. Lozano

Division of Neurosurgery, Toronto Western Hospital, University of Toronto and
University Health Network, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) and lesional stereotactic surgery are
well-established treatments for Parkinson’s disease (PD). This chapter will
discuss the limitations of current strategies and potential novel therapies
in the treatment of PD. These include attempts to replace dopaminergic
neurons, prevention of ongoing loss of dopaminergic neurons, and direct
infusion of pharmacologic agents. However, before discussing novel thera-
pies, some of the lessons learned in previous clinical trials for adrenal
chromaffin and human fetal mesencephalic transplants will be examined.
Ethical issues raised by these studies will also be examined.

2. LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT THERAPY

As discussed in the previous chapter by Villemure, Ghika, and Vingerhoets,
DBS is a highly effective treatment for medically refractory PD. DBS
reduces dopamine-related dyskinesias and improves motor function when
not taking dopaminergic drugs (1–3). When DBS of the subthalamic nucleus
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(STN) is performed, dopamine dosage can be significantly decreased
(1,2,4,5). In short, DBS reduces fluctuations in functions related to levodopa
dosing and bioavailability.

Performing lesions and placing DBS systems seem to be equally effec-
tive, at least when using the nucleus ventralis intermedialis (Vim) thalami as
a target (6). However, there is a much higher risk of serious complications
with lesional techniques (6–8), especially if performed bilaterally (9–12).

There are several limitations to DBS and lesional techniques that have
spurred researchers to investigate alternative surgical therapies. DBS does
not confer benefits above a patient’s best condition ‘‘on’’ medication. There
is little or no effect on autonomic dysfunction or depression associated with
PD. Akinesia, speech, postural stability, freezing of gait, and cognitive func-
tion worsen between the first and the fifth year after surgery (13). It is also
unknown whether DBS alters the natural history of PD.

In addition, there are significant risks and costs related to DBS and
long-term hardware implantation. There is a risk of intraparenchymal
bleeding associated with targeting deep structures. Late hardware complica-
tions include DBS electrode fracture, extension wire failure, lead migration,
erosion, infection, foreign body reaction, pulse generator malfunction, and
pain over the pulse generator (14–21). Rates of these complications vary
from center to center, from 2.7% to 50% of patients.

3. MOTOR CORTEX STIMULATION

As early as 1979, it was reported that electrical stimulation of the primary
motor cortex can reduce rigidity and tremor in patients with PD (22).
Some neurosurgeons who placed chronic motor cortex stimulators in
patients with poststroke pain also noted reductions in rigidity and tremor
(23–25). On the basis of these observations, a group from Turin, Italy,
performed chronic motor cortex stimulation (MCS) in five patients with
PD (26–28). Although the electrode was placed over the area of the motor
cortex involved in movement of the face and arm of the opposite side,
these patients were reported to have significant improvement in their
ambulation and other bilateral symptoms. Although the core assessment
program for surgical interventional therapies (CAPSIT) was not used
for evaluation (29), the Turin group reported improvements in drug-
induced dyskinesia, focal dystonia, tremor, gait, and speech. One of their
patients had a significant reduction in levodopa medication needed to
control her symptoms.

There are several other reasons to believe that MCS might be effective
in the treatment of PD. Patients with tremor from PD have electrical oscilla-
tions in their motor cortices that correlate with their tremors, as detected by
electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG) and
electromyography (EMG) (30,31). These oscillations precede the physical
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tremor in PD, indicating that the primary motor cortex is involved in the
generation of the tremor (31). Positron emission tomography (PET) and
functional magnetic resonance imaging have demonstrated disturbances in
the activity of premotor and motor cortices in PD that improve in response
to effective medical and surgical therapy (32–36). However, some of the
changes associated with PD may be due to pronounced disruption of con-
nections between the basal ganglia and the motor cortex, so that therapies
directed at the basal ganglia may not have an effect (37). Experiments on
monkeys made parkinsonian with the drug N-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-
tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) suggest that some of their rigidity and akinesia
may be caused by excessive synchrony of the neurons in the motor cortex
which causes persistent contraction of muscles with opposing actions (37).
In addition, unilateral MCS improved motor performance in three baboons
made parkinsonian with MPTP (38).

Techniques of directly altering the function of these cortical areas have
been applied in a limited fashion with some promising results. Transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), wherein a magnetic stimulus is given through
the skull to induce a current and transient activation and/or inactivation of
the cortical brain area underneath, can reset the tremors of patients with PD
(39). There have also been transient improvements in bradykinesia and gait
dysfunction in patients with PD [reviewed in (40,41)]. TMS causes an acute
release of dopamine in the striatum in humans and macaques, which may be
responsible for some of the benefits seen with TMS in patients with PD
(42,43). There is some evidence that TMS may induce effects in a similar
way to chronic electrical stimulation (44).

MCS has several possible advantages over lesional and DBS techni-
ques. It is a less complex operation, involving techniques that are more com-
monly practiced by neurosurgeons. Electrophysiologic localization of the
motor cortex does not require the same degree of complexity as localization
of the Vim, globus pallidus pars interna (GPi), or STN, and is therefore less
expensive and time consuming. There may be bilateral effects from a unilat-
eral electrode (26–28). Placing the electrode on the surface of the brain does
not violate the brain, so there should be a lower risk of intraparechymal
hemorrhage. It may be less likely that DBS of deep structures will result
in unwanted side effects from current spread to adjacent structures, such
as paresthesias, dizziness, dysarthria, depression, gait disorders, and visual
disturbances (1,6,7,45–49). Therefore, this technique may be useful in
patients at risk for DBS, e.g., those with multiple vascular lesions in the
brain, cognitive or psychiatric problems, or advanced age.

4. HISTORY OF TRANSPLANTATION

The hallmark of PD is the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia
nigra pars compacta (SNc) (50,51). The hope has been that replacement
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of lost dopaminergic neurons will reverse the symptoms of the disease. This
avenue of research has been aided by the use of animal models of PD,
namely the use of the neurotoxins MPTP in mice and nonhuman primates
and 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) in rats, which cause an acute loss of
dopaminergic neurons.

The first attempt at replacement of dopaminergic neurons in humans
with PD was with adrenal chromaffin cells, which are derived embryolo-
gically from the neural crest. Dopaminergic cells were harvested from the
adrenal glands of patients and then placed into their postcommissural puta-
mina, the site enervated by the SNc that is involved in appendicular motor
function. This method avoided any issues of immunosuppression, since
autotransplants were used. Unfortunately, very few of the cells survived
the transplantation process and there was little clear, sustained benefit in
the patients treated (52–54). Part of the problem may have been that these
cells were also affected by the patients’ disease process.

After this experience, it was hoped that cells derived from the substan-
tia nigra of 6–9-week-old human fetuses could be used. On the basis of
multiple open label studies suggesting benefit [reviewed in (55)], the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) funded two randomized trials of fetal nigral
transplantation (56,57). In both studies, the patients and evaluating neurol-
ogists were blinded to whether the patient was given the transplant or
underwent trepanation alone.

There are many lessons for subsequent trial design to be learned by
evaluating these trials closely (Table 1). In the study by Freed and colleagues
(56), tissue from two embryos per side was transplanted into the post-
commissural putamina of the patients in the therapy arm of the trial via a
transfrontal approach. Tissue was transplanted up to 4weeks after it had
been obtained. No immunosuppression was given. There were no changes
in global rating scales. There were no improvements of Unified PD Rating
Scale (UPDRS) scores when ‘‘on’’ medication. UPDRS motor subscores
‘‘off’’ medication decreased 18% at 12 months in the transplantation group
and remained stable in the sham-surgery group (p¼ 0.04 using the general
estimating equation). Preoperative response to levodopa challenge was pre-
dictive of a positive response (58,59). In comparison, in open label studies,
bilateral STN DBS improved ‘‘off’’ medication UPDRS motor subscores by
56% at 12months (3).

Olanow and colleagues transplanted tissue from either one or four
embryos per side into the postcommissural putamina of patients in the ther-
apy arms of the trial via an approach from Kocher’s point (57). Tissue was
transplanted within 2 days of being obtained. All patients, including those in
the sham-surgery group, were immunosuppressed with cyclosporine from
2 weeks prior to the procedure to 6 months afterwards. There were signifi-
cant improvements in UPDRS motor subscores at 6 and 9 months after
surgery, but not afterwards. The only significant treatment effect at 24
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months was in patients with less severe motor scores (UPDRS<49) who
received transplants from four donors per side. These patients improved
by 1.5� 4.2 points, compared to a 21.4� 4.3 decrement in the group that
underwent trepanation alone. These findings suggest that therapies may
be more likely to be helpful in less advanced disease and that 12 month
follow-up may be insufficient for subsequent trials.

18F-fluorodopa (FDOPA) PET scanning and postmortem examina-
tion revealed viable dopaminergic neurons in both trials (Fig. 1). However,
this did not correlate with clinical benefit.

Of concern, patients who received transplants in both trials had
increased risk of postoperative confusion, hallucinations, or increases in
psychosis compared to the sham-surgery groups. In addition, in both
studies, 15–56% of those who received transplants developed dystonia and
dyskinesia more than a year after surgery that could not be controlled
by eliminating levodopa therapy. Some of these patients required STN or
pallidal DBS to control their dyskinesias (58). In the trial by Freed and
colleagues, but not the trial by Olanow et al., all of these subjects had initial
clinical improvement as measured by UPDRS. Their average UPDRS ‘‘on’’
and ‘‘off’’ motor subscores were better preoperatively than patients who did

Figure 1 Human fetal dopamine neuron in putamen of Parkinson’s patient dying
8 years after cell transplantation. The cell is immunostained for tyrosine hydroxylase
and has multiple neuronal processes growing out from the cell body. Other staining
methods used onother transplanted cells in the samepatient revealedneuromelaninpig-
ment particles typical of mature substantia nigra dopamine neurons (magnification
�400). Source: From Ref. 188. Copyright 2002 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
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not develop dyskinesias (60). This complication was probably not the result
of absolute overproduction of dopamine, since PET scans did not demon-
strate FDOPA uptake that was higher than in normal patients without
PD (60). Regional imbalance and partial, but inadequate, graft survival
have been proposed as possible causes of this complication (57,60).

All in all, these trials indicate that fetal nigral transplantation is not a
viable clinical therapy at the present time. There was no benefit over best
condition ‘‘on’’ medication. Apart from the ethical and political issues
inherent in using fetal tissue, the therapy, under the different protocols used
in these two randomized trials, was not as effective as bilateral STN DBS.
However, valuable lessons can be learned from these trials: (a) immuno-
suppression may not be necessary for the survival of some types of grafts;
(b) improvement in dopamine delivery into the postcommissural putamen,
as measured by PET, does not necessarily correlate with clinical improve-
ment; (c) the patients who are most likely to gain benefit from transplanta-
tion may be those who are younger with less advanced disease. It may be
‘‘too late’’ to transplant patients with more advanced disease.

5. ETHICS OF SHAM SURGERY

There was much controversy before the fetal transplant trials regarding the
use of sham surgery as a control (61–63), which has continued (64–67).
Much of the justification for using sham surgery was based upon drug trials
on patients with early stage PD, which demonstrated a significant placebo
effect (68,69). There is also increased endogenous dopamine release and
decreased activity of subthalamic nucleus neurons in response to placebo,
in patients with advanced PD who are usually considered eligible for DBS
or transplantation (70–73).

Of concern, there were some ‘‘nonserious’’ adverse effects reported in
the sham surgery arm of the trial by Freed and colleagues, including
increased ‘‘off’’ time, freezing, dyskinesias, depression, constipation, head-
aches, and worsened ‘‘on’’ states (56). It is unclear whether these changes
were transient or not, or whether this reflects variablity of the disease over
time that would have been seen if the control group had not undergone
sham surgery.

The controlled, randomized trials demonstrate that the natural history
of advanced PD is quite variable. There are few data about the natural
history of advanced PD [reviewed in (74)]. There is significant fluctuation
in UPDRS motor ‘‘off’’ scores if evaluating patients more frequently than
every 4 or 6months. Patients who enter trials with fairly good scores
(<49) have significant worsening at 24months, while those with higher
scores, and therefore worse disease, tend to remain fairly stable (57).
Patients in the control arm of the trial by Freed and colleagues had fairly
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stable disease over time, while those in the study by Olanow et al. had
significant deterioration over the 2 years of the study.

Freed and colleagues (58), among others, have maintained that double-
blind designs with sham surgery are necessary, since previous open label
studies of fetal transplantation gave positive results. However, except for
one study that included 22 patients (75), the open label studies cited were
too small, containing 10 patients or less (76–87). It is unclear why previous
trials did not reveal off-period dyskinesias, even when the patients were
followed for 2 years (75).

At this point, it is unclear how significant and long-lasting the placebo
effect is in patients receiving sham surgery, and therefore how necessary
sham surgery controls are. The side effects reported in the sham surgery
groups are concerning. It is doubtful that this gap in our knowledge will
change unless a trial is performed with three groups: a treatment group,
a sham-surgery group, and a third group that receives medical therapy alone
but would have met inclusion criteria with similarly advanced PD.

6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN IMPLANTING
DOPAMINERGIC NEURONS

In spite of the fact that delivering dopamine into the postcommisural
putamen does not necessarily improve PD symptoms, several groups are
working on cell-based strategies to do just this, several of which were
initiated before the results of the fetal transplantation trials were known.
Autotransplants of carotid body cell aggregates (88), porcine fetal tissue
xenografts (89), and human retinal pigment epithelial cell transplants with
gelatin microcarriers (90) have been performed in open label studies. These
patients had modest improvements in ‘‘off’’ UPDRS scores. ‘‘On’’ state
UPDRS III subscore changes have not been reported.

Human retinal pigment epithelial cell transplantation has proceeded to
a Phase II, NIH-funded trial which started in December 2002 (91). These cells
produce levodopa and may, therefore, act as constant levodopa infusion
minipumps. They may also produce dopamine (90). This trial is expected to
randomize 68 patients to either postcommissural placement of these cells with
gelatin microcarriers (Spheramine�) or sham surgery. The investigators plan
to follow the patients for 5 years.

Additional experimental work has focused on developing stem cell
lines that can be induced to differentiate into neurons. This technology
could supply large amounts of homogenous material for transplantation
that could be more stably transported than primary fetal cultures. Murine
neuronal stem cells, isolated before the embryonic stage of dopaminergic
differentiation, can be propagated in culture, differentiate into dopami-
nergic neurons, survive intrastriatal transplantation, and induce functional
recovery in animal models (92–97). Cells from earlier stages of embryonic
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rodent development, i.e., embryonic stem (ES) cells, can also differentiate
into dopaminergic neurons in vitro (98–100) and in vivo (101). Human
and nonhuman primate ES cells can be induced to differentiate into dopa-
minergic neurons as well (102–104). Unfortunately, some of the human
embryonic stem cell lines that are eligible for NIH funding may be contami-
nated with murine cells (105).

Clonal cell lines, such as the C17.2 line, which is immortalized with the
oncogene v-myc, can also express dopaminergic markers after transplan-
tation (106). The ability to form dopaminergic neurons is significantly
affected by host conditions and location. For example, C17.2 cells are more
likely to form dopaminergic neurons when transplanted into damaged brain
(107). This is also true of endogenous stem cells (see following text) (108).

Adult bone marrow stromal cells are being explored as an alternative
source of dopaminergic neurons that avoid ethical and political concerns
about using human embryonic tissue. It is possible to transplant these
cells autologously, without a theoretical need for immunosuppression. These
cells can be greatly expanded in culture without losing their ability to differ-
entiate into different cell types (109). Although these cells are thought to be
of mesodermal origin, they are also capable of differentiating into astrocytes,
neurons, and oligodendrocytes, both in vitro and in vivo (110–117). They can
be induced to differentiate in vitro into neurons with dopaminergic markers
(118). In addition, marrow stromal cells have powerful effects on adjacent
cells, promoting the outgrowth of neurites from hippocampal slices and
reducing cell damage in an ischemia model (119).

However, many of the in vivo experiments demonstrating stem cell
plasticity have been called into question because of fusion with host cells,
especially in the case of bone marrow stromal cells (120–124). Subsequent
characterization of the grafted cells can be misinterpreted due to markers
expressed by the host tissue. Prior experiments that did not check for poly-
ploidy have been called into question. There are no clear data on the stab-
ility of these chimeras and whether or not they may be oncogenic. However,
there is good evidence, when polyploidy was looked for, that bone marrow
stromal cells can differentiate into neurons in vivo and can be detected up to
6 years after transplantation (125). It is clear that stem cells can be differen-
tiated into neurons in vitro and can cause functional recovery in animal
models of PD.

It should be noted that some stem cells can enter the central nervous
system and differentiate into neurons when administered intravenously
(126–129). To date, these experimental models have been performed for
conditions where there is breakdown of the blood–brain barrier, such as
glioblastomas, trauma, and multiple sclerosis. One study has shown that
marrow stromal cells can enter into the brains of MPTP-lesioned mice,
but it is unknown whether these cells differentiated into neurons (130). It
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has been shown that cells used in bone marrow transplants can differentiate
into hippocampal and cortical neurons in humans (125,131).

Other strategies include cografting with human Sertoli cells to prevent
rejection. Sertoli cells provide local immunoprotection to cografted cells,
including those from xenogeneic sources. Sertoli cells, which are found in
the testes, normally provide local immunologic protection to developing
germ cells (132,133). They may also directly encourage cell survival of dopa-
minergic neurons (134,135).

7. INDUCTION OF ENDOGENOUS STEM CELLS

In 1998, Eriksson and colleagues demonstrated that ongoing neurogenesis
takes place in specific areas of the adult human brain, especially the hippo-
campus (136). Since then, some groups have worked on inducing endogen-
ous stem cells in adult animals to differentiate into functional dopaminergic
neurons. Although most neuronal stem cells reside in the subventricular
zone, there are some indications that stem cells in the adult substantia nigra
can be induced to differentiate into neurons under the appropriate condi-
tions (108). Infusion of TGF-a into the striata of 6-OHDA lesioned rats
induces proliferation, migration, and differentiation of endogenous stem
cells, along with functional recovery (137).

8. TROPHIC FACTORS RATHER THAN DOPAMINERGIC
NEURONS—GDNF THERAPY

While many groups have been working on replacing dopaminergic neurons,
others have been pursuing strategies of preventing further loss of dopami-
nergic neurons with trophic factors. Glial cell line–derived neurotrophic
factor (GDNF) is a member of the TGF-b superfamily that was isolated
due to its ability to promote the survival and morphological differentiation
of dopaminergic neurons in embryonic midbrain cultures and increase high-
affinity dopamine uptake (138). Since its description in 1993, 1479 articles
have been published in English on GDNF, of which 170 are reviews, as
ascertained by searching PubMed (139). GDNF not only protects dopami-
nergic neurons from injury, but also induces axonal sprouting and regenera-
tion when delivered into the cerebral ventricles, striatum, or substantia nigra
of both rodents and nonhuman primates that have had neurotoxins admi-
nistered prior to GDNF infusion [reviewed in (140)]. GDNF also causes
increased dopamine turnover and release in the striatum and leads to
functional recovery in animal models.

On this basis, a multicenter, randomized, double-blinded trial was
initiated in which recombinant GDNFwas injected monthly into the cerebral
ventricles of PD patients via a subcutaneous filtered access port (141).
‘‘On’’ and ‘‘off’’ total and motor UPDRS scores were not improved by
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GDNF at any of the doses tested. In addition, intrathecal GDNF
caused adverse effects, such as nausea, anorexia, vomiting, weight loss, and
paresthesias, often described as electric shocks (Lhermitte’s sign). An
autopsy of one of the study patients, who hadmany of these adverse side effects,
revealed increased tyrosine hydroxylase immunoreactivity in the nucleus basalis
and substantia innominata, but not in the striatum or substantia nigra (142).

It was hypothesized that GDNF was not getting to the target struc-
tures with intrathecal administration, whereas it had in studies involving
animals with smaller brains. Therefore, Gill and colleagues continuously
infused recombinant GDNF into the postcommissural putamina of five
patients with PD (143). Their results were remarkable. This was the first
study that showed improvement in UPDRS scores in the ‘‘on’’ state,
suggesting functional regeneration. In addition, there were improvements
in autonomic and sexual symptoms, as well as olfaction, which had not been
seen in the fetal transplant trials or with DBS.

On the basis of this open label trial, a Phase 2 multicenter, double-
blinded, randomized crossover trial was initiated in which 34 patients
received either recombinant GDNF or saline. Unfortunately, there was no
clinical difference between the GDNF group and the placebo group at
6 months [Amgen press release on June 28, 2004 (144)], in spite of improve-
ments on F-DOPA PET studies (145). In addition, four of the patients
developed antibodies to GDNF and GDNF at high doses was found to
cause cerebellar degeneration in two nonhuman primates (145,146). As a
result, the therapy was discontinued in the study patients and the trial was
halted.

It is unclear why the results of the open label pilot study and the multi-
center trial are different. Could the placebo effect in the open label study
have been that strong? Other issues to consider are the different dosages
and different catheter sizes used in these studies (146).

At this point, the fate of further GDNF trials is unclear. However,
there are other trophic factors, which support dopaminergic survival and
regeneration in animal models, that are candidates for human therapy, the
GDNF homologs neurturin (147) and artemin (148), basic fibroblast growth
factor (bFGF) (149), and brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
(150,151).

9. GENE THERAPY FOR PARKINSON’S DISEASE

Another possible strategy is to modulate the ability of human cells to produce
therapeutic molecules they do not normally produce. By inducing cells to pro-
duce neurotrophins, e.g., the complications associated with pumps and the
cost of recombinant proteins could be avoided. Similarly, host cells could
be induced to express dopamine without the need to transplant dopaminergic
neurons. This strategy has been used in animal studies by introducingRNAor
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DNA into cells with a variety of techniques, direct transfer of naked nucleic
acids, liposomal transfer, and packaging in replication-deficient viruses.
These methods differ in their stability of expression over time, the size
of the construct that can be packaged, and immunogenicity. The most
long-lasting transduction method is with lentiviruses, which use reverse
transcriptase to integrate the gene of interest into the host DNA. The
other main virus that has been investigated for gene therapy for PD is
adeno-associated virus (AAV) (152). AAV can induce gene expression
for at least 15 months in nonhuman primates and is not as immunogenic
as adenovirus (153).

Several of these strategies are moving toward clinical trials. Initial ani-
mal studies showed improvement in parkinsonian symptoms by transducing
neurons to express tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the rate-limiting enzymatic
step in dopamine synthesis (154). A subsequent study has shown that intro-
ducing genes forGTP-cyclohydrolase I, which synthesizes theTHcofactor tet-
rahydrobiopterin, and aromatic acid decarboxylase (AADC) along with TH
can improve dopamine production and behavioral outcome (155). In this
study, confocal microscopy has been used to show that striatal neurons can
change their phenotypes and produce dopamine. Oxford Biomedica has pro-
posed a clinical trial using this vector (156). Other studies have used different
combinations of these genes (157–160). However, such trials may encounter
similar problems to those seenwith fetal transplantation, in that there is no reg-
ulation of gene expression and dopamine production other than the number of
virions injected. Patients receiving this therapy could similarly develop ‘‘off’’
dyskinesias. Due to this concern, Avigen has proposed a trial of AADC gene
therapy in the human striatum with an AAV vector (161). This would poten-
tially increase responsiveness to levodopa therapy with effective regulation
of dopamine production, since dopamine could not be synthesized without
exogenous levodopa (157). In addition, Ceregene has proposed a trial with
the GDNF homolog neurturin (162).

There is one active gene therapy trial in humans for PD, which takes
advantage of the ability to change neuronal phenotype. Single injections of
lidocaine or muscimol, a GABAA receptor agonist, into the thalamus arrest
tremor (163–165). Single injections into the STN or GPi also reverse parkin-
sonian symptoms (166,167). On this basis, Luo and colleagues transfected
STN neurons with two isoforms of the enzyme glutamic acid decarboxylase
(GAD-65 and GAD-67), which synthesize GABA, using AAV vectors
(168). This construct changed the phenotype of these glutamatergic projection
neurons into GABAergic projection neurons, leading to increased GABA in
the substantia nigra pars reticulata (Fig. 2). In addition, dopaminergic
neurons were protected from injury with 6-OHDA. This group has initiated
a open label trial in humans of stereotactic gene therapy using this construct
at Weill Cornell Medical Center (169,170).
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As with all medical therapies, there are risks associated with gene ther-
apy. There is concern about recombination with wild-type virus, leading to
a replication-competent virus that could cause disease. An immune response

in one child to an adenoviral vector at the University of Pennsylvania led to
his death (171,172). In a successful trial of gene therapy for children with
X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID), 2 of the 11 children
developed leukemia due to integration of the therapeutic gene into the host
genome near a proto-oncogene (173,174).

Safety can be improved by inserting controls into the constructs.

Overactive gene expression can be controlled by inserting a tetracycline-
responsive element (175,176). When doxycycline, a tetracycline homolog

Figure 2 Increase in GABA, but not glutamate, concentrations in the SNr after
electrical stimulation of the STN in transduced animals. Surprisingly, there was no
increase in glutamate concentrations in the nontransduced animals. Sequential mean
(A) GABA and (B) glutamate concentrations after electrical stimulation, as deter-
mined by microdialysis in 15minute epochs, were pooled (n¼ 4 rats for each of
the five groups). Groups were unlesioned control rats and parkinsonian rats trans-
duced with saline, GFP, GAD65, or GAD67. Error bars represent SEMs. Asterisk,
p� 0.05, repeated measures ANOVA. Source: From Ref. 168.
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that crosses the blood–brain barrier, is given orally, gene transcription is
shut down or turned on. Similar gene switches using steroids, rapamycin,
or ecdysone can also be used (175,177).

10. GENETIC MANIPULATION OF STEM CELLS

Stem cell therapy can be combined with gene therapy ex vivo to improve
safety and efficacy and to produce large numbers of dopaminergic neurons.
Neuronal stem cells can be transfected to produce GDNF (178). Bone mar-
row stromal cells transfected with GDNF provide a greater functional
recovery than untransfected cells when injected intravenously into MPTP-
lesioned mice (130). Neuronal stem cells can be immortalized and made to
overexpress the nuclear receptor Nurr1, an important protein in the devel-
opment of dopaminergic neurons (179). When exposed to fibroblast growth
factor-8 (FGF-8) and sonic hedgehog signals, this cell line generates large
numbers of dopaminergic cells. Murine ES cells that constitutively express
Bcl-XL, an antiapoptotic protein of Bcl-2 family, form dopaminergic neu-
rons, are more resistant to MPTP injury, and induce greater behavioral
recovery in animal models than nontransfected cells (180).

Dezawa and colleagues recently showed that marrow stromal cells
transduced with the Notch intracellular domain via lipofection can be
induced to form almost pure neuronal cultures when exposed to a specific
cocktail of trophic factors (181). Forty-one percent of these near-pure
neuronal cultures were dopaminergic, whereas previous efforts produced
cultures with 30% dopaminergic neurons with admixed glial cells (118).
Dezawa and colleagues transplanted these neurons into the striata of
6-OHDA lesioned rats and demonstrated behavioral improvement of
parkinsonian symptoms (181).

When patients in the randomized fetal mesencephalic transplantation
trials developed ‘‘off’’ period dyskinesias, nothing could be done to modu-
late the transplanted cells. Many of these patients underwent DBS to control
their dyskinesias (58). However, future cell transplantation protocols could
have better built-in safety characteristics. Suicide genes like the herpes sim-
plex virus thymidine kinase can be inserted into cells to be used in transplan-
tation (182). If the cells become oncogenic, gancyclovir can be administered
to the patient to selectively kill those cells that are dividing. Proliferation
and differentiation of cells can also be controlled by using a tetracycline-
responsive element to control the expression of inserted genes (175,176,
183,184).

11. CONCLUSIONS

There are many promising therapies for PD that are in various stages of
development, which may supplement or replace DBS. These include cellular
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transplants, gene therapy, neurotrophic factors, motor cortex stimulation,
and combined therapies. However, there are lessons to be learned from
previous trials about the pitfalls likely to be encountered in clinical trials,
as well as in our thinking about PD. For example, from the clinical trials
of fetal mesencephalic tissue and GDNF, it is now clear that increased dopa-
mine delivery to the putamen does not necessarily produce clinical improve-
ment. This fact forces us to reassess our assumption that PD is primarily a
disease of the substantia nigra, especially in the patients with advanced
disease that is refractory to levodopa therapy. Autopsy data reveal involve-
ment of the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve and the interme-
diate reticular zone in earliest stages of PD, before there is involvement of
the substantia nigra [reviewed in (185)]. Patients with late-stage PD also
have widespread disease in the temporal mesocortex and neocortex (185).
We may need to develop animal models that resemble advanced, idiopathic
PD more closely in order to develop effective therapies (186,187).

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

The NIH publishes information on the Internet on clinical trials that it is
funding at http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct/gui/ and http://www.ninds.nih.gov/
parkinsonsweb/.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Essential tremor (ET) is a common movement disorder affecting from 1% to 6%
of the population. In this chapter we review its clinical characteristics, epidemiol-
ogy, genetics, and etiology. We discuss how lesion or stimulation of nuclei within
the thalamus may aid with treatment of ET in light of its pathophysiology.
Finally, we review both the pharmacologic and surgical treatment options for ET.

2. CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND EPIDEMIOLOGY

ET is more prevalent than Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s disease, and is the
most common movement disorder of adulthood (1–7). It is characterized by
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a postural and kinetic tremor typically involving the hands, forearms, and
head with an oscillation frequency ranging from 4 to12Hz. Though tremor
oscillation frequency decreases with age, amplitude increases, resulting in more
severe disability (8–10). Thus, persons who are affected by ET for a longer per-
iod of time tend to be more severely affected, and the most severe forms are
observed in older adults who acquired ET early in life (8). People with ET
may experience depression or anxiety due to impaired ability to work, commu-
nicate, or perform activities of daily living and recreation requiring manual
dexterity (11–13). One-fifth of individuals with ET are forced to leave their jobs
or change job responsibilities because of tremor-related disability (13).

Mild to moderate asymmetry of tremor between the upper extremities is
characteristic of ET. Community-based studies suggest tremor occurs more
often in the nondominant arm, while clinic-based studies have reported
greater tremor in the dominant arm, suggesting that patients with dominant
arm ET are more likely to seek medical attention (14,15).

Head tremor is one of the major expressions of ET; for unknown rea-
sons it is more frequently observed in women than men with ET, indepen-
dent of disease duration (16–19). Such gender predilections are speculated
to reflect differences in the distribution of disease pathology within the brain
(17). Tandem gait dysfunction, or ataxia, is also seen in about half of all ET
patients (20).

The differential diagnosis of ET includes medication-induced tremor.
Tricyclic antidepressants, valproate, serotonin reuptake inhibitors, steroids,
lithium, cyclosporine, beta-adrenergic agonists, ephedrine, theophyline, and
antipsychotics can all cause a kinetic tremor. ET is distinguished from
Parkinsonian tremor because the latter occurs at rest, has a lower frequency
(3–5Hz) and is often accompanied by rigidity, bradykinesia, or postural
instability.

ET affects both young and old; however, there is a substantial rise in
prevalence in older age groups. The prevalence estimates in different studies
worldwide range from 0.4% to 3.9% for the general population to 1.3% to
5.1% for the age group above 60 years (4,7,21–23). In the United States,
the prevalence of ET has been reported to differ considerably in individuals
living in various regions ranging from urban New York to rural Mississippi
with estimates for ages �60 years from 1.3% to 20.5% (23,24). These widely
disparate reports could reflect methodological differences between studies
such as differences in screening questions and/or differences in study popu-
lations in terms of age, environmental exposures, and genetic susceptibilities
(4,25). The wide range of reported prevalence may also be due to the fact
that some people with ET may be only mildly affected and not seek medical
attention, or their disorder may be incorrectly ascribed to other medical con-
ditions, such as Parkinson’s disease (PD). Furthermore, mild forms of ET
may be dismissed as incidental, particularly in the elderly. For these reasons,
surveys that ascertain their study subjects from treatment settings or use
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medical records of patients evaluated at a clinic or hospital may underesti-
mate the prevalence of ET (4,26).

A trend for higher prevalence was observed in Caucasians than in
African Americans (3,23,24). In a recent study, Louis et al. reported a
four-fold greater incidence of ET among Caucasians vs. African Americans
(1.7% vs. 0.4) (27). In this study, physician-diagnosed ET was associated
with Caucasian ethnicity but not with age, gender, education, mental status
or depression scores, income, smoking status, or alcohol consumption. These
differences in prevalence could reflect ethnically related differences in genetic
or environmental risk factors.

3. GENETICS AND ETIOLOGY

Estimates of the proportion of ET patients with an afflicted first degree relative
vary from 17% to as high as 96% depending on how the study was conducted
(28–30). Family studies frequently show a pattern of aggregation correspond-
ing to an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance of ET (5,6,10). Linkage
studies have identified two susceptibility genes for ET. Familial ET gene
FET1 or ETM1 maps to chromosome 3q13 (31) and ETM2maps to chromo-
some 2p24.1 (32–34). Analyses of large families with autosomal dominant ET
suggest that at least one other autosomal dominant susceptibility gene must
exist (34,35).

Specific environmental factors predisposing patients to ET have not
been identified, although exposure to pesticides, lead, and other toxins has
been found in association with action tremor (36,37). Though some agricul-
tural chemicals may play a role in development of ET, statistically significant
data have not been reported (38). The serotonin antagonist harmaline is used
to mimic ET in animal models (39–42).

Clinically, ET is exacerbated by stress, fatigue, or conditions where
vigilance is required (43–46). The development of phobic-like behavior in
some persons with ET has been reported (47). In a personality assessment
study, patients with ET scored higher on the harm avoidance subscale than
control subjects (48). Harm avoidance subscale scores did not correlate with
the severity of tremor or with subjective and objective scales of disability,
suggesting that the personality profile observed was not entirely related to
functional disability caused by the tremor. These observations suggest that
ET is under biobehavioral control (47). Patients with ET also have increased
hearing disability compared to patients with PD and normal controls, which
correlates with tremor severity (49).

4. PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

The etiology and pathogenesis of ET are as yet unknown. One hypoth-
esis proposes a disturbance of olivocerebellar pathways with enhanced
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olivocerebellar oscillation (39). Abnormal olivary oscillations may be trans-
mitted or amplified through the cerebellum, resulting in an entrainment of
the thalamus, motor cortex and the brain stem nuclei (50–52). In support of
this hypothesis, neuroimaging studies showed higher resting blood flow values
in the cerebellar hemispheres of ET patients compared to normal subjects (53).
In ET, there is corticomuscular coherence at the tremor frequencies in simul-
taneous EEG-EMG recordings, thus demonstrating that the sensorimotor
cortex is involved in ET generation (52). Neurophysiological properties of
ET are consistent with a central oscillator with only a weak influence from
somatosensory pathways. Central oscillators are defined as autonomous neu-
ronal networks with frequencies independent of sensory feedback, limb
mechanics, and reflex arc length (54). In ET, the tremor frequency is not a
function of the reflex arc length (54). The rhythmic activity of a single group
of neurons within the inferior olive or the thalamus may be candidates for the
oscillator.

A second possible mechanism proposed for ET is that oscillations
might be generated within loops consisting of different nuclei and their
connections (55).

Microelectrode recordings during sterotactic surgery have shown that
tremor disorders are characterized by the presence of neurons in the ventral
thalamus that have a spontaneous rate of discharge known as TRA cells or
tremor cells (56). These TRA cells are thalamic neurons firing at frequencies
synchronous with tremor, suggesting a role in the generation and mainte-
nance of tremor. Indeed, the aim of surgical interventions for the treatment
of tremor disorders is to disrupt the activity of TRA cells in the region of the
ventralis intermedius (VIM). Even though the overall distribution of TRA
cells was widespread through the ventral lateral thalamus, most of these cells
are concentrated in the lower half of the VIM. There were no large differ-
ences in the locations of TRA cells among the different diagnostic classes
of tremor found in PD, ET, and multiple sclerosis (MS), although there
was a difference in the incidence of TRA cells in patients with PD, who
had greater than 3.8 times more cells per thalamic trajectory than patients
with ET and approximately five times more cells than patients with MS
or cerebellar disorders (56).

Lee et al. investigated the characteristics of the neuronal activities
of the motor thalamus [VIM and ventralis oralis posterior (Vop)] in ET
patients, and compared the results with those of PD patients (57). The
kinetic (Ki) neurons were found mainly in the VIM, whereas the voluntary
(Vo) neurons were found principally in the Vop of ET patients. The mean
firing rates of the ET patients were higher than those of the PD patients.
In addition, the mean firing rates of the Ki neurons of the ET patients were
higher than those of the PD patients in the VIM nuclei. However, the mean
firing rates of the ventralis caudalis (Vc) neurons, which respond to sensory
stimulation, were similar in each group. An analysis of the incidence of
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bursting neurons revealed that the Vop nucleus of the ET patients had less
bursting neurons than in the PD patients. However, in the VIM nucleus,
both groups possessed bursting neurons even though the incidence was
slightly different. Tremor cells were observed less frequently in the VIM
nucleus of ET patients than in the PD patients. The full meaning of these
characteristic features of the neuronal activities of ET patients compared
to those of PD patients is not known. Continued research will give us clues
to understanding the impact on society, identifying genetic and environmen-
tal contributors to the disease, understanding the significance of a sporadic
case, the phenotypic spectrum and timing of presentation, and the relation-
ship with other neurologic disorders. Because the condition is both clinically
and genetically heterogeneous and there is overlap with these other disorders,
such as dystonia, parkinsonism, peripheral neuropathy, and migraine, the
definition of phenotype plagues research in this area (58).

5. PHARMACOLOGICAL TREATMENT
FOR ESSENTIAL TREMOR

Alcohol ingestion reduces tremor intensity in 50–70% of patients (59). The
beneficial response to ethanol as a secondary criterion for the diagnosis of
ET has been suggested (60,61). It has been shown that ethanol specifically
reduces ET at low blood levels with a reduction in tremor up to 67%,
whereas in Parkinson’s tremor and cerebellar tremor there was no signifi-
cant reduction in amplitude (61). In contrast, diazepam has little, if any,
effect on the tremor (62).

Kirsten et al. suggested that the improvement in tremor after ethanol
ingestion was due, at least in part, to an effect on the central oscillator (63).
Decreased tremor amplitude in the central component after ethanol inges-
tion suggests that ethanol specifically affects the central oscillator, whose
location remains unknown. Physiological and neuroimaging studies were
conducted to determine the origin of the central oscillator and the effect
of ethanol in patients with ET (51). After ethanol was given, both normal
subjects and ET patients showed reduced cerebellar regional cerebral blood
flow (rCBF), though the ET patients demonstrated less of a reduction. In
addition, only ET patients showed a marked bilateral increase in the medul-
lary rCBF in the region of the inferior olivary nucleus after alcohol (53). The
authors concluded that ethanol might cause a decreased inhibitory input
from the cerebellar cortex to the deep nuclei, which could in turn lead to
increased cerebellar nuclear inhibitory output to the inferior olive via direct
pathways. This might be the mechanism for tremor suppression, and would
be manifest in the accelerometry as a specific effect on central oscillation.

Pharmacological treatment for ET is initiated when the tremor becomes
sufficiently symptomatic that the patient cannot perform activities of daily
living or develops anxiety or psychological distress. Two treatment options
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are the anticonvulsant primidone, which reduces tremor by an unknown
mechanism, and b-adrenergic antagonists such as propranolol hydrochloride
(64,65). These agents have demonstrated efficacy in many patients, but certain
populations such as the elderly, do not benefit from these drugs, because of
contraindications, adverse effects, or a failure to achieve adequate tremor
control (65–69).Topiramate, another anticonvulsant that functions by blocking
sodium channels and potentiating GABA, has also been used in the treatment
of ET (70). The short-acting benzodiazepine alprazolam has shown efficacy
in treating ET (71), but its long-term efficacy may be limited by its abuse
potential. The atypical neuroleptic clozapine (72,73) is efficacious against
ET, but its use is balanced by its risk of causing agranulocytosis. Clonidine,
barbiturates, methazolamide, 1-octanol, and arotinolol hydrochloride (a non-
selective and hydrophilic b-blocker that has difficulty crossing the blood–brain
barrier) have shown limited efficacy (74–77).

Some authors propose that the impact of pharmacologic treatment
effects on ET is overestimated because the measures used to evaluate tremor
have questionable validity and reliability (i.e., clinical ratings, spectral analysis,
and accelerometry) (78). Moreover, head tremor and hand tremor do not
necessarily respond in the same way to treatments, such as b-blockade (79).

In view of limitations regarding pharmacotherapy and the strong
relationship between environmental stressors and tremor severity, biobeha-
vioral (i.e., relaxation training and EMG biofeed-back) intervention has
been suggested. Progressive muscle relaxation and behavioral techniques
have been helpful in reducing ET (47,80,81).

6. SURGICAL THERAPY FOR ET

In patients with medically refractory tremor, alternative therapies, including
surgery may be considered. Thalamotomy using chemical or electric ablation
of nuclei within the ventrolateral thalamus has been performed for ET treat-
ment for 30 years (82,83). More recently, deep brain stimulation (DBS) of
thalamic nuclei has become the procedure of choice for surgical management
of ET based on reversibility of its effects and reduced complication profile
(84–86). Most surgeries have targeted the VIM thalamus (ventral intermediate
nucleus) which can only be unilaterally lesioned due to the risk of dysphagia
from bilateral lesions. Efficacy has also been demonstrated with subthalamic
white matter stimulation, which has the advantage of being bilaterally lesion-
able, andmay bemore effective for treatment of head tremor (87,88).Numerous
outcomemeasures demonstrate about 80% efficacy for VIMDBS (89–92), with
results demonstrable at up to 7 years after lead placement (93). Recently, some
have proposed that as many as half of all patients requiring treatment for ET
should receive DBS rather than pharmacologic therapy alone (94).

Reported complications of DBS include the risk of hematoma and its
sequelae, seizures, and device-related complications (90,95,96).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tremor is an involuntary, rhythmic, periodic, mechanical oscillation of a
body part. Action, or kinetic, tremor appears during voluntary movements,
as opposed to resting tremor, which is present in a body part not voluntarily
activated and completely supported against gravity. Surgical management of
Parkinson’s disease (PD) tremor, which classically is a resting tremor, and of
essential tremor (ET), which is kinetic, is addressed elsewhere in this book.

Gordon Morgan Holmes, an Irish neurologist at Queens Square in
London, described his eponymous tremor in patients with cerebellar gun-
shot wounds and tumors in 1922 (1). Since then, this action tremor asso-
ciated with lesions of the cerebellar outflow system, or midbrain, has been
given numerous names including rubral tremor, midbrain tremor, thalamic
tremor, myorrythmia, and Benedikt’s syndrome. Criteria for Holmes’ tremor
include: a rest and intention tremor with irregular presentation; a frequency
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usually less than 4.5Hz; and a variable delay, typically ranging from 4 weeks
to 2 years, between presentation of the tremor and insult to the brain. In
many patients with Holmes’ tremor, postural tremor is also present, but
may not be as rhythmic as other tremors (2).

Pure cerebellar tremors are similar to Holmes’ tremor in frequency and
the existence of a possible postural component. A cerebellar tremor, how-
ever, does not have a resting tremor component (2). Additionally, some
Holmes’ tremors have been noted to respond to dopaminergic therapy (3)
while pure cerebellar tremors do not.

Among the numerous causes of Holmes’ and cerebellar tremors are
multiple sclerosis (MS), traumatic brain injury, and infarct. In this chapter
we review the incidence, characteristics, and pathophysiology of tremor due
to these causes as background to a discussion of treatment with functional
neurosurgery.

2. TREMOR IN MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

2.1. Incidence, Characteristics, and Pathophysiology of
Tremor in Multiple Sclerosis

Tremor is estimated to occur in 32–75% of MS patients (4–7). The wide
range of observed tremor incidence reflects difficulties in studying tremor
in this patient population (4,6,7). Relapse and remission of neurologic
symptoms are a hallmark of MS, and along with underreporting (8), can
contribute to sampling error. Most studies are conducted at secondary
and tertiary MS centers, which have a higher percentage of more disabled
patients. Differentiating tremor from other complex movement disorders
commonly seen in MS patients, such as dysmetria and ataxia, can also be
challenging (9).

The most common tremor found in MS patients is a bilateral upper
extremity postural or kinetic tremor. Postural tremor of the legs, head,
and trunk, in order of decreasing prevalence, can also occur. Upper extre-
mity tremor in MS patients can be subclassified into 32% distal postural tre-
mor, 36% distal postural and kinetic tremor, 16% proximal postural and
kinetic tremor; 4% proximal and distal postural and kinetic tremor, and
12% isolated intention tremor (4). Approximately 16% of MS patients have
a distal postural tremor resembling physiologic tremor but with frequencies
more typical of ET (10).

Exact classification of the tremor afflicting patients with MS remains
controversial. Some neurologists consider the primary tremor a severe Holmes’
tremor (11–13), while others state that the MS tremor lacks the resting tremor
component of Holmes’ tremor and is a pure cerebellar tremor (4). The diverse
nature of MS suggests that both Holmes’ and cerebellar tremors could occur.

Tremor severity ranges from minimal (27%), to mild (16%), moderate/
severe (15%), and disabling (13% of patients) (4,6,7,14). Patients with tremor
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were more likely than those without tremor to be wheelchair dependent, and
had worse Expanded Disability Systems Scores (4). Degree of disability cor-
related with upper limb tremor severity, but not duration of tremor or dis-
ease. Proximal tremor was found to be more disabling than distal postural/
kinetic tremor, isolated intention tremor, or distal postural tremor (4). The
presence of severe cerebellar signs was associated with a poorer prognosis
and a high risk of respiratory impairment (6,7).

The action tremor of MS is thought to result from demyelination in the
cerebellum or its connections. Coexistence with cerebellar signs, includ-
ing dysarthria, dysmetria and dysdiadochokinesia, and intact supratentorial
functions including normal cognitive function, Barthel disability profile, grip
strength, andwalking speed, are consistentwith a cerebellar rather than supra-
tentorial tremor etiology (4). Tremor affects thalamic neurons differently in
PD, ET, andMS. TRA neurons in the vental lateral thalamus andmost parti-
cularly lower VIM (nucleus ventralis intermedius) have a discharge rate
synchronous with the tremor frequency. Brodkey et al. found an increased
incidence of TRA neurons along the thalamic trajectory in patients with PD
relative to ET (3.8-fold) and MS (five-fold) or other Holmes’ tremors (15).

2.2. Medical Treatment of Tremor in MS Patients

Medical management of MS tremor is an ongoing challenge. Sabra et al.
proposed isoniazid in 1982 (16), which was also found efficacious by Hallet
et al. (17), Morrow et al. (18), and Francis et al. (19); however, further stu-
dies showed improvement was insignificant (20,21). Clifford in 1983 showed
improvement in two of eight MS patients ingesting tetrahydrocannabinol
(22). Sechi et al. showed tremor improvement in 10 patients taking carbama-
zepine (23). Glutethimide, which was known to be effective for ET, was used
for MS tremor by Aisen et al. (24). Henkin and Herishanu presented two
case reports using primidone to treat MS tremor in 1991 (25). More recently,
intravenous ondansetron was tried in 20 patients with cerebellar tremor
mostly caused by MS (26), and the efficacy of cannabis was disproven (27).
Weiss et al. demonstrated improvement of bilateral upper extremity tremor
in an MS patient being treated with intrathecal baclofen for spasticity (28).
No controlled trial has demonstrated the efficacy of any pharmacological
agent for the treatment of MS tremor.

2.3. Surgical Treatment of Tremor in MS Patients

Stereotactic thalamotomy for tremor in MS patients has been performed
since 1960 (29,30). Thalamotomy has been found to alleviate contralateral
limb tremor in 65–100% of MS patients; however, functional arm improve-
ment is seen in a smaller fraction (14,29–35). Improvement is seen in severe
axial and proximal arm tremor as well as truncal ataxia (14,35); however,
patients with severe arm clumsiness, marked weakness, and/or significant
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sensory deficits are unlikely to regain functional capacity after thalamotomy
(10,34,35). Although tremor suppression via thalamotomy did not improve
some specific arm functions such as writing, it was associated with improve-
ment in tremor-related disability (34–37).

Tremor can recur between 1 and 5 years after thalamotomy (32,37), and
the procedural morbidity ranges from 0% to 45%. The most common compli-
cations are gait deterioration, hemiparesis, and dysarthria; less frequently,
epilepsy, sensory disturbances, dysphagia, transient bladder disturbances,
confusion, depression, lethargy, and somnolence have been described (12,29,
30,34–41). Dysarthria occurs at higher frequency in patients undergoing bilat-
eral thalamotomy (33,39,42,43).

Initial concerns that thalamotomy could potentially contribute to MS
disease progression (31,34) were subsequently found to be without merit (36).

Thalamotomy has also been performed via gamma-knife irradiation
in three patients with MS tremor (44). The risks and complications of radio-
surgical thalamotomy are discussed in the section on surgical treatment of
posttraumatic tremor.

Since 1980 (45), deep brain stimulation (DBS), which is better tolerated
bilaterally than thalamotomy, and has been shown in a prospective ran-
domized trial to be less morbid and equally effective for PD and ET (46),
has been performed as an alternative to lesional surgery for MS tremor
(45–51). The results of a randomized controlled trial of VIM thalamotomy
versus stimulation with 10 MS patients demonstrated that stimulation was
no better than thalamotomy at suppressing tremor; stimulation also improved
disability less than thalamotomy, although these differences were not signifi-
cant (46). Larger trials are necessary to compare DBS versus thalamotomy for
MS patients.

Determining the optimum lesion orDBS target forMS tremor reduction
is an area of ongoing research. Lesion of the nucleus ventralis lateralis of the
thalamus, a known target for PD and ET tremor suppression, failed to relieve
tremor adequately (35). Hirai and colleagues noted that lesions centered in
the lower part of nucleus VIM needed to be large to alleviate kinetic tremor,
particularly if the tremor was low frequency and high amplitude, or involved
proximal or widely distributed muscle groups, which is characteristic of some
types of MS sclerosis tremor (52).

The hypothesis that cerebellar tremors, unlike those of PD and ET, are
generated by diminished inhibition of the basal ganglia (53–55) has generated
interest in eliminating basal ganglia output to the motor cortex via target-
ing of the ventralis oralis posterior (Vop) (35,52,56). Vop is the basal ganglia
output nucleus, while VIM is the cerebellar input nucleus of the thalamus.
Liu and colleagues have shown that Vop thalamotomy in MS patients with
distal tremor and minimal ataxia resulted in greater than 50% tremor reduc-
tion while patients with complex ataxic movement disorders benefited less
than 50% (57).
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Stimulation of the zona incerta and subthalamic nuclei resulted in
marked improvement in contralateral upper limb tremor and manual func-
tion in selected cases (36). Medial globus pallidus and the cerebellar nuclei
project not only to the thalamus, but also caudally to the upper brainstem,
particularly to the fields of Forel, the zona incerta, the pedunculo-pontine
nuclei, and the reticular pontine nuclei. Neuronal discharge in these areas
correlates with activity of the proximal spinal and limb girdle muscles dur-
ing reaching and locomotion, and their axons decussate to project directly
or indirectly to their corresponding motor neurons in the ventromedial gray
matter of the spinal cord. Proximal tremor is mediated not by distal muscles
that are controlled predominantly by thalamocortical circuits, but mainly by
paraspinal and limb girdle muscles which, as Lawrence and Kuypers first
showed in monkeys, are controlled mainly from areas in the medial part
of the upper brainstem (58). Hence zona incerta lesions should alleviate
proximal MS tremor by interrupting aberrant oscillatory activity in the
cerebellar and basal ganglia outputs.

Patient selection and tailoring of the DBS target based on symptoms
poses an ongoing challenge for the treatment of MS tremor. Broager and
Fog’s 1962 observations that the patients most likely to improve are those
with symptoms dominated by tremor and hyperkinetic movements, and that
those with terminal disease benefit less than those with a longstanding
benign course (31,59), still hold true today.

3. POST-TRAUMATIC TREMOR

3.1. Incidence, Characteristics, and Pathophysiology of
Tremor After Traumatic Brain Injury

Cerebellar and Holmes’ tremors can occur as a late complication after severe
head injury (60–63). A study of 221 brain injury survivors who had pre-
sented with an initial Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) of 8 or less, revealed that
approximately 23% (54 patients) developed movement disorders at a latency
from 2weeks to 6months after the trauma (62).Nineteen percent (42 patients)
had tremors, half of which were transient. For 5% (12 patients), the post-
traumatic movement disorder was disabling and consisted of low-frequency
kinetic tremor (2.5–4Hz,) and/or dystonia. Patients with chronic disabling
tremors were more likely than nontremulous survivors to have an initial
admission GCS less than 6, or have generalized brain edema on admission
computed tomograph.

In addition to diffuse cerebral swelling, other risk factors for post-
traumatic kinetic tremor include young age, hemorrhagic lesion in the midbrain
or its surroundings, intraventricular hemorrhage, or multiple hemorrhagic
lesions consistent with diffuse or shearing injury (64). Moderate and mild
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head injury result in a lower incidence of movement disorders that frequently
resolve and rarely require treatment (65).

Post-traumatic kinetic tremor is believed to result from disruption
of the cerebellar outflow tracts. Dentate nucleus lesions were noted on
magnetic resonance imaging of 18 patients with severe kinetic post-traumatic
tremor (66). Lesions were classified into four types: Type I—ipsilateral to the
tremor (4%); Types II and III—involving the ipsilateral predecussational
dentatothalamic pathway (56%); and Type IV—involving the contralateral
post-decussational course (28%). One patient with a mild head trauma
had a lesion of the contralateral thalamus. Two of three patients with a
parkinsonian-like rest tremor had Type IV lesions involving the substantia
nigra. Midbrain damage is consistent with the hypothesis that damage to
the dentatothalamic system accounts for the occurrence of intention tremor.
Other studies have implicated damage to the red nucleus of the midbrain in
generation of post-traumatic tremor (63).

3.2. Medical Treatment of Post-Traumatic Tremor

Most post-traumatic tremors resolve gradually and spontaneously. Persistent
and disabling Holmes’ tremors may be responsive to clonazepem (67) or
propranolol (60). Intention tremors occurring in patients with midbrain
injuries have been successfully treated with nadolol (68) and anticholinergic
or dopaminergic therapy (63).

3.3. Surgical Treatment of Post-Traumatic Tremor

Stereotactic thalamotomy has been reported to reduce tremor dramatically,
improve limb function, and increase independence in patients after trauma
(69–72). Procedural morbidity ranged from 50% to 70%. Alternatively, VIM
DBS has been performed in a few patients with post-traumatic tremors
(56,72–75). We have successfully treated Holmes’ tremor via VIM stimula-
tion in one patient after trauma (75), and in a separate patient after resection
of a midbrain cavernous angioma (76). Nguyen and Degos implanted elec-
trodes with four stimulation sites in the length of the VIM to demonstrate
that stimulation of the lower VIM suppresses distal tremor, while stimula-
tion of the upper VIM reduces proximal symptoms (56). The advantages
of DBS over ablative surgery are its reversibility, adjustability, and reduced
side effects allowing bilateral procedures, while disadvantages include
device-related complications. Further studies, including a randomized pro-
spective trial, are needed to establish the efficacy of DBS versus thalamotomy
in the treatment of trauma-induced tremor.

Gamma-knife VIM thalamotomy has been performed for PD, ET, and
for at least five patients with post-traumatic tremor (77,78) with half of
patients showing improvement when follow-up was obtained. Complications
of gamma-knife thalamotomy for PD and ET include dysphagia and
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aspiration pneumonia, resulting in death, hemiplegia, homonymous hemia-
nopsia, hand weakness, dysarthria, hypophonia, aphasia, arm and face
numbness, pseudobulbar laughter (79), and induction of a more disabling
complex movement disorder (80).

4. TREMOR AFTER CEREBRAL INFARCT

4.1. Incidence, Characteristics, and Pathophysiology of
Tremor After Stroke

Stroke is the second leading cause of death in the world, and affects 700,000
people in the United States annually (81). Movement disorders are a rare
complication of acute stroke affecting only 29 of 2500 patients experiencing
a first stroke (82). Only 9 of these 29 patients had tremors, asterixis, or limb-
shaking disorders, and all but three of 29 experienced resolution of the dystonic
symptoms within 6 months (82).

Thalamic infarction can cause disruption of the dentatorubrothalamic
tract, resulting in Holmes’ tremor in children (83) and adults (84–87). It is
more likely to occur after hemorrhagic strokes resulting in dense hemiplegia
and sensory loss, and may be part of a more complex movement disorder
or delayed-onset cerebellar syndrome occurring at a latency of 3 weeks to
2 years after ischemic insult (88,89).

Infarct in the anterior cerebral artery distribution can also cause
supplementary motor area lesions resulting in a resting tremor similar to
that of idiopathic PD. Such tremors are levodopa-unresponsive, and resolve
spontaneously (90). There are also case reports of anterior thalamic stroke
resulting in hand tremor (91), and focal tremor following striatal infarct (92).

4.2. Nonsurgical Treatment of Post-Stroke Tremor

After thalamic stroke, somatotopic reorganization can occur as evidenced by
nuclear mapping during stimulation for lead placement (93). Such reorgani-
zation may be part of the mechanism underlying spontaneous tremor resolu-
tion. Additionally, physical therapy, in conjunction with electromyographic
biofeedback, has been shown to be of benefit for post-thalamic stroke move-
ment disorders and their related pain (94). Haloperidol and dopamine therapy
have been used to treat post-stroke tremor in a few patients (95).

4.3. Surgical Treatment of Post-Stroke Tremor

The rarity of stroke-related tremor, and likelihood of symptoms resolving
spontaneously, contribute to an overall low number of patients with intract-
able post-stroke tremor. Gamma-knife thalamotomy has been performed in
at least one post-stroke patient for tremor (78). DBS for post-stroke tremor
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with cathodal Vop and anodal VIM revealed that while tremor improved
in all six patients, two required dual-lead stimulation and one required a
stimulation intensity high enough to provoke unpleasant parasthesias (96).
Other studies suggest that while tremor may be improved by Vop or VIM
DBS, movement disorder related pain after stroke may require motor cortex
stimulation (97).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dystonia is characterized by sustained involuntary postures and excessive
movements of muscles. The movements may be fixed or mobile and often
are increased with voluntary action. In some cases dystonia, especially if axial,
is severely disabling. Severe dystonia may compromise individuals’ self-care
abilities and may be life-threatening. The term ‘‘dystonia’’ can be used to
describe a symptom, a sign, a diagnosis, or a syndrome.

This chapter will provide an approach to the classification of dystonia,
discuss pathophysiologic and etiological considerations, and outline the best
medical therapy for dystonia and its limitations. We will then review sur-
gical indications, anatomical targets, and surgical techniques, followed by
a summary of available results of deep brain stimulation (DBS) and ablative
surgeries to date. This chapter will exclude cervical dystonia (CD), which is
addressed separately in chapter 9.

SECTION IV: DYSTONIA
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2. CLASSIFICATION

Dystonia may be classified according to age at onset, anatomical areas

affected, or etiology (Table 1). Age of onset and anatomical distribution are

independent classifications but are closely linked to disease severity. The earlier

the onset, the more likely the dystonia will generalize and lead to disability (2).

Age at onset has been found to have a bimodal distribution in a defined and

clinically ascertained population. Peaks occur in childhood (age 9) and adult-

hood (age 45), with a lower incidence in between (median age 27) (3). As such,

dystonia has been divided into early- and late-onset disease (4–6).
Anatomic distribution of muscle involvement is another method of

approaching classification of dystonias. Categories include focal, segmental,

multifocal, and generalized. In some cases, dystonia may present in one distri-

bution (focal), and progress to other distributions (generalized), as in dystonia

caused by DYT1 gene mutation (7). This commonly presents in one leg and

then progresses to involve multiple limbs and trunk.
Another approach to dystonia classification is according to etiology.

Dystonia may be primary or secondary (Table 2). Primary (idiopathic)

Table 1 Classification of Dystonia According to Age of Onset, Distribution, and
Etiology

Age at onset
Early (<26): Usually starts in a limb (leg> arm) and frequently progresses to
involve other regions

Late (>26): Usually starts in the neck, cranial muscles, or arm and tends to remain
localized

Distribution
Focal (single body part): Includes writer’s cramp, blepharospasm, torticollis,
spasmodic dysphonia, and oromandibular dystonia

Segmental (contiguous body regions): Includes face and jaw or, torticollis and
writer’s cramp

Multifocal (noncontiguous body regions):
Hemi: Ipsilateral arm and leg
Generalized: Leg, trunk, and one other region

Etiology
Primary: Dystonia is the only sign except tremor with no other cause to explain the
dystonia

Secondary: Signs other than dystonia and/or neurodegeneration distinguished from
primary dystonia

Inherited degenerative
Inherited nondegenerative
Symptomatic

Source: Adapted from Ref. 6.
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classification is defined as dystonia being the sole clinical manifestation attri-

butable to the condition with no evidence of imaging, laboratory, or patholo-

gical abnormalities that would suggest an inherited or other underlying cause.

Exceptions to this exist as in the case of tremor-accompanying idiopathic

(primary torsion) dystonia (8). Individuals who do not meet these criteria

(have symptoms other than dystonia) are classified as having secondary dys-

tonia. Secondary causes of dystonia can also be subdivided into inherited

(nondegenerative), inherited (degenerative), and acquired or symptomatic

causes (Table 2) (6).
As novel gene mutations are recognized, dystonias of previously

unknown causes have been demonstrated to have a genetic basis (Table 3).

This suggests that the definition of primary dystonia may require modification

and re-classification periodically as genetic factors become better understood.

Table 2 Causes of Dystonia

Primary
Autosomal dominant

Early onset (DYT1)
Mixed (DYT6, DYT13)
Late onset (DYT7)
Other genes to be determined
Genetic causes due to other inheritance patterns

Secondary
Inherited

Nondegenerative
DRD (DYT5-GHC1, DYT14, tyrosine hydroxylase deficiency, other biopterin
deficiencies)

Myoclonus-dystonia (DYT11-epsilon sarcoglycan, DYT15–18p locus)
Rapid-onset dystonia parkinsonism (DYT12)
Degenerative
Autosomal dominant (HD, SCAs)
Autosomal recessive (Wilson’s disease, NB1A1, Parkin GM1 and GM2
gangliosidoses)

X-linked (X-linked dystonia-parkinsonism/Lubag, deafness-dystonia/DDP)
Mitochondrial
Complex (PD, MSA, PSP, CBD)
Symptomatic
Tardive, perinatal/hypoxic injury, head trauma, infectious and postinfectious,
tumor, vascular malformation, stroke, MS, central pontine myelinolysis, others

Abbreviations: DRD, dopa-responsive dystonia; GCH1, guanosine triphosphate (GTP) cyclohy-

drolase 1; HD, Huntington’s disease; SCA, spinocerebellar ataxia; NBIA1, neurodegeneration

with brain iron accumulation; DDP, deafness dystonia peptide.

Source: Adapted from Ref. 6.
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The number of loci that are now recognized to cause primary dystonia

is rapidly increasing and currently include DYT-1, -6, -7, and -13, of which

only DYT-1 has a defined gene mutation (TOR1A) and protein product

(Torsin A) (9). Nondegenerative inherited causes of secondary dystonia with

a now identified genetic basis include dopa-responsive dystonia (DRD) due to

the GTP cyclohydrolase deficiency (DYT5-GCH-1) and mutations in the

tyrosine hydroxylase gene (10,30), myoclonus dystonia due to the epsilon sar-

coglycan mutation (DYT11) and another locus on chromosome 18 (DYT15),

and rapid-onset dystonia-parkinsonism (DYT12).
Inherited degenerative conditions manifesting dystonia include domi-

nantly inherited conditions like Huntington’s disease, spinocerebellar ataxias,

frontotemporal dementia, and neuroferritinopathy, and also recessively inher-

ited conditions such as Wilson’s disease, parkin mutation, neurodegeneration

Table 3 Genetic Loci Associated with Dystonia

Gene Locus Inheritance Phenotype Gene product

DYT1 9q34 AD Early limb onset Torsin A
DYT2 Not

mapped
AR Early onset Not identified

DYT3 Xq13.1 XR Filipino dystonia/
parkinsonism

Not identified

DYT4 Not
mapped

AD Whispering dysphonia Not identified

DYT5 14q22.1 AD DRD/parkinsonism GCH1
DYT6 8p AD Mixed Not identified
DYT7 18p AD Adult cervical Not identified
DYT8 2q33–35 AD PDC/PNKD Not identified
DYT9 1p21 AD Episodic

choreoathetosis/
ataxia, spasticity

Not identified

DYT10 16 AD PKC/PKD Not identified
DYT11 7q21 AD Myoclonus Dystonia Epsilon-sarcoglycan
DYT12 19q AD Rapid-onset dystonia/

parkinsonism
Not identified

DYT13 1p36.13–
p36.32

AD Cervical/cranial/upper
limb

Not identified

DYT14 14q13 AD DRD Not identified
DYT15 18p11 AD Myoclonus dystonia Not identified

Abbreviations: AD, autosomal dominant; AR, autosomal recessive; XR, x-linked recessive;

DRD, dopa-responsive dystonia; GCH1, GTP glycohydrolase 1; PDC, paroxysmal dystonic

choreoathetosis; PKC, paroxysmal kinesigenic choreoathetosis or dyskinesia; PNKD, paroxy-

mal nonkinesiogenic dyskinesia.

Source: Adapted from Ref. 6.
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with brain iron accumulation (NBIA1 or PKAN), GM1 and 2 gangliosidoses,
glutaric acidemia, neuroacanthocytosis, and others.

Atypical parkinsonian syndromes including multiple system atrophy,
progressive supranuclear palsy, and corticobasal degeneration are also de-
generative conditions that manifest dystonia, but whether a definable pat-
tern of inheritance is involved in its etiology, and what the pattern of the
inheritance may be, remain complex and unknown.

There are many causes of symptomatic dystonia, including those that
result from birth trauma, kernicterus, hypoxia, head injury, tumor, infectious
and postinfectious conditions, multiple sclerosis, structural lesions, drugs,
toxins, and stroke, amongst others.

Objective, standardized measures for rating disease symptoms and
severity have been developed to assess generalized dystonia (GD), and include
the Burke–Fahn–Marsden Dystonia Rating Scale (BFM-DRS), Unified
Dystonia Rating Scale (UDRS), and the Global Dystonia Scale (GDS).
The Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Scale (TWSTRS) is the most
common scale used to evaluate CD.

3. ETIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

3.1. Electrophysiology

Clinically, dystonia is characterized by involuntary distorted postures and
movements. Electromyographic (EMG) studies confirm prolonged bursts
with phasic muscle contractions. Co-contraction of agonist and antagonist
muscles occur, with overflow activation of other uninvolved muscles during
specific actions (11).

Some evidence suggests that dystonia is generated by a loss of inhibition
in basal ganglia circuitry (12–17). One model proposes lower globus pallidus
internus (GPi) output (18) (Fig. 1) with decreased pallidal inhibition to the
thalamus resulting in excessive release of thalamocortical activity. Evidence
of a change in the firing pattern in contrast to the actual firing rate also exists
with reported changes in the extent of synchronization and sensory respon-
siveness of neurons in the pallidum (19). In contrast to the tonic pattern of
discharge present under normal circumstances, patients with dystonia have
irregularly grouped discharges with intermittent pauses (20). The effectiveness
of pallidal ablation in improving dystonia suggests that an abnormal pattern
of neuronal firing, rather than the absolute firing rate, may be responsible for
the dysfunction that causes dystonia (21–24).

Further data suggest that dystonia may be related to defects in
‘‘surround inhibition’’ (25,26). According to this model, when a specific move-
ment is generated, there is simultaneous suppression of unwantedmovements.
If surround inhibition is impaired, then dystonia may emerge. This is consis-
tent with evidence of decreased dopamine D2 receptor striatal binding in
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primates and in people with dystonia (27–29). Dysfunction of the ‘‘indirect
striato-pallidal pathway’’ in dystonia, lowering the discharge of subthalamic
nucleus (STN)-GPi projections, may explain the findings of reduced Gpi
activity and decreased activity in the inhibitory surround (26).

3.2. Pathology and Biochemistry

Aside from electrophysiological considerations, clues from examination of
postmortem brains of dystonic patients also suggest an abnormality in the
dopaminergic system (30–32). A comprehensive study of markers of dopa-
mine transmission in three specimens of postmortem DYT1 striatum found
increased dopamine turnover compared to controls (33). However, no patho-
logical or biochemical abnormalities have consistently been found in DYT1

Figure 1 (A) Schematic illustration of the basal ganglia under normal conditions.
(B) A schematic of basal ganglia function in dystonia. Striatal overactivity in both
the direct and indirect pathways is postulated to be responsible for the changes in neu-
ronal activity in dystonia. Width of lines represents the relative rate in mean discharge
rates compared to normal.Wider lines represent an increase and thinner lines represent
a decrease in mean discharge rates. Dotted lines represent the altered patterns and
increased synchronization of neuronal activity in the BG thalamocortical circuit,
resulting in unregulated cortical output. Black arrows represent inhibitory projections,
gray arrows represent excitatory projections. D1, D2, dopamine 1 and 2 receptor sub-
types; Snc, substantia nigra compacta; Gpe, globus pallidus externa; Snr, substantia
nigra pars reticulata; VL, ventrolateral thalamus. Source: Adapted from Vitek JL,
Giroux M. Physiology of hypokinetic and hyperkinetic and hypokinetic movement
disorders: model for dystonia. Ann Neurol 2000:47:S131–S140.
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dystonia (34,35). This is in keeping with a functional, rather than a degenera-
tive or structural, abnormality as the etiology of DYT1 dystonia.

3.3. Imaging

Metabolic studies measuring brain glucose metabolism using fluorodeoxy-
glucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) demonstrate an abnormal
metabolic brain network characterized by hypermetabolism of the basal
ganglia, supplementary motor area, and the cerebellum in both patients mani-
festing and those not clinically manifesting DYT1 dystonia. In addition, those
that manifest dystonia also show another pattern characterized by increased
activity of the midbrain, cerebellum, and pons (36–38). It has been suggested
that a clinical correlate of this abnormal metabolic pattern, found even in
nonmanifestingDYT1 carriers, is impairedmotor sequence learning (39), with
an alternate brain network being activated when the task is performed.

3.4. Torsin A

Finally, further insights into the pathophysiology of dystonia may be gained
by the examination of the biology of Torsin A, the protein product of the
implicated gene (TOR1A) in DYT1 dystonia. A study using in situ hybridi-
zation with a Torsin A probe in nondiseased postmortem brain revealed
ubiquitous distribution, with greatest protein expression found in the basal
ganglia, brain stem, and cerebellum (40,41). The function of this protein,
which shows similarity to the AAAþ family of adenosine triphosphatases
(ATPases), includes involvement in cellular metabolism, particularly in
ATP binding and hydrolysis, but the exact sequence and details of this
process are unclear (42–45). The relationship between the ATPase catalytic
cycle and the conformational changes leading to biological activity remain
to be defined.

In addition to a lack of conclusive knowledge about the function of the
normally expressed protein, the consequence of the D302/3 mutation (found
in DYT1 dystonia), a deleted glutamic acid residue in the C-terminus of
Torsin A, is unknown (46–48). Efforts to create a mouse model of dystonia
by modifying allelic expression of Torsin A such that there is only 2.5–5% of
wild-type protein expression (loss-of-function mutant) have failed to create
a dystonic phenotype in the rodent (49), possibly suggesting that this is
a necessary but insufficient abnormality to cause dystonia. As such, insights
gained from this animal model in its current state are limited.

Recently, preliminary work has been done creating another transgenic
mouse model of mutant Torsin A that resulted in a phenotype of abnormal
motor function manifesting as fore- and hind-limb clasping, circling, post-
uring, and head shaking (50). These features were apparent in � 40% of
the transgenic mice, similar to the penetrance in DYT-1 dystonia in humans.
Furthermore, in examining the striatum of these transgenic mice, there was
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evidence of increased dopamine content and turnover, as has been reported
in humans with the disease (33). Implications of this work remain to be
determined.

3.5. Dopaminergic Transmission

Examination of abnormalities thought to play a role in the pathophysiology
of some forms of dystonia, like mutations in the tyrosine hydroxylase gene
(30) and the guanosine triphosphate cyclohydrolase gene (31), further support
dopamine-mediated dysfunction. Individuals affected with these disorders
have limited dopamine synthesis that results in a dystonic phenotype. Despite
this, there is currently no evidence pathologically in humans to suggest a rela-
tionship between abnormal Torsin A production and dopaminergic function
in DYT1 dystonia (49).

4. BEST MEDICAL THERAPY

Treatment options for dystonia are based on etiology and anatomical distri-
bution, each of which influences the effectiveness of therapy. In most cases,
dystonia therapy is offered to alleviate symptoms that interfere in activities
of daily living and quality of life and is not curative. In rare cases of ‘‘dystonic
storm,’’ a medical emergency that can manifest in hyperthermia, rhabdo-
myolysis, and myoglobinuria, medical treatment is crucial and potentially
life-saving (51).

The effective treatment of patients with dystonia requires a multi-
disciplinary and comprehensive approach that includes pharmacologic, non-
pharmacologic, and surgical options (for a comprehensive review see Ref. 1).
However, there are few randomized, placebo-controlled trials of adequate
power to permit definitive recommendations of effective treatment for an
individual dystonic patient. An algorithm for the treatment of dystonia is
proposed based on the literature available and on clinical experience (Fig. 2).

4.1. Nonpharmacologic Considerations

Emphasis on patient and caregiver education, support, and expectations are
important for successful therapy. Physical and occupational therapy may
augment the benefit of medical therapy (52,53). In some cases, assistive
equipment, such as a mechanical device, have proven useful in alleviating
opisthotonus and retrocollis that typically occur in tardive dystonia (54).
The introduction of a hand orthosis in writers’ cramp has also shown some
benefit (55). Recently, there has been some evidence to suggest that immo-
bilization of an affected limb for a brief period of time may result in
improvement in dystonia, though whether this effect is sustained is not
known (56–58). It is also unknown how immobilization results in sympto-
matic improvement of dystonia. One possible explanation is that some
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patients with dystonia have impaired sensory perception and sensory-motor
integration (59,60), and the removal of sensory and motor input to the limb
may result in ‘‘resetting’’ and normalizing of the cortical map (61,62).
Furthermore, sensory training and mental exercises to restore hand sensory
representation have shown benefit in focal limb dystonia (63,64). Finally, in
some patients with dystonia, muscle relaxation and sensory feedback ther-
apy can enhance medical or surgical treatments (1,65,66).

4.2. Pharmacologic Interventions

4.2.1. Dopaminergic Therapy

In DRD, supplementation with small doses of levodopa or dopamine agonists
provides dramatic improvement in symptoms (53,67). A trial of dopaminergic
replacement is appropriate in all childhood-onset dystonia, regardless of
whether the clinical presentation is typical of DRD (1,53). A trial of levodopa
in adults with non-DRD is also indicated as benefit from dopaminergic
therapy exists in 25% of patients with adult-onset primary and secondary
dystonias (1).

Figure 2 Treatment algorithm for dystonia. Source: Adapted from Ref. 1.
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4.2.2. Antidopaminergic Therapy

While some patients benefit from treatment with dopaminergic therapy,
others improve with antidopaminergic treatments (68,69). However, use of
these agents that include neuroleptics is often limited by unwanted side effects
like parkinsonism, sedation, and tardive dyskinesia or tardive dystonia.

The more recent atypical neuroleptic agents may also prove to be
useful in the treatment of dystonia. Clozapine has high D4 receptor affinity
with combined serotonergic and dopaminergic effects. It has shown benefit
in a small number of patients with segmental and generalized dystonia in an
open-label trial (70) using 300–400mg/day as the optimal dose. However, in
some patients treatment was withdrawn due to intolerable side effects such
as orthostatic hypotension. Its use is also pragmatically complicated because
of a risk of agranulocytosis, requiring weekly blood draws to monitor the
white blood cell count.

Risperidone, also considered an atypical neuroleptic despite D2-
receptor blocking properties, has also been reported to be efficacious in
doses of up to 8 mg/day in the treatment of segmental dystonia in a small
number of patients (68,71) and in idiopathic and symptomatic dystonia (69).
Tetrabenazine, a presynaptic monoamine-depleting agent and dopamine
receptor blocker not available in the United States, is used preferentially
in Canada and the United Kingdom for hyperkinetic movement disorders
and does not induce tardive dyskinesia (72).

4.2.3. Anticholinergic Therapy

The mainstay of medication treatment for dystonia has been anticholinergic
agents, particularly trihexyphenidyl (Artane) (73,74).

Generally, it is necessary to proceed with a slow titration, starting with
1–2mg at bedtime and usually progressing to 12 mg/day divided over three
doses over the course of 4–6weeks (1). This is to prevent or decrease side effects
such as drowsiness, cognitive impairment, and autonomic symptoms such as
urinary retention, dry mouth, and blurred vision. In some cases, high doses
(60–100mg) may be needed for the desired effect, though use at the higher
doses may not be tolerated due to the aforementioned side effects, especially
in the elderly. Pyridostigmine (an anticholinesterase agent), pilocarpine
eye-drops, and synthetic salivamay be introduced in order to ameliorate these
unwanted anticholinergic effects (1).

4.2.4. Muscle Relaxants

Muscle relaxing agents have proven efficacy in patients with spasticity and
may have a role to play in dystonic patients as well. Though there are no trials
to attest to their efficacy, drugs such as cyclobenzaprine, metaxalone, cariso-
prodol, and orphenadrine have been used anecdotally as part of the therapeu-
tic armementarium to treat dystonia. Tizanidine hydrochloride, a centrally
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acting alpha-adrenergic agonist, is an agent with proven efficacy in spasticity
(75) and has sometimes been included as part of a treatment strategy, though
its effects in dystonia have not been encouraging. One open-label study of
administration of tizanidine did not significantly improve cranial dystonia
in 10 patients (76), and another small randomized double-blind cross-over
trial of tizanidine treatment in patients with spasmodic torticollis did not
show much benefit over a 6-week course with doses up to 12mg/day (77).

Under certain circumstances, oral baclofen may provide benefit in
reducing dystonia by putatively increasing presynaptic inhibition of motor
neurons (78,79). An intrathecal baclofen (ITB) pump may also play a lim-
ited role in the treatment of medically refractory axial or generalized dysto-
nia (80–84). Evidence from studies conducted in patients with spastic and
dystonic cerebral palsy provide support for this practice (85). However,
response to an ITB pump is unpredictable. In one series of 14 patients with
primary and secondary causes of dystonia, only five patients showed objective
benefit as measured by the BFM-DRS. Doses averaged 590mg/day with a
mean length of therapy of 29 months. Tolerance to the drug, device-related
complications, and side effects such as constipation, drowsiness, and
decreased trunk control (86,87) were identified. The cause of the dystonia
did not predict whether or not a patient would respond to an ITB pump.

4.2.5. Other

4.2.5.1. Morphine sulfate: In a series of nine patients (88), slow
release morphine sulfate appeared to improve dystonic movements in indi-
viduals with tardive and generalized dystonia over and above the improve-
ment due to pain relief. However, the effect seen was transient and is not
currently a recommended therapy.

4.2.5.2. Gamma-hydroxy butyric acid (GHB): Subjective improve-
ment of both myoclonus and dystonia in a patient with inherited myoclonic
dystonia treated with GHB has been reported (89). Rationale for the use of
GHB is based on its therapeutic effects in the treatment of alcohol abuse as
it mimics the effects of alcohol. No trials currently support the use of this
agent.

4.2.5.3. Mexilitene: In one open-label trial of six patients with spas-
modic torticollis, treatment with Mexilitene up to 800mg/day for a 6-week
period resulted in significant improvement in dystonia as measured by the
TWSTRS and the BFM-DRS with no significant adverse effects (90). Further
experience with this agent in the treatment of dystonia is needed to confirm or
refute this finding.

4.2.5.4. Antihistamines: In three of five patients with idiopathic trun-
cal dystonia, treatment with up to 500mg/kg/day of oral diphenhydramine
was found to be beneficial during 20 months of follow-up (91). This result
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was re-enforced in another small, open-label trial (92). This is in contrast to a
double-blind, placebo-controlled study of intravenous chlorpheniramine
maleate in 20 patients with adult onset focal dystonia that saw no consistent
benefit from this intervention (93). However, given the wide availability of
these medications, relative safety, paucity of side effects, and the extent of
disability caused by dystonia, a trial of an antihistamine (such as diphen-
hydramine) is warranted when other treatments have failed (94).

4.2.5.5. Benzodiazepines: Benzodiazepines such as clonazepam, dia-
zepam, and lorazepam may be indicated as alternative or additional agents
when other medications such as anticholinergics have failed (95).

4.2.5.6. Summary: Medications in combination are often necessary
to achieve satisfactory results. Each patient may require a different combina-
tion of medications in varying dosages and the optimal combination for each
individual patient is often found by trial and error. The benefits obtained by
pharmacologic therapy must always be weighed against the potential for sys-
temic side effects that increase with use of multiple agents. A therapy such as
botulinum toxin that acts locally and eliminates the risk of unwanted systemic
effects is an attractive alternative under the appropriate circumstances.

4.2.6. Botulinum Toxin

Botulinum toxin has revolutionized the treatment of dystonia and has
become the first line agent in some forms of focal dystonias. There are
seven isoforms of botulinum neurotoxins identified by the letters A–G that
vary with respect to biochemical activity and antigenicity (96,97). Botulinum
toxin A (Botox�, Dysport�) received approval from the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in 1989 for the indications of blepharospasm, hemi-
facial spasm, and cervical dystonia. Another preparation using a different
subunit of the toxin, botulinum toxin B (Myobloc) was FDA approved in
the United States in 2000 as treatment for cervical dystonia. Currently, these
are the only two isoforms of botulinum toxin that are commercially avail-
able and approved by the FDA, though experimental uses of some of the
other subunits may show therapeutic promise in the future (98,99).

The therapeutic effect of either botulinum toxin formulation results
from denervation in injected muscle. The toxin irreversibly binds to the pre-
synaptic membrane at the neuromuscular junction to prevent acetylcholine
release and consequent flaccid weakness (100). Though the binding of the
neurotoxin to the terminal is irreversible, the clinical effect of paralysis is
not permanent due to synaptic plasticity and nerve sprout regeneration
(101,102). Repeated injections are necessary approximately every 3 months
to maintain the effect, though a complete return to baseline muscle activity
does not usually occur within this time period.

Botulinum toxins A and B are generally believed to be of comparable
safety, efficacy, and duration of benefit, though these have not been directly
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compared in dystonia. A study in healthy volunteers looking at magnitude
and duration of paralysis, as measured by M-wave amplitude on EMG at
periodic intervals following injection of either botulinum toxin A or B,
found that the magnitude and duration of effect was greater in individuals
having received botulinum toxin A as compared to botulinum toxin B (103).
Whether M-wave amplitude is a valid marker for clinical response to
botulinum toxin is unclear (1).

Though initially effective in most patients with focal dystonia, some
patients receiving repeated injections of botulinum toxin A develop neutrali-
zing antibodies that confer resistance to the effects of future injections. This
phenomenon may be of historical interest, as it appears to be uncommon with
the use of the current formulation (104). This more recent formulation
contains 5 ng of neurotoxin complex protein/100 units in contrast to the older
preparation containing 25ng/100units and may therefore be less antigenic.

The risk of development of neutralizing antibodies was found to be
increased when larger, more frequent doses were administered and found
to occur at a higher incidence in younger individuals (105). Further discussion
of botulinum toxins and when to use each is presented in chapter 9 in the
context of cervical dystonia.

Safety and therapeutic benefit of botulinum toxin in dystonia has been
demonstrated in multiple clinical studies with efficacy and optimal doses vary-
ing according to dystonia subtype (106). Experience with botulinum toxin in
blepharospasm has been generally excellent with sustained efficacy following
repeated use (107) with an average duration of maximum benefit of 16 weeks
(1). However, it is not uncommon for patients to experience blurred vision,
ptosis, and tearing, especially in the first 2–3 weeks following injections. These
usually subside and are dose dependent.

Botulinum toxin can be an effective treatment option in oromandibular
dystonia (OMD) with sustained improvement in chewing and speech in
�70% of patients (108) and improved quality of life (109) whether tardive
or idiopathic.

OMDmanifests as jaw-clenching, bruxism, jaw-opening, or jaw-closing
dystonia. In cases of jaw-opening dystonia, EMG-guidance may be required
to isolate the lateral pterygoid or the submental muscle complex. Comparison
of tardive and idiopathic OMD suggests equivalent benefit from botulinum
toxin injections (110). A long-term study (108) of outcomes in OMD with
an average follow-up time of 4.4 years used a mean dose of 54.2� 15.2U
of botulinum toxin A injected into the masseter muscle and 28.6� 16.7U
were administered to the submentalis complex. The average duration of
response to injections was 16.4 weeks. Of note, 11% of patients in this study
experienced dysphagia and dysarthria following at least one injection during
the course of follow-up.

Botulinum toxin has emerged as the treatment of choice in patients with
spasmodic dysphonia (laryngeal dystonia). Excellent outcomes with a low risk
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of adverse events are reported in the majority of patients treated (111), with
concomitant improvement in voice-related quality of life (112). These injec-
tions need to be performed by experienced practitioners and usually require
the use of laryngoscopy.

The first line treatment strategy in action-specific limb dystonia such as
writers’ cramp is also botulinum toxin (113). In one study, 167 patients
presenting with writers’ cramp underwent EMG-guided botulinum toxin A
injections. The results showed good efficacy and tolerance of this treatment

in the long term (up to 10 years) with recovery of normal writing in 46%,
partial benefit in 10%, failure in 21%, and loss to follow-up after the first
injection in 23% of patients. Amongst those that benefited, EMG-guided
injections were repeated approximately every 9 months (114). Though
EMG-guidance is often used to isolate the specific muscles involved in the
dystonia, evidence suggests that localization with EMG-guidance does not
necessarily imply better clinical results than can be achieved using clinical
assessment of affected muscle groups (115).

5. SURGICAL THERAPY

Surgical treatment alternatives for patients with dystonia have evolved as

a result of mixed or inadequate results of medical therapy. The evolution of
surgical approaches has improved along with further understanding of the
pathophysiology of the involuntary movements seen in dystonia. Segmental
fusions (116) and selective myectomy (117) have been performed or proposed
as rare but alternative palliative approaches to refractory dystonia. Most
surgical interventions, however, attempt to obtain relief by interrupting the
pathways of abnormal motor excitation.

In order to avoid the potential adverse effects of central nervous system
interventions, peripheral nerve denervations have been performed for focal
dystonia (118,119). Other strategies such as dorsal column stimulation have
also given moderate relief to patients with focal (cervical) dystonia (120).
Mixed results and frequent complications have discouraged the generalized
use of these strategies.

For the past 50 years (121), ablation or DBS of basal ganglia motor
nuclei have provided the best outcomes in the surgical treatment of dystonia.
Pallidotomy (122–124) and thalamotomy (125,126) have been associated with
adequate but inconsistent results as well as complications, particularly dys-
arthria and dysphagia when performed bilaterally. Better understanding of
the functional organization of the basal ganglia, flexibility in adjusting the

parameters of stimulation, reversibility of stimulation, and the feasibility of
bilateral electrode implantation without unwanted adverse effects make
DBS an attractive surgical alternative for the treatment of dystonia.
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5.1. Patient Selection

The selection of patients for dystonia surgery is based on identifying those
in whom the anticipated benefit of symptomatic improvement outweighs
the risks of undergoing brain surgery. Though experience with functional
stereotactic brain surgery has increased and the risk of serious surgical
morbidity has been reduced to approximately 5% (127), the risk of surgery
is only justified in cases of severe dystonia causing intractable pain or disabil-
ity and when other conservative treatment options have failed.

The main considerations when evaluating a dystonic patient for a
neurosurgical intervention are:

1. Determining whether the target symptom is responsible for the dis-
ability. For example, if fixed contractures have already occurred,
alleviating the dystonia may not provide added benefit.

2. Empirical estimation of the likelihood of improvement of symp-
toms and quality of life following surgery.

3. Estimation of the surgical risk factors in each individual patient
and the likelihood of an adverse event.

4. Assessment of whether the patient’s expectations of the surgical
outcome are realistic and achievable (128).

6. ANATOMICAL TARGETS IN DBS SURGERY

6.1. GPi

The rationale for the alleviation of dystonia by stimulating the GPi relates
to the observed decrease in the firing rate of GPi neurons and abnormal
grouping of discharges in a burst–pause pattern in patients with dystonia
(18,129). The observation that pallidotomy alleviates levodopa-induced
dystonic dyskinesias and OFF period dystonia in Parkinson’s disease (PD)
patients, combined with reports that pallidotomy may be beneficial in pri-
mary generalized dystonia (GD), has lent further support to the role of the
GPi as a target in dystonia surgery (22,130–132). Though preliminary studies
suggest that the GPi is a promising target especially in GD (Table 4), conclu-
sive data is lacking due to the paucity of large well-designed trials.

6.2. Subthalamic Nucleus

There is minimal experience with STN DBS in dystonia. The theoretical basis
for choosing the STN as a target is rooted in the classical model of basal
ganglia function (Fig. 1) (159). According to this model, hyperkinetic move-
ment disorders such as dystonia result from overactivity of both the direct and
indirect pathways, leading to increased inhibitory activity of the GPi. It is
postulated that there is decreased neuronal activity in the globus pallidus
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externus (GPe), which increases the excitatory drive to the STN. This in turn
further increases GPi inhibitory activity (Fig. 1).

One study in support of this hypothesis shows decreased D2-like
binding in the striatum of patients with idiopathic focal dystonia (160). This
could result in reduced dopaminergic inhibition and an increase in the activity
of striatal neurons in the indirect pathway (19). Other studies, performed
using neuronal recording, PET, and TMS, suggest that overactivity of the
STN results from both increased cortical activity and increased GPe activity
in some forms of dystonia (19,161–166). Again, this would support the use of
the STN as a target location for alleviation of dystonic symptoms. Indirect
clinical evidence in favor of the STN as a target is provided by the observation
that OFF period dystonia resolves in PD patients that have undergone
bilateral STN stimulation (158,167–169).

7. SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The surgical technique for the treatment of dystonia by either ablative or
stimulation procedures does not differ significantly from the procedures
described elsewhere in the treatment of PD (170–172). Whether the ultimate
goal is to create a lesion or to implant a stimulating lead, the adjuvant tech-
nology is used with the intention of precisely localizing a target point. Most
surgeons will rely on a combination of methods rather than on one particu-
lar localization technique. These techniques include imaging, electrophysio-
logical recording, or macrostimulation. Imaging approaches may include
fluoroscopy, pneumoencephalography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
computed tomography (CT), or a combination of two or more of these. A
stereotactic frame is fixed to the patient’s head before the imaging study is
obtained in order to localize the target’s anatomical point in reference to
the scaled device. A Leksell Model G stereotactic head frame is most com-
monly used; however, new navigation technology that integrates imaging
studies with computer software may soon popularize frameless localizing
devices (173–176). Once a target has been determined, a trajectory devised,
and an entry point identified, general surgical technique is used to perform
an access Burr hole, traditionally at the level of or just in front of the coronal
suture bilaterally. An insertion cannula is placed along the planned trajectory
in the brain to guide the microelectrode used for electrophysiologic record-
ings. Electropysiologic recordings are used to further define the optimal
location for placement of the macroelectrode.

Several techniques have been debated in terms of electrophysiological
recording. Some proclaim the benefits of accurate delineation of the target
organ by multiple electrode recording (either simultaneously or staggered),
while others praise the decreased risk of intracerebral hemorrhage with a
single electrode pass (177,178). The published data suggest both techniques
to be adequately safe and effective. Regardless of the recording technique
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chosen, the goal is to confirm the coordinates obtained from the imaging
studies by identifying the neuronal discharge pattern of the target organ.

Another approach to localization includes stimulation through the
implanted macroelectrode to verify an appropriate clinical response in an
awake patient. This commonly occurs in PD patients undergoing DBS,
but occurs less often in cases of dystonia as the patient is often operated
under general anesthesia such that no dystonia is present. Clinical responses
used to confirm electrode placement include reduction in muscle tone or a
decrease of involuntary repetitive muscle contractions. Conversely, macro-
electrode stimulation intraoperatively may be performed in order to detect
changes in the neuronal discharge pattern recorded from the electrodes.
An example of the latter is the use of flashing lights to elicit a visual evoked
response to verify proximity of the optic tract to the final electrode location
in the GPi.

Once the target site has been identified by any combination of these
methods, the electrodes are used to create the lesion in the case of ablative
surgery, or are replaced by permanent electrodes used in DBS. The electro-
des are subsequently tunneled under the skin and connected to a generator
implanted in the subcutaneous tissue, usually in the chest. The programming
of the electrodes occurs days to weeks following electrode implantation and
is achieved using a computer-controlled remote device.

8. RESULTS OF SURGERY IN DYSTONIA

8.1. Thalamotomy and Pallidotomy

The thalamus preceded the GPi as a target for dystonia. Thalamotomy
outcome studies have shown that dystonia was alleviated in only 1/3 to
1/2 of patients studied and there was an unacceptable rate of intolerable
side effects, especially with bilateral procedures (179). Studies comparing
the efficacy of surgery on the thalamus versus the GPi have not been per-
formed. Which site is optimal for the indication of dystonia has not been
unequivocally determined; however, the current trend, based on previous
experience, is toward selecting the GPi as the preferred target.

Since the early 1990s, improvement of dystonia by pallidotomy in the
posteroventralmedial pallidumhasbeen reported in approximately 75patients
in multiple case reports and case series, with follow-ups ranging from 3 to 42
months (180). Results in these patients have shown that pallidotomy can
reduce functional disability that is caused by dystonia with best results demon-
strated in patients with primary and tardive causes of dystonia. Both unilateral
and bilateral procedures have been performed safely without the cognitive
adverse effects experienced by PD patients who underwent bilateral pallidot-
omy (181). Also, in contrast to the immediate effects of surgery in PD
patients, improvement seen following pallidotomy in dystonia was, in some
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instances, delayed and occurred in a gradual fashion several months after
the procedure. However, long-term outcomes have not been reliably docu-
mented, and even though there may be benefit that is seen early after the
surgical procedure, there are cases of only temporary improvement with
recurrent debilitating symptoms (23,182). As such, the results of pallidot-
omy for dystonia are difficult to predict.

8.2. Deep Brain Stimulation

In dystonia as well as other conditions such as PD, DBS has largely replaced
ablative surgery as the surgical treatment of choice because it is both rever-
sible and modifiable.

However, large, blinded, controlled clinical trials are lacking in the
field of dystonia DBS surgery. This may be because there are a relatively
small number of individuals affected by dystonia severe enough to warrant
functional neurosurgery and the fact that DBS is still considered investi-
gational for dystonia. The lack of uniformity among studies in reporting
surgical outcomes makes comparison of outcomes between studies difficult.
Furthermore, as symptoms of dystonia may be modified by psychological
factors, outcomes are likely susceptible to placebo effects (183). In addition
to inadequate objective assessment of motor benefit, assessment of quality
of life measures following dystonia surgery are also lacking, so the true
impact of the procedure is unknown. Notwithstanding these limitations,
review of the mostly single case reports or case series published suggests that
DBS surgery in carefully selected patients may be a viable treatment option
for patients with intractable dystonia.

8.3. Thalamic DBS

In a retrospective study of patients with variable causes of dystonia who had
either GPi stimulation or thalamic stimulation, or both (GPi following
unsuccessful thalamic stimulation), the patients with pallidal stimulation
clearly had a better outcome compared to those implanted in the thalamus
(136). Another series of eight patients with heterogeneous causes of dystonia
and both ventral intermedius nucleus of the thalamus (Vim) and GPi stimu-
lation reported little benefit in the Vim group, compared to >50% improve-
ment as a result of GPi stimulation (184). In light of the demonstrated better
outcomes of GPi DBS compared to Vim DBS, the thalamus as a target site
for dystonia has largely been abandoned.

8.3. GPi DBS

Table 4 provides a complete review of the literature with respect to pallidal
stimulation.
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Unlike PD, where there are clinical tests (levodopa challenge) that may
predict response to surgery, no such tests exist for dystonia. In addition, the
paucity of conclusive published studies of outcomes in dystonia stereotactic
surgery limits the ability to determine which patient is likely to benefit. From
the limited reports that do exist, however, there are some clinical factors that
suggest a more favorable outcome. As in the pallidotomy experience, review
of GPi DBS results suggests that those with primary causes of dystonia tend
to have greatest benefit from surgery. Those with DYT-1 genetic mutations
have been reported to have up to a 95% reduction in BFM-DRS scores
(136,151,155,185).

This is not always the case, however; there have been at least three cases
of DYT-1 positive dystonia with poor response to bilateral GPi DBS
(186,187). This underscores the point that the mutation itself does not neces-
sarily predict a good outcome from surgery, and that other as yet unidentified
factors are likely important as well.

Review of the literature suggests that those with secondary causes of
dystonia tend to have a less robust and predictable response to DBS than
those with a primary cause (136,155,185,188,189). Nonetheless, even in the
secondary dystonia population, which is heterogeneous, there have been
reports of dramatic responses to DBS surgery (190–192).

Regardless of the cause, optimal benefit may take several months to
achieve. This has been postulated to be due to the gradual resolution of
disturbances downstream from the pallidum or due to nervous system
plasticity (193). This hypothesis is re-enforced by a study that used PET
in a patient with primary dystonia and bilateral GPi DBS placement with
significant improvement in the dystonia after the stimulators were turned
on. In a blinded fashion the stimulators were turned on and off and PET
imaging was performed while performing a motor task. GPi stimulation
reversed the abnormal excess activation of multiple brain regions, including
primary motor, lateral motor, supplementary motor, anterior cingulate, and
prefrontal cortices, leading the authors to propose that GPi stimulation may
directly suppress excessive motor area activation (143). Clinically, it has
been observed that the mobile component of dystonia tends to resolve ear-
lier than fixed dystonia following DBS (128,136,184). In a study looking at
the pattern of recurrence of dystonia following the discontinuation of stimu-
lation, mobile dystonia re-emerged within a few minutes while the tonic
component recurred gradually over several hours (194).

8.4. STN DBS

Despite a good theoretical basis for considering STN as a target in dystonia,
the only published experience reported disappointing results. PD patients with
OFF-period dystonia and four patients with generalized dystonia underwent
bilateral STN DBS. Though there was definite relief of OFF-period dystonia
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in those patients with PD, there was no difference in severity of dystonia in
those patients with generalized dystonia that underwent STNDBS. However,
three of the four patients suffered from neurodegeneration with brain iron
accumulation [also known as pantothenate kinase associated neurodege-
neration (PKAN) and formerly as Hallevorden-Spatz disease] (158). It is
difficult to deduce from this limited experience and highly select population
whether STN DBS is effective in other populations.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Dystonia is a clinically heterogeneous condition with many etiologies.
A standard classification and rating system is crucial both for optimal clin-
ical care of patients and for conducting rigorous studies that would further
advance therapeutic options. Though medical therapies relieve symptoms to
a variable extent, the occurrence of intractable dystonia, causing significant
disability and reduction in quality of life, makes development of a safe and
effective surgical therapy attractive.

Identification of clinical and pathophysiological factors that predict a
good response to surgery is an important research priority. Studies determin-
ing the appropriate target site need to be conducted, as the optimal site may
vary according to the cause of dystonia, patterns of inheritance, and distribu-
tion. Finally, large, prospective, long-term controlled trials using standar-
dized rating and quality of life scales will be an important addition to the
current body of knowledge to determine the true efficacy of this procedure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cervical dystonia (CD) is characterized by involuntary spasms of neck
muscles that cause abnormal head and neck movements and postures (1).
The term spasmodic torticollis is frequently used to describe this condition,
but it applies only to one type of CD manifested by jerky (spasmodic) head
movement associated with head turning (torticollis). CD is the preferred
term to describe focal dystonia that involves neck muscles. CD is the most
common type of adult onset focal dystonia (2). CD prevalence is estimated
at 9/100,000, but it is likely higher as that number was based on a retrospec-
tive chart review (3). The etiology of CD varies. The majority of patients have
idiopathic CD, which means that there is no identifiable cause. Some pati-
ents with idiopathic CD have a genetic cause; however, genetic contribution
to focal dystonia has been much less studied compared to generalized dysto-
nias like DYT1 (4). The most common symptomatic causes of CD are drugs
and trauma (5). Drug-induced CD can occur as an acute reaction to neuro-
leptics or related compounds, which is reversible with discontinuation of
the drug, or can be a manifestation of tardive dyskinesia, in which case it
is chronic with low chance for remission (6). The relationship between CD
and peripheral neck injury remains debated (7,8). A number of patients
report ‘‘significant’’ neck injury within a year prior to onset of CD. The
causality of such injury has not been established, but the possibility of the
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contribution of peripheral mechanisms to development of CD via involve-
ment of the sensory feedback loops cannot be excluded (9,10). A number of
other neurological and non-neurological conditions can present with abnor-
mal head postures and should not be misdiagnosed as CD (11). The most
important conditions for screening include atlanto-axial dislocation, cervical
fracture, or other bone abnormalities of the cervical spine (11). In the majority
of cases, these conditions lead to a fixed and sustained abnormal posture of
the neck, which is atypical for CD. Appropriate imaging of the cervical spine
and brain should be performed when a structural cause of CD is suspected.

Clinical manifestations of CD are variable. Apart from torticollis (head
turn), the patients can have anterocollis (neck flexion), retrocollis (neck
extension), laterocollis (head tilt), or a combination of above (Fig. 1). CD
is frequently accompanied by dystonic head tremor, which is believed to be
caused by repetitive dystonic contractures of the involved neck muscles (2).
Some patients can have dystonic tremor as the major manifestation of CD.
The diagnosis of CD is based on the clinical examination and observation
of the type of head and neck posturing. Routine imaging is not necessary
unless a symptomatic cause of CD is suspected or the patient has atypical

Figure 1 Different manifestations of CD. (A) Torticollis; (B) retrocollis; (C) laterocol-
lis; (D) anterocollis. Source: From the National Spasmodic Torticollis Association,
http://torticollis.org/.
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findings on the exam. Patients with young onset CD should be screened for
Wilson’s disease (2).

CD is a chronic condition. Idiopathic CD usually has an insidious
onset with gradual progression of symptoms within 3–5 years from onset
(12). The majority of patients have stabilization of symptoms at some point.
It is not unusual for CD to have segmental spread (involving adjoining
muscles of the face or upper limb) but the risk of generalization with an adult
onset of CD is low (2). Spontaneous remission of CD is reported in up to
20% of cases, but it is usually short lived and incomplete (13,14).

Treatment choices for CD include oral pharmacotherapy, chemo-
denervation by botulinum toxin injections, and surgical intervention. Choices
of oral pharmacotherapy include anticholinergics (trihexyphenidyl), anti-
spasmodic medications (baclofen or tizanidine), and muscle relaxants (15).
Unfortunately, all are only partially effective and are associated with medica-
tion-induced side effects, which limit their use (15). Anticholinergics are the
most effective drugs for treatment of dystonia. In one study, 39% of
patients with CD experienced benefit with trihexyphenidyl, but use of the
drug was limited by undesirable side effects of sedation, cognitive changes,
urinary retention, and other undesirable anticholinergic side effects (16).
Surgical treatment in the form of selective peripheral denervation and pallidal
ablative or stimulating procedures is reserved for patients with refractory CD,
andwill be covered later in this volume. The rest of the chapter will be dedicated
to reviewing of the role of chemodenervation in the management of CD.

Chemodenervation with botulinum toxin (BTX Botox�) has become
the first-line treatment for management of CD (17–20). It truly has revolutio-
nized treatment of CD and other focal dystonias by producing significant and
sustained relief of the symptoms. The first monograph on botulinum toxin,
then labeled as ‘‘sausage poison,’’ was published by Justinus Kerner (21),
a German medical officer, in 1820. Even then he envisioned the use of toxin
for therapeutic indications (22). However, it was not until the 1980s that
use of BTX for chemodenervation was pioneered by Alan Scott, an ophthal-
mologist, who demonstrated its efficacy for the treatment of strabismus (23).
Originally, BTX-A was approved for management of strabismus and blepha-
rospasm, but it is now used for a variety of focal dystonias, including CD.

BTX is a complex protein produced by Clostridium botulinum, an
anaerobic bacterium. BTX is the most potent known neurotoxic substance,
which has a median lethal dose of 40 ng/kg body weight of an adult rat (24).
The therapeutic effect of the toxin is via blockade of the presynaptic release
of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction, which leads to temporary
chemodenervation of the injected muscle and results in reduction of muscu-
lar contraction (24). There are seven immunologically distinct serotypes of
BTX, labeled from A to G (25). BTX A and B are commercially available
in the United States and labeled for use in CD.
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2. CLINICAL EFFICACY OF BTX-A FOR CD

BTX-A was the only strain of BTX commercially available until approval
of BTX-B in 2000. The efficacy and safety of BTX-A for treatment of CD
has been demonstrated in a number of controlled and open-label trials
(17,19,26–29). Efficacy generally is higher in the open-label trials, which is
attributed to potential placebo effect but also to the ability to individualize
the dose and injection sites with open-label protocols (18,30). A phase III
double-blind randomized placebo-controlled study was conducted by
Allergan (31) and enrolled 214 subjects. In order to qualify for the study, the
patients had to receive BTX-A for CD before and demonstrated good response
and tolerable side effects. The patients were randomized to BTX-A versus
placebo and followed for at least 10 weeks postinjection. The primary study
outcomewas theCervicalDystonia Severity Scale (CDSS), which is an objective
measure of CD severity based on the measurement of angle of head devia-
tion in all three planes as well as change in the Global Assessment Scale (32).
The impact of injection onCDpainwas alsomeasured. The study demonstrated
significant benefit of active treatment versus placebo on all scales but the degree
was modest. Most of the patients returned to baseline within 3 months.

In an open-label study of 303 patients with medically refractory CD,
Jancovic et al. (33) demonstrated that 92% of the patients had improvement
in function and control of head movement, and 93% of patients had marked
improvement in pain. The average time to onset of benefit was 1 week, and
average duration of sustained benefit 3.5 months. Fourteen percent of
patients failed to improve after the first injection, but only 6% had no
response with repeated attempts. The same authors have noted that optimal
response was more likely if the dose and site for the injection were adjusted at
each subsequent visit (29).

The degree of efficacy of BTX-A injections is directly related to the
correct selection of the muscles involved and to the appropriate dose of the
toxin (33) (Fig. 2). Generally patients with ‘‘simple’’ CD like laterocollis and
torticollis as well as those with shorter duration of the symptoms have better
response to the injections compared to patients with anterocollis and mixed
CD (33). Selection of muscles for the injection usually is made based on the
observation of the pattern of CD and palpation of the muscles involved (18).
There is a debate regarding utility of electromyography (EMG) guidance for
better selection of the muscles (19). Some studies report a better response to
the injection when EMG was used for muscles selection (19,34). Comella et
al. (19,34) demonstrated that use of EMG-guidance significantly increased
the percentage of patients who had marked improvement with injection as
determined by the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale
(TWSTR) (35). In another study, injection without EMG missed the target
muscle in 17% of the 139 injections (36). While EMG is of value in some cases
where the muscles involved are difficult to localize, the majority of clinicians
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perform routine CD injections based on palpation and observation of the
involved muscles (18,37).

There are guidelines on the average injected dose of toxin for the most
commonly involved muscles in CD (31). The median total dose of BTX-A in
a study of 88 patients with good response to the injections was 236 U, with
25th to 75th percentile ranges of 198–300U (31). The most commonly
injected muscles and recommended doses of BTX-A per muscle are listed
in Tables 1 and 2. BTX-A is marketed by Allergan, Inc., as Botox in the
United States and as Dysport in the United Kingdom. The doses listed in
the following text are related to Botox preparation. Most studies support
3:1 dose equivalency ratio for conversion betweenDysport andBotox (38,39).

BTX-A is generally very well toleratedwhen administered in appropriate
doses in the correct muscles. The most common injection-related side effects
include dysphagia (19%), neck weakness, and local pain (11%), and upper
respiratory infection (12%) (31). These are usually transitory and mild.

Table 1 Cervical Muscles Involved in Various Types of CD

Torticollis Contralateral sternocleidomastoid, ipsilateral splenius, and
trapezius

Laterocollis Ipsilateral sternocleidomastoid, splinius capitis, scalene complex,
levator scapulae

Shoulder
elevation

Ipsilateral trapezuis and levator scapulae

Retrocollis Bilateral splenius capitis, trapezuis, deep posterior vertebrals
Anterocollis Bilateral sternocleidomastoids, scalene complex, submental

complex

Source: Adapted from Ref. 5.

Figure 2 Lateral view of the neck exposing the most commonly injected muscles in
CD. Source: From Allergan, Inc., Irvine, CA, http://www.botox.com.
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Jancovic et al. (33) reported their group’s long-term experience with BTX-A
injections: dysphagia was encountered in 14% of 659 visits but only in five
cases was it severe enough to require a change of diet. Themechanism of devel-
opment of dysphagia is likely related to direct versus hematogenous spread
of toxin from the injection site (40). Women with thin necks are more prone
to development of that complication. Bilateral injection of sternocleidomas-
toid muscle also increases the risk of development of swallowing dysfunction
(33,41).Other injection-related side effects that have been reported in 2–10%of
the patients include flu symptoms, rhinitis, soreness at the injection site, and
drowsiness (31). Most side effects resolve spontaneously within 2 weeks (18).

The average duration of benefit of BTX-A injection is 3–4 months
(33,42). The beneficial effect of the injections is usually sustained with the
repeated injections (43,44). One long-term study showed that 75% of patients
had persistent benefit for at least 5 years, and only 7.5% developed secondary
unresponsiveness (45). However, one of the major concerns regarding long-
term use of BTX-A is the development of secondary resistance to the injections
(33,46). That phenomenon is attributed to the development of antibodies that
neutralize toxin (47). The rate of development of antibodies has not been well
studied. It is believed that antigenicity of BTX is related to the amount of
neurotoxin complex protein in the preparation (18). The original Botox� (lot
79–11) contained 25ng of protein, while the new Botox preparation approved
in 1997 contains only 5 ng of protein per 100units (48). Two preparations have
been shown to be equivalent in efficacy and tolerability (49,50). The rate of
development of antibodies with the new preparation seems to be lower: in
the group of patients who were previously treated for CD with the original
strain (lot 79–11), 33 of 192 (17%) were antibody positive while only 2 of 96
patients (2%) whowere antibody negative at the baseline developed antibodies
after receiving two injections with the new strain (31). Jancovic (18) reported

Table 2 Cervical Muscles Frequently Injected for CD

Muscle

Number of patients
treated in this
muscle (N¼ 88)

Mean % dose
per muscle

Average dose of
Botox

per muscle (U)

Splenius capitis 83 38 60–100
Sternocleidomastoid 77 25 40–70
Levator scapulae 52 20 25–60
Trapezius 49 29 25–100
Semispinalis 16 21 30–60
Scalene complex 15 15 15–50
Longissimus 8 29 55–90

Source: Adapted from Botox (botulinum toxin type A), purified neurotoxin complex, product

information. http://www.botox.com/prescribing_info.html, accessed 2004.
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that the new strain decreased the risk of antibody development by a factor of 6.
There are several methods to detect antibodies (51). The mouse protection
assay (MPA) correlates best with the clinical resistance to BTX (52). However,
an immunoprecipitation assay (IPA), which is the quantitative measure of the
degree of immunoresistance, has been shown to be more sensitive than MPA
and can have a predictive value in determining future or impending unrespon-
siveness (53). BTX resistance can also be confirmed clinically by performing
the unilateral brow injection (UBI) test or frontalis type A toxin (F-TAT)
injection (18). Both tests consist of injecting a small dose of BTX-A in the
selected forehead muscle on one side. Lack of facial asymmetry at the site of
the injected muscle supports BTX-A resistance. The degree of facial asymme-
try if the patient is BTX-A responsive is small and usually cosmetically accep-
table. Both tests correlate well with MPA results and clinical BTX-A
responsiveness (52). These tests can avoid the cost of obtaining the formal
immunoassays. Another major determinant of development of BTX-A resis-
tance is the dose and frequency of the injections (33,54). Patients should be
injected with the smallest effective dose at an interval of at least 3 months
(19). Booster injections are discouraged due to increased risk of development
of resistance (19). Some patients who developed antibodies can revert to
antibody negative status and again become BTX-A sensitive, but the time to
conversion takes on average 30months (55). Besides, 50%of them lose respon-
siveness to BTX-A within a relatively short period of time (55). Availability of
other strains of BTX offers patients alternative choices. Patients who devel-
oped resistance to BTX-A usually respond to injections with the other BTX
strains as they are considered immunologically distinct (56–60). However,
cross-reactivity between BTX strains cannot be excluded completely (61).
Further studies are necessary to determine whether development of antibodies
against one strainmakes the patientsmore susceptible to becoming resistant to
another strain of BTX (62).

3. BTX-B

BTX-B is an alternative strain of BTX (63). BTX-B is commercially available
under the brand name of Myobloc. BTX-B is antigenically different from
BTX-A and inhibits acetylcholine release by a different mechanism of action
(64). BTX-B was studied for efficacy and safety in CD in three pivotal
placebo-controlled randomized studies (57–59). All studies used TWSTRS
as the primary outcome measure. Efficacy of BTX-B was evaluated both
in BTX-A responsive and resistant patients. BTX-A resistance was deter-
mined based on clinical history, presence of antibodies on MPA assay, and
positive F-TAT test (58,59). BTX-B was shown to be effective as measured
by the change of the TWSTRS score at 4 weeks after the injection, compared
to placebo in both groups of patients (57–59). Patients also demonstrated
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a significant reduction in pain score (57–59). The most effective dose was
10,000 U. The median duration of response was 12–16 weeks.

The most common adverse events included dysphagia and dry mouth
(57–59). Dysphagia was reported in up to 28% of patients treated with
10,000 U of BTX-B. The degree of dysphagia was mild to moderate. No
cases of severe dysphagia were reported. Dry mouth was reported in 16%
of patients in all three studies. The severity was mild to moderate. The other
adverse events included pain at the injection site, headache, and flu like
symptoms. None of the patients withdrew from the studies due to side
effects. The aforementioned studies did not have a direct comparison
between BTX-A and -B efficacy in CD. The Dystonia Study Group has
recently completed such a study (AB-CD study), but the data have not
yet been published. Based on the clinical experience, the efficacy of two pre-
parations is similar when comparable doses are used. The AB-CD study
used a conversion ratio of 1 U of BTX-A (Botox) to 50 U of BTX-B (Myo-
bloc). However, a fixed conversion rate should be used with caution as the
individual sensitivity of patients to different strains of BTX can vary. Gen-
erally, BTX-B is reserved for the patients who developed BTX-A resistance
or have insufficient response to it. The injection of BTX-B is more painful
due to the higher acidity of the preparation, but has the benefit of the toxin
being supplied in the diluted form ready for the injection.

4. OTHER BTX STRAINS

BTX-F is another strain of BTX that is not commercially available but has
been studied for efficacy in CD (60,65,66). BTX-F was demonstrated to
be effective in a small group of BTX-A-resistant patients (60). However, a
subset of patients has subsequently developed resistance to BTX-F as well
(60). Besides, BTX-F has a relatively short duration of benefit, averaging
7.9 weeks (65). For those reasons, it is unlikely that BTX-F will become
commercially available.

There is very limited experience with use of other strains of BTX in
humans (25). BTX-C seems to have a mechanism and duration of action
similar to BTX-A (67,68). Injection of two patients with hemifacial spasm
and one patient with blepharospasm resulted in sustained benefit and was
well tolerated (67). BTX-E is immunologically similar to BTX-A but the
duration of effect is much shorter (69,70). Short duration of action makes
BTX-E an unlikely alternative to BTX-A in clinical use.

5. CONCLUSIONS

BTX injections are effective and safe for treatment of CD. In order to
maximize the benefit and decrease the risk of injections physicians should
follow certain guidelines. The Therapeutic and Technology Subcommittee of
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the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) has proposed specific training
guidelines for the use of BTX for treatment of neurological disorders (71).
While the AAN does not require special certification for BTX administra-
tion, the guidelines highlight the need for prerequisite skills and knowledge
of BTX application in clinical practice, familiarity of the physician with
clinical presentation of various dystonias, anatomy of the muscles involved,
and ability to modify treatment based on the response. Appropriate use of
BTX in the smallest effective dose at the longest possible interval in
correctly selected muscles increases the benefit of the injections and mini-
mizes the immediate side effects as well as the risk of development of BTX
resistance.
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Ablative Denervation
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spasmodic torticollis is the most common form of adult-onset focal
dystonia (1). This syndrome is characterized by deviation of the neck due
to involuntary contraction of cervical muscles. There may also be spasmodic
features such as head jerking or neck spasms. These, however, only manifest
in approximately 62% of patients and have led some to use the more accu-
rate term idiopathic cervical dystonia (2). Other forms of torticollis, as well
as the possibility of secondary dystonia, must be excluded before arriving
at this diagnosis. While its exact etiology is still unclear, there has been much
progress in clarifying its clinical features, natural history, genetic predisposi-
tion, and association with trauma and vestibular abnormalities. The goals of
treatment are to improve the quality of life and prevent secondary complica-
tions. Chemodenervation of the involved musculature with botulinum toxin
has proven effective in treating this condition. Some patients do not respond
well or become resistant to botulinum toxin and require surgical interven-
tion. The most commonly performed surgery is the Bertrand procedure of
selective peripheral denervation (3). Refractory cases may be amenable to
deep brain stimulation (DBS) or neuroablation. The aim of this chapter is
primarily to discuss the surgical indications as well as some of the surgical
techniques used in treating this debilitating condition.
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2. CLINICAL PRESENTATION

The prevalence of spasmodic torticollis is approximately nine cases per
100,000 population (1). Women are more commonly affected with a male
to female ratio of 1:1.5 to 1:1.9 (2,4,5). The disease usually begins between
the fourth and sixth decades of life (2,4–6). Symptoms usually begin insi-
diously with nonspecific neck complaints and progress to a certain degree
of head rotation or deviation. Such deviations may occur in a single plane
or, more commonly, in a combination of planes. The most common compo-
nent is rotational torticollis. The left and right sides are equally affected
(2,4–6). Other components are laterocollis, retrocollis, and anterocollis. In
addition to head jerking or neck spasms, a postural or kinetic hand tremor
can be present. The type of tremor that affects the head is either
dystonic or essential. The tremor is termed dystonic if there is a directional
preponderance and increases in amplitude when the head is deviated away
from the direction of involuntary movement. If the tremor is rhythmical,
symmetrical, and does not change considerably with head movement, it is
essential (7). Dystonic movements can be reduced with sensory tricks or geste
antagoniste. These consist of tactile, proprioceptive, or other sensory modu-
lators used by the patient such as touching the involved body part. This
sensory stimulation is thought to modulate presynaptic inhibition so as
to improve the reciprocal inhibition and the co-contraction of agonist and
antagonist muscles (8). Symptoms are commonly exacerbated by activity,
fatigue, or stress.

Torticollis tends to worsen for 3–5 years, but the duration of progres-
sion is highly variable (9). Partial or even complete spontaneous remissions
can occur in 10–20% of patients but are usually not sustained (10). Cervical
dystonia can spread segmentally (11) and only rarely becomes generalized.
Extracervical manifestations such as oromandibular, blepaharospasm, writers’
cramp, and truncal dystonia, are found in approximately 20% of cases (2,4).

Patients with spasmodic torticollis have a wide range of disability.
Pain is usually present. As many as 24% of patients develop depression (12).
There are also daily functional limitations, such as driving, and avoiding
social embarrassment. Complications caused by cervical dystonia include
muscular contractures, premature degeneration of the spine, spondylosis,
vertebral subluxations and osseous fusions, fractures, radiculopathies, and
myelopathies (13).

There are many causes of torticollis that must be excluded. These
include lesions of the cerebellum, brainstem, cranial nerves, and cervical
spine (14–17), as well as mechanical causes such as C-2,3 dislocations. Psy-
chogenic dystonia can also occur (4) and should be diagnosed with caution
(18). In rare cases, a focal dystonia can be drug-induced, as in tardive dysto-
nia, or secondary to a metabolic disturbance, as in Wilson’s disease. Differ-
entiating these pathologic entities is crucial. Patients with intra-axial lesions
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frequently lack pain, the onset is often acute or subacute, and additional find-
ings may be noted on examination (7). Mechanical causes are associated with
the persistence of abnormal posture during sleep, continuous pain, the absence
of typical provocative or palliative factors, and the lack of appropriate muscle
hypertrophy (15). Characteristics suggestive of a psychogenic etiology are
abrupt onset, movements that change rapidly or begin as a fixed posture,
accompanying bizarre movements, paroxysmal dystonia, and the disappear-
ance of movements with distraction (7).

3. ETIOLOGY

The vast majority of cases of cervical dystonia are idiopathic (19). While the
exact pathogenesis of this syndrome remains unknown, there are certain
genetic predispositions that have recently been elucidated. As many as
25% of patients with focal dystonia have relatives with dystonia (20). The
gene locus on chromosome 9q32–34, has been linked to primary torsional
dystonia (21). Several other genes have been associated with dystonia
(22). One of these, on chromosome 18p (23), is associated with a dystonia
that is usually limited to neck muscles with occasional facial and arm invol-
vement or spasmodic dysphonia.

No consistent morphological abnormalities have been observed in
the brains of patients with primary dystonia. Several studies suggest a loss
of D2 receptors in the putamen of patients with dystonia (24,25), but the
significance of this finding is not yet clear. The mean discharge rate in the glo-
bus pallidus internus (GPi) is decreased in dystonia (26–29), which suggests
that the inhibitory output from the direct pathway is increased. Dystonia is
clearly associated with several changes in neuronal activity in striatal circuits
(22).

There are many reports of patients with focal dystonia secondary
to trauma (30,31). These injuries are attended by immediate pain followed
by the onset of cervical dystoniawithin several days. Painmay be an important
pathogenic factor (32). The fact that peripheral injury can cause dystonia
suggests that the sensory system and subsequent alterations in the physiology
of themotor systemmaybe important in the pathogenesis of focal dystonia (7).
It is possible that genetically predisposed individuals develop dystonia after
peripheral injury.

The vestibular system has also been implicated. The vestibulo-ocular
reflex is asymmetrical in patients with spasmodic torticollis and fails to
correct after treatment with botulinum toxin (33). However, these reflex
abnormalities are not found in many patients with cervical dystonia and
tend to occur in patients with long disease duration (34). Furthermore, other
forms of focal dystonia have not been associated with a vestibular abnor-
mality. These abnormalities are most likely secondary to prolonged abnormal
head posture (7).
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4. CLINICAL FORMS OF TORTICOLLIS

Spasmodic torticollis is an exaggeration of normal head and neck move-
ments. As such, the pathologic postures encountered are described in relation
to the Cartesian axes. Rotatory movements occur along the horizontal axis
and give rise to rotational torticollis. Flexion and extension movements
occur along the sagittal axis and give rise to retrocollis and anterocollis.
Movements of lateral inclination occur along the frontal axis and give
rise to laterocollis. Simple movements are those occurring on only one axis.
Complex movements may contain a combination of more than one move-
ment, with some being predominant and others relatively secondary. The
description of a complex movement must clearly identify which movement
is predominant. For example, rotatory retrocollis implies a dominant rota-
tional component with an element of extension. The most common com-
ponent in complex torticollis is rotational, followed by lateral inclination,
retrocollis, and anterocollis. Pure anterocollis is primarily due to bilateral
involvement of the sternocleidomastoid muscles, and is an exceptionally rare
entity (35).

Themainmuscle responsible for a specificmovement is called an agonist.
A muscle that has an action contrary to the agonist is called an antagonist.
Their actions are also reinforced by one or more synergistic muscles. At times
it can be difficult to establish which muscle is the agonist, the antagonist, or the
synergist. A basic understanding of the functional anatomy of the cervical
muscles is necessary in defining which muscles are responsible for the various
types of movements encountered. A simplified summary of the most com-
monly involved muscles, their innervation, and their actions is provided in
Table 1 (36). The anterior vertebral muscles may act as synergists in antero-
collis, but do not contribute significantly to this movement, nor are they easily
amenable to surgical or pharmacologic denervation.

5. CLINICAL EVALUATION

Initial evaluation of spasmodic torticollis should focus on a good history,
including drug exposure as well as a detailed family history. Some patients
may have earlier photographs and videos that will assist in objectively
documenting the evolution of their disease. This is also useful for com-
parison at follow-up. A physical examination may identify neurological
signs suggestive of another primary etiology. Cervical radiography is used
for excluding spinal abnormalities and documenting the degree of spondylo-
sis. Magnetic resonance of the brain and spine should be considered in all
patients (7). Wilson’s disease should be excluded in all patients under the
age of 50 years by measurement of serum ceruloplasmin and a slit lamp
examination (7). Genetic testing and counseling should be done in all those
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presenting before the age of 26 years or if the patient has a relative with
early-onset symptoms (37).

Several scales have been used to assess the severity of spasmodic
torticollis and the response to therapeutic intervention. The Toronto Western
Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale (38) evaluates severity, disability, and
pain in a cumulative score of 0–87. In addition, the Tsui rating scale (39),
the visual analog scale, global assessment of change, and pain analog assess-
ments have also been used.

The clinical evaluation is completed by electromyographic analysis of
the neck. In order to have an accurate idea of which muscles are responsible
for the main abnormal activity, it is mandatory to record simultaneously
from at least four muscles. The goals are to determine which are the main
agonists and synergists, as well as the condition of the muscles that normally
act as antagonists (40,41). Recordings are done with the patient at rest and
while the patient attempts voluntary movements. In order to determine the
role of the synergists such as the obliqui, recti, and levator scapulae, which
are deeply situated, a long bipolar concentric electrode can be inserted to
record their activity (42). To verify the contribution of a specific muscle in
complex movements, blocks using a local anesthetic agent under electro-
myographic control may be useful (43).

6. TREATMENT

6.1. Medical Therapy

Pharmacotherapy for spasmodic torticollis is not effective. The administra-
tion of anticholinergic medications has been tried with little success (44–48).
Dopaminomimetic drugs have an unpredictable response and may cause
frequent side effects (49). Dopamine antagonists, such as haloperidol, may
be effective but can eventually worsen the dystonia or cause tardive dyskinesia
(50). Clozapine has also been shown to be ineffective (51). Most tranquilizers,
such as clonazepam, have no specific action in this dystonia (42). Recently,
oral mexiletine, an antiarrhythmic drug, has been reported to be safe and
effective in treating spasmodic torticollis in a total of 12 patients (52,53).
However, experience with this medication is very limited. Physical therapy
and various relaxation techniques may be useful in preventing the devel-
opment of permanent contractures, but these treatment modalities rarely
improve function in patients with cervical dystonia (48).

Chemodenervation with botulinum toxin A (BTX-A) has become the
first-line treatment for cervical dystonia (48). Injection of this agent into
dystonically contracting muscles causes inhibition of acetylcholine release
at the neuromuscular junction leading to paralysis. There is satisfactory relief
of symptoms in approximately 85% of cases (54,55). The effect of each treat-
ment last 3–4 months (48) and patients require multiple injections per year.
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In a recent study (56) of long-term treatment with BTX-A in 100 consecutive
patients with cervical dystonia, this modality remained effective and safe
for approximately 60% of patients for more than 10 years. Some patients,
however, become unresponsive to subsequent treatments. This may be due
to the development of neutralizing or blocking antibodies to the medication
(57). The use of BTX-A with lower protein loads can reduce this rate of
antibody formation (58,59). Other types of BTX have also been tried
(54,60). Patients with contractures may not improve with BTX, but may
possibly benefit from surgery when denervation is combined with myectomy
(61). A substantial number of patients may eventually fail chemodenervation
or will choose a surgical intervention to permanently treat their symptoms.

6.2. Surgical Options

The first well-controlled and successful procedure for the treatment of
spasmodic torticollis was a unilateral rhizotomy performed by Cushing and
McKenzie in 1923 (62). Several surgical techniques have been performed
since then with varying degrees of success. Bilateral intradural upper cervi-
cal rhizotomy improved symptoms in many patients, but was accompa-
nied by a marked limitation in neck movements, shoulder paresis, cervical
subluxations, increased kyphosis, transient myelopathy, and even death
(63–65). Epidural cervical stimulation showed some benefit (66), but this
was not reproducible in other centers (42,67). Another technique was micro-
vascular lysis of the spinal accessory nerve roots (68). This was done in an
attempt to relieve any possible areas of irritation on the nerve. As we now
know, there are other muscles responsible for torticollis that must also be
addressed. Selective muscle resections have been attempted in various forms,
but they do not result in complete denervation and involve extensive resection
of the normal muscular structure (42).

The emergence of electromyography has provided a much better
appreciation for the muscles involved and permitted the development of
selective surgical procedures. Bertrand’s technique of selective peripheral
denervation (35,69) is the current surgical procedure of choice. It allows for
complete denervation of all muscles involved while preserving the inner-
vation to those muscles that do not contribute to the abnormal movements.
This is done by the extradural sectioning of the dorsal rami of C-1 to C-6,
and peripheral denervation of the accessory nerve via a separate incision.
Another technique (70) selectively denervates the anterior nerve roots of
C-1 and C-2 intradurally and uses a modified Bertrand approach to dener-
vate C-3 toC-6 as well as the accessory nerve.We do not believe it is justifiable
to enter the intradural space and continue to perform extradural sectioning
of the C-1 and C-2 dorsal rami.

There has long been an interest in central treatments of cervical
dystonia. Initially, thalamic lesions were performed in order to interrupt the
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cerebello-rubro-thalamo-cortical pathways (71,72). Results were very incon-
sistent and accompanied by a risk of dysarthria, especially with bilateral
lesions. More recently, stereotactic surgery has regained much popularity.
Both pallidotomy and DBS of the globus pallidus internus and thalamus
are currently being investigated. Current indications for DBS are patients
who fail medical therapy and are not candidates for peripheral denervation
(73). Patients who do not obtain sufficient relief from selective denervation
should also be considered.

7. SELECTIVE PERIPHERAL DENERVATION

7.1. Selection of Patients

This is the most common surgical procedure for spasmodic torticollis. It is
offered to the majority of patients who fail conservative therapy and chemode-
nervation.Thedystonicmovementsmustbe stable for at least 2 years and should
be limited to the cervical region. Patients with generalized dystonia can still be
offered selective peripheral denervation if they have a well defined form of torti-
collis with significant concomitant disability. Such patients should, however, be
informed about the possibility of a flare-up of their dystonia after surgery (42).
Patients with extracervical involvement may also require special postoperative
care to prevent complications associated with exacerbations of their extracervi-
cal dystonia (74). Selective denervationwill not suppress any head tremor and in
fact this may be exacerbated in cases where the abnormal tonic head position
served to minimize this tremor (35).

7.2. Surgical Technique

The surgical approach depends on the patient’s type of torticollis. Dener-
vation is done for the agonist and synergist muscles. Cases with rotational
components require denervation of the contralateral sternocleidomastoid
and ipsilateral posterior muscle groups. In complex cases of rotation and
retrocollis, the contralateral posterior muscle group may also be denervated,
either in the initial surgery or as a second-stage procedure. In some cases of
rotational torticollis with a prominent flexion component, the ipsilateral
sternocleidomastoid may also need to be denervated in a second-stage pro-
cedure. Patients with a component of lateral inclination require denervation
of the levator scapulae on the side of the inclination. In pure laterocollis,
denervation of the ipsilateral levator scapulae may be sufficient. In latero-
collis with a component of anterior flexion, the sternocleidomastoid on
the side of the inclination is also denervated. Patients with pure retrocollis
require bilateral denervation of the posterior muscle groups. Patients with
pure anterocollis require denervation of both sternocleidomastoids.

The procedure is done under light general anesthesia without paralysis.
The patient is placed in a sitting position. This allows exposure of the spinal
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accessory and the posterior nerves in the same surgical field (Fig. 1). The

patient’s head is fixed in a Gardner headrest with the head in slight forward

flexion and rotation to the opposite side of the ramisectomy. This enlarges

the space between the posterior arch of C-1 and the occiput. In cases of

known patent foramen ovale, a prone or park-bench position is preferred

to reduce the risk of venous air embolism (75). In addition to the usual

anesthesia monitoring devices, precordial Doppler ultrasonography is used

for the possible detection of venous air embolism. In such an event, air can

be aspirated by the anesthesiologist from the central venous catheter. Uni-

polar stimulation is essential in identifying the spinal accessory nerve and

its rootlets, as well as in differentiating branches from the ventral and dorsal

rami of all cervical roots exposed.

Figure 1 Patient positioning for peripheral denervation.
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After the surgery, patients may suffer from severe nausea and usually
benefit from antiemetic therapy. Dexamethasone is used in the first 3 days to
help control soft tissue edema. Patients get started with active physiotherapy
on the third postoperative day and continue for a period of 6–12 weeks.
Mirrors are commonly used as visual feedback tools in regaining head
and neck proprioception. The goal is to retrain the antagonist and the non-
denervated muscles in order to restore normal neck movements.

The procedures described in the following text are nearly identical to
those described by Bertrand and Molina Negro (35,42,43,69,76), who have
pioneered this technique. Denervation of the trapezius muscle is not des-
cribed here because it is rarely required for a successful surgical outcome.
Furthermore, its denervation can result in the patient’s inability to elevate
his or her arm above the horizontal plane (74).

7.3. Denervation of the Sternocleidomastoid Muscle

A skin incision is made at the posterior edge of the sternocleidomastoid
muscle, starting at the mastoid process and extending down to the junction
of the vertical and horizontal portions of the trapezius. Care is taken to avoid
injuring the greater auricular nerve. The spinal accessory nerve is identified
with the use of stimulation. The branch to the trapezius is stimulated and
identified. All the other branches from the spinal accessory nerve are similarly
dissected. Any stimulated branches producing isolated contraction of the
sternocleidomastoid are sectioned and distally avulsed (Fig. 2). There are

Figure 2 Denervation of the sternocleidomastoid muscle.
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usually four to six such branches. The nerve is dissected upward to the level of
the styloid process to assure denervation of all possible branches. At the end,
only the main trunk remains with one or two branches to the trapezius.
Finally, the sternocleidomastoid muscle is completely sectioned. Myectomy
is required since this muscle has dual innervation with branches from the
cervical descending plexus, which are not easily denervated.

7.4. Posterior Ramisectomy

A midline vertical incision is carried from the external occipital protuber-
ance down to the spinous process of C-7. The dissection is continued along
the midline to expose the posterior tubercle of C-1 and the spinous processes
of C-2 to C-6 (Fig. 3). A 5-cm horizontal incision is made from the external
protuberance laterally. This L-shaped incision allows for excellent exposure
while minimizing retraction and possible neuropraxic injury. The occipital
aponeurosis, trapezius, splenius capitis, and semispinalis capitis muscles are

Figure 3 Dissection for posterior ramisectomy.
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sectioned 1-cm below their insertions on the occipital bone and are carefully
retracted laterally. These large muscles and aponeurosis will be sutured back
at the end of the procedure.

There is a natural plane of cleavage along the undersurface of the
semispinalis capitis. This plane is followed laterally to expose the articular
facets of C-2,3 to C-5,6. The suboccipital triangle, bounded superomedially
by the rectus capitis posterior major, superolaterally by the obliquus capitis
superior, and inferolaterally by the obliquus capitis inferior, is then identified.
The vertebral artery and dorsal ramus of C-1 underneath it are visualized in
the middle of the triangle, above the posterior arch of the atlas. Careful stimu-
lation is done to ensure no response from the anterior throatmuscles, which are
innervated by the anterior ramus and should be spared to prevent swallowing
difficulties. Once stimulation of the posterior muscles is confirmed, the C-1
dorsal ramus is sectioned and distally avulsed to minimize the possibility of
regeneration.

The C-2 dorsal ramus is more medial and emerges below the obliquus
capitus inferior, between the posterior arches of the atlas and the axis. The
ventral ramus is deeper, within the two arches. It may be necessary to sec-
tion obliquus capitus inferior in order to facilitate this exposure. Stimulation
is performed to ensure no response from the anterior throat muscles and
appropriate response by the posterior muscles. The C-2 dorsal ramus is then
sectioned and distally avulsed.

The posterior rami of C-3 to C-6 are found between the articular
facets. The longissimus capitis and levator scapulae muscles are cut progres-
sively and retracted laterally in order to expose the facet joints. Each nerve is
followed to its point of emergence from the intervertebral foramen. Stimula-
tion is used to confirm the correct ramus as described above. Stimulation of
the ventral ramus of C-4 and C-5 can produce elevation of the diaphragm.
Early dorsal collateral branches must be identified and sectioned. Once the
dorsal rami are taken, stimulation of the periarticular area at each level should
not elicit any response in the posterior group of muscles. In cases of bilateral
posterior denervation, the ramisectomy is limited to C-5, as C-6 may also con-
tribute to the innervation of the paraspinous muscles.

7.5. Denervation of the Levator Scapulae

The levator scapulae can be accessed from a posterior approach when it is
on the same side as the posterior ramisectomy, or from a direct lateral
approach. The posterior approach is easily performed in this situation since
the four superior attachments (transverse processes of C-1,2 and posterior
tubercles of C-3,4) are already exposed and cut. Nerve branches from the
ventral rami at C-3 andC-4 innervating the levator scapulae are identified with
stimulation. These branches are sectioned once their stimulation produces
isolated contractions of the levator scapulae.
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The lateral approach is performed through an incision along the
posterior border of the sternocleidomastoid muscle. The levator scapulae
muscle is located between the posterior portions of the sternocleidomastoid
and scalenius medius and the anterior portions of splenius capitis and trapezius.
The levator scapulaemuscle is found deep to the cervical fascia. Nerve branches
from C-3 and C-4 are identified with stimulation. These branches are sectioned
if their stimulation produces isolated contractions of the levator scapulae. After
denervation, the muscle itself is sectioned.

8. RESULTS

The relief from abnormal movements is apparent immediately after surgery.
However, a period of 6–12 weeks of physiotherapy is usually required to
restore normal neck movements and at least 6 months for the end result
(35). Of 260 patients reviewed by Bertrand (35), 88% had very satisfactory
results. Out of the last 50 patients treated in that study, 54% had no detect-
able abnormal movements and 34% had slight deviation or slight residual
abnormal movements. In a study by Cohen-Gadol and colleagues (74), 125
(77%) of 167 patients had moderate to excellent improvement, and pain was
markedly improved in 131 (88%). Interestingly, in the latter study, outcome
could not be predicted based on preoperative head position, patient sex, sever-
ity of abnormal posture of head, symptom duration, presence of tremor or
phasic dystonic movements, or failure to respond substantially to botulinum
toxin treatment.

In the study by Bertrand, the overall percentage of patients who
remained with an appreciable amount of residual movements, whether
immediately or delayed, was 12%. This relative failure may be due to resi-
dual innervation from early collateral branches at the level of C-3 and C-4.
Re-intervention was successful in three of five patients. In three other cases,
fibrosis prevented a complete extension of the spine. In two patients, the
partial return of rotational torticollis was due to the unopposed action of
the contralateral semispinalis muscle. In one of these, a contralateral dener-
vation was required and suppressed the abnormal movements. One patient
with severe progressing myoclonic dystonia had a flare up of his symptoms.
Two other patients had a poor outcome. One of these patients had severe
generalized dystonia and an exacerbation of his symptoms that later also
failed thalamotomy. The other patient suffered from retrocollis with
marked extension of the entire spine and did not benefit from selective
denervation (42). Of the eight other patients with generalized dystonia,
three had an excellent result, and five had marked improvement of their
posture.

In the study by Cohen-Gadol, 17 (10%) patients underwent a second
operation for recurrence of their symptoms. Electromyographic recordings
demonstrated reinnervation of previously denervated muscles. Thirteen
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(76%) of these 17 patients experienced a marked improvement in their pain
and head position after the second surgery, with a mean follow up of
18.3 months. Some muscles may have more than one sources of innervation,
and this may only be obvious postoperatively in cases where a complete resec-
tion of the dorsal rami does not result in complete denervation of a given mus-
cle. A repeat operation to denervate nerve branches from the anterior rami is
often successful in these cases.

Sequelae from a unilateral selective denervation were not significant
in Bertrand’s study. Some patients developed marked swelling of the neck
during the first 24hour, especially with the posterolateral approach. Most
patients did not complain of sensory loss, which, when present, was essen-
tially limited to the distribution of the greater occipital nerve. Cohen-Gadol
reported no significant swallowing difficulties and no significant neck muscle
weakness that compromised head control. Three of his patients suffered from
persistent C-2 distribution dysesthesias. Five patients suffered transient compli-
cations that completely resolved. Three patients had nondisabling shoulder
weakness that completely resolved in one patient. One patient, with idiopathic
myopathy and preexisting chest-wall muscle weakness, suffered a respiratory
arrest and eventually died following resuscitation. In a recent study by Girard
et al. (75) that was specifically directed at determining the risk of venous air
embolism in 342 patients who underwent selective peripheral denervation in
the sitting position, the incidence was found to be 2%. None of the patients
died.

In assessing long-term outcome, 58 (75%) of 77 patients reviewed by
Molina-Negro and Bouvier (77) were satisfied with the surgery after a follow-
up period of 3–16 years. In this group, 66 (86%) patients were satisfied imme-
diately after surgery. Persistence of pain was the most common reason for lack
of satisfaction, followed by head and neck posture. The reduction in satis-
faction over time may be due to the progressive nature of dystonia.

9. SUMMARY

The goals of treatment in spasmodic torticollis are to improve the quality of
life and prevent secondary complications. Electromyographic evaluation has
greatly improved our ability to recognize and treat all forms of torticollis.
Selective peripheral denervation offers long-lasting symptomatic relief with
few complications and remains the first-line surgical option if medical treat-
ment fails. In recent years, there have been many advances in our under-
standing and treatment of this condition. Research in genetics and the
pathophysiology of focal dystonia will assist clinicians in the correct diagnosis
of this syndrome and in better selecting patients for the most appropriate
therapeutic modality.
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Deep Brain Stimulation
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Department of Neurosurgery, Nagoya City University Medical School,
Mizuho-ku, Nagoya, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION

Spasmodic torticollis (ST) is the most common type of focal dystonia. It
involves the muscles of the neck, and is therefore called ‘‘cervical dystonia.’’
As a result of abnormal involuntary contractions of the neck muscles, the
head may be rotated, tilted, flexed, extended, or any combination of these
postures. The movements may be quick, sustained, or patterned, and there-
fore may be associated with tremor.

ST usually responds poorly to oral medication; therefore, most ST
patients are managed by injection of botulinum toxin into the overactive
cervical muscles. The availability of botulmum toxin has dramatically
improved management for the majority of patients with ST. However,
responses are partial and the toxin’s effects wear off. Repeat injections at
3–4 monthly intervals are necessary. In addition, botulinum toxin is not
effective for 6–14% of ST patients and loses its initial efficacy with continued
use in at least 3% due to the development of immunoresistance (1,2).

Surgical treatment has been attempted for medically refractory ST
for decades. Surgical alternatives include peripheral denervation and intra-
cranial stereotactic surgery, which includes ablative and deep brain stimula-
tion (DBS) procedures.

Recently, DBS has emerged as an alternative to ablative procedures.
DBS seems to reduce the activity of the focal area in a manner similar to
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ablative surgery by producing a functional lesion in the brain. Compared
with ablative surgery, DBS is nondestructive and reversible. Consequently,
DBS lessens permanent neurological deficits. In addition, maximal efficacy
with minimal adverse events can be obtained by adjusting the stimulation
parameters noninvasively. Although this procedure has been widely applied
in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease and essential tremor, few studies on
the efficacy of DBS in ST have been published.

This chapter reviews the results of stereotactic procedure for ST repor-
ted in the literature. Some issues concerning methodology and rationale are
also discussed.

2. EARLY ATTEMPTS IN ABLATIVE PROCEDURE FOR ST

Stereotactic thermocoagulation procedures have been attempted for treat-
ment of intractable dystonia for the past 50 years (3,4). The two major intra-
cranial targets are the thalamus and globus pallidus. Initially, thalamotomy
was the procedure most commonly performed. Cooper performed thermo-
coagulation of the nucleus ventrointermedius (VIM) thalamus in more than
200 patients with various types of dystonia. He observed sustained improve-
ment in 70% of the patients (5–7). Afterwards, a variety of thalamic targets
were attempted (8,9). Pallidotomy was used less frequently than thalamo-
tomy in the early decades (3).

Approximately 300 patients with ST were reported to have undergone
functional stereotactic surgery between 1960 and the early 1980s (3). Andrew
et al. performed bilateral thalamotomy in 16 patients with ST. They observed
improvement in 62% of the patients; however, the incidence of operative com-
plications, in particular dysarthria, was high following bilateral lesions (10).
Von Essen et al. reported improvement by unilateral VOI (nucleus ventro-
oralis intemus) thalamotomy in 17 patients with horizontal torticollis (11).
Goldhahn and Goldhahn reported benefits for thalamotomy in 58.4% of 24
patients with ST (12). Overall, postoperative improvement was achieved in
about 50–70% of the cases in most studies (3).

The fact that ‘‘off’’ dystonia and levodopa-induced dyskinesia in
Parkinson’s disease were relieved by pallidotomy led to a resurgence of pal-
lidotomy as a treatment for dystonia. Ondo et al. performed bilateral globus
pallidus internus (GPi) thermocoagulation in eight patients with generalized
dystonia and obtained marked improvements in six patients (13). At present,
GPi is much more favored as a target of choice for dystonia (4).

There has been controversy about which side of the brain should be
selected for surgery in a particular type of ST. Widespread disturbance of
motor control mechanisms may occur in patients with ST. Historically,
Cooper recommended lesioning contralateral to the dystonic stemocleido-
mastoid muscle (SCM) (5). However, Hassler and Dieckmann asserted that
the ipsilateral side should be targeted (9). Kavaklis et al. suggested that
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VL (nucleus ventralis lateraris) thalamotomy for ST should be performed on
the side ipsilateral to the contracting SCM muscle based on results of a
study of pallidal and thalamic control of SCM muscles in cats (14). On
the basis of a study with transcranial magnetic stimulation in patients with
ST, Thickbroom et al. suggested that head turning is chiefly mediated by the
hemisphere ipsilateral to the direction of head rotation by means of
a corticomotor projection to the contralateral SCM (15).

3. DBS FOR ST

DBS has emerged as a significant therapeutic alternative in intractable ST.
In contrast to ablative stereotactic procedures, DBS does not require destruc-
tive brain lesions and therefore lessens the risk of permanent postoperative
neurological deficits. However, there are some disadvantages of DBS inclu-
ding the risk of infection, the need for frequent visits to adjust stimulation
parameters, mechanical problems, and significant equipment costs.

Clinical experience with DBS for ST is very limited. An early DBS target
for treatment of ST was the thalamus. Mundinger described the benefits of
intermittent unilateral or bilateral DBS in the VOA (nucleus ventro-oralis
anterior)/VOI thalamus and the subthaiamic zona incerta in seven patients
with ST (16). Andy subsequently reported on chronic unilateral thalamic sti-
mulation in two other patients (17).

Recently, the GPi has been chosen as a more favorable target for
ST based on accumulated DBS experience for several types of dystonia
(Table 1) (4,7,8,18–25). In most reports, treatment results were assessed with
the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale (TWSTRS), which
includes a total severity scale (TSS), a disability scale, and a pain scale
(26,27).

Krauss et al. first reported on the benefits of bilateral GPi DBS in three
patients with severe complex ST (18). Since then, several studies have
described favorable results regarding the usefulness of bilateral GPi DBS
for treatment of ST. Kulisevsky reported on two patients with idiopathic cer-
vical dystonia treated by bilateral GPi DBS who showed only mild motor
improvement but marked amelioration of pain symptoms (20). Parkin et al.
reported immediate sense of ease in the neck from activating the stimulator
for bilateral GPi DBS, and subsequent improvement in voluntary neck move-
ments and natural head position, which slowly developed over 3 months
(22). Goto et al. observed immediate and consistent improvement of ST
and associated pain (23). In their patients, the stimulating parameter of pulse
width was extremely wide [500 msec] compared with other studies. Eltahawy
et al. found that a structurally normal brain, as seen on preoperative MRI
scans, is a predictor of a good response to pallidal interventions (4).
It is suggested that the effect of GPi DBS for ST may depend on etiology.
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Good results are achieved in patients with primary ST, and poor results are
achieved in patients with secondary ST and structural lesions.

Islekel et al. (19) and Chang et al. (24) reported benefits of unilateral
GPi DBS in patients with ST. Islekel et al. argued that the target should be
the GPi contralateral to the contracted SCM (19). Chang et al. reported on a
patient with delayed onset post-traumatic ST (24). The DBS was implanted
on the same side as the initial traumatic lesion. However, bilateral DBS
seems to be more effective for ST, since transcranial magnetic stimulation
studies have confirmed that the corticomotor projection to the SCM follows
both contralateral monosynaptic pathways and ipsilateral disynaptic path-
ways (28). In addition, studies of stemocleidomastoid function during Wada
testing have shown that this muscle receives bilateral hemispheric innerva-
tion and that maximal input comes from the ipsilateral hemisphere (29).

Considering these small series of studies overall, significant pain reduc-
tion and more than 50% improvement in the TWSTRS score can be achieved
in patients with ST after pallidal DBS. This procedure seems to be a promis-
ing treatment for primary and secondary ST, which are refractory to oral
medication or botulinum toxin, but a poor candidate for peripheral denerva-
tion. In most series, it takes a few months to obtain the full range of clinical
improvement throughDBS. This delayed improvement is also seen in patients
with other types of dystonia (8).

4. RATIONALE OF DBS FOR ST

The anatomical substrate and pathophysiology of ST remain unknown and
the pathophysiological mechanism of GPi DBS is not well understood. It is
generally thought that dysfunction of the basal ganglia, which causes the
relay of erroneous information from the thalamus to the premotor, supple-
mentary motor, and primary motor cortices, is responsible for the devel-
opment of dystonia. Patients with primary dystonias have a functional
disturbance in basal ganglia outflow that disrupts its targets. Removal of
this disturbance, by either pallidotomy or pallidal DBS, allows the motor
system to revert to a more normal level of function (3,8).

The primary projection from GPi is inhibitory to the motor thalamus.
According to a model of movement disorder, hypokinetic disorders such as
Parkinson’s disease appear to result from increased mean discharge rates of
neurons in the GPi, whereas hyperkinetic disorders such as dystonia are
associated with decreased mean discharge rates in the GPi (30). In fact, elec-
trophysiological data has demonstrated that the firing rate of GPi neurons
in patients with generalized dystonia was lower than that in patients with
Parkinson’s disease or in normal primates (31,32). Therefore, it is reason-
able to conclude that pallidal DBS, which reduces GPi activity, is effective
for Parkinson’s disease. However, pallidal DBS is also effective for dystonia.
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Regarding this contradiction, Vitek et al. additionally demonstrated changes
in the pattern and degree of synchronization of pallidal neurons in dystonia
(33). Excessive reductions in mean discharge rates of GPi neurons could lead
to changes in the pattern and degree of synchronization of thalamic neuro-
nal activity, which may in turn contribute to the development of dystonia.
Therefore, the effectiveness of GPi DBS seems to lie in the fact that it
removes the source of inhibitory input to the thalamus and normalizes
thalamic neuronal activity (33).

Dysfunction of the basal ganglia is also shown in functional neuroima-
ging studies. According to a recent PET study, ST patients showed a signifi-
cantly higher glucose metabolism bilaterally in the lentiform nucleus (34).
A recent SPECT study showed that Striatal D2 receptor binding was signi-
ficantly reduced bilaterally in patients with ST. Altered striatal activity may
induce secondary changes in the GPi via direct and indirect striatopallidal
pathways (35). It was shown that in patients with idiopathic torsion dysto-
nia, metabolic overactivity of the lentiform nucleus and premotor cortices
resulted in dissociation of lentiform and thalamic metabolism (36).

5. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATION OF DBS FOR ST

5.1. Surgical Procedure

The surgical procedure is performed under local or general anesthesia.
General anesthesia is chosen when the patient shows continuous hyper-
kinetic dystonic movement. A DBS electrode is implanted under stereotactic
guidance. The target localization is based solely on MR imaging, without
physiological refinement by intraoperative microelectrode recording. The
coordinates of the GPi (posteroventral pallidum) target, where the lower
contact of the electrode is placed, will be 18–22mm lateral, 2–3mm anterior
to the midcommisural point, and 3–5 mm inferior to AC–PC line. However,
there is known to be significant interindividual variability in the position of
pallidal structures. Therefore, targeting of the GPi should rely on the direct
visualization of the structure by MRI. Visualization of the pallidocapsular
border, medial putaminal border, and optic tract are especially important
to determine the anatomical target point (37). Surgical planning software
is useful in determining the coordinates of the target and the entry point
(Fig. 1). Burr holes are made over the coronal suture at the mid-pupillary
line in the frontal area, and the DBS leads (Activa 3387; Medtronic,
Minneapolis, MN) are implanted at the target point bilaterally. When the
patient is under local anesthesia, microelectrode recording is used to refine
the target. Microelectrode recording is used to characterize the patterns of
activity and receptive field properties of single pallidal neurons and to iden-
tify important bordering structures, including the optic tract and internal
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capsule (38). Generally, the firing rate of pallidal neurons in patients with
dystonia (20–50Hz) is lower than that in patients with Parkinson’s disease
(80–85Hz) (32). In the final stage, internal pulse generators (Soletra; Med-
tronic, Minneapolis, MN) are placed in infraclavicular pockets bilaterally
and subcutaneously connected to the DBS leads.

5.2. Postoperative Care

After the operation, MRI is performed to confirm appropriate placement of
DBS electrodes in the GPi. Then, the stimulator is activated. The stimulator
can deliver pulses with three variable parameters: frequency (0–185Hz),
width (60–420 msec), and amplitude (0–10.5V). In most series, stimulation
parameters (amplitude, frequency, and pulse width) in patients with ST have

Figure 1 MRI based GPi targeting with surgical planning software (Flame Link;
Medtronic, Inc.). This software can easily calculate the coordinates for the target
point based on the AC–PC line in 3-D space. The tentative target of GPi is deter-
mined as 19mm lateral, 2mm anterior to the midcommisural point, and 4mm infer-
ior to AC–PC line in this case. The anatomical localization of the target point and
trajectory are confirmed in the superimposed Schaltenbrand and Wahren Atlas,
which is sized to the patient’s own MR images.
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been much higher than those in patients with Parkinson’s disease (Table 1).
This may be due to the severity of the disease or to a different mechanism
for the inhibition of GPi activity. Generally, it seems that a much longer
pulse width (>210 msec) is required for dystonia (8,23,32). DBS provides
the capacity for increasing the intensity of stimulation to yield a better result
through the adjustment of parameters.

Regarding the site of stimulation, Goto et al. reported that stimulation
of the posteroventral portion of the GPi led to pronounced alleviation of
dystonia, while stimulation of the anterodorsal portion or at the dorsal
border of the GPi resulted in significant worsening of symptoms (23). They
speculated on the existence of at least two different functional zones within
the GPi.

In patient with Parkinson’s disease, the effect of DBS on tremor,
rigidity, or aktnesia is almost immediate. By contrast, some authors have
reported that the improvement of dystonia was delayed, taking a few
months for the full effect after pallidotomy or DBS to be achieved. There-
fore, when a quick response cannot be obtained in patients with ST, it is
generally necessary to allow at least 24 hr of continuous stimulation on
any one setting before assessing the efficacy of stimulation (39). These differ-
ential results suggest that other mechanism of DBS are involved in dystonia.
One can speculate that the improvement of dystonia is a phenomenon invol-
ving plasticity rather than the simple inhibition of a signal. That is, molecu-
lar processes, i.e., protein synthesis, may also play a role in the relief of
dystonia during DBS (7,40).

5.3. Surgical Complications

In general, DBS seems to be a relatively safe procedure (41,42). The rate of
permanent severe surgical morbidity is less than 2%, and the rate of device-
related complications such as infection or skin erosion is less than 5% in
centers with extensive experience. Some characteristic symptoms such as
cervical movement or head rubbing may expose patients with ST to skin
erosions with subsequent infection more frequently than patients with
Parkinson’s disease (43,44).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tourette’s syndrome (TS) is a neuropsychiatric disorder with onset in early
childhood. TS is named after Georges Albert Edouard Brutus Gilles de la
Tourette, a French neuropsychiatrist (1857–1904) (1,2). The syndrome is
characterized by motor and vocal tics, which are sudden, brief, intermittent,
involuntary or semivoluntary movements (motor tics) or sounds (phonic or
vocal tics). Tics usually wax and wane in frequency and intensity during the
natural course of the disease. Motor and vocal tics in patients with TS are
usually associated with behavioral symptoms such as obsessive–compulsive
disorder (OCD) and attention deficit–hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD) (3–5).

It is well known that TS is usually self-limited; however, some patients
remain symptomatic and require chronic treatment. The general consensus
is that the mean age of onset of tics is 7 years (6). Facial simple motor tics
such as eye blinking are thought to be the most common initial symptom.
Simple vocal tics occur, on the average, at the age of 11 years. Complex
motor tics appear between the ages of 11 and 13 years, and complex vocal
tics usually appear a little later, between the ages of 11 and 15 years. The full
picture of TS usually develops at about 10 years of age. The severity of tics is
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thought to peak during the early teens, and thereafter the overall symptoms
often go into remission (6,7).

Behavioral disorders such as OCD and AD/HD frequently occur in TS
patients. Some studies reported an incidence of more than 50% of AD/HD in
TS patients. Other behavioral symptoms such as impulsivity and aggressivity
are high in TS patients. Some have reported that 20–30% of TS patients have
problems such as physical aggression toward other persons and/or proper-
ties (8,9). Anxiety and depression might be more common in TS patients than
in healthy controls. Generally, like tics, these associated behavioral symp-
toms tend to remit with age, possibly by the time the patient reaches 20 years
of age or over (8–11).

2. PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF TOURETTE’S SYNDROME

TS is a heterogeneous disorder with multiple factors possibly involved in its
pathogenesis. A number of theories have been proposed concerning the
causes of TS including psychogenic, developmental, inflammatory, immune,
and genetic factors.

While the pathogenesis at a molecular and cellular level remains largely
unknown, several clinical neurophysiological and neuroimaging studies have
been performed in an attempt to clarify the pathophysiology of TS (5,12–34).
Quantitative analyses of scalp electroencephalography (EEG) (5,12–15),
premovement EEG potentials (12), contingent negative variation (16,17),
transcranial magnetic stimulation (27–30), and neuroimaging studies (31,32)
including echo-planar images and positron emission tomography scans have
revealed the likely involvement of the subcortical and the cortical structures,
particularly of the basal ganglia and related cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical
circuits, in the pathophysiology of TS (35–42). Surface electromyography,
evoked potentials, saccadic eye movements (22,23), and polysomnographies
(18–20,24,25) have also suggested a dysfunction of the basal ganglia and
the brainstem neurons in TS patients. The dysfunction of both motor and
nonmotor basal ganglia, thalamus, and cortex circuits were hypothesized
to be caused by hypofunction of the dopamine (DA) neurons associated with
DA receptor supersensitivity, as well as hypofunction of the serotonergic
neurons of the brainstem. It is assumed that the basal ganglia play a major
role in the timing and sequencing of motor and behavioral programs by
selecting desired and suppressing unwanted programs to be executed
(43–46). Uncontrolled movements and vocalizations in TS might be the
result of defective inhibitory mechanisms at the level of the basal ganglia,
leading to expression of simple or more complex motor or behavioral action.
The primary pathology that leads to defective selection mechanisms remains
unknown, however intrinsic striatal or extrinsic factors (e.g., excitatory or
dopaminergic afferents at the level of the striatum) might play a role (47).
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Studies suggested that the activity of DA and 5HT neurons, which have
their critical ages of development from late infancy to early childhood, are
key elements in pathophysiology of TS. Moreover, TS has a strong genetic
component, and considerable progress has been made in understanding the
mode of transmission and in identifying potential genomic loci.

3. CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT OF TOURETTE’S SYNDROME

The standard treatment of TS is pharmacologic, using mainly neuroleptics,
2-adrenergic agonists, and sometimes benzodiazepines.

Treatment begins with educational and supportive interventions.
However, for severe cases, anti-tic drugs may be necessary. Although there
have been only a limited number of double-blind, placebo-controlled trials,
neuroleptics are considered to be the most effective remedies. However, limi-
ted effectiveness and side effects are major problems of anti-tic treatment
(48,49). Two classes of drugs are used most widely to control TS-associated
tics: 2-adrenergic agonists such as clonidine and guafacine, and neuroleptics
such as tiapride, haloperidol, sulpiride, and pimozide (typical neuroleptic
drugs), and olanzapine and risperidone (atypical neuroleptics). 2-adrenergic
agonists are generally not as potent as neuroleptics in the suppression of
tics; however, their side effects tend to be less severe. The main side effect of
2-adrenergic agonists such as clonidine and guafacine is sedation. The com-
monly used neuroleptics are tiapride, haloperidol, sulpiride, and pimozide
(typical neuroleptics drugs) and olanzapine, risperidone, and ziprasidone
(atypical neuroleptics). Long-term treatment with typical neuroleptics is often
limited because of the side effects, such as sedation, weight gain, and dys-
phoria as well as extrapyramidal symptoms. Atypical neuroleptics are less
likely to cause extrapyramidal symptoms but they can cause weight gain
and sedation (48,49). Ziprasidone is an atypical neuroleptic drug which has
been shown to diminish the severity of tics (50), is well tolerated, and does
not tend to cause significant weight gain or sedation (51,52).

4. ABLATIVE SURGICAL TREATMENT FOR
TOURETTE’S SYNDROME

It is estimated that 1/3 of the patients with TS had persistent disability
symptoms in spite of medical therapy. Consequently, there has been an
interest in the surgical treatment of intractable symptoms in TS. Many
investigators have reported successful suppression of the tics and behavioral
symptoms in TS using ablative procedures (53–62), however, the safety and
efficacy of such procedures in treating TS are not well documented. Several
brain areas have been targeted in lesioning in an attempt to treat intractable
TS. These areas include the frontal lobe, the cingulate cortex, and various
parts of the thalamic nuclei, particularly the midline intralaminar and
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ventrolateral nuclei infrathalamic at the level of the H fields of Forel and the
zona incerta (ZI), the dentate nucleus, corpus callosum, and caudate–putamen
complex. Several ablative procedures have been performed including prefron-
tal lobotomy and leucotomy, anterior cingulotomy, thalamotomy, and lesion-
ing of the dentate nucleus. Table 1 lists the reports on ablative surgery for TS
that have been published in the literature.

In 1962, Baker (63) reported the first leucotomy for intractable TS. The
patient was a man with severe vocal and motor tics associated with severe
obsessive–compulsive symptoms (OCS). The patient’s symptoms improved
and after 1 year follow-up the patient had only minimal tics and behavioral
symptoms. The patient’s surgery was complicated with a brain abscess, which
required aspiration.

Cooper (64) reported a case of a 16-year-old girl with intractable tics. The
patient underwent right chemothalamectomy followed by a left chemothala-
mectomy 1 year later. There was significant improvement of the tics following
the surgery.

In 1964, Stevens and colleagues (65) reported a case with severe motor
and vocal tics and OCS that underwent first prefrontal lobotomy, carried out
by James Watts in 1955. The patient had marked improvement of the tics.

In 1969, Cooper et al. reported their experience in the treatment of six
patients with severe tics using bilateral thalamic lesioning (66).

Sweet et al. (67) reported the results of treating three patients with
intractable TS using bilateral thalamic lesioning of the intralaminar and
medial thalamic nuclei, as well as the ventro-oralis internus (VOI). The tics
symptoms improved by 100% in Patient 1, 90% in Patient 2, and 70% in
Patient 3.

Sawle and colleagues (68) reported a case of intractable TS with severe
vocal and motor tics, as well as OCS. The patient had bilateral limbic leuco-
tomy with no effect on the tics initially; however, 19 months after surgery, the
tics resolved completely with significant improvement of the OCS.

In 1994, Baer and colleagues (69) reported a patient with TS and OCD
who had undergone cingulotomy. The surgery improved the OCS with no
effect on the tics. The authors concluded that cingulotomy alone was not
an effective treatment for TS.

Babel et al. (70) reported the largest published series of severe intractable
TS in 16 patients, with long-term follow-up in 11 patients. Eleven patients
underwent lesioning in both the ZI and thalamus, four underwent lesioning
of ZI region, and one patient underwent unilateral thalamotomy. There was
a significant reduction in vocal and motor tics immediately postoperatively
and at long-term follow-up. However, a majority of the patients remained on
medical treatment. Several patients developed complications such as hemipar-
esis and hemiballism.

Temel and Visser-Vandewalle (71) reported a complete review of
the literature on the surgical treatment of TS. They found 21 reports and
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Table 1 List of the Published Reports on Ablative Surgical Therapy for TS

Author
No. of
patients

Surgical
procedure

Follow-up
(months) Outcome

Babel et al. 16 Zona incerta
and/or
thalamotomy

3.5–9.5 45–52% tics
reduction

Hassler et al. 15 Intralaminar/
medial/VOI
thalamic

Not specified 50–100% tics
reduction

Cooper 6 Thalamotomy/
prefrontal
lobotomy

22–108 Marked tics
reduction

Cappabianca
et al.

4 Thalamotomy Not specified Temporary
improvement

Korzenec et al. 4 Not specified Not specified Not specified
Beckers et al. 3 Campotomy/

prefrontal
leucotomy

24 Slight improvement

Rauch et al. 3 Anterior
cingulotomy

Not specified 90% tics reduction

Asam et al. 2 Zona incerta
lesioning

60 Temporary tics
relief

Kurlan et al. 2 Cingulotomy 24 No effect on tics
Baker 1 Bilateral frontal

leucotomy
12 Marked reduction

of tics
Stevens 1 Prefrontal

lobotomy
108 Marked tics

reduction
Nadvornik
et al.

1 Bilateral
dentotomy

Not specified Tics reduction

Moldofsky
et al.

1 Leucotomy/
thalamotomy

Not specified No long-term
benefit

Wassman et al. 1 Prefrontal
lobotomy

Not specified Not specified

Robertson et al. 1 Bilateral limbic
leucotomy

24 75% tics reduction

Korzen et al. 1 Bilateral
thalamotomy

12 Symptoms
disappeared

Sawle et al. 1 Bilateral limbic
leucotomy

21 Tics disappeared

Leckman et al. 1 Cingulotomy 8 35% tics
improvement

Baer et al. 1 Cingulotomy 9 Tics minimally
worse
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3 descriptions, including about 65 patients in total, who had undergone
ablative procedures for intractable TS (71). However, one cannot draw any
conclusions on the safety and efficacy of these ablative procedures in these
reports for several reasons: (a) lack of information on certainty and confirma-
tion of the target localization in these reports; (b) lack of rationale for choos-
ing specific targets for these ablative procedures; (c) lack of criteria for the
diagnosis of TS and lack of evaluation criteria in assessing the tic reduction;
(d) lack of blinding and independence of the assessors; (e) many of the
patients remained on medical treatment following the surgery, which could
influence the outcome of the surgery.

5. DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION FOR TOURETTE’S SYNDROME

Since the introduction of deep brain stimulation (DBS) using permanently
implanted brain electrodes by Benabid et al. in 1987 (72), DBS has gained
in popularity and has revolutionized the surgical treatment of movement
disorders. It is no surprise that DBS is now being used for the treatment
of refractory psychiatric disorders. DBS has inherent advantages over the
ablative procedures as it is less invasive, reversible, adjustable to the indivi-
dual, and can be used bilaterally with fewer side effects. Many studies
document the safety and efficacy of DBS for treatment of PD, essential tre-
mor, and dystonia. However, reports on using DBS for neuropsychiatric
disorders are minimal, comprising several case reports mostly of treating
intractable OCD (73–75). To date, there have been only four published cases
of bilateral DBS therapy for intractable TS (76–78). The thalamic nuclei
were the target in three patients and globus pallidus internus (GPi) in
one case.

In 1999, Vandewalle and colleagues (76) reported the first case of
intractable TS who underwent DBS therapy. They selected the centro-
median nucleus, the intralaminar nucleus, and the ventro-oralis internus
(VOI) nucleus as the targets, which are the same group of thalamic nuclei
selected by Hassler and Dieckmann for ablative surgery in 1970 (79).

The same authors reported three cases of TS, including the case
reported in 1999, all of whom were treated with bilateral thalamic stimula-
tion (77). All three patients were male and suffering from intractable tics.
The target selected for stimulation in these cases was at the level of the
centromedian nucleus, substantia periventricularis, and the nucleus VOI.
At a follow-up of 5 years for Patient 1, 1 year for Patient 2, and 8 months
for Patient 3, there was a tic reduction of 90.1% in Patient 1, 72.2% in Patient
2, and 82.6% in Patient 3. Postoperative complications included three revi-
sions of the pulse generator and extension cable. Two patients developed sti-
mulation related side effects which, manifested as increased sexual drive in
one patient and reduced sexual potency and ejaculation in another.
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In 2002, van der Linden and associates reported a case of TS with
motor and vocal tics successfully treated with bilateral internal pallidum
(GPi) stimulation (78). The patient underwent bilateral GPi stimulator
implantation and, at the same time, bilateral thalamic electrodes were
implanted. The patient had test stimulation for 7 days comparing the result
of stimulating the thalamus andGPi. The tics improved by 80% with thalamic
stimulation and 95% with GPi stimulation. At 6 months follow-up, the GPi
stimulation effect remained the same with no postoperative complications
or side effects.

6. CONCLUSIONS

For several reasons one cannot draw a conclusion about the safety and
efficacy of surgical ablative therapy for intractable TS based on the reports
in the literature.

DBS therapy for intractable TS is a new approach with promising
initial results in treating tics and associated behavioral symptoms. However,
efficacy data are still uncertain, as only a few cases have been reported.

Thus, ablative and DBS surgery for TS continue to be investigational
and experimental at this stage. It is clear that more studies with a strict
protocol, including well-defined diagnosis criteria, well-defined targets for
surgery, and clear specifications of evaluation methods for tics and other
symptoms are required.

The increased understanding of the physiology of the basal ganglia
and the basal ganglia–thalamocortical circuits, as well as advances in gene-
tics and brain imaging, have provided insight into the possible patho-
physiological basis underlying the development of TS. Furthermore, the
advances in imaging technology and electrophy-physiological techniques
used for localization of brain structures, such as microelectrode mapping,
have improved the ability to accurately identify and lesion or stimulate tar-
get structures deep in the brain. These developments and data will help
increase the degree and consistency of clinical benefit of surgical therapy
for TS, as well as contribute to the development of superior methods for
treating intractable TS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hemifacial spasm is a rare condition of intermittent, painless, involuntary,
spasmodic contractions of muscles innervated by the facial nerve on one side
of the face only. As other movement disorders, it is responsible for neurolog-
ical disability with potentially severe social and aesthetic impact on patients’
daily quality of life. Hemifacial spasm was categorized by Janetta (1) among
hyperactive cranial nerve dysfunction syndromes caused by vascular com-
pression at the root exit or entry zone of the cranial nerve with trigeminal
and glossopharyngeal neuralgia. This benign condition was first described
more than a century ago by Schultze (2) in 1875 who described a typical case
of left hemifacial spasm without other cranial nerve symptoms or signs in
a patient who died from a tuberculous pneumonia. Autopsy revealed a com-
pression of the seventh cranial nerve by a small aneurysm of the left vertebral
artery. Gowers (3) also described in 1884 a case of hemifacial spasm due
to mechanical pressure on the facial nerve by a vertebral artery aneurysm.
At that time, the cause of hemifacial spasm was presumed to be idiopathic
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in most cases or, rarely, to be secondary to gross organic lesions, such as
cerebellopontine angle (CPA), neurinomas, cholesteatomas, or meningiomas.
At the beginning of the 20th century, Cushing (4) was the first to suggest that
palsies of the cranial nerves could be caused by vascular compression. At the
same time, many neurosurgeons were working on trigeminal neuralgia, and
Dandy in 1929 (5) observed that in trigeminal neuralgia, the fifth nerve was
compressed and distorted by a vascular arterial contact of the superior cerebel-
lar artery with the dorsal root of the nerve.

In 1947, Campbell and Keedy (6) reported two patients with tic doulou-

reux and hemifacial spasm and demonstrated vascular arterial compression of

the seventh nerve. A year later, Laine and Nayrac (7) also discovered a vas-

cular abnormality (aneurysm of the basilar artery) in a patient with isolated

hemifacial spasm. In 1962, Gardner and Sava (8) proposed vascular decom-

pression for the treatment of hemifacial spasm inspired by the treatment of

the tic douloureux and the similarities between these two pathologies. By this

way, they achieved excellent results with 17 of 19 patients relieved of their

symptoms. Fifteen years later (9), a great contribution to our understanding

of the pathophysiological mechanism of this rhizopathy was provided by

the work of Jannetta et al.
As the vascular compression of the facial nerve at its root exit zone

from the brainstem is the etiology, the most logical and curative treatment

is microsurgical vascular decompression, which is a widely accepted concept

now.

2. EPIDEMIOLOGY

Hemifacial spasm is an uncommon condition. The reported incidence is

0.8 per 100,000 per year, and the prevalences are 7.4 per 100,000 for men and

14.5 per 100,000 for women (10). Other series (11) confirmed these numbers

with amale female ratio of 35:65.Hemifacial spasm is not considered a heredi-

tary disease, even though a few familial cases have been reported (12,13).

It occurs almost exclusively in adults but may also occur in children aged 18

or younger. In Barker and Jannetta’s series, the mean patient age at onset

was 44 years (11). In the series of Mooij, the mean patient age at onset was

56 years (14), and in the latest series of Samii, the mean patient age at onset

was 54 (15) with an age range between 19 and 80 years. The pathology espe-

cially affects the middle-age population. For unknown reasons, all the authors

report that the left side is affected more frequently than the right side with a

ratio approximately 55:45 (1,16). The symptoms are usually unilateral, even

if in some cases both sides were affected (17). The mean duration of symptoms

was 6 years prior to surgical procedure. In one study, arterial hypertension

was found to be an associated condition among 66.7% of patients (18).
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3. SYMPTOMS AND CLINICAL SIGNS

Hemifacial spasm is an induced movement disorder characterized by inter-
mittent, involuntary, irregular, unilateral, tonic, or clonic contractions of
muscles innervated by the ipsilateral facial nerve. Although a benign condi-
tion, it represents a distressing experience and constitutes a severe handicap
for the patient with aesthetic and social impacts on daily life. The condition
includes synkinesis (simultaneous contraction of different muscles of the
face) and spasms (involuntary sustained contractions) that vary in severity
over time. The symptoms experienced by the patient are classically catego-
rized into typical and atypical. The typical spasm, which is observed in
the great majority of the patients, with a frequency of 95% in Samii’s series
(15), starts with involuntary twitching of the orbicularis oculi muscle and
gradually progresses downward to involve the orbicularis oris, buccinator,
and/or the platysma. The condition usually begins with rare contractions
of the orbicularis oculi muscle, and slowly progresses to involve the entire
half of the face and increases in frequency. These contractions are synchro-
nous in the involved muscles. After an initial period of clonic movements, a
tonic phase usually supervenes, producing a grinning expression called risus
sardonicus, better known in generalized tetanus. This phase produces a
forced ipsilateral eye closure interfering with binocular vision. During these
episodes, pain is not a significant symptom, although some patients may
describe an aching discomfort during an attack. In atypical forms, which are
quite rare, the spasm starts from the buccinator and orbicularis oris muscles
and spreads upward to the orbicularis oculi muscle. Hemifacial spasm and
palatal myoclonus are the only involuntary movement disorders that persist
during sleep (19). Some trigger factors have been described among which
we can mention emotional stress, fatigue, or voluntary contraction of any
facial muscle. Over the years, the severity of the affliction, although fluctuat-
ing, tends to increase, and a mild facial weakness can develop on the affected
side, but this finding requires a careful neurological examination because
often only a deficit ability to hide eyelashes on forced eye closure can be dis-
covered. A clinical manifestation reported by Babinski as a specific and early
sign of the condition is the closure of the eye on the side of the spasm while the
patient is asked to raise the ipsilateral eyebrow (20). The patients have no
other symptoms of cranial nerve dysfunction. Hemifacial spasm may be asso-
ciated with trigeminal neuralgia, geniculate neuralgia, or vestibular and/or
cochlear nerve dysfunction.

4. DIAGNOSIS, STAGING, CLASSIFICATION

Although a differential diagnosis must be made, in most cases there is no
ambiguity regarding the diagnosis, and hemifacial spasm is easily recognized
by those familiar with this disorder. It must be distinguished from facial
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myokymia (continuous facial spasm), which may be a manifestation of an
intrinsic brainstem glioma or of multiple sclerosis. It must also be distin-
guished from blepharospasm (bilateral spasmodic closure of the orbicularis
oculi muscles), which is more common in the elderly, and may be associated
with organic brain syndrome. Blepharospasm is notorious for disappearing
when the patient presents for medical examination (an ‘‘alerting effect’’), but
may be elicited by asking the patient to gently close the eyes and then rapidly
open them, following which a blepharospasm may occur. The differential
diagnosis also includes ‘‘habit’’ spasm (volitional), focal motor seizures,
synkinesia after nerve injury, tardive dyskinesia, and Meige’s syndrome
(oromandibular dystonia and blepharospasm) (21,22). There is no evidence
that these disorders will respond to microvascular decompression. Before
the introduction ofmagnetic resonance (MR) imaging, computed tomography
with bone windows was the only radiological method used; since that time,
both methods have been used to evaluate mass lesions. Angiography is not
indicated. Magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic resonance angiography
may demonstrate the vascular features around the root exit zone and exclude
other conditions. It is important to note that the absence of visible vascular
compression of the nerve on MR scans does not mean that it does not exist.
Clinical classification have been developed by Palfi and Jedynak (23), and
the spasmswere classifiedasmild,moderate, or severe:mild,with almost exclu-
sive involvement of the orbicularis oculi muscle; moderate, between mild and
severe, including mouth deviation; and severe, complete eye closure, deviation
of mouth, and involvement of the platysma.

5. PHYSIOPATHOLOGY

It is now thought that the pathophysiological mechanism of hemifacial spasm
is the result of vascular compression of the facial nerve at its root exit zone
from the brainstem. Two pathophysiologic mechanisms have been suggested
to explain hemifacial spasm: (a) ephaptic transmission between adjacent
axons within the facial nerve (24–26) and (b) abnormal hyperexcitability of
the facial nucleus (27–32). The ephaptic hypothesis proposed that cross-talk
occurs among axons of the facial nerve. This hypothesis has received strong
support from several electrophysiologic studies that showed that electrical
stimulation of a branch of the facial nerve was able to evoke responses in
the territory of other branches (delayed responses or lateral spread responses)
(33–39) or within the territory of the same branch (28,35,36,38,40,41). This
neurophysiologic investigation may confirm the diagnosis by demonstrating
both the typical spontaneous electromyographic pattern and the presence
of the so-called abnormal response. The complete resolution of hemifacial
spasm that may be obtained by surgical microvascular decompression also
speaks in favor of the ephaptic mechanism rather than of a sole nucleus
hyperexcitability. The matter nevertheless remains the subject of disputes
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(26,29–32,38). Some authors suggested that the combination of a central
facial hyperexcitability with impaired afferent conduction in the facial nerve
could be the cause of hemifacial spasm (35,36,42,43). By studying responses
of single axons of the facial nerve in patients with hemifacial spasm, Roth
et al. (44) concluded that ephaptic connections, which may be bidirectional
and connect more than two axons, and hyperexcitability of the facial nucleus
both play a role in hemifacial spasm. These authors proposed that one
mechanism could explain the synkinesis and the spasm observed in hemifacial
spasm. Although the ephapse would be responsible for the synkinesis, the
variation of excitability of the facial nucleus would modulate the importance
of the spasm. In Roth et al.’s theory, F waves play a pivotal role (an F wave is
an action potential generated sporadically by the motor neuron in response to
an antidromic action potential). F waves are not observed physiologically;
they supervene when a motor axon is excited artificially somewhere along
its length or when, in many pathologic conditions, including hemifacial
spasm, ectopic depolarizations occur on any site along the axon. ‘‘F’’ relates
to foot because F responses were first recorded from foot muscles. In hemi-
facial spasm, when an action potential travels on an axon of the facial nerve
(whether it is a potential normally generated by a motor neuron or, in case of
an ectopic depolarization, occurring anywhere along the axon), it may be
transmitted to an axon (or possibly to several), through the ephaptic connec-
tion. The postephaptic pathway conducts the potential orthodromically
toward the facial musculature, where it results in a synkinesis if the potentials
of the pre- and postephatic axons conduct to different muscles. The post-
ephatic pathway also conducts antidromically toward the facial motor
neuron. If the potential that reaches the motor neuron produces an F wave,
this wave is transmitted to the whole population of motor axons inter-
connected through the ephapse.

All these axons are invaded by orthodromic and antidromic waves.
It is sufficient that one motor neuron gives rise to another F wave and a
self-sustained involuntary activity reaches the muscle, where it results in
a short spasm. A more prolonged rhythmic excitation and re-excitation
of a population of neurons may result from the higher occurrence of F
responses caused by a temporarily increased excitability of the facial
nucleus. This increased excitability may be triggered by the antidromic activity
itself or may relate to other influences. In hemifacial spasm patients, the occur-
rence of F waves evoked by electrical stimuli of the facial nerve was observed to
be high compared with normal controls (in whom F waves of the facial nerve
are uncommon). F waves are more frequent in alert states and during the
Jendrassik maneuver. In hemifacial spasm, it is commonly observed that
spasms are made worse by increased alertness and emotional tension. Under
these influences, the motor neurons probably become more excitable, facilitat-
ing the invasion of their soma by the antidromic wave (45) and the subsequent
generation of F waves. Spreading of the spasm may result from the excitation
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of adjacent quiescent axons (46), the rhythmic activity (47), and the ephaptic
synchronization of several populations of axons. An amplification of the
ephaptic response (34,48), or a mass effect, may result in spatial summation.
This spatial summation may cause all axons of the facial nerve to fire together,
leading to the disfiguring spasms that are occasionally observed in severe
hemifacial spasm. Several subsequent works by Ishikawa et al. (49–53) confirm
the finding of Roth et al. (44).

6. SURGICAL ANATOMY

The origin of the acousticofacial complex is located far laterally in the pon-
tomedullar sulcus, anteriorly and slightly superiorly to the end of the lateral
recess of the rhomboid fossa of the fourth ventricule, inferolaterally to the
peduncle of the cerebellar flocculus, and above the rootlets of the glossopha-
ryngeal nerve (54). This complex is composed of three nerves: the facial
nerve anteriorly, the vestibulocochlear posteriorly, and the nervus interme-
dius in the middle and posterosuperiorly to the facial nerve. Just after leaving
the pontomedullary sulcus, the facial nerve remains in close contact with the
pons over a few millimeters in length at the subpial course of the facial nerve
that can be visualized during microvascular decompression when the com-
pressing artery is lifted from the nerve; the distal portion of the facial nerve
is attached to the artery, while the subpial part remains closely attached to
the pons. The end of this subpial part corresponds to the point of contact
between the nerve and the pons that usually is hidden by the cerebellar floc-
culus and choroid plexus.

From the brainstem, the seventh cranial nerve enters the pontocerebellar
cistern and courses anterosuperiorly into the posterior fossa. It crosses the
vestibulocochlear nerve anterosuperiorly before reaching the internal auditory
meatus. The compression of the facial nerve at its root exit zone is often due to
the anterior inferior cerebellar artery (AICA) (55–58). The AICA arises at the
lowest third of the basilar artery mostly as a single vessel but can be duplicated
or triplicated and rarely is absent (59). The proximal part of the AICA courses
backward and slightly caudally around the pons, crossing the abducens nerve
either ventrally or dorsally. It then proceeds to the CPA, where it divides into
two major trunks, rostral and caudal, before or after reaching the acoustical
complex. One or more of these trunks course in close relationship with the
seventh and eighth cranial nerves and are said to be nerve related. Distally,
these two trunks anastomose with the superior cerebellar artery and the
posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA). The nerve related trunks of the
AICA are divided in different segments composed of one or two arterial
trunks. The premeatal segment starts at the basilar artery to finish in the
vicinity of the internal acoustic meatus, where the meatal segment begins. This
segment forms a convex loop directed toward or through the porus acousticus.
This loop is under the acousticofacial bundle in 46% of cases, between in
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36%, and above in 6% (60). The postmeatal segment returns medially toward
the pons to supply the cerebellum and the brainstem. The distal premeatal,
meatal, and proximal postmeatal segments are of clinical relevance because
they are the portions of the AICA that potentially can compress the facial
nerve in the CPA, causing hemifacial spasm.

The internal auditory artery, or the labyrinthine artery, derives from
the nerve-related segments of the AICA, mostly from the proximal limb or
the apex of the meatal loop medially to the canal. This artery commonly
courses inferiorly or anteroinferiorly to the acoustical bundle as far as the
meatus, where it terminates by giving off branches to supply the inner ear.
Several other small important arteries come off these nerve-related segments,
such as subarcuate or the recurrent perforating arteries. The PICA represents
a frequent source of hemifacial spasm, being a compressing vessel at least
as frequently (61,62) as, or even more frequently than, the AICA (11,63).
Its origin from the vertebral artery is mostly above the level of the foramen
magnum at the level of the olive, anteroinferiorly to the pyramid within the
premedulary cistern (64). Rarely, the PICA can originate from below the
foramen magnum. The artery courses in various ways with the hypoglossal
nerve and reaches the fila of cranial nerves 9, 10, and 11 at the posterolateral
margins of the medulla. This lateral medullary segment interacts in different
ways with these nerves within the pontomedullary cistern, passing mostly
between the rootlets of the accessory nerve. This segment is usually the
source of glossopharyngeal neuralgia but can be involved in the genesis
of hemifacial spasm in compressing the root exit zone of the facial nerve
as described by Janetta et al. (9). The artery continues its courses around
the cerebellar tonsil. Veins and the vertebral artery are also found among
compressive vascular structures, and there are multiple cases where the com-
pression is attributable to more than one vessel (AICA and vertebral artery;
PICA and vertebral artery; AICA and PICA; AICA, PICA and vertebral
artery; and AICA with veins).

Observation of the histology of the facial nerve shows that two different
types of myelin are present during its course from the brainstem to the porous
acousticus. The proximal portion of the nerve root is covered by the centralmye-
lin synthesized by the oligodendrocytes, whereas the Schwann cells produce a
thinner myelin sheet that covers the peripheral segment. The zone of transition
between the central segment and the peripheral segment corresponds to the root
exit zone of the facial nerve or theRedlich–Obersteiner zone. These two types of
myelin are differentiated easily with myelin-specific staining. At the root entry
zone, the central myelin forms a dome-shaped projection into the peripheral
myelin. The measurement of this projection shows a great variability among
authors, ranging from 0.8 to 2.5mm (65,66). This zone forms a kind of funnel
or ring (the so-called pial ring of Tarlov) that is reinforced by a plexus of neuro-
glial and connective tissue fibers (65). It has been proposed that the passage of
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this pial ring produces a constriction of numerous axons that could explain the
diminution of myelin observed in this zone.

Similar to the other cranial nerves, the facial nerve has no perineurium
or epineurium, in contrast to the peripheral nerves, but still possesses an endo-
neurium, which contributes to its sensitivity toward traction or compression.
Ruby and Janetta (67) examined the ultrastructural changes of the facial
nerve induced by a vascular compression and commented:

The most apparent changes were observed in the medium to large
sized fibers. The most obvious pathology was a ‘‘proliferation’’ or
hypermyelination of many of the myelin sheaths with a concomitant
disorganization of the myelin lamellar structure . . . the axis cylinders
were usually eccentrically placed and the denuded side was in direct
contact with the extracellular collagen. Totally denuded, tortuous,
hypertrophic axis cylinders exhibiting an appearance suggestive of
early microneuroma formation were also encountered.

7. TREATMENT

7.1. Medical

The main objective in the treatment of hemifacial spasm is to decrease or end
the annoying twitches of one side of the face. The nonsurgical treatments of
hemifacial spasm vary from simple massage and the application of heating
pads to different types of medications, including carbamazepine, baclofen,
clonazepam, felbamate, gabapentin, and botulin toxin injections. Before con-
sidering surgical approaches for patients with hemifacial spasm, a trial of
medical therapy should be undertaken. Many neurologists use the botu-
linum toxin, which exerts its effects by a paralytic action. There are isolated
reports of spasm relief by drugs such as carbamazepine, but oral medication
is unlikely to be helpful. Botulinum toxin type A (BTX-A) is the preferred
medical treatment in hemifacial spasm patients. After endocytosis, the toxin
undergoes disulfide cleavage. The remaining light chain enters the cytosol
and blocks normal binding of vesicles to the axon’s presynaptic terminal
membrane. By strongly binding to presynaptic neuromuscular cholinergic
receptors, the toxin decreases the frequency of acetylcholine release. Although
much work is yet to be done in this area, some general conclusions can be
derived. Assuming proper technique is used, local side effects from botulinum
toxin are rare. The two most common local side effects from orofacial injec-
tion of botulinum toxin are alteration in salivary consistency and inadvertent
weakness of the swallowing, speech and facial muscles. These complications
are injection-site specific (e.g., more common with lateral pterygoid injections
and palatal and tongue muscle injections) and dose dependent problems.
Dysphagia is the most common worrisome side effect, and it is caused pri-
marily by spread of toxin to pharyngeal muscles. Nausea, general malaise,
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and weakness, as well as allergic reactions and the development of antibodies
to BTX-A, have also been reported. Report of successful therapy is mostly
case series based, but randomized, blinded, controlled studies are needed
to establish the true efficacy of this method. For BTX-A, the duration of
the effect is 2 or 3 months, and patients typically require injections every
3–6months. It is recommended that injection be done nomore than once every
12weeks to avoid the development of antibodies against the toxin. Clinical
trials report that facial hemispasm may be treated with repeated injections
of botulinum toxin with a high success rate and relatively low complications
(68). In some patients, relief from spasm can only be obtained at the cost of
an ipsilateral upper lip droop of varying severity (69). Some clinical series have
been published in the literature evaluating the efficacy of botulinum toxin
A for the treatment of hemifacial spasm. Defazio et al. (70) presented a retro-
spective review with a 95% response rate and an overall mean duration of
improvement of 12.6 weeks with limited local adverse effects (upper lid ptosis,
facial weakness, diplopia). Other series (71–73) advanced similar results with
a relief response between 88% and 98% and a benefit duration superior to
2months with a range between 2 and 13months. They conclude that botuli-
num toxin injection is an effective and safe treatment for patients with hemi-
facial spasm and provides effective, safe, and long-lasting relief of spasms.

In a minority of patients, botulinum toxin is either ineffective or poorly
tolerated. In this group of patients, a trial with oral medication is warranted.
A partial alcoholization sometimes helps to achieve an improvement, as does
carbamazepine.

Recently, some authors described the use of doxorubicin in hemifacial
spasm (74). They proposed chemical rhizotomy of facial nerve under local
anesthesia in a subgroup of patients with hemifacial spasm, especially
elderly patients and those in the high-risk group for general anesthesia
and intracranial neurosurgery. They reported no major complications and
no recurrence of spasm 3 years after the procedure in a patient with unsuc-
cessful treatment with antiepileptic medicine. They did not observe regrowth
of nerve fibers after this chemical rhizotomy. But again this successful ther-
apy is case series based, and randomized, blinded, controlled studies are
needed to establish the true efficacy of this method.

7.2. Surgical

The patient is placed in the lateral position with the upper shoulder pulled
down and anteriorly. The head is flexed slightly and tilted toward the floor
and fixed in a three point head holder. The longitudinal skin incision is 6 cm
long, 1 cm medial to the mastoid tip. The incision continues through the
muscle to the bone. The occipital artery is coagulated and cut as it courses
below the mastoid tip. The muscle is separated from the bone, and the orifice
of the emissary vein medial to the mastoid is obliterated with bone wax. While
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drilling the bone, this emissary vein leads to the sigmoid sinus. A craniotomy or
craniectomy, 3 cm in diameter, is performed medially and slightly inferiorly to
the mastoid. The lateral edge of the craniotomymust expose the posteromedial
border of the sigmoid sinus. The transverse sinus need not be exposed. The
opened air cells are packed carefully with bone wax. Cerebrospinal fluid can
be drained through a lumbar catheter placed at the beginning of the surgical
procedure to obtain a slack dura. At this point, the microscope is installed.
A curvilinear incision of the dura that remains attached to the sigmoid sinus
is performed, and the dural flap is tacked up laterally. The cerebellum is care-
fully lifted rostromedially to expose the arachnoid of the cerebellomedullary
cistern. Opening the arachnoid allows the escape of cerebrospinal fluid and
obtains a relaxed cerebellum. No retractors are used during the procedure
because they are more in the way than helpful. Cranial nerve 11 is identified
and followed until cranial nerves 10 and 9 are visualized. At this point, the
vertebral artery is also in the view. The arachnoid covering these nerves and
the flocculus behind them must be dissected carefully. Deep (anterior) to the
flocculus, the choroids plexus of the foramen of Luschka is seen. Approximately
5mm rostral to the origin of cranial nerve 9, the origin of cranial nerve 8, and
deeper to it, cranial nerve 7, can be identified.

The facial nerve is recognizable because of its slightly grayish color. In
typical cases, its origin is hidden by the offending artery.

If a large loop of the vertebral artery seemingly is compressing the origin
of the nerve, it is important to check that the PICA is not causing additional
compression. Using a microdissector or the bipolar forceps, the offending
artery is lifted carefully away from the brainstem (Fig. 1). The subpial course
of cranial nerve 7 now can be seen. To keep the artery away, we use a fluffy
Polytef (Teflon) pledget (Fig. 2). The artery also can be fixed to the dura with
a sling and fibrin glue. Care must be taken to push it against the artery and
not the nerve. In a compression caused by a large artery such as the vertebral,
it is helpful to use two or three pledgets pushed caudally as suggested by
McLaughlin et al. (75). During this delicate part of the procedure, the sur-
geon must absolutely avoid tearing small vessels vascularizing the pons or
the nerves, particularly the internal auditory artery. Bipolar coagulation
should not be used.

As mentioned previously, retractors are not used because they are in the
way. The suction, set at low power, is used as an intermittent retractor. During
this phase of the procedure, monitoring auditory evoked potentials can be
helpful. When the surgeon is satisfied with separation of the artery from the
nerve, the Teflon pleget is fixed in place with fibrin glue. There must be no
compression of the nerve by the pledget. If a clear arterial compression has
been identified proximally, which should be the case, the nerve does not need
to be explored distally. At the beginning of his experience, the senior author
had to reoperate on two patients who failed to respond and found that he
had not explored proximally enough the first time. Closure is performed with
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a running suture on the dura, the bone flap is fixed with miniplates, and the
skin sutured in two layers without subcutaneous drainage. In some cases the
exact site of vascular compression may be unclear. For this reason, some
authors proposed the use of intraoperative monitoring to improve the results
of vascular decompression in hemifacial spasm. Mooij et al. presented a

Figure 2 Same case as Figure 1, the fluffy Teflon has been inserted between the origin
of cranial nerve 7 and the posterior inferior cerebellar artery.

Figure 1 Left cerebellopontine angle under surgical microscope. The bipolar forceps
points to the origin of the facial nerve. The vertebral artery (arrow) is seen between cra-
nial nerves 11 and 10. The offending artery (posterior inferior cerebellar artery) is lifted
carefully.
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74-patient series (14) and demonstrated the applicability and usefulness of
intraoperative facial nerve monitoring in microvascular decompression opera-
tions for hemifacial spasm. A guiding role of intraoperative monitoring was
apparent in 33.8% of patients, and a confirming role was demonstrated in
52.7% of patients, which resulted in a positive contribution of approximately
87% for intraoperative facial monitoring in microvascular decompression for
hemifacial spasm.

8. CONTRAINDICATIONS TO SURGERY

Relative contraindications to intracranial procedures include coagulopathy,
use of antiplatelet agents, and poorly controlled hypertension. These must be
considered before surgery. All aspirin-type products are discontinued ten
days before surgery. Intraoperatively, it is essential to monitor the patient’s
systolic blood pressure, because hypertension will significantly increase the
risk of an intracerebral hemorrhage.

9. RESULTS

For several reasons, caution must be applied during the analysis of the clinical
results of microvascular decompression. First, only a few important prospec-
tive studies have been conducted. Second, the end points, which are most of
the time quoted as excellent, partial relief, and failure of surgery, are difficult
to compare because their definitions differ from study to study, or simply do
not exist. Third, the time elapsed between the evaluations of these different
end points varies. Nevertheless, these different studies designed to evaluate
the yields of surgery not only show the superiority of microvascular decompres-
sion over other forms of surgical treatment, but also show the efficacy of micro-
vascular decompression in curing hemifacial spasm. Barker et al. (11) in 1995
published one of the most important studies, comprising 612 patients followed
for 1 year or more (average 8 years) after microvascular decompression. The
initial results at 1month were gratifying.

Of the patients, 86% had excellent results, 5% were partial successes, and
in 9% the operation failed. Barker et al. (11) first evaluated the long-term
results (at 10 years) of the initial procedure only: 79% of patients reported excel-
lent results, 5%were partial successes, and in 16% the operation failed. Then the
investigators reported the overall treatment results, including all operations in
all patients. Results were excellent in 84% of cases, partial successes in 7%, and
failures in 9%. Nearly all failures occurred within 24 months of the operation,
and the percentage of reoperation was 9%. A statistically significant higher
probability of excellent results was shown in patients with typical hemifacial
spasm vs. patients with atypical hemifacial spasm (88% versus 59% of excellent
results at 5 years) and for men versus women within the typical hemifacial
spasm group (93% versus 83% at 10 years). Chun et al. (16) reported in 1992
the results of microvascular decompression in 310 Chinese patients. Follow-up
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varied from 6 months to 8 years (average 4.3 years). The immediate results at
3 days postoperatively were excellent for 273 patients (88%). They found no
improvement in 37 patients (12%). Of these 37 cases of failure, 16 (5.2%) pre-
sented with spontaneous relief 4–22 months (average 21 days) after the surgery
and 5 (1.6%) improved to partial relief. All of the 16 patients (5.2%) with no
improvement after surgery were reoperated. Thirteen had complete immediate
relief. Shin et al. (76) conducted a prospective study enrolling 261 patients. Of
these, 226 patients were followed for 6 months to 2 years. One week after
microvascular decompression, excellent outcomes were reported in 61.1% of
patients. Shin et al. found that the percentage of excellent results increased to
82.7% when the patients were followed for more than 6 months. The authors
concluded that time significantly (P< 0.5) improves the clinical pictures of
hemifacial spasm after microvascular decompression. Illingworth et al. (77)
published one of the longest prospective studies to evaluate the long-term
benefit of microvascular decompression in a population of 83 patients. Of
operated patients, 78 were followed for an average of 8 years. The authors
noted the absence of any spasm in 72 (92%) and reported minor intermittent
muscles twitches in 2 (3%); 3 (4%) had recurrent of hemifacial spasm. One
patient’s operation was not completed.

In their study, Payner and Tew (57), in addition to reporting their own
results of microvascular decompression, reviewed the literature concerning
the recurrence of hemifacial spasm in more than 600 operated patients. In their
own retrospective study, they enrolled 34 patients followed for 1–14 years
(average 6.2 years). Complete resolution was noted in 29 patients (85%), partial
relief in 3 (9%), and failure in 2 (6%). Excellent results were obtained for 25
patients immediately after operation, and for three patients, excellent results
were obtained within 3 months to 3 years. For the patients relieved initially,
some degree of spasm recurred in 10.3%, but no patient developed a recurrence
after 24 months. The literature review by Payner and Tew (57) suggested that
the recurrence rate is 7.0% of 751 patients. These authors also concluded that
patients without signs of spasm after 2 years have a 0.1% risk of developing
a spasm again.

Samii et al. (15) reported their long-term results for 145 cases treated
with microvascular decompression. At discharge, 59% were spasm-free, 41%
experienced further spasm. At 6 months, the number of spasm-free patients
had increased to 92.3% whereas 7.7% complained of hemifacial spasm. The
level of recurrence was 7.7%.

10. COMPLICATIONS

The complications reported in the literature are those that can be expected from
an operation aiming to reach the cerebellopontine angle. Barker et al. (11)
reported 21 cases (3%) of hearing deficit out of the 648 first operations. Seven-
teen patients (2.6%)were deaf, andmild tomoderate hearing loss was present in
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4 (0.7%). The introduction of intraoperative monitoring of brainstem evoked
responses showed a trend in diminishing this complication, but it did not
reach statistical significance (P¼ 0.05). The atypical spasms were associated
significantly (P¼ 0.04) with an increased risk of hearing loss. On reoperation,
a lesion of the acoustic nerve seems more frequent, reaching 3% of all reoper-
ated patients (differences not statistically significant). Twenty-five patients
(3.9%) suffered a transitory facial weakness, and 25 (3.4%) suffered a perma-
nent facial weakness. Intraoperative measurement (monitoring of facial nerve
function and brainstem evoked responses) lowered the rate of facial injury sig-
nificantly. If the compressing vessel was a labyrinthine artery, a facial weak-
ness was more frequent (P¼ 0.002). Reoperation was associated with a five-
fold increased risk of severe facial weakness. Other complications were cere-
brospinal fluid leaks in 21 patients (2.7%) and aseptic meningitides affecting
16% of patients. Wound infection, transient dysphagia, and hoarseness were
infrequent. One patient (0.1%) died during the operation.

In another large study (16), deafness was present in five (1.6%) patients
and transient hearing loss in two (0.6%). Facial weakness was the most
frequently encountered complication, being mild in 10 patients (3.2%) and
moderate in 5 (1.6%). Eight (2.6%) patients suffered from cerebrospinal fluid
rhinorrhea. This last complication was no longer a problem because the
exposed mastoid air cells were routinely and immediately sealed with bone
wax and muscle pledgets. No surgical deaths were reported. In 1983, Loeser
andChen (42) reviewed 16 series encompassing 450microvascular decompres-
sion procedures done on 433 patients. They found a total of 109 (24%) com-
plications: 38 (8%) were temporary and 71 were permanent. Auditory nerve
dysfunction in 58 (13%) patients was two times more frequent than the 26
(6%) facial nerve dysfunctions reported. Loser and Chen (42) reported one
death (0.2%).

In Samii’s series (15), complications included deafness (8.3%), reduction
in auditory acuity (7.6), vertigo (9.6%), facial nerve weakness (2.7%), and
cerebrospinal fluid leaks (4.8%).

11. CONCLUSIONS

The treatment of hemifacial spasm is a challenging but rewarding area for
neurosurgeons. The proper selection of surgical candidates is critical to
achieving positive outcomes. Both the selection of patients and the follow-up
evaluation can be facilitated with the use of standardized evaluation scales.
Through multidisciplinary collaboration, neurosurgeons are able to improve
the quality of life of patients who have a variety of movement disorders.

Analysis of the series in the literature demonstrates that microvascular
decompression to treat hemifacial spasm involves very low risk, is well toler-
ated, is associated with a very low recurrence rate, and represents the definitive
treatment for more than 90% of cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cerebral palsy comprises a diverse collection of clinical syndromes. These
disorders are characterized by abnormalities of posture and movement
resulting from an insult to the immature brain. Cerebral palsy remains one
of the leading causes of childhood neurological impairment and disability.
The characteristic signs are spasticity, movement disorders, muscle weakness,
ataxia, and rigidity. Cerebral palsy generally is considered to be a static,
nonprogressive encephalopathy, implying that the neurological injury is not
an evolving process. However, the clinical expression of cerebral palsy is
subject to change as children and their developing nervous system mature.
The ability to have extremely immature children survive routinely has in
some respect neutralized the benefits of technological advances on reducing
the incidence of the disease. Therefore, despite progress in neonatal care, cere-
bral palsy remains an important clinical problem that has significant effects on
function and health-related quality of life of patients and their caregivers. One
should also bear in mind that considerable cognitive, psychological, general
medical, and social issues are also associated with the disorder. The following
chapter aims to outline the epidemiology, pathophysiology, diagnosis, and
management of the musculoskeletal manifestations of cerebral palsy.

SECTION VII: SPASTICITY
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2. EPIDEMIOLOGY AND DEMOGRAPHICS

Cerebral palsy is a common problem resulting from injury to the developing
central nervous system. The motor and postural abnormalities are thought
to be associated with prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal events (up to 3 years
of life) of varying etiologies that are frequently multifactorial in nature. The
overall incidence of cerebral palsy ranges from 1.5 to 3.0 per 1000 live births
(1,2). Cerebral palsy inflicts lifelong disabilities on an estimated 500,000
children and adults in the United States (2,3). Worldwide, following an
initial modest decline in childhood prevalence, the rate has increased slowly
and steadily. This is probably due to not only advances in neonatal care with
increased survival of very low birth weight infants but also to improved
documentation by national registries among other factors (4). However,
causality for the increase in prevalence of cerebral palsy remains to be clearly
established. Cerebral palsy cannot be attributed to a single causative factor or
event. Rather, multiple etiologic factors are implicated in the development of
the disorder that can be classified by both time frame and pathology. Prenatal
causes include multiple gestation, chorioamnionitis, maternal infection, ante-
partum vaginal bleeding, untreated hyperbilirubinemia, and maternal exposure
to alcohol. Perinatal factors most commonly identified are fetal anoxia, brady-
cardia, hemorrhage, and infection. Neonatal causes are prematurity/low-birth
weight, germinal matrix hemorrhage, and infection. Early childhood factors
include traumatic brain injury, near-drowning, meningitis/encephalitis.

The natural history of cerebral palsy has changed considerably over the
last few decades. When appropriate health care is provided, affected children
without significant comorbidities may have a near normal life span (5).
Ninety-five percent of children with diplegia and 75% of children with quad-
riplegia survive until the age of 30 years (6). Ninety percent of children with
mild mental retardation and 65% of children with severe mental retardation
survive until the age of 38 years (6). Overall survival of all children with cere-
bral palsy until the age of 20 years is 90% (7,8). However, mortality is higher
and lifespan shorter in children with quadriparesis, hydrocephalus, lack of
basic functional skills, refractory seizures, and profound mental retardation
(8,9). Because expected lifespan is longer, particularly in diplegics, a signifi-
cant emphasis has been placed on quality of life issues in the past 20 years.
With a modern multidisciplinary approach, the functional status of children
with diplegia and mildly quadriparetic children can tend toward normality.
Moreover, severely involved children and their caregivers can still benefit
from therapeutic intervention, not only with respect to pain and comfort
issues, but also to the use of their upper extremities.

3. PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Cerebral palsy is defined as a permanent disorder caused by nonprogres-
sive defects or lesions of the immature cerebral motor cortex. A clinical
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presentation of cerebral palsy may result from an underlying structural
abnormality of the brain; early prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal injury due
to vascular insufficiency; toxins or infections; or the pathophysiologic risks
of prematurity. Evidence suggests that prenatal factors described earlier
result in 70–80% of cases of cerebral palsy. In most cases, however, the exact
cause is unknown but is most likely multifactorial. The motor skills of chil-
dren with cerebral palsy improve as they mature, but the rate of improve-
ment is slower compared to unaffected children. The motor impairments
are a consequence of various neurological deficits. Central nervous system
pathology associated with cerebral palsy includes: cerebral hemorrhage,
mechanical spinal cord or brainstem damage, cerebral white matter and
cortical hypoxia, and metabolic neuronal cell death from cerebral ischemia
(10). A full understanding of the patterns of brain injury seen in children with
cerebral palsy mandates a firm grasp of the embryological development of
the nervous system. Major events in human brain development and their
peak times of occurrence include the following: primary neurulation (week
3–4 of gestation), prosencephalic development (months 2–3 of gestation),
neuronal proliferation and migration (months 3–4 of gestation), neuronal
circuitry organization (month 5 of gestation to years postnatal), and axonal
myelination (birth to years postnatal). It becomes evident that given its
complexity and vulnerability, the brain is subject to injury throughout the
various stages of growth. Cerebral ischemia prior to the 20th week of gesta-
tion may result in a neuronal migration disorder. Periventricular leukomala-
cia typically occurs following cerebral damage between the 26th and 34th
weeks of gestation. Between the 34th and 40th weeks, focal or multifocal
cerebral injury is frequently seen. In fact, brain injury seen in premature
children consists of multiple lesions including: germinal matrix hemorrhage,
intraventricular hemorrhage, posthemorrhagic hydrocephalus, and periven-
tricular leukomalacia (11). Periventricular leukomalacia appears to be the
most important determinant of neurologic compromise seen in the very
low birth weight infants (<1500 g).

Brain injury due to vascular insufficiency depends on various factors
at the time of injury, including vascular distribution to the brain, efficiency
and regulation of cerebral blood flow, and biochemical response of brain
tissue to decreased oxygenation. The immaturity of the cerebral vasculature
likely predisposes the premature infant to a significant risk of developing
cerebral palsy. Prior to term, the distribution of fetal circulation to the brain
results in the tendency for hypoperfusion to the periventricular white matter.
Cerebral hypoperfusion at this point may result in germinal matrix hemor-
rhages and periventricular leukomalacia, which is classically associated with
a spastic diplegic presentation. Often, however, the clinical end result is
a combination of these two pathophysiological processes. In contrast, at
term, when circulation to the brain closely resembles the mature cerebral
vasculature, hypoperfusion mostly targets injury to the watershed areas of
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the cortex, resulting in a predominant spastic quadriplegic phenotype. When
the basal ganglia are affected, an extrapyramidal presentation with promi-
nent choreoathetoid or dystonic movements is seen. Cerebrovascular injuries
at term tend to occur most often in the distribution of the middle cerebral
artery, resulting in a spastic hemiplegic phenotype.

Loss of autoregulation of cerebral blood flow in the human newborn
occurs with perinatal asphyxia. The extent of injury is thought to be related
to regional vascular and metabolic factors and the regional distribution of
excitatory synapses. Between weeks 26 and 34 of gestation, the periventri-
cular white matter areas near the lateral ventricles are most susceptible to
hypoxic–ischemic injury. Vacuolization and gliosis set in with secondary
enlargement of the body of the lateral ventricles. Since these areas carry
fibers responsible for the motor control and muscle tone of the legs, a milder
injury can result in spastic diplegia (Fig. 1). When larger lesions extend
lateral to the area of descending fibers from the motor cortex to involve the
centrum semiovale and corona radiata, both the lower and upper extremities
may be involved.

3.1. Hypoxic–Ischemic Injury

Periventricular leukomalacia is generally symmetric and thought to be due
to ischemic white matter injury in the premature infant. Asymmetric injury
to the periventricular white matter can result in one hemibody being more
affected than the other. The result mimics a spastic hemiplegia but is best

Figure 1 Schematic drawing of projection fibers from the primary motor cortex in
relation to the lateral ventricle.
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characterized as an asymmetric spastic diplegia and should be distinguished
from ‘‘double hemiplegia.’’ The germinal matrix capillaries in the periventri-
cular region are particularly vulnerable to hypoxic–ischemic injury due to
their location at a vascular border zone between the end zones of the striate
and thalamic arteries. In addition, since they are brain capillaries, they have
a high requirement for oxidative metabolism. Therefore, another pathophy-
siological process coexists with ischemic periventricular leukomalacia in
these premature children of 24–35 weeks; that is germinal matrix ischemia
and intraventricular hemorrhage.

Volpe has classified intraventricular hemorrhage into three grades
depending on the extent of ventricular blood (12). Further emphasis is
placed on the extent of the intraparenchymal damage seen on cranial ultra-
sound, which, when present, imparts the greatest prognostic ramifications.
In contrast, the extent of intraventricular blood may have more of an inci-
dence on raised intracranial pressure, extension of the germinal matrix
damage, and risk of late hydrocephalus. Whether alterations in flow velocity
in the anterior cerebral arteries as a result of intracranial hypertension and
ventriculomegaly have an effect on the extent of ischemic periventricular
leukomalacia is a subject of contention. Clinically, the relative impact of
the coexistence of these two pathophysiological processes is that often sev-
eral months to years later, children exhibit a mixed syndrome. The therapeu-
tic procedures currently available for children have the greatest impact on
spasticity and play a limited beneficial role on ataxia (other than if related
to hydrocephalus) or dystonia.

Status marmoratus is the neuropathological result of a neonatal hypoxic–
ischemic encephalopathy and is thought to affect term infants more than
premature infants. This lesion is notable for a marbled appearance due to an
abnormalmyelin pattern. It involves the basal ganglia and thalamus and results
in a dyskinetic phenotype. The underlying brain anomaly in cerebral palsy is
thought to be static, whereas the motor impairment and functional conse-
quences evolve with time as the absence of cortical control and the hypotonia
yield to an increased influence of the reflex arc via synaptic substitution and
dominance of spasticity. By definition, cases due to underlying disorders of a
progressive or degenerative nature are excluded when diagnosing cerebral
palsy.

4. DIAGNOSIS AND CLINICAL PRESENTATION

Cerebral palsy is a descriptive term, based on clinical observation, rather
than a diagnosis informative about etiologic factors, pathology, or prog-
nosis (13). The diagnosis of cerebral palsy is based upon a history of abnor-
mal motor development that is not progressive coupled with a neurological
examination (e.g., hypertonicity, increased reflexes, clonus) that localizes
the lesion in the brain. In order to establish that a brain abnormality exists
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in children with cerebral palsy that may, in turn, suggest an etiology and
prognosis, neuroimaging is recommended. Magnetic resonance imaging of
the head is preferred to computed tomography. Metabolic and genetic
studies should be obtained if there are atypical features in the history or
on the examination. Detection of a brain malformation in a child with cere-
bral palsy might also suggest an underlying genetic or metabolic etiology.
As cerebral infarction is high in children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy,
diagnostic testing for coagulation disorders should be considered. An elec-
troencephalogram is generally not recommended in the initial work-up unless
there are features suggestive of epilepsy or a specific epileptic syndrome. Since
children with cerebral palsy may have associated cognitive deficits, ophthal-
mologic and hearing impairments, speech and language disorders, and
oral–motor dysfunction, screening for these conditions should be included
in the initial assessment (14).

5. CLASSIFICATION

Given the diversity of etiologies of cerebral palsy and themultitude of cerebral
territories which can be injured, it follows suit that the ensuing motor
syndromes may be highly variable (15). Distinguishing among subtypes of
cerebral palsy provides specificity to a broad diagnostic grouping. The topo-
graphic distribution of limb involvement and the quality of the movement
disorder determine the subtypes.

5.1. Spastic Form

Statistically, � 60% of children will exhibit a predominance of spasticity,
either in the form of diplegia or as symmetric or asymmetric quadriparesis.
Spasticity is the clinical sign that is most amenable to various medical and sur-
gical therapeutic measures (see the following text). Clinically, these children
initially display hypotonia and delayed motor milestones. Gradually, as the
spinal reflex arc’s influence increases, the predominant picture becomes that
of velocity-dependent hypertonia, hyperreflexia, and clonus. On functional
examination, these children may have limited sitting ability, poor protective
responses, and very little isolation of movements in the lower extremities.
These impairments lead to ambulatory difficulties with scissoring gait and
equinovarus deformity. Children with the spastic form of cerebral palsy have
frequent falls even if global ataxia is not present. This is a reflection of their
poor posture and contractures. The motor impairments far exceed the intel-
lectual difficulties.

5.2. Athetoid–Dyskinetic Form

Athetosis and dystonia dominate the clinical picture in 20% of cases. Children
then predominantly exhibit slowwrithing involuntary movements, which may
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affect the distal extremities (athetosis) or the proximal limbs and trunk (dysto-
nia). In the pure form, their gait will show both hip and knee hyperextension
with an exaggerated step. Children lean backwards and extend the trunk and
shoulder girdle as the step is initiated. Involuntary, abrupt jerky movements
(chorea) may also occur, particularly with periods of stress and emotions.
Rarely, some childrenmay have hemiballisticmovements. Themotormanifes-
tations exceed the cognitive difficulties in childrenwith the athetoid–dyskinetic
form of cerebral palsy.

5.3. Ataxic Form

In �10% of children, there is a predominant ataxic form of cerebral palsy.
In these patients, extensive cerebellar involvement results in significant gait
and balance difficulties, which far exceed the postural problems related to
spasticity (see previous text). Even short leg sitting may be arduous because
of the imbalance. Weakness, incoordination, intention tremor, wide-based gait,
and dysdiadochokinesis dominate the clinical picture. Other than ensuring that
accompanying hydrocephalus, when present, is treated, children with the
ataxic form of cerebral palsy have limited significant medical or surgical
options available to treat their condition. Occupational therapy will provide
assistive devices to help these children with their activities of daily living.
Physical therapy will help them develop compensatory mechanisms.

5.4. Other Forms

The other subtypes of cerebral palsy account for the remaining 10% of cases.
Hemiplegia as a result of an early vascular injury with possible associated
migration disorder or as a result of a late middle cerebral artery encephalo-
clastic event should be distinguished from asymmetric quadraparesis. The
former is less amenable to systemic antispasticity therapy than the latter.
Most hemiplegics ambulate and adapt well. They are at higher risk of a
seizure disorder. Hypotonia, which persists beyond age 3 years, manifests
with some spasticity but persistent poor trunk control and an inability for
children to carry out graded repetitive motor maneuvers such as squatting.
These individuals may use their spasticity positively and need it to support
their limited posture. A treatment aiming at eliminating the spasticity in these
individuals could be counterproductive.

5.5. Mixed Form

It is clear that the vast majority of children with cerebral palsy present with
a mixed clinical picture. The treating team has to determine which of the
clinical features predominate in a given individual to be able to tailor therapy.
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6. THERAPEUTIC AVENUES

The treatment of cerebral palsy is directed at repair of the injured cerebrum
and at the management of the impairments and disabilities resulting from
developmental brain injury. At present, there are no clinically meaningful
interventions that can successfully repair existing damage to the brain areas
that control muscle coordination and movement. However, various inter-
ventions are available to diminish the degree of impairment (e.g., muscle
spasticity), to increase participation in activities of daily living, and to
improve the overall functional performance of these children. Treatment
planning requires the determination that excess tone interferes with some
aspect of function, comfort, or care, and takes into consideration carefully
devised goals that meet the needs of the patient and the caregiver. Manage-
ment options include physical and occupational therapy, oral medications,
chemodenervation with botulinum toxin (Botox�), dorsal rhizotomy, intra-
thecal baclofen, and orthopedic surgery.

6.1. Physical Therapy

Physical therapy uses several physical and behavioral approaches to diminish
disability, improve function, and maintain performance. These approaches
are often incorporated within complimentary intervention strategies (see the
following text) and aim at lengthening contracted muscles, improving the
strength of weakened muscles, increasing the range of motion at restricted
joints, improving movement coordination, and developing compensatory
strategies to accomplish various gross and fine motor tasks (16). The phy-
siotherapist teaches new skills and, in many cases, helps the children learn
to walk, balance, feed, and dress themselves. In other cases, the therapist
teaches the child how to use a wheelchair, walker, or other assistive devices.
A number of controlled clinical trials have demonstrated that physical therapy
can serve both to improve function and tomaintain existing function. However,
important questions about its use remain: for whom, when, how much, and for
how long?

6.2. Speech Therapy

The production of speech, language, and gesture for communication is often
affected by cerebral palsy. Communication difficulties associated with cere-
bral palsy can be multifactorial, arising from motor, intellectual, and/or
sensory impairments, and children with this diagnosis can experience mild
to severe difficulties in expressing themselves (17). They are often referred
to speech and language therapy services to maximize their communication
skills and help them to take as independent a role as possible in interaction.
Various strategies have been used to treat the communication disorders
associated with cerebral palsy. This can include introducing augmentative
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and alternative communication systems, such as symbol charts or speech
synthesizers. This may also include treating children’s natural forms of
communication. In other cases, teaching alternative ways to communicate,
such as sign language or the use of a communication board or other assistive
devices, may be of considerable benefit.

6.3. Occupational Therapy

Occupational therapy for cerebral palsy focuses on the development of skills
necessary for the performance of activities of daily living (18). Effective use
of the upper limb can impact on educational outcomes, participation in
activities of daily living, and vocational options for many children with
cerebral palsy. Occupational therapy teaches children easier ways to use
their arms, hands, and upper bodies more effectively. Therapists concentrate
on skills such as feeding, dressing, and hand use. They also teach children
how to use assistive technology to make life easier for them. Many tools
exist that may enable children with cerebral palsy to obtain significant
functional gains.

6.4. Medication Therapy

A variety of oral medications have been used to diminish the sensitivity of
local nerves and muscles to control their reactions to environmental stimuli
that result in muscle spasticity or involuntary movements (15). The three
drugs that are used most often are diazepam, which acts as a general relaxant
of the brain and body; baclofen, which blocks signals sent from the spinal
cord to contract the muscles; and dantrolene, which interferes with the
process of muscle contraction. Given by mouth, these drugs can reduce
spasticity for short periods, but their value for long-term control of spasticity
has not been clearly demonstrated. They may also trigger significant side
effects, such as drowsiness, and their long-term effects on the developing
nervous system are largely unknown. Dantrolene sodium (Dantrium) is a
muscle relaxant that works by blocking the muscles’ ability to contract.
Dantrolene exerts its action at the muscular level by inhibiting the release
of calcium from sarcoplasmic reticulum and thereby uncoupling excitation
and contraction. It can help relieve severe muscle spasms and bring pain relief
and increased movement. Baclofen (Lioresol) was introduced in 1967 as an
oral medication for the treatment of muscle spasticity. It is a GABAB agonist
that acts at the spinal cord level. Diazepam (Valium) has effects both at the
central nervous system and muscle levels. It can be used to help control
seizures and to help relieve muscle spasms and spasticity in cerebral palsy
sufferers. The benefits of long-term oral medication in children with spasticity
are limited either by poor blood–brain barrier penetration (baclofen), by
modest long-term benefits (dantrolene), or by numerous side effects (diaze-
pam). In addition, patients with a predominant athetoid form of cerebral palsy
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may benefit from drugs that help reduce abnormal movements. The most often
prescribed drugs belong to a group of anticholinergics including trihexypheni-
dyl, benztropine, and procyclidine hydrochloride.

6.5. Botulinum Toxin (Botox�)

Botox is an injectable purified protein derivative that blocks the release of
acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction. It is injected into the muscle
belly through surface anatomic localization and spreads by diffusion. This
simple, rapid, office-based procedure is generally well tolerated. The first
report on the use of therapeutic Botox to treat spasticity in children with
cerebral palsy was published in 1993 (19). Recent clinical studies have shown
that injecting Botox into the spastic muscles of cerebral palsy sufferers can
bring significant relief by causing the muscles to relax. The onset of action
related to Botox chemodenervation typically begins within 3–10 days of
injection. The duration of effect is usually between 1 and 6 months, with
an average of 3 months. Because axonal innervation of the neuromuscular
junction is eventually reestablished, multiple injection sessions, usually sepa-
rated by at least 12 weeks, are typically needed. Earlier reinjection is
discouraged because of the increased risk of developing neutralizing antibo-
dies that would render further treatments ineffective (20). The effects of
Botox are reversible and there tends to be tachyphylaxis upon repeat injec-
tions. Contrary to its use in ophthalmology, the muscles involved in cerebral
palsy are bulky and the maximal dose, as determined by the weight of these
children, often precludes treating more than one or two muscles such that
the effect is incomplete. Casting is required postinjection. Botox injections
represent a good adjunct to other treatments when a local residual spasticity
problem interferes with progress after the global problem has been dealt
with otherwise (see the following text). In addition, it can be used to treat
a forearm or hand problem, and to buy time in a youngster (e.g., 2-year-
old child) showing tight hip adductors and progressive hip subluxation until
more definitive therapy can be provided. It can be used as primary treatment
modality if the spasticity problem involves one muscle group (e.g., mild
hemiparesis) or as an ‘‘outcome predictor’’ vis-à-vis a given tendon intervention.

6.6. Orthopedic Surgery Interventions

The abnormal muscle tone and imbalances characteristic of spastic cerebral
palsy can lead to progressive joint contractures, shortened muscles, and
tensional deformities of the hip and foot (21). Soft tissue orthopedic proce-
dures should be considered whenever an anatomic structure is at risk as a
consequence of the spasticity, with the primary goal of preventing serious
bony deformities. Tendon surgery has been a traditional method to treat dis-
abling spasticity. It addresses the contractures at the tight joints. Tendon
release needs to be done in combination (i.e., triple release) and may need
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to be repeated as the pathophysiological process in response to the static
injury evolves. Casting is required and weakness of the associated muscle
is seen following the intervention. Optimal spasticity control needs to be
established before and after soft tissue procedures to ensure favorable
long-term outcomes. We tend to employ tendon releases more locally after
the global spasticity problem is dealt with in severely involved children on a
need basis. In addition, children with spastic cerebral palsy may benefit from
lengthening procedures of the hip flexors, adductors, hamstrings, and triceps
surae. These patients with severe spasticity are usually nonambulators and
are at risk of developing scoliosis and hip migration or frank subluxation.
These orthopedic problems require careful monitoring and occasional inter-
vention even if antispasticity therapies tend to have a protective effect on the
natural history of these conditions.

6.7. Baclofen Pump Implantation and Selective
Posterior Rhizotomy

Intrathecal baclofen has been evaluated as a treatment for lower limb muscle
spasticity and for general dystonia. Selective posterior rhizotomy has been
shown to reduce lower extremity spasticity and thereby improve joint range
of motion, gait, and gross motor and functional abilities. These neurosur-
gical procedures have revolutionized the management of spasticity related
to cerebral palsy and are discussed in detail in the ensuing two chapters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spasticity is a motor disorder characterized by a velocity-dependent increase
in muscle tone with an exaggerated tendon jerk resulting from hyperexcit-
ability of the stretch reflex (1). Baclofen is a powerful muscle relaxant and
antispasmodic agent (2) and has been widely used since the early 1970s to
treat spasticity. It was originally synthesized as an antiepileptic medication,
but its anticonvulsant activity was found to be negligible. In fact, baclofen
has been shown to lower seizure threshold in known epileptic patients. Penn
and Kroin first introduced intrathecal baclofen in the treatment of spasticity
in 1984 (3). Its first indication was for chronic, medically intractable spas-
ticity of spinal origin (4,5). Indications have since been extended to include:
spasticity related to cerebral palsy (6,7), stroke (8,9), generalized dystonia
(10,11), traumatic brain injury (12), and chronic pain (13,14). In this chapter,
we will review the treatment of spasticity related to cerebral palsy using
continuous intrathecal baclofen infusion.

2. BACLOFEN

Baclofen [4-amino-3-(4-chlorophenyl) butanoic acid; Lioresal] is structurally
similar to gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA). It binds selectively to pre- and
postsynaptic GABAB receptors to reduce excitatory synaptic transmission.
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GABAB receptors are broadly expressed in the nervous system (brainstem,
dorsal horn of the spinal cord, and other central nervous system sites) and
have been implicated in a wide variety of neurological and psychiatric
disorders (15). The hyperexcitability of the alpha motoneuron and the
decrease of presynaptic inhibition of sensory Ia fibers have been well estab-
lished in the pathophysiologic mechanisms of spasticity (16). The main effect
of baclofen is to enhance presynaptic inhibition and thus inhibit monosynap-
tic and polysynaptic reflexes (17). The precise mechanism of action of this
centrally acting skeletal muscle relaxant and antispasmodic agent is not fully
understood. Baclofen is capable of inhibiting both monosynaptic and poly-
synaptic reflexes at the spinal level, possibly by hyperpolarization of afferent
terminals, although actions at supraspinal sites may also occur and contribute
to its clinical effect. Although baclofen is a synthetic analog of the inhibitory
neurotransmitter GABA, there is no conclusive evidence that actions on
GABA systems are involved in the production of its clinical effects.

2.1. Oral Baclofen

Baclofen is a white, odorless crystalline powder, which is slightly soluble in
water, very slightly soluble inmethanol, and insoluble in chloroform. Baclofen
tablets are available as 10 and 20mg tablets for oral administration. Oral
baclofen is rapidly and extensively absorbed by more than 80–90% in the
stomach andbowel and eliminated primarily by the kidney in unchanged form.
Absorption may be dose dependent, being reduced with increasing doses.
When given orally, baclofen does not easily penetrate the blood–brain barrier,
but is distributed equally to the brain and spinal cord (18). Experimental
studies in rats elegantlydemonstrated that a significantly restricteddistribution
of baclofen (less than 1/30 of the blood levels) is found in the brain (19). This
poor passage of the drug across the blood–brain barrier better explains the
failure of oral medication to produce sufficient relief of spasticity. The
problem of insufficient antispastic efficacy (in relation to the incidence of side
effects) after systemic delivery may be overcome by direct introduction of the
medication in cerebrospinal fluid.

2.2. Intrathecal Baclofen

Injectable baclofen is a sterile, pyrogen-free, isotonic solution free of antiox-
idants, preservatives, or other potentially neurotoxic additives and is indi-
cated only for intrathecal administration. It is not recommended for
intravenous, intramuscular, subcutaneous, or epidural administration. The
drug is stable in solution at 37�C and compatible with cerebrospinal fluid.
Each milliliter of baclofen injection contains baclofen U.S.P. 500 or
2000 mg. The half-life of intrathecal baclofen is approximately 4 hr (18).
Intrathecally administrated baclofen acts directly and selectively at the spinal
level (20). Following lumbar administration of baclofen, the hydrophilic com-
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pound migrates upwards through lumbar subarachnoid space. However,
there is considerable reduction of cerebrospinal fluid drug concentration
along the spinal canal so that the levels are approximately four times greater
in the lumbar cistern than in the cervical subarachnoid space (21). Baclofen
injection when introduced directly into the intrathecal space permits effective
cerebrospinal fluid concentrations to be achieved with resultant plasma con-
centrations 100 times less than those occurring with oral administration (22).
Since passage across the blood–brain barrier is obviated, intrathecal baclofen
can accomplish its unique effects on GABAB receptors directly in the immedi-
ate proximity of the superficial layers of the spinal cord with exponentially
lower doses compared to the orally administered drug. Hypersensitivity to
oral baclofen is a contraindication for intrathecal baclofen therapy.

3. PUMP TECHNOLOGY

There are currently two programmable pumps available for continuous
intrathecal delivery of injectable baclofen. The SynchroMed EL pump
(Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN) is available in two reservoir sizes:
10mL (75mm diameter; 23mm thickness) and 18mL (75mm diameter;
28mm thickness). A new model has been introduced, the SynchroMed II,
which is also available in two sizes: 20mL (87.5mm diameter; 19.5mm thick-
ness) and 40mL (87.5mm diameter; 26.0mm thickness). The SynchroMed II
programmable pump is approved for chronic intrathecal infusion of baclofen
for the management of spasticity, for epidural or intrathecal administration
of morphine for intractable pain, and for chronic intravascular infusion of
floxuridine or methotrexate for the treatment of primary or metastatic cancer.
The Medtronic SynchroMed II Programmable Infusion System is comprised
of the implantable pump and intrathecal catheters, an external programmer
that uses telemetry to regulate the pump, the refill kits, and the catheter access
port kit used in diagnostic procedures. The pump precisely delivers a preset
prescribed rate of infusion. A Lithion thionyl-chloride battery powers the
pumps. The longevity of the pump is based on battery life and device service
life, which in turn is a function of the drug infusion rate. The average expected
duration of an implantable pump is 7 years. The main disadvantage with the
smaller sized pumps is that they have to be refilled twice as often as the
larger models. However, the smaller pump may be better suited for children
with a small body habitus who have limited soft-tissue mass to cover a sub-
cutaneously implanted pump. Other nonprogrammable implantable delivery
systems, such as the Arrow (Arrow International Inc., Minneapolis, MN,
U.S.A.), the Isomed (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, U.S.A.), the Shiley
INFUSAID (Shiley INFUSAID Inc., Boston, MA, U.S.A.), and the Archi-
medes (Tricumed Medizintechnik GmbH, Kiel, Germany) are available.
However, because the manufacturer presets the rate of infusion, these non-
programmable pumps present a major disadvantage over the programmable
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delivery systems. With the SynchroMed EL pump, intrathecal baclofen was
established to be stable at body temperature for 3 months. Adjustments in
drug concentration are made such that the pump is refilled every 3 months.
Another advantage of the SynchroMed II pump system is that intrathecal
baclofen is confirmed to be stable for a longer period of 6 months. This allows
additional flexibility for the patient, family, and treating team.

4. SELECTION OF PATIENTS FOR INTRATHECAL
BACLOFEN INFUSION

The overall goal for selected patients is to identify those patients most likely to
benefit from treatment while reducing the likelihood of risks, perioperative
complications, and long-term side effects. In general, intrathecal baclofen is
recommended in patients who have a diagnosis of severe spastic cerebral palsy.
Patients chosen to undergo the intrathecal baclofen trial are typically either
Group II or III patients (based on NYU Classification; see Chapter 16) with
locomotor potential but a contraindication for dorsal rhizotomy (underlying
low tone, advanced age, prior spinal fusion, or severe scoliosis) or Groups
IV and V. For the more involved children, it is important to screen families
for their expectations. Baclofen pumps in these patients can help ease perineal
care, sitting posture, reduce body restraints, subluxed hip pain and migration,
improve upper extremity dexterity if the patient shows underlying potential
preoperatively, as well as bulbar function (dysarthria, swallowing, drooling).
Finally, in children with cerebral palsy scheduled for orthopedic spinal fusion,
prior baclofen pump implantation can increase fusion efficacy by reducing
trunk spasticity and lead to better overall comfort. Baclofen at low doses has
little action against dystonia or athetosis but can reduce tardive dyskinesia.
Baclofen at high doses (1000–2000mg/day) has a beneficial effect on dystonia,
but pump refills are frequent, at least prior to the availability of the second
generation SynchroMed II pumps. If family expectations are realistic, an
intrathecal baclofen screening trial may be in order.

5. PREOPERATIVE EVALUATION

The systematic approach to patient selection would then lead the treating
team rule out any contraindications for intrathecal baclofen pump implan-
tation. A history of oral baclofen intolerance and poorly controlled seizure
disorder represent absolute and relative contraindications for intrathecal
baclofen, respectively. The presence of prior lumbosacral spinal fusion could
preclude the trial. However, if the indications are fairly clear, one could
proceed directly to surgery via laminectomy at a level above the fusion
to access the spinal canal given the high rate of positive screening tests
(see following text). Prior to screening for a response to intrathecal baclofen,
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an attempt should be made to slowly titrate or discontinue concomitant oral
antispasmodic drugs. This is done to avoid the risk of overdose or adverse
drug interactions with intrathecal baclofen. Rapid or abrupt tapering of oral
baclofen may result in seizures or hallucinations.

6. SCREENING TEST

All children are admitted for 3–4 days prior to pump implantation to be
screened for responsiveness to, and safety of, intrathecal baclofen adminis-
tration. The screening test must be conducted in a fully monitored environ-
ment (to include an apnea monitor and pulse oximetry). In children with
disabling spasticity, the baclofen boluses can be administered by repeated
lumbar punctures or through repeated injections into a lumbar subarach-
noid catheter. We prefer to insert a lumbar catheter in the operating room
under sedationwith eithermidazolamor triple sedation (meperidine, hydroxy-
zine, and droperidol). Most children can be managed with a laryngeal
mask and do not require endotracheal intubation. In cases of severe scoliosis,
intraoperative fluoroscopy is used for catheter insertion. The following day,
an initial bolus of 25 mg of baclofen (diluted to a final concentration of 50 mg/
mL) is delivered intrathecally. The onset of action of intrathecal baclofen in
patients with cerebral spasticity is seen within 30–60minutes after delivery of
the bolus. The greatest effect of baclofen on spasticity occurs between
2 and 8.5 hours, with a maximal effect at 4 hours after intrathecal baclofen
injection (23). We use a validated measure, the modified Ashworth Scale,
to assess spasticity and to quantify the effect of the intrathecal test dose. A
pediatric physiotherapist carries out the formal evaluation of spasticity
and spasms at 2-hourly intervals after baclofen injection. A positive response
consists of a significant decrease in muscle tone, frequency, and/or severity of
spasms. Commonly, the clinical response is suboptimal and a second bolus
injection of 50 mg (1mL of the 50 mg/mL solution) is given 24 hours after
the first. Again, the formal evaluation is completed by the physical therapist.
If the clinical response is again less than desired, a third bolus injection of
75 mg in a volume of 1.5mL is administered in the thecal space. The patient
is observed for an interval of 4–8 hours. If the response remains inadequate,
a final bolus screening dose of 100 mg in 2mL may be administered 24 hours
later. Adverse effects related to the screening test doses were reported to
be less than 5% in one series (17). In our experience, the vast majority of
patients will demonstrate a significant positive response to an intrathecal
injection of 50 mg. Once the patient is judged to benefit from intrathecal
baclofen infusion, the next step is pump implantation at a future date. We
value the baclofen screening test, even if our successful response rate
approaches 100%, because it helps us predict the starting basal rate at
time of implantation. It also helps families see the potential benefits of
intrathecal baclofen prior to committing them to the frequent hospital visits
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mandated by the treatment modality. In exceptional cases, we will implant a
pump without the screening test if the patient has a history of extensive spinal
fusion rendering the test technically difficult, as long as the indications and
expectations are appropriate.

7. PUMP IMPLANTATION

Patients who successfully completed the initial screening test for intrathecal
baclofen proceed to undergo implantation of a programmable pump,
usually after a minimum 2-week delay to allow the puncture site of the
screening test to heal. Following general anesthesia, the patient is placed in
lateral decubitus position. The lumbosacral, flank, and anterior abdominal
wall are sterilized using a chlorhexidine and 70% alcohol solution. A single
prophylactic dose of gentamycin (20mg/kg) and cefazolin (50mg/kg) is
given intravenously prior to skin incision. A 1.5–2 cm midline incision is
centered over the L3–L4 interspace. The incision is undermined to the level
of the lumbodorsal fascia. In small children, we perform a keyhole laminect-
omy to have a dural opening tailored to the size of the catheter in order to
avoid cerebrospinal fluid leakage. In addition, if a cervicothoracic approach
is chosen because of prior spinal fusion, then the procedure is completed in
two steps. The infusion catheter is first inserted in prone position; the patient
is then turned in lateral decubitus position for the pump implantation and
catheter connection. A 14-guage Tuohy needle is inserted into the lumbar
subarachnoid space at the L3–L4 until there is good cerebrospinal fluid flow.
With the needle still in position, the infusion catheter is threaded into the
subarachnoid space and guided cephalad. Catheter tip location at the
mid-thoracic region is confirmed by intraoperative fluoroscopy. The guide
wire is removed and the infusion catheter is secured to the dorsal fascia using
the V-wing anchor supplied in the kit. Once cerebrospinal fluid drains from
the distal end of the tubing, we proceed with creating a subcutaneous pocket
to house the pump. A 7 cm transverse abdominal incision is made just lateral
to the umbilicus. Care is taken to ensure that the pocket is well below the last
rib and above the iliac crest and is large enough to accommodate the pump
with minimal tension on the suture line. Complete hemostasis also helps to
reduce the risk of postoperative seroma formation. The catheter is then
pulled through a subcutaneous tunnel into the anterior abdominal wall. This
catheter is then trimmed with care taken to measure the length of the excess
tubing. The pump is then introduced into the subcutaneous pocket, ensuring
the proper orientation of the reservoir fill port. We prefer to use the polyeth-
ylene terephthalate mesh pouch supplied by the manufacturer as it helps to
stabilize the pump in the subcutaneous pocket. The distal end of the catheter
is then secured onto the catheter port of the pump and the catheter strain-
relief sleeve is properly anchored. Excess catheter tubing is coiled behind
the pump, which is then secured within the pocket using either the mesh
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or, on alternate models, the suture loops. Once all connections are secured,
we ensure meticulous hemostasis and proceed with wound closure.

7.1. Subfascial Implantation of Pump

Some authors favor a subfascial implantation of intrathecal baclofen pumps
to reduce the potential for skin breakdown and to improve the cosmetic
appearance of the implantation site (24). We prefer the subcutaneous
implantation method for three main reasons. First, since gastroesophageal
reflux is a common problem in this patient population, we are concerned
about further restricting the intraabdominal volume using a subfascial
implantation. Second, access to the reservoir fill port is usually more difficult
with a subfascial pump insertion. Finally, at the time of refill, needle intro-
duction through the fascia is quite painful, whereas in a subcutaneous
implantation, it is generally well tolerated using topical anesthetics alone.

7.2. Preparation of Pump

Prior to implantation, careful preparation of the pump is mandatory. This
is accomplished in three steps. First, it is necessary for the pump to be tested
in vitro, under sterile conditions. This is accomplished by purging the
0.36mL of sterile water already contained within the reservoir at the time
of purchase. The pump test purge occurs over approximately 15min and
it is important to respect the entire time needed by the pump to accomplish
this in order to avoid overdosage (25). The next step consists of exchanging
the sterile water for the baclofen solution. The baclofen concentration used
depends on the child’s response to the screening dose of baclofen, and hence
the projected infusion rate. The final step is dead-space purging. At the end
of surgery, the implanted pump is purged over 40min to prime the com-
bined dead-space of both the pump and the implanted catheter. The pump
has a dead-space of 0.23 or 0.26mL depending on the model, as specified by
the manufacturer, between the reservoir and pump outlet. The implanted
catheter dead-space is calculated from its length as follows: volume¼ length
of catheter inserted (in cm)� 2.22 mL/cm. This means that following the
40min dead-space purge, once the intrathecal continuous infusion is started,
the patient will actually be receiving intrathecal baclofen in the recovery
room when emerging from anesthesia in pain and exhibiting exacerbation
of the spasticity. The treating physician can then titrate the rate of infusion
prior to discharge from hospital.

8. INTRATHECAL BACLOFEN THERAPY

Patients must be monitored closely in a fully equipped and staffed environ-
ment during the dose-titration period immediately following implant.
Resuscitative equipment should be readily available for use in case of
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life-threatening or intolerable adverse effects, particularly in the 4–6 hours
following the intraoperative bolus.

8.1. Postimplantation Dose Titration Period

We use the dose of baclofen that gave a positive effect during the screening
test to help us determine the initial total daily dose of baclofen injection
following implantation. We commonly use two times the screening dose
and administer it over a 24-hours period. Generally, no dose increases are
given in the first 24 hours until a steady state is achieved. After the first
24 hours, the daily dose is slowly increased by 5–15% only once every
24 hours, until the desired clinical effect is achieved. If there is a lack of
an important clinical response to increases in the daily dose, pump malfunc-
tion or catheter-related problems must be ruled out. Plain radiographs
assessing catheter position and pump connection site are obtained during
hospitalization. Patients are typically discharged from the hospital on the
third or fourth postoperative day once they achieve significant reduction
in spasticity following incremental dosing during the titration period. The
families subsequently return for postoperative wound check and mainte-
nance dose adjustments.

8.2. Maintenance Therapy

The maintenance dose very often needs to be adjusted during the first few
months of therapy while patients and their families adjust to dramatic
changes resulting from elimination of spasticity. Our goal is to maintain mus-
cle tone as close to normal as possible. We also aim to minimize the frequency
and severity of spasms while avoiding intolerable side effects. During periodic
refills of the pump, the daily dose may be increased 10–40%, but no more than
40%, to maintain adequate symptom control. Likewise, the daily dose may
be reduced by 10–20% if patients experience adverse effects. Most patients
require gradual increases in dose over time to maintain optimal response
during chronic therapy. A sudden large dose escalation characteristically
suggests a catheter-related pump malfunction. Maintenance dosage for
long-term continuous infusion of baclofen injection has a wide range (from
12 to 1500 mg/day). However, most patients obtain substantial benefits on
300–800mg/day. Determination of the optimal baclofen infusion rate
obviously requires individual titration. The lowest dose with an optimal
response should be used. For those patients implanted with programmable
pumps who have achieved relatively satisfactory control on continuous
infusion, further benefit may be attained using more complex schedules of
baclofen injection delivery. For example, patients who have increased spasms
at night may require a 20% increase in their hourly infusion rate. Changes in
flow rate should be programmed to start 2 hours before the time of the desired
clinical effect.
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8.3. Baclofen Tolerance

Although intrathecal baclofen is safe and effective in the majority of patients,

tolerance has been reported in approximately 10% of patients during long-

term treatment (26–28). Tolerance is defined as the condition requiring

gradual dose increases of a substance to obtain the same therapeutic effect.

This physiological tolerance usually occurs in the first months of intrathecal

baclofen delivery and normally stabilizes within the first year after pump

implantation. However, in some cases of long-term baclofen infusion, a

decreasing effect is seen, which persists even with progressive dose increases

(29). After ruling out mechanical problems in the system, arachnoiditis, or

an impaired cerebrospinal fluid circulation, this phenomenon suggests the

presence of tolerance to baclofen. It has been shown that continuous, persis-

tent binding of GABAB receptors by baclofen results in a decreased response

to the medication (30). The mechanisms by which tolerance develops have not

been fully elucidated. It appears that refractoriness to the escalating doses of

intrathecal baclofen could be due to downregulation of the GABAB receptors

or intracellular changes (31). The number of receptors decreases after

repeated drug infusion, causing the loss of efficacy of baclofen (30,32). Other

authors report an interaction between GABAB receptor and opioid receptor

systems within the spinal cord (33). There is insufficient experience to estab-

lish clear guidelines for the management of baclofen tolerance. However, ‘‘a

drug holiday’’ consisting of the gradual reduction of baclofen injection over

a 2-week period and switching to alternative methods of spasticity manage-

ment should be considered. After a few weeks, sensitivity to baclofen may

return, and baclofen injection may be restarted at the initial continuous

infusion dose. Two groups (34,35) successfully employed a therapy based

on ‘‘baclofen holiday’’ for 15 days in conjunction with a bridge infusion of

intrathecal morphine to treat baclofen tolerance.

9. COMPLICATIONS

Continuous intrathecal baclofen infusion is associated with a significant num-

ber of potential complications in all patient groups (Table 1). Complication

rates following this procedure have been reported to be relatively

low. Common adverse effects may be related to the drug itself, due to local

problems with the surgical procedure or mechanical problems concerning

the pump or catheter (36). The main risks of intrathecal baclofen infusion

are symptoms related to overdose or withdrawal; the latter is more important

because of the associated severe effects on clinical status and the possibility

of death, but it is responsive to rapid intervention.
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9.1. Baclofen Withdrawal

Delivery of an incorrect dose of baclofen can lead to serious sequelae
including drowsiness, nausea, headache, muscle weakness, light-headedness,
and return of pretreatment spasticity. Intrathecal baclofen withdrawal
syndrome is a very rare, potentially life-threatening complication caused by
an unexpected cessation of intrathecal baclofen. Baclofen withdrawal most
commonly occurs as a result of a problem with the delivery system. Abrupt
discontinuation of intrathecal baclofen, regardless of the cause, results in a
clinical spectrum that includes high fever, pruritus, hypotension, paresthesias,
altered mental status (dysphoria, visual, auditory and tactile hallucinations,
paranoia), exaggerated rebound spasticity, seizures, and muscle rigidity that

Table 1 Complications of Intrathecal Baclofen Pump

Baclofen withdrawal
Nausea
Headache
Weakness
Light-headedness
Fever
Pruritus
Hypotension
Paresthesias
Altered mental status
Rebound spasticity
Seizures
Rhabdomyolysis
Multiorgan system failure
Death

Baclofen toxicity
Dizziness
Somnolence
Respiratory depression
Seizures
Altered mental status
Coma

Hardware failure
Catheter kinking
Catheter breakage/puncture
Catheter disconnection
Catheter migration
Mechanical failure of pump

Infection
Hardware infection
Wound infection
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in rare cases may advance to rhabdomyolysis, multiple organ-system failure
and death (37–39). Prevention of abrupt discontinuation of intrathecal baclo-
fen requires meticulous attention to programming andmonitoring of the infu-
sion system, refill scheduling and procedures, and pump alarms. Patient and
family education remains critical in preventing serious consequences of baclo-
fen withdrawal resulting from catheter-related complications. Caregivers
should be advised of the importance of keeping scheduled refill visits and
should be educated on the early symptoms of baclofen withdrawal. In order
to avoid the development of withdrawal, adequate doses of GABA agonist
agents should be administered immediately prior to, and following, baclofen
pump removal (40). However, oral baclofen replacement may not be an effec-
tive method to treat or prevent intrathecal baclofen withdrawal syndrome.
Our management algorithm includes an early recognition of syndrome,
proper intensive care management, high-dose benzodiazepines, and prompt
analysis of intrathecal pump with reinstitution of intrathecal baclofen.

9.2. Baclofen Toxicity

Baclofen overdose may occur during the screening test, postimplant dose
titration, and whenever intrathecal baclofen infusion has been interrupted
or reintroduced. Signs and symptoms of baclofen toxicity include: drowsiness,
light-headedness, dizziness, somnolence, respiratory depression, seizures, and
altered level of consciousness progressing to coma (38). Baclofen antagonists
are not available, but physostigmine may improve the lethargy and cardio-
respiratory depression associated with mild overdoses (41). Overdose primar-
ily arises from drug test doses or human error during refill and programming
of the pump. Overdose from pump malfunction has not been reported. We
described our experience with postoperative reversible coma occurring in five
children related to inadvertent intrathecal baclofen bolus due to improper
pump preparation technique as outlined earlier (25). Typical management
strategies for systemic baclofen overdose are directed toward stopping further
drug administration, reducing drug load, and continued supportive care.
Appropriate care of these patients requires awareness of the clinical patterns
of toxicity and mechanics of the pump delivery system. However, in emer-
gency situations, when a programmer is unavailable, emptying the reservoir
can stop the pump because an empty reservoir leads to automatic stalling
of the pump’s motor (42). In cases of massive intrathecal overdose of baclo-
fen, removal of 30–50mL of cerebrospinal fluid by lumbar puncture has
shown beneficial effects in reducing central nervous system baclofen load
(43). When available, the catheter access side port on the pump may be used
to gain direct access to cerebrospinal fluid. Admission to an intensive care
facility has been recommended for patients demonstrating clinical signs of
toxicity. Clinicians must remain aware of potential acute withdrawal symp-
toms once baclofen is successfully removed and titrate judiciously.
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9.3. Hardware Failure

Catheter complications, including kinking, breaking, puncturing, occluding
(partially or completely), disconnecting, dislodging, and migrating were
previously very common, occurring in up to 50% of cases (26). Current gen-
eration silastic catheters are larger, stronger, and thick-walled, and have
translated into fewer catheter-related problems (44). As mentioned earlier,
with recurrence of spasticity, one needs to determine whether tolerance to
baclofen has occurred or whether there is failure of the drug delivery system.
Therefore, mechanical failure of the pump and other components of the
system must be excluded. Plain radiographs of the infusion system are
obtained in anteroposterior and lateral views and compared with those
obtained immediately after implantation. These usually easily demonstrate
any obvious breaks or disconnections (Fig. 1). Catheter migration out of
the intrathecal space is also easily seen on plain x-rays. An unusual case
of subdural catheter migration was recently documented by obtaining a
computed tomography (CT) scan following injection of a water-soluble
radioopaque solution by the side port of the pump (45). Alternatively, radio-
nuclide flow studies could also be used to assess catheter patency, pump
function, and evaluate for leaks adjacent to the pump reservoir (46).

Figure 1 Anteroposterior plain radiographs obtained immediately after baclofen
pump implantation (left) and 3 months postoperatively (right). The catheter has
migrated out of the spinal canal and has looped around the pump (arrow).
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9.4. Infection

Postoperative infection is a major concern for any neurosurgical interven-

tion, but is especially cumbersome in the context of an implanted device.

A rare but potentially fatal complication is infection of the pump or the

catheter that connects it to the subarachnoid space. This may occur from

direct microbial inoculation at time of surgery, back wound contamination

in the early postoperative period, or contamination at the time of refilling of

the pump. Rarely, it is caused by hematogenous contamination of the

device. One of the main causes leading to pump infection in spasticity patients

is skin breakdown over the bulky device. Infections of central nervous

system delivering pumps are dominated by organisms of low virulence. The

microorganisms most frequently implicated in baclofen pump infections are

the coagulase-negative Staphylococcus epidermidis, Staphylococcus aureus,

gram-negative enteric bacteria, and anaerobic diphtheroids (47). Some of

these organisms demonstrate unique features that appear to facilitate the colo-

nization and subsequent infection of a pump (48). Local infection of the

wound or subcutaneous pump pocket has been reported in up to 20% of cases.

According to clinical experience, a Staphylococcal infection of an implanted

device mandates removal of the foreign material and appropriate systemic

antimicrobial therapy. Boviatsis and colleagues described their experience in

treating three patients with documented baclofen pump infection with intra-

pocket administration of antibiotics (47). Using this conservative approach,

they achieved high drug levels within the subcutaneous pocket and were able

to eradicate the deep-seated infection while maintaining the integrity of the

pump. Another group reported successful intrareservoir gentamycin injection

for treating pump infection with Pseudomonas aeruginosa without the need

for pump extraction (49). Rarely, pathogens may infect the cerebrospinal

fluid. Because success rates with intravenously administered antibiotic drugs

for the treatment of meningitis have been low, intrathecal administration of

antibiotic agents is often advocated to eradicate the pathogen. A few patients

were successfully treated by providing uninterrupted intrathecal coadministra-

tion of the baclofen and antimicrobial agent given either through the reservoir

or the side port (49–52). Finally, determining the concentration of baclofen in

the cerebrospinal fluid via lumbar puncture may also provide additional infor-

mation. We have had a single wound infection in a patient whose urine was

colonized with Pseudomonas aeruginosa and who had urinary incontinence.

The mechanism of pump infection was direct wound contamination via the

diaper. This initiall required excision of the catheter and later on the pump.

For that reason, our protocol now includes preoperative urine culture and

gentamycin treatment or prophylaxis prior to implantation, depending on

the results of the culture. This is in addition to the cephazolin prophylaxis.
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9.5. Procedure-Related Adverse Effects

A further consideration is that various side effects can be related to the technical
complications. Occasionally, cerebrospinal fluid leakage may occur, resulting
in a subcutaneous collection. This can be managed conservatively if it is not
associatedwith clinical symptoms of spinal headache, pain, or inhibiting proper
wound healing. With severe or symptomatic leakage, it may be necessary to
reintroduce the infusion catheter at a higher spinal level. Occasionally, a pocket
seroma or hematoma may develop in the postoperative period. The subcuta-
neous collection usually disappears with repeated aspiration and applying a
pressure dressing over the pump using an elastic bandage. Pump inversion
has been documented as a cause of inability to cannulate the refill port of the
pump. This typically occurs in larger patients or if the pump is not tightly
anchored to the fascia. We have seen one case of caudal migration of the
pump to the groin leading to femoral vein compression in the sitting restrained
position, which required repositioning of the pump.

10. OUTCOME

Intrathecally delivered baclofen via programmable pumps has been used as
a treatment for severe spasticity resistant to oral medications since 1984 (3).
Several studies have since demonstrated the effectiveness for spasticity asso-
ciated with spinal spasticity and multiple sclerosis (5,53–55). Intrathecally
administered baclofen is effective in reducing the positive manifestations
of spasticity including tone, spasms, and reflex activity. Significant reduc-
tions in spasm-related pain can also be achieved. The overall reduction in
spasticity leads to improvement in ability to transfer and ease of nursing
care in the majority of patients. Significant improvements are also noted
in terms of mobility. Benefits are most notable in bedridden patients who
are able to sit comfortably in a wheelchair following pump implantation.
The decrease in spasticity in these patients also leads to improved skin care,
hygiene, reduction of pain, and improved patient transfers. Therefore,
despite the high incidence of complications, patient satisfaction remains
elevated in the majority of cases as a result of improved function and quality
of life (36,56).

Intrathecal baclofen appears most beneficial in severe spastic tetrapare-
tics or tetraplegics. Ambulatory patients can also benefit from an improved
gait but are less often treated because they usually rely upon their spasticity
for support during ambulation. In addition, children with secondary dystonia
can be treated with intrathecal baclofen (11). However, continuous baclofen
administration does not have any positive impact in children with athetosis or
ataxia. In addition to improvements in locomotion, continuous intrathecal
baclofen infusion positively affects the progression of hip subluxation in
children with cerebral palsy. A recent study noted no deterioration or
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improvement of hip migration 1 year after intrathecal baclofen therapy in
over 90% of cases (57).

Impaired oral motor function and speech, associated with inadequate
feeding, nutrition, growth, and communication, are prevalent in children
with spasticity (58). Some aspects of speech and communication seem to
show improvement following intrathecal baclofen administration (58,59).
There are also considerable improvements in saliva control, appetite, and
self-feeding. In some children receiving intrathecal baclofen, bowel move-
ment frequency also decreases significantly. Several studies have indicated
that intrathecal baclofen provides relief of central pain in patients with spas-
ticity (60). Patients with persistent neuropathic pain of peripheral origin and
with unsatisfactory pain relief with spinal cord stimulation may also benefit
from intrathecal baclofen infusion (61).

10.1. Our Experience

Between November 1999 and June 2004, we implanted baclofen pumps in
38 children (29 boys, 9 girls). Spasticity was related to cerebral palsy in
33 children and to other underlying neurological disorders in the remaining
five children. These included one child each with a Dandy–Walker malfor-
mation, holoprosencephaly, spina bifida, postmeningitic hydrocephalus,
and metabolic encephalopathy. Patients were categorized according to
age-related severity of functional locomotive impairment using a grading
scale based on the NYU classification system (see Chapter 16 on selective
posterior rhizotomy). None of the patients was classified in Group I (inde-
pendent ambulators). Five children who required assistive mobility devices
were in Group II and three patients were in Group III. Five nonambulatory
patients were classified in Group IV and 25 children (65.8%) had severely
limited mobility despite use of assistive devices (Group V). All patients
had a positive intrathecal baclofen screening test by day 4. The mean age
at surgery was 10.3 years (range, 3.9–19.7 years). Patients were followed
for an average of 2.1 years (range, 3 months to 6.4 years). The mean dosage
of intrathecal baclofen was 284 mg/day (range, 75–2000 mg/day). When sub-
grouping the children into those that had predominant spasticity (N¼ 33)
and those with predominant dystonia (N¼ 5), we saw a significant difference
in the daily requirements of intrathecal baclofen. Whereas children with pre-
dominant spasticity required an average of 162 mg/day of intrathecal baclo-
fen (range, 75–300 mg/day), patients with predominant dystonia required a
maintenance infusion of 992 mg/day on average (range, 320–2000 mg/day).
Similar to other series, our main complications were hardware-related and
included catheter migration in two children, erosion of anchoring device
in one, cerebrospinal fluid leakage due to splicing of the silastic catheter
in one, caudal migration of the pump in one, and shortened pump life in
two. Other side effects included truncal hypotonia in two patients, seroma
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formation in six, and reversible coma in the recovery room in four. Only one
patient had an infection of the infusion system, which required removal of
the baclofen pump. He was colonizing Pseudomonas aeroginosa in his urine
and contaminated his lower lumbar wound from leakage around his diaper.
Since then, we have implemented a protocol with urine culture 72 hr prior to
pump implantation. If the preoperative urine culture is positive, a full course
of intravenous gentamycin is administered in addition to the preoperative
cefazolin prophylaxis. If the culture is negative, then gentamycin and cefa-
zolin prophylaxis is given at induction only. It is too early to comment on
the benefits of this modification recommended by our institutional infectious
diseases service.

Postoperative assessments showed no change in the functional grading.
We are currently studying the beneficial effects on upper extremity function
and activities of daily living with our occupational therapy colleagues and
should be in a position to report on this matter in the near future.

11. CONCLUSIONS

In our spasticity program, dorsal rhizotomies were available as a treatment
modality 8 years prior to baclofen pumps. Approximately one third of
patients evaluated at our multidisciplinary clinic exhibited interfering spas-
ticity but were not felt to meet rhizotomy eligibility criteria either because of
underlying low tone in higher functioning patients or because of scoliosis
and limited expected gains in the face of major surgery in more involved
children. The availability of the intrathecal baclofen pump system allows
us to offer a modulable treatment of spasticity for this population using
a treatment, which is less invasive than selective posterior rhizotomy.
The attendant complications of infusion pumps and the cost to the family
and society in general make us insist on the development of strict selection
criteria. A child who fulfills the selection criteria for dorsal rhizotomy should be
offered a ‘‘one time only’’ relief of his or her spasticity with selective posterior
rhizotomy first.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cerebral palsy is the term chosen to describe a heterogeneous group of
non-progressive syndromes of posture and motor impairment that result
from perinatal insults to the developing central nervous system (1). Cerebral
palsy is an important neurological disorder and represents the most
common cause of severe physical disability in childhood (2). The predomi-
nant types of cerebral palsy are classified as spastic, athetoid-dyskinetic,
ataxic, hypotonic, or mixed. In recent years there have been a number of
advances in the understanding of predisposing and protective factors in the
development of cerebral palsy in infants (3). Opportunities for prevention
of cerebral palsy may develop from an improved understanding of etiologic
factors and their mechanisms of operation. Similar progress has been made
in the evaluation of treatments for cerebral palsy and the effects of these
treatments on the individual’s impairment, function, and disability. Selective
posterior rhizotomy has become a widely used neurosurgical technique
for the treatment of lower extremity spasticity in children with cerebral
palsy. The procedure aims to relieve the velocity-dependent hypertonicity,
predominantly seen in the lower limbs, and to improve motor function
in ambulatory children or younger children with emerging locomotor
function.
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2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In 1889, two surgeons, Abbe and Bennett, independently described sensory
nerve root section for the treatment of chronic pain in a limb (4,5). Foerster
was the first to systematically examine sensory rhizotomies as a treatment
for the relief of debilitating spasticity. In 1913, he published a report on a
series of 159 patients who obtained relief from spasticity following dorsal
rhizotomy; 88 of these individuals had congenital spasticity (6). Foerster also
first proposed intraoperative electrical stimulation to identify the segmental
level and distinguish between ventral and dorsal roots during the lesioning
process. Despite these impressive results, dorsal rhizotomies did not gain wide
acceptance because of the severe morbidity associated with this ‘‘radical’’
technique. In the mid-1960s, Gros et al. developed the concept of partial
section of each sensory root in an attempt to limit the sensorimotor complica-
tions (7). He showed that significant benefits result from partial rhizotomies.
Unsatisfied with their ability to control whichmuscles responded favorably to
surgery, Gros and colleagues subsequently incorporated electromyography
(EMG) to the procedure to permit identification of rootlets innervating more
dysfunctional muscle groups. Sindou then proposed a surgical technique that
transected the sensory fibers of nerve roots at the level of the posterior
radiculomedullary junction whose myotome contained spastic muscles
(DREZotomy) (8). In 1976, Fasano et al. made the observation that a one-
for-one compound motor action potential was seen in response to sensory
root stimulation with 30–50Hz trains (9). He developed a series of criteria
based on the ‘‘abnormality’’ of evoked motor responses to electrical stimula-
tion. Fasano and colleagues believed that these abnormal response patterns
identified rootlets that were abnormal and should be sectioned. In the
1980s, Peacock and Arens moved the operative site to the lumbosacral canal,
allowing a more secure identification of the segmental level (10). Thus the
midsacral roots could be confidently identified and preserved during the
lesioning, lowering the risk of urologic complications. Most centers in North
America continue to employ variations of the techniques originally described
by Fasano and Peacock.

3. RATIONALE UNDERLYING SELECTIVITY
OF POSTERIOR RHIZOTOMY

Since Sherrington’s landmark experimental studies (11), the understanding of
themechanisms of spasticity has evolved considerably. In 1967,DeCandia and
coworkers studied spinal reflexes in cats in which they showed that they could
abolish reflexive motor responses when they stimulated sensory nerves (12).
Fasano and colleaguesmade the observation thatmotor responses were in fact
not eliminatedby sensory root stimulation in the context of loss of uppermotor
neurons (9). Previously, thework of Sindou elegantly documented the location
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in humans of the 1A sensory fibers of nerve roots as they entered the dorsal
horn of the spinal cord (8). The afferent 1A action potentials are the presump-
tive mediators of the hyperactive reflex arcs responsible for spasticity. The
interneuronal pool within the spinal cord functions to modulate the pattern
of alpha motoneuron activation in response to afferent stimuli (13,14). In the
normal spinal cord, the 1A afferents and other joint, muscle, and cutaneous
receptor afferents normally exert inhibitory tone on the interneurons, which
exert an inhibitory influence on the alphamotoneurons, making them less sus-
ceptible to activation by afferent action potentials. Innervation to the spinal
cord interneuronal pool is supplied by descending fiber tracts, from the cere-
brumandvarious segmental spinal afferents (15). Thesemodulatory influences
are severely disrupted following injury to the descending upper motor neuron
tracts as seen with brain or spinal cord injury. As a result, an imbalance occurs
whereby sensory 1A fibers exert a much greater effect on the interneuronal
pool. This dysregulated state results in an overall decrease in alpha moto-
neuron inhibition. It is thought that the interneuronal pool becomes maxi-
mally reactive to stimulatory afferent action potentials such as delivered by
the 1A fibers coming from the muscle spindles (16). The premise of current
deafferentation techniques is that they ‘‘reset’’ the influences exerted on the
interneuronal pool back in to balance by decreasing the amount of afferent
input.

It is postulated that lumbosacral dorsal rootlets that evoke ‘‘abnormal’’
reflex activity in lower extremity muscles upon direct, repetitive, high-
frequency stimulation are involved in a dysfunctional spinal reflex. Abnorm-
alities in these reflex circuits are believed to produce spasticity, which in turn
impairs ambulation. These ‘‘abnormal’’ rootlets should therefore be selected
for sectioning. Similarly, dorsal rootlets with ‘‘normal’’ reflex responses
must be spared since they presumably do not participate in the abnormal
circuitry. Targeting which 1A afferents should be cut requires identification
of those fibers that synapse at alpha motor neuron fields that have lost the
descending regulatory control. This forms the theoretical basis for selective
posterior rhizotomy. However, there is continuing disagreement regarding
the criteria and methodology for selection of the rootlets to be lesioned.
The ability of EMG-guided dorsal rhizotomy to reliably outline populations
of spinal rootlets that are maximally involved in a dysfunctional circuitry
and maintenance of spasticity has become a matter of controversy. The
debate regarding the utility of electrophysiological recording has centered
around the lack of technical standardization (17,18), the variability of
motor responses in response to repetitive nerve root stimulation (19,20),
the effect of anesthetics on spinal reflexes (21,22), the variability of segmen-
tal innervation of lower extremity muscles (23), and the observation of
sustained contractions following stimulation in patients without spasticity
(24–26). Moreover, the validity of any of the criteria of ‘‘abnormality’ used
has been challenged (27,28). The skepticism has been further heightened
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by anecdotal reports of favorable results obtained with random partial
rhizotomy (29). Those who doubt the reliability have questioned the overall
impact of intraoperative stimulation on the success of the operation. In our
opinion, spread of muscle response to the contralateral limb and/or upper
extremity remains a valid criterion to define a posterior nerve rootlet that
feeds into a disinhibited spinal circuit involved in uncontrolled spasticity.
Although sustained contractions following 50Hz stimulation have been
observed in a few nonspastic patients (24,25), none of these children demon-
strated contralateral or suprasegmental propagation. We, like others (30),
believe that concerns about the value of intraoperative monitoring have
resulted in part from inconsistent intraoperative conditions, from misinter-
pretation of the electrophysiological information, and from the paucity of
well-defined functional outcome measures. Using the criteria of contralat-
eral and suprasegmental spread as the primary lesioning parameter, we
clearly demonstrated that motor responses obtained by repetitive ortho-
dromic stimulation of posterior roots are consistent and easily reproducible
by EMG (31). We showed that the absolute grade variation in response of
0 or 1 occurred in 93% of roots stimulated and, further, a correlation of
greater than 90% occurred in pattern of spread of stimulation between phy-
siotherapy and EMG at our center. Our results reinforced the concept that
contralateral and upper extremity spread is a valuable approach to delineate
sensory rootlets involved in aberrant modulation of spinal cord reflexes. We
therefore advocate the routine use of intraoperative electrophysiological
monitoring during selective posterior rhizotomy. By ‘‘selectively’’ lesioning
the posterior rootlets involved most in the spastic process, a significant reduc-
tion of spasticity coupled with preservation of sensation, voluntary muscle
control, and bladder function can be achieved.

4. PREOPERATIVE EVALUATION

Every child considered for neurosurgical treatment of spasticity should be
evaluated using a multidisciplinary approach. Our childhood spasticity team
consists of the following medical professionals: a neurosurgeon, a neuro-
logist, an orthopedic surgeon, a physiotherapist, an occupational therapist,
and a nurse clinician. The preoperative assessment begins with a thorough
review of the patient’s prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal history. In parti-
cular, evidence of hypoxic/ischemic events, gestational age, birth weight,
multiple gestation, intraventricular hemorrhage, maternal/fetal infection,
and seizure are elucidated. A complete developmental profile should be
obtained including the patient’s fine motor and locomotor impairments, lan-
guage skills, and assistance required for performing activities of daily living.
Prior treatments for spasticity and orthopedic surgeries should also be
reviewed in detail. A careful neurological examination is clearly essential
for proper determination of signs of spasticity, including increased muscle
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tone, hyperactive deep tendon reflexes, and ankle clonus. The child’s ability
to walk, stand, crawl, and sit should be assessed. Videotaping is helpful not
only for initial evaluation using validated measurement tools but also to
document changes in the patient’s condition over time. Abnormal posturing,
such as equinus deformity of the ankles, tiptoe walking, and scissoring of the
lower extremities, will help determine whether spasticity plays a significant
role on the patient’s motor performance. The absence of movement disorders
such as athetosis and dystonia must be ascertained. Radiologic studies
include magnetic resonance imaging of the head and spine and plain radio-
graphs of the lumbosacral spine and hip. Magnetic resonance imaging of
the head and spine is useful to rule out progressive cerebral or spinal pathol-
ogies. Lumbosacral spine x-rays will demonstrate the presence of lumbar
hyperlordosis, scoliosis, spondylolysis, spondylolisthesis, and congenital
anomalies. Radiographs of the hip will reveal the degree of subluxation
and dislocation and may affect the timing of neurosurgical intervention.

4.1. Functional Outcome Measurements

At our center, all patients receive a comprehensive standardized assessment
protocol preoperatively, at 6 and 12 months postoperatively, and at yearly
intervals thereafter. Functional outcome measures consist of quantitative
determinations of lower extremity spasticity, passive range of motion, deve-
lopmental motor skills, gross motor function, finemotor skills, and evaluation
of activities of daily living. A pediatric physiotherapist, who is previously
trained in the use of the standardized evaluation tools, takes measurements
using a consistent technique. The children are examined without braces,
orthoses, or walking aids. All developmental motor skill assessments are
videotaped for analysis of the performance and scoring.

4.2. Evaluation of Spasticity and Range of Motion

The spasticity of the hip adductors, hamstrings, and ankle plantar flexors is
assessed by a modification of the Ashworth scale using a 5-point grading
system based on the NYU Tone Scale (32). A muscle that offers normal
resistance to passive limb movement is assigned grade 0. Grade 1 is given
if the limb is floppy with less than normal tone. Grades 1, 2, and 3 are desig-
nated as mildly, moderately, and severely increased tone, respectively corres-
ponding to the severity of resistance to passive movement and impairment
of function. Passive range of motion is measured for hip abduction from
midline with the hip and knee extended (normal, 45�). Knee extension is
measured in supine position (normal, 0�), and ankle dorsiflexion is assessed
with the knee in extension and the subtalar joint of the foot in neutral
position (normal, 20�). The joint angle is measured at maximal range of
movement with the use of a protractor goniometer.
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4.3. Evaluation of Developmental Motor Skills

The method we use to assess developmental positions and transitional
movements is taken in part from the functional assessment section of the
Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation/NYU Rhizotomy Evaluation Form (33).
The specific developmental positions and transitional movements analyzed
were previously identified as functional skills that young ambulatory chil-
dren with spastic cerebral palsy have difficulty executing. In addition,
analysis of the quality of alignment in each static developmental position
is added to the assessment to quantify qualitative changes in posture after
selective posterior rhizotomy.

Five developmental positions are used to determine the effect of
selective dorsal rhizotomy on the child’s stability and the quality of align-
ment in the static positions. These include long sitting, bench sitting, side
sitting (right and left), half kneeling (right and left), and standing. During
the assessment, each position is first demonstrated for the child by a clini-
cian. The patient is then asked to assume the position and verbal cues are
given to elicit the best performance. The ability to maintain the position
independently is graded on a scale of 1–5. Grade 1 is given if the child can-
not be maintained in position; grade 2 is assigned when the child requires
full external support from the therapist to maintain the position. Grades 3
and 4 are given if the patient requires bilateral or unilateral upper extremity
support to maintain position, respectively. Finally, children that can main-
tain the position independently are assigned grade 5. To quantify changes in
the quality of alignment, the position of relevant body segments (head,
trunk, elbows, hips, knees, ankle, and feet) is assessed in each developmental
position. An extensive grading system is used to measure quality of align-
ment at each of the body segments, as appropriate, in the five developmental
positions. The segmental scores for each static position are summed for a
total alignment score. A mean score is used for the developmental positions
in which both the right and left sides were assessed.

Five developmentally-based transitional movements are evaluated to
assess the gains in the level of performance following selective posterior rhi-
zotomy. These include transition from supine to long sitting, supine to side
sitting, floor to bench sitting, floor to standing, and tall kneeling to half
kneeling. During the assessment, each movement is first demonstrated for
the child by a clinician. The patient is then asked to perform the movement
and verbal cues are given to elicit the best performance. All transitional
movements are graded on a 5-point scale. Grade 1 is assigned to a child
who cannot be placed in position, and grade 2 to a child who cannot obser-
vably participate in transition but in whom the therapist can complete the
entire movement. Grade 3 is given to a patient who requires assistance to
complete the limb movement and uses furniture to assist into position;
and grade 4 is given when the child completes the movement but requires
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assistance from the therapist or furniture. Finally, grade 5 is assigned if the
patient is able to complete the transition movement independently.

4.4. Evaluation of Motor Function

The Gross Motor Function Measure (GMFM) is a criterion-referenced
observational measure that was developed and validated to assess children
with cerebral palsy (34). The 88 items of the GMFM are measured by obser-
vation of the child and scored on a 4-point ordinal scale. The items are
weighted equally and grouped into five dimensions: A¼ lying and rolling
(17 items); B¼ sitting (20 items); C¼ crawling and kneeling (14 items);
D¼ standing (13 items); and E¼walking, running, and jumping (24 items).
Scores for each dimension are expressed as a percentage of the maximum
score for that dimension. The total score is obtained by averaging the
percentage scores across the five dimensions. As indicated by Russell and
colleagues (34), a change of 6% in the total score or within a dimension of
the GMFM is considered to be clinically important in children with cerebral
palsy having undergone a surgical intervention.

4.5. Measurement of Fine Motor Skills and Patterns

Functional outcome measures of fine motor skills consist of administration
of the Peabody Developmental Motor Scales (PDMS) test by pediatric
occupational therapists, who are experienced in the use of this standardized
evaluation tool.

The 1983 version of the PDMS is a criterion and norm-referenced
scale (35). Normative data were established with 617 typically developing
children aged 0–83 months. The PDMS was developed to establish the
developmental skill level of a child, to identify skills that are not developed
or are emerging, and then to provide suggestions for program planning.
It is a standardized instrument with established reliability and validity
(36–38) and consists of gross motor and fine motor scales, which can be
administered and scored separately. The gross motor scale contains 170
items divided into 17 age levels, with 10 items at each level. It consists
of tasks that require precise movement of the large muscles of the body.
The items are classified into five skill categories: A¼ reflexes, B¼ balance,
C¼ nonlocomotor, D¼ locomotor, and E¼ receipt and propulsion of objects.
The fine motor scale consists of 112 items divided into 16 age levels, with six or
eight items at each level. It evaluates tasks that require precise movement of the
small muscles of the body. The items of the fine motor scale are classified into
four skill categories: A¼ grasping, B¼ hand use, C¼ eye–hand coordination,
and D¼manual dexterity. Norms are provided for each skill category at each
age level as well as for total scores.
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The fine motor scale of the PDMS is an independent scale that

measures upper extremity skills in more common daily fine motor tasks. This

scale identifies children whose fine motor skills are delayed or aber-

rant relevant to a normative group. The fine motor scale of the PDMS

also enables the examiner to measure performance across time or before

and after intervention. It provides a system that enables the examiner to mea-

sure changes that are quite small and thus not likely to be detected

using traditional measures (35).
The PDMS employs a 3-point scoring system that enables identifica-

tion of emerging skills and measurement of progress in children who are slow

in acquiring new skills. A score of 0 is assigned if the child cannot or will not

attempt the item, or the attempt does not show that the skill is emerging. A

score of 1 is given if the child’s performance shows a clear resemblance to the

item criterion but does not fully meet the criterion. Finally, a score of 2 is

given if the child performs the item according to the specified item criterion.

The scores are summed for a cumulative raw score for each of the four fine

motor skills. The addition of individual skill scores provides the total raw

score. Using the PDMS conversion tables, raw scores can be converted into

age-equivalent scores, percentile ranks, and four normalized standard scores

(z-scores, T-scores, developmental motor quotients, and scaled scores). For

the present study, raw data were transformed into age-equivalent, percentile,

and z-scores.
Normative scores indicate the child’s age-related fine motor skills.

Comparison of the child’s total fine-motor standard scores with those of

the norming population enables the examiner to determine whether the

child’s motor performance is like that of his or her chronological age peers.

Age-equivalents are scores that indicate the age group in which an obtained

score is average independent of the child’s actual age. They provide a useful

index for measuring the year-to-year improvement in performance. Percen-

tile ranks are scores that specify the percentage of the norming sample that

scored below a given raw score. They provide a clear measure of how a

child’s performance compares with the performance of other children in

the norming sample. Percentile ranks can also be used to describe relative

improvement in performance. If the child is improving at the same rate as

the rest of the age group, his or her percentile rank will remain the same.

If performance has not improved or has decreased, the child’s percentile

rank will go down from one age to the next. Finally, z-scores are standar-

dized scores that result from transforming sets of raw scores into distribu-

tions with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. If the child’s

z-score is þ1.0 or greater, or –1.0 or less, this suggests that the performance

is different from the mean of the norming population. If the z-score is þ1.5

or greater, or –1.5 or less, the difference is considered to be significant.
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4.6. Evaluation of Activities of Daily Living

Functional performance outcome measures consist of administration of the
Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI) questionnaire. Pedia-
tric occupational therapists that are highly experienced in managing children
with cerebral palsy and experienced in the use of the standardized evaluation
tools take measurements using a consistent technique. The PEDI is a paren-
tal report questionnaire used for chronically ill and disabled children aged
0.5–7.5 years (39). The reliability and validity of the PEDI have been well
demonstrated (39–41). It is now recognized as a standardized instrument
for evaluating functional performance. In children with cerebral palsy, its
sensitivity to change in motor function following selective dorsal rhizotomy
has also been studied (42–44).

The PEDI, a judgment-based tool, is administered in the form of a
structured interview with the child’s parents in conjunction with clinical
observation by the therapist. All patients are pretested, parents are inter-
viewed, and therapists complete a questionnaire. The PEDI measures both
capability and performance of functional activities in daily life situations
in three domains (39). The functional performance capacity (197 discrete
items) explores the patient’s ability to perform various tasks. The caregiver
assistance domain (20 complex functional activities) describes the amount
of assistance a child requires to complete a skill. The environmental modi-
fications domain (20 complex functional activities) details the adaptive
equipment a child needs to perform a given task. Each domain is further
divided into categories of mobility, self-care, and social skills. Individual
items of the questionnaire measure distinct aspects of self-care, bowel and
bladder control, mobility and transfers, and communication and social
function. The self-care (81 items) and mobility (66 items) dimensions of
the functional skills and caregiver assistance domains of the PEDI are
parameters that measure function in more concrete daily activity tasks.

Two different scoring systems are used in the PEDI. For the functional
skills domain, a score of 0 is assigned if the child is unable, or limited in
capability, to perform the 132 discrete items of functional skills. Conversely,
a score of 1 is given if the child is capable of performing the functional
task, or if the item had been previously mastered and that functional skills
had progressed beyond this level. For the caregiver assistance domain, a
6-point ordinal scale is used to grade the 20 complex functional activities:
0¼ complete dependence (total assistance); 1¼maximal assistance; 2¼
moderate assistance; 3¼minimal assistance; 4¼with supervision, prompting,
or monitoring; and 5¼ complete independence. The scores for each PEDI
domain are summed for a total raw score for each of the two dimensions
(self-care and mobility) in both the functional skills and caregiver assistance
domains. Using the PEDI conversion tables (39), raw scores for individual
items and content areas are transformed into normative and scaled scores.
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Normative scores indicate the child’s age-related functional skills and care-
giver assistance levels, based on a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.
Scores outside the 10–90 range are recorded as <10 or >90. Also, as the
normative or standard scores show how close the child is to
the normal population of the same age, they are not available for patients
7.5 years or older. Scaled scores indicate the child’s individual performance
and increasing levels of function along a 0–1 continuum of task difficulty.

4.7. Patient Subgrouping

All patients are categorized preoperatively according to age-related severity
of functional locomotive impairment using a grading scale based on the
NYU classification system as outlined in Table 1 (32). Children in Group I
(independent ambulators) are thought to have the best chance of improving
appearance and efficiency of walking. Patients requiring assistive mobility
devices (Group II) are anticipated to improve quality of locomotion and
decrease level of assistance required for ambulation. Children classified in
Group III (reciprocal and nonreciprocal quadruped crawlers) are expected
to improve their functional ability with the ultimate goal of ambulating with
braces or assistive devices. Generally, nonambulatory patients in Group IV
and V (severely limited mobility despite use of assistive devices) do not
obtain functional motor gains despite elimination of spasticity with SPR.
Consequently, these severely disabled children are offered alternative
therapies, such as intrathecal baclofen pump implantation or tendon length-
enings, in order to improve ease of care taking and facilitate positioning.

Table 1 Preoperative Locomotive Abilitiesa and Expected Outcomes
Following SPR

Preoperative function Postoperative goals

Group I Walks without assistive devices Improve appearance and efficiency
of walking

Group II Walks with assistive mobility
devices (canes, crutches,
walkers, etc.)

Improve quality of walking and
decrease amount of assistance
required for ambulation

Group III Quadruped crawlers; reciprocal
or nonreciprocal
(i.e., bunny hoppers)

Improve ability to move through
development sequence; walk with
assistive devices

Group IV Commando or belly crawlers;
wheelchair bound

Improve ease of care taking;
facilitate function in sitting position

Group V No locomotive abilities;
fully dependent

Improve ease of care taking;
facilitate positioning in
adaptive equipment

aBased on the NYU Classification System.

Source: From Ref. 32.
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5. SURGICAL TREATMENT

The surgical procedure for selective posterior rhizotomy is straightforward if
completed in an ordered stepwise fashion. Since 1992, we have performed
selective posterior rhizotomies on 175 patients through a narrow L1–S2
laminotomy with no significant postoperative complications.

5.1. Anesthetic Conditions and Preparation

All patients are anesthetized with a mixed technique of sufentanyl
(0.2–0.5 mg/kg/hr) and propofol (1–10mg/kg/hr) infusions along with
nitrous oxide (70%). A short-acting nondepolarizing neuromuscular blocker,
rocuronium, is used only at induction. Its effects are dissipated at the onset
of stimulation. Care is taken that all infusions achieve a steady state that
is maintained throughout the stimulation protocol. Secondary tachycardia
and hypertension is managed by delaying the stimulation sequence for 5min.
Postoperative analgesia is delivered by morphine infusion (4 mg/kg/hr)
containing 0.125% bupivacaine for 72 hours through an epidural catheter
placed under direct vision at the time of surgery. A bladder catheter is placed
and removed only 24 hours after the epidural catheter is removed. Recording
electrodes are placed and verified for conductance. Adhesive skin electrodes
are placed bilaterally (see following text).

5.2. Laminotomy and Identification of Dorsal Roots

Patient position is very important. Surgery is performed with patients in
prone position with the hips and shoulders slightly elevated on bolsters.
The patient’s back is kept in neutral position, the feet are supported by
pillows, and the arms are placed upwards. Care is taken to ensure freedom
of the abdominal wall between widely spaced bolsters to reduce epidural
venous engorgement. Skin preparation is done with chlorhexidine and
70% alcohol solution. The spinous processes and laminae of L1 through
S2 are exposed through a midline lumbosacral skin incision. Beginning at
the caudal margin of the last lamina, the interlaminar ligament is separated
from the inferior border of the lamina, and the epidural space is entered
using a small periosteal elevator or curette. Using a craniotome, the small
footplate is inserted under the lamina into the spinal canal midway between
the base of the spinous process and the articular surface of the joint and
advanced through the laminar levels in one step. The same procedure is
repeated on the opposite side. In this manner, a multilevel, narrow laminot-
omy (1.5 cm) may be performed safely. The laminar plate is gently retracted
from the underlying epidural fat. Bleeding from the cut edges of the bone is
controlled with bone wax. The high speed drill is used to make laminar and
spinous process holes for subsequent reattachment, and the laminar flap is
hinged at T12–L1, wrapped in bacitracin-soaked gauze. The epidural fat
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is swept laterally with narrow Gelfoam strips (Pharmacia & Upjohn Co.,
Kalamazoo, MI) and the dura is opened in the midline. Multiple traction
sutures tied to the muscular layer help to fully expose the cauda equina in
its entirety. The spinal level of individual roots is determined by counting
from the lowest root in the cul-de-sac using bony landmarks, foraminae, size
variations of the roots, and by stimulating the motor roots of S2 and S1
orthodromically. At the level of the neural foramina, the motor root lies
anterior and cephalad in the foramen. The motor and sensory roots should
separate easily by placing a microdissector in the cleft and allowing gravity
to move the motor root ventrally away from the sensory root retained by the
dissector (Fig. 1). Electrical stimulation of posterior roots is performed to
determine a ‘‘threshold’’ for a motor response. Once the electrophysiological
monitoring protocol, as described in the following text, is completed, the
roots are divided into rootlets. Based on their evoked stimulation responses,
the rootlets are sectioned using the criteria defined below. At the end of the
procedure, the subarachnoid space is irrigated to remove any blood. The
dura is closed in a water-tight manner and the laminotomy flap is reattached
to the surrounding laminae and suspended using a 3-point fixation at each
level. Beside the two laminar sutures, a figure-of-eight suture is passed
through a spinous process hole and incorporated in the reflected periosteum
to allow the latter to overlay the fracture lines and facilitate osteogenesis. An
epidural catheter is placed for postoperative analgesia.

5.3. Electrophysiological Monitoring

In all cases, a neurophysiologist, a neurophysiology technician, and a
physical therapist are present in the operating room during stimulation.
Electrical stimulation of roots and rootlets is done using two insulated unipo-
lar electrodes (Aesculap Inc., Bethlehem, PA, U.S.). The cathode is placed
proximally along the course of the dorsal root, and the anode is placed 1 cm
distally for orthodromic stimulation (Fig. 1). Stimulation of the dorsal roots
is obtained by elevating them from the cerebrospinal fluid pool starting
on the right side from S2 to L2. The initial round of stimulations determines
the ‘‘threshold’’ for motor response using a 1msec duration stimulus. The
stimulus strength is adjusted to give a maximal dorsal root potential, but
care is taken to keep the stimulus intensity low enough to prevent
current spread to adjacent roots. The highest ‘‘threshold’’ stimulus intensity
for all sensory roots is used as a basis for the intensity of the tetanic sti-
mulus. The entire dorsal root is then restimulated at two-to-four times the
highest ‘‘threshold’’ intensity with a 1 sec 50Hz stimulus train (Trial 1).
The current intensity usually varies from 6 to 12mA (median, 8mA). The
posterior root is then separated into three to seven rootlets. The threshold
run as well as tetanus stimulation is carried out in the same dorsal root
sequence—from S2 to L2 starting on the right.
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Figure 1 Intraoperative photographs showing the steps of selective posterior
rhizotomy: exposure and identification of the L2–S2 dorsal spinal roots (upper),
separation of the dorsal roots from the ventral roots (middle), and division of the
spinal root into rootlet fascicles and intraoperative electromyographic testing (lower).
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Both the neurophysiologist and the physical therapist assess the motor
responses to electrical stimulation of dorsal roots and rootlets. Recording of
the compound muscle action potential (CMAP) is done using a multi-
channel electromyograph (Viking II, Nicolet Biomedical Inc., Madison,
WI, U.S.) with silver chloride surface electrodes placed on the quadriceps,
hamstrings, and gastrocnemius muscle groups bilaterally and monitored
over a 2 second time frame. Upper extremity motor responses are recorded
either from the deltoid or biceps muscle. Thus, up to eight muscle groups are
monitored simultaneously (Fig. 2). Clinical pattern of muscle response is
observed and palpated by the physiotherapist with particular attention
placed on contractions in muscle groups other than those monitored by
the neurophysiologist (e.g., hip adductors, toe flexors). Rootlets are sec-
tioned based on extent of ‘‘abnormality’’ of their clinical and EMG motor
responses to electrical stimulation.

5.4. Lesioning Criteria

The response to tetanic stimulation is used to determine which rootlet to cut.
The decision to transect or preserve individual rootlets is made on the basis
of three pieces of information. The first is the electrophysiological response
monitored through the eight-channel recordings. The second criterion is
the behavioral response (i.e., muscle contraction in the legs) documented
by the physiotherapist. Behavioral responses are used to confirm the EMG
response pattern, to define contractions in unmonitored muscle groups, and
to assist with trouble shooting if no electrical response is observed (e.g.,
rootlet in refractory period). As well, if the physiotherapist signals rigidity,
we delay further manipulation and stimulation by 5–10minute. The final set
of criteria includes: (i) the root level being stimulated (less aggressive lesion-
ing at L4 and S2); (ii) the number of rootlets severed at previous levels; (iii)
the strength and quality of evoked responses; and (iv) the congruence of the
intraoperative information with the clinical status of the patient (i.e., low
tone, massive scissoring, degree of hip subluxation). The motor response
of each root and rootlet is recorded and assigned a grade of 0, 1þ, 2þ,
3þ, or 4þ, as described by Phillips and Park (45), and also employed by
other authors (19,20). This scale grades the response with regards to its level
of segmental and contralateral spread and whether it is ‘‘abnormally’’ sus-
tained. We use a slightly modified grading scheme such that grade 0 repre-
sents an unsustained response (normal response) and grade 4þ is assigned
to a sustained response with contralateral spread, as well as spread to the
upper extremities as outlined in Table 2 (45). Typically, only roots assigned
a grade 4þ response are divided into rootlets. The intensity and pattern of
clinical and EMG motor responses to every stimulation (of roots and
rootlets) contribute to the decision regarding sectioning or preservation of
individual rootlets. In addition, some restrictions in the lesioning pattern
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are carefully observed. In all patients, no more than two-thirds of dorsal

S2 rootlets are cut on one side and no more than 50% of both S2 sensory

roots combined are cut (tominimize risk of bladder dysfunction) (46), less

than half of the sensory L4 root are severed [to preserve knee stability as

Figure 2 Intraoperative EMG recordings following stimulation of individual dorsal
roots with a 1-second 50-Hz constant current at the threshold level of 8.0mA in a
5-year-old diplegic child. CMAP were recorded from surface electrodes placed on
various muscle groups of the lower and upper extremity bilaterally. (A) Left: Unsus-
tained CMAP following stimulation of the right S2 dorsal root. This ‘‘normal’’
response was assigned a grade 0 (see Table 1 for grading scheme). Center: Sustained
CMAP in the target segmental level following stimulation of the right L3 dorsal root.
The grade of 1þ was assigned to this response. Right: Sustained electrophysiological
response in adjacent segmental level after right S2 nerve root stimulation (Grade
2þ). (B) Left: Following stimulation of the left L5 dorsal root, sustained activity
spreading to multiple myotomes of the ipsilateral limb was recorded (Grade 3þ).
(Right) Diffusion of the response to the contralateral lower extremity following sti-
mulation train of the left S1 dorsal root. The maximally ‘‘abnormal’’ grade 4þ was
assigned to this EMG response pattern.
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suggested by Gros and colleagues (7)], and sectioning of S3 and S4 roots
is avoided. Contrary to other authors (26,47,48), the pattern of sustained
motor response (e.g., incremental, multiphasic, or clonic) and H-reflex
recovery curves are not used as criteria for rootlet lesioning. An identical
procedure of stimulation followed by lesioning is performed on all sensory
rootlets in the same dorsal root sequence, from S2 to L2 starting on the
right.

5.5. Postoperative Care and Follow-Up

Following dorsal rhizotomy, patients are allowed to sit in a chair on the
fourth postoperative day. Children receive intensified inpatient rehabili-
tation devoted to muscle reeducation and strengthening for 6 weeks. There-
after, they continue with standard physiotherapy involving stretching and
strengthening exercises for lower extremities at their local center 3 hours
per week. One hour of occupational therapy per week is also recommended
for the first year. Postoperative stability and control of lower limbs is further
enhanced by judicious use of orthotics. All patients undergo detailed
assessments pre-operatively and at 6 and 12months postoperatively, with
yearly evaluations thereafter.

6. OUTCOME

Reduction of spasticity has predictable benefits, but does not automatically
lead to functional improvements. Since the fundamental aim of spasticity-
relieving surgical techniques is to improve function, proper assessment of
treatment effect must include functional outcome measurements.

Table 2 Grading Scale of Motor Responsea

Grade
Motor response following 1-second 50-Hz stimulus train to

dorsal root or rootlet

0 Unsustained CMAP in any muscle (‘‘normal’’ response)
1+ Sustained CMAP from muscles innervated by the segmental level of the

stimulated dorsal rootlet
2+ Same as grade 1+ with CMAP in muscles innervated by an adjacent

segmental level
3+ Same as grade 2+ with CMAP in muscles innervated by multiple multiple

ipsilateral levels
4+ Same as grade 3+ with motor response in the contralateral leg or upper

extremity

aModified from Ref. 23.
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6.1. Spasticity

Decreased spasticity has been demonstrated qualitatively up to 12 years after
selective posterior rhizotomy (24,49–53). Quantitative assessments of spasti-
city, using myometry, dynamometry, or the Ashworth scale or some variation
of this scale, have been reported in 16 studies to date (32,54–68). This includes
three randomized controlled trials which showed significant reduction of
spasticity after selective dorsal rhizotomy and physiotherapy compared with
a control group of patients having physiotherapy alone (59–61). Only two
studies performed quantitative assessments at 5 years after rhizotomy
(29,54). In agreement with these earlier studies, our results demonstrate that
lower limb spasticity is significantly reduced at 1 year postrhizotomy (Fig. 3).
This beneficial effect is maintained at 3 and 5 years following surgery.

Figure 3 (Upper left) Box and whisker plot showing degree of hip adductor muscle
spasticity, the primary outcome measure for spasticity. Each box defines the inter-
quartile range, the line in each box represents the median, and the vertical bars repre-
sent the 5th and 95th percentile values. The decrease in adductor spasticity from
before rhizotomy to 1, 3, and 5 years after rhizotomy was found to be statistically
significant (Friedman test, p< 0.001). �Represent outliers above the 95th percentile
or below the 5th percentile values. Line plots showing the degree of muscle spasticity
in the hip adductors (upper right), ankle plantar flexors (lower left), and hamstrings
(lower right). Assessments of muscle spasticity were made using the 5-point NYU
Tone Scale prior to rhizotomy, and at 1, 3, and 5 years following rhizotomy.
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6.2. Strength

Quantitative examination of lower limb strength has been reported in only

six studies (29,54,58,61,67,69). Two long-term studies showed a tendency

for further strengthening between 1 and 5 years after selective posterior

rhizotomy (29,54). We have used five static developmental positions and five

transitional movements taken from the Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation/

NYU Rhizotomy Evaluation Form (32) to measure the postural stability,

transition, and quality of alignment. This is a nonvalidated tool for assess-

ing motor function. As noted in Figure 4, significant improvement in the

total alignment score, a primary outcome measure, is seen up to 5 years

Figure 4 (Upper left) Box and whisker plot showing the alignment score, the
primary outcome measure of motor function. Each box defines the interquartile
range, the line in each box represents the median, and the vertical bars represent
the 5th and 95th percentile values. Alignment score from before rhizotomy to 1, 3,
and 5 years after rhizotomy was found to be statistically significant (Friedman test,
p< 0.001). �Represent outliers above the 95th percentile or below the 5th percentile
values. Line plots showing the alignment (upper right), transition (lower left), and
assistance (lower right) scores. Functional assessments of the five developmental posi-
tions and five transitional movements were done using the Rusk/NYU motor func-
tion evaluation scale prior to rhizotomy, and at 1, 3, and 5 years following
rhizotomy.
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postsurgery. Since a large proportion of children in this study were able to
maintain the sitting positions and perform the transition movements inde-
pendently prior to rhizotomy, the transition and stability scores, although
improved postsurgery, do not increase as much as the alignment score.
Given the above results, it is believed that the children were able to effec-
tively utilize the decrease in spasticity following selective dorsal rhizotomy
in order to improve their performance of developmental motor skills.

6.3. Range of Motion

Range of movement in the lower limbs has been previously examined
quantitatively, using goniometry, in 10 prospective case series (29,32,54,
55,64,65,67,70–72) and two randomized controlled studies (60,61). All stu-
dies have indicated greater range of motion in the lower extremity joints
tested from 9 months to 2 years after selective posterior rhizotomy. Only
two studies demonstrated an increase in range at 1 year postsurgery, which
was maintained up to 5 years following rhizotomy (29,54). In addition to
improved range of movement, several authors have also shown increased
stride length and velocity using instrumented gait analysis in ambulatory
patients (26,56,60,72–79). Among these studies, only two had follow-up
longer than 2 years (54,74). In our group of patients, we found that passive
range of motion is significantly improved up to 5 years following rhizotomy
(Fig. 5).

6.4. Gross Motor Function

Several investigators have reported beneficial effects of selective posterior
rhizotomy on quantitative parameters assessing functional limitations
involving sitting ability (80–82), ambulation (57,59,61,62,65,67,70,83), and
motor function (29,49,82,84). However, almost all these studies used non-
validated outcome assessment measures. The validated tool most widely
used to assess motor function has been the GMFM score, which measures
independent functional skills. It is also an indirect reflection of the ability
of spasticity to interfere with normal motor activity (34). Six studies, includ-
ing two randomized controlled trials, have reported statistically significant
increases in GMFM scores following rhizotomy (54,56,60–62,66). Only
one of these studies had follow-up data beyond 2 years (54). Figure 6
demonstrates that a statistically and clinically significant improvement in
motor function occurred in all dimensions of the GMFM at 1, 3, and 5 years
postsurgery. In our patients, this was especially evident in the two dimen-
sions involving lower limb function (Fig. 7).

A milder preoperative disability predicts better outcome. As noted
earlier, all patients were classified into one of five groups according to their
preoperative locomotive abilities. Children with mild to moderate degree
of ambulatory dysfunction (Groups I, II, and III) represented 94.4%
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(67 of 71) of the study population (54). More detailed analysis of these
three subgroups revealed that patients with milder motor deficits (Groups
I and II, independent and dependent ambulators) weremore likely to improve
ambulatory function at 3 and 5 years following surgery than those who were
unable to walk (Group III, 4-point crawlers) (Fig. 7). Therefore, children who
exhibit a better baseline ambulatory functionmay potentially benefit themost
from selective posterior rhizotomy. On the other hand, severely disabled,
nonambulatory patients (Groups IV and V) are unlikely to have any worth-
while improvement in motor function despite adequate elimination of lower
extremity spasticity. This is in agreement with Russell and coworkers (34)
who determined that, when controlled for age, the amount of change in
GMFM scores is dependent on the severity of the child’s cerebral palsy.

Figure 5 (Upper left) Box and whisker plot showing hip abduction, the primary
outcome measure for range of motion. Each box defines the interquartile range,
the line in each box represents the median, and the vertical bars represent the 5th
and 95th percentile values. Hip abduction range of movement from before rhizotomy
to 1, 3, and 5 years after rhizotomy was found to be statistically significant
(Friedman test, p< 0.001). �Represent outliers above the 95th percentile or below
the 5th percentile values. Line plots showing the extent of joint range of motion upon
hip abduction (upper right), knee extension (lower left), and ankle dorsiflexion (lower
right). Assessments of joint range of motion were measured using a goniometer prior
to rhizotomy, and at 1, 3, and 5 years following rhizotomy.
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Paradoxically, children with better ambulatory function (Group I) are often
not referred for an evaluation (or deferred referral) because of the misconcep-
tion that their potential for significant gains is low. Indeed, in our own group
of patients, the total GMFM baseline score for independent ambulators was
84.3%. However, we noted a mean change in dimensions D and E from
patients in Group I of 13.0% and 25.8%, respectively, at the 5 years follow-
up compared to preoperative values (Fig. 7). Furthermore, we have found
that the greatest degree of family satisfaction with respect to outcome is seen
in the independent ambulating patient subgroup (unpublished data) because
the family feels that the child is no longer stigmatized as ‘‘being different’’
when introduced in a cohort of children of the same age.

6.5. Fine Motor Skills and Patterns

Whereas primary gains should be expected in lower extremity function
following dorsal rhizotomy, improvements in upper extremity function have
been noted by many authors anecdotally. Suprasegmental effects of selective
dorsal rhizotomy have been studied in both orthopedic and functional fields.
In several reports, comments have been made about improvements in upper
extremity function after selective posterior rhizotomy. Quantitative assess-
ments have been done infrequently, using multiple different assessment mea-
sures, and with variable results. As the optimal goal of spasticity-relieving

Figure 6 Line plots showing the level of motor function. Assessments of motor
function were done using the GMFM scores prior to rhizotomy, and at 1, 3, and
5 years following rhizotomy. Dimensions A, B, and C predominantly examine upper
extremity function, whereas dimensions D and E of the GMFM principally reflect
lower extremity motor function.
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surgical methods is primarily to improve function, assessment of treatment
effect must include functional outcome measurements. A number of differ-
ent tools have been used to examine the effects of SPR on upper extremity
function. Folio and Fewell (35) constructed the PDMS to accomplish sev-
eral purposes, including: (a) identification of children with delayed motor
development; (b) identification of a child’s unique strengths and needs;
(c) assessment of motor development over time in response to intervention;
and (d) identification of motor objectives and intervention strategies. The
PDMS was therefore designed for use as both a discriminative and an eva-
luative measure. This developmental, sequential test provides a comprehen-
sive assessment of a child’s gross and fine motor patterns and skills in
relation to adaptive capacities. The items tested require the child to use
his or her motor capacity to adapt to specific situations. The large number
of items provides a greater opportunity for the child to demonstrate abilities
and for the examiner to program effectively (35). In this manner, the child’s
strengths and weaknesses can be analyzed thoroughly and accurately.

Previous studies have reported a decrease in upper extremity spasticity
following selective posterior rhizotomy (24,66,68,85). However, reduction of
upper limb spasticity, while having predictable benefits, does not automati-
cally translate into improved fine motor function. Several investigators have
reported beneficial effects of selective dorsal rhizotomy on qualitative para-
meters assessing functional limitations involving upper limb range of motion
(24,86) and grasp strength (64). Fifteen different prospective case series have
reported suprasegmental effects of selective rhizotomy. In seven studies, the
suprasegmental benefits were described qualitatively, the most common
being improvement in the upper limbs (24,49,50,53,65,67,86). Quantitative
assessments using nonvalidated tools have been reported in six studies
(64,87–91). These prospective studies have shown improved block stacking,
with variable effects on upper limb tone and manipulation patterns. Two
recent studies, using a validated, quantitative tool to measure upper limb
function, reported beneficial effects on upper extremity skills following
SPR (87,92). Finally, improved cognitive function was noted in one prospec-
tive study using the validated Woodcock–Johnson Psychoeducational
battery (93). However, only of these quantitative studies had follow-up data
beyond 1 year after dorsal rhizotomy (87).

As noted by Buckon and colleagues (64), children with cerebral palsy
frequently have unstable force generation and inefficient sensory feedback
during upper limb manipulation. This impairs their ability to develop the
learned motor programs necessary to execute smooth, precise hand move-
ments. We therefore focused on fine motor coordination and analyzed upper
extremity skills from a developmental and functional perspective in this
study. Standardized, validated, objective tests of fine motor skills and
patterns were used to determine if selective posterior rhizotomy results in
functional upper extremity use. We clearly demonstrated that the PDMS
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Figure 8 Line plots showing the raw scores for each of the four categories (upper
left), the total raw score (upper right), the age-equivalence (center), the percentile
rank (lower left), and the z-scores (lower right) of the fine motor skills section of
the PDMS scores. Quantitative evaluations of upper extremity performance were
made using a comprehensive standardized assessment of the PDMS measured prior
to rhizotomy, at 6 and 12 months postoperatively, and at yearly intervals thereafter.
The fine motor scale evaluates tasks that require precise movement of the small mus-
cles of the body and is classified into four skill categories: skill A evaluates grasping,
skill B measures hand use, skill C evaluates eye-hand coordination, and skill D quan-
tifies manual dexterity. The addition of the four individual skill scores provides the
total raw score. Using the PDMS conversion tables, raw scores were converted into
age-equivalent scores. As normative scores show how close the child is to the normal
population of the same age, they were not available for patients 7 years or older at fol-
low-up. Since none of the children was under 7 years at the 5-year assessment, the per-
centile rank and z-scores were available up to the 3-year follow-up.
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is capable of identifying longitudinal changes (up to 5 years postrhizotomy)
in fine motor function in children with spastic cerebral palsy (Fig. 8). This is
in contrast to lower extremity gains, which reach significance at the 1 year
follow-up and are maintained subsequently but without any further signifi-
cant improvements after 1 year following dorsal rhizotomy. Furthermore,
eye–hand coordination and manual dexterity, where the clinically relevant
improvements occur, are skills that have a major impact on the quality of
life of affected children. Selective posterior rhizotomy allows them to reach
low-normal level of function, which even the higher functioning group of
children with spastic cerebral palsy does not reach preoperatively.

In our recent study (87), children with mild to moderate degree of
ambulatory dysfunction (Groups I, II, and III) represented 97.8% of the
study population (44 of 45 patients). More detailed analysis of these three
subgroups revealed that children with milder motor deficits (Group I and II,
independent and dependent ambulators) were more likely to improve fine
motor skills at 3 and 5 years following surgery than those who were unable
to walk preoperatively (Group III, 4-point crawlers) (Fig. 9). Therefore,
children who have some baseline ambulatory function may potentially ben-
efit the most from selective posterior rhizotomy. On the other hand, severely
disabled, nonambulatory patients (Groups IV and V) are unlikely to have
any worthwhile improvement in functional performance (both upper and
lower extremities) despite adequate elimination of spasticity. In addition,
these severely affected children often have poor motor power globally.
Therefore, we are in full agreement with von Koch et al. (94), who state that
the upper extremity spasticity and blunted fine motor skills seen in quadri-
plegic children may be addressed more readily with intrathecal baclofen by
placement of the catheter higher in the spinal cord. However, our study
clearly shows that for higher functioning children, excellent results in upper
extremity fine motor control can be achieved with selective dorsal rhizot-
omy, which remains the therapeutic gold standard for children who meet
preoperative criteria. A comparative study between selective posterior rhi-
zotomy and intrathecal baclofen looking specifically at upper extremity
gains would be interesting, although perhaps very difficult to organize given
the growing body of literature demonstrating that the two operations are
better suited for distinct subgroups of children with spastic cerebral palsy
(94). Our results explicitly indicate that one should not favor baclofen pump
implantation over SPR because of a theoretical misconception that dorsal
rhizotomy only addresses lower extremity impairments.

6.6. Activities of Daily Living

Once reduction of spasticity, improved joint range of motion, and increased
motor strength are optimized through selective posterior rhizotomy, the
therapists can focus on daily activities (such as oral-facial hygiene, groom-
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ing, and feeding) with particular emphasis on upper and lower extremity
dressing and toileting. Mobility issues are further addressed, such as inde-
pendent sitting and moving in bed; transfer onto a chair, toilet, bathtub,
or car; and indoor and outdoor walking skills. These functional skills, which
serve as the foundation to all activities of daily living, ultimately translate
into a reduction in caregiver demands for patients with cerebral palsy and
thus improve patient independence.

The PEDI was used as an interview tool to elicit parental assessments
of what the child actually does achieve on average. Administration of the
PEDI in this way has been suggested to be more effective than professional
assessments based on the PEDI because, owing to its administration in the
clinical environment, the therapist is unable to observe the child’s perfor-
mance of certain functional skills at home (41). However, comparisons of
scoring by parents and that of therapists have shown them to manifest a
high level of agreement (39,41).

Several investigators have reported beneficial effects of selective
posterior rhizotomy on quantitative parameters assessing functional limita-
tions involving sitting ability (80–82), ambulation (57,59,61,62,65,67,70,83),
and motor function (29,49,82,84). However, almost all the studies used
nonvalidated outcome assessment tools. The WeeFIM has been used in
two prospective studies, which showed significant improvements in activities
of daily living after selective posterior rhizotomy (70,92). The quantitative,
validated tool most widely used to assess activities of daily living in children
is the PEDI. Four prospective case series have used the PEDI and reported
statistically significant improvements in the self-care and mobility domains
following dorsal rhizotomy (42,44,88,95). However, only one of these stu-
dies had follow-up data beyond 2 years after selective rhizotomy (44). Our
results show that important gains in functional performance are seen as
early as 6 months after dorsal rhizotomy (Figs. 10 and 11). Furthermore,
these clinically significant benefits continue to occur up to 5 years following
rhizotomy (Figs. 10 and 11).

Children with mild to moderate degree of ambulatory dysfunction
(Groups I, II, and III) represented 97.6% (40 of 41) of the study population
(44). More detailed analysis of these three subgroups revealed that patients
with milder motor deficits (Groups I and II, independent and dependent
ambulators) were more likely to improve functional performance at 3 and
5 years following surgery than those who were unable to walk preoperatively
(Group III, 4-point crawlers) (Fig. 12). Therefore, children that have some
baseline ambulatory function may potentially benefit the most from selective
dorsal rhizotomy. On the other hand, severely disabled, nonambulatory
patients (Groups IV and V) are likely to have more modest improvements
in activities of daily living despite adequate elimination of lower extremity
spasticity. Dorsal rhizotomy in these functional groups is associated with
more complications. The modest gains are likely to be equally achievable in
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these more involved children with a less invasive and reversible treatment—
intrathecal baclofen pump implantation (see chap. 15).

6.7. Hip Deformity

We (unpublished data), and others (96,97), have noted stabilization of
progressive hip deformity following selective posterior rhizotomy provided

Figure 10 Line plots showing the raw (upper left), normative (upper right), and
scaled (lower left) scores of the self-care dimension of the functional skills domain
of the PEDI. Quantitative evaluations of self-care skills were made using a compre-
hensive standardized assessment of the PEDI measured prior to rhizotomy, at 6 and
12 months postoperatively, and at yearly intervals thereafter. As the normative
scores show how close the child is to the normal population of the same age, they
were not available for patients 7.5 years or older at follow-up. Since none of the
children were under 7.5 years at the 5-year assessment, normative scores (upper
right) were available up to the 3-year follow-up. Box and whisker plot (lower right)
showing the scaled scores of the self-care dimension of the functional skills domain
of the PEDI. Each box defines the interquartile range, the line in each box represents
the median, and the vertical bars represent the 5th and 95th percentile values. The
increase in self-care skill from before rhizotomy to 1, 3, and 5 years after rhizotomy
was found to be statistically significant (Friedman test, p< 0.001). �Represent outliers
above the 95th percentile or below the 5th percentile values.
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that the prerhizotomy Reimer index does not exceed 50%. Therefore, if the
child meets all other criteria and the index is less than 50%, dorsal rhizotomy
is recommended. If all criteria are met but the subluxation is greater than
50%, orthopedic hip surgery should precede rhizotomy by 6–12 months.

6.8. Bladder Function

In an attempt to preserve sphincter control, several groups have tried to
better identify pudendal afferents (46,98–102). In our experience, in addition
to identifying pathologic reflex circuits for interruption, EMG-guided
rhizotomy also enables accurate identification of sacral nerve roots involved
in bowel and bladder control. It remains critical to limit lesioning of dorsal
S2 rootlets and avoid sectioning S3 and S4 roots in selective posterior rhizot-
omy. Using these lesioning criteria, all children who were toilet trained prior
to dorsal rhizotomy remained so after surgery. Those who were not became
toilet trained postoperatively. Finally, detailed urodynamic studies done

Figure 11 Line plots showing the raw (upper left), normative (upper right), and
scaled (lower left) scores of the mobility dimension of the functional skills domain
of the PEDI. Box and whisker plot (lower right) showing the scaled scores of the
mobility dimension of the functional skills domain of the PEDI. The increase in func-
tional mobility from before rhizotomy to 1, 3, and 5 years after rhizotomy was found
to be statistically significant (Friedman test, p< 0.001).
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pre- and postoperatively on our patients showed that a large number of
patients have markedly elevated bladder pressures preoperatively and low
bladder capacities and poor compliance as would be expected of a spastic
bladder. The bladder pressures were in the range that would cause upper
urinary tract and renal diseases in the long run. Following surgery, bladder
pressure and capacity, as well as compliance, tend towardsminimally accep-
table values for age (46).

6.9. Adjunctive Orthopedic Procedures

The management of spasticity in cerebral palsy is complex and best handled
by a multidisciplinary team. Neurosurgical and orthopedic treatment options
for spastic cerebral palsy are diverse and are complementary rather than
mutually exclusive. Analysis of outcome measures does not suggest that
adjuvant orthopedic procedures during the follow-up period have a signifi-
cant impact on spasticity, range of motion, or motor function. Indeed,
statistically and clinically significant durable gains in all functional measures
occurred at the 1-year assessment, prior to any orthopedic intervention (54).
Also, in our patients, one could argue that the significant ongoing improve-
ments seen in dimensions D and E of the GMFM at 3 and 5 years postrhi-
zotomy (Fig. 6) could be partly influenced by orthopedic interventions.
However, we note that only 6 of 71 patients (8.5%) underwent an orthopedic
procedure before the 3-year assessment, and that only 9 (12.7%) children
needed lower extremity botulinum toxin injections prior to the 3-year assess-
ment. Even when these patients are excluded from analysis of dimensions D
and E, a significant gain remains at the 3 and 5 years follow-up compared to
baseline and 1-year values (54). In fact, the mean change in dimension D is

Figure 12 Line plots comparing scaled scores of self-care (left) and mobility (right)
domains between the study patients according to preoperative level of functioning.
Patients were subdivided into five groups according to their preoperative locomotive
abilities. Scaled scores of the self-care and mobility dimensions of the PEDI pri-
marily relate to functional performance and are the primary outcome measures of
the PEDI.
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24.5% at 3-year and 31.3% at 5-year assessment compared to preoperative
scores. For dimension E of the GMFM, the mean increase is 21.4% and
33.9% at 3 and 5 years follow-up, respectively. Whereas there is no doubt
that orthopedic interventions can procure further gains to the children, they
will usually have reached their goals and made their significant gains prior to
the introduction of these adjuvant modalities in the armamentarium.

7. COMPLICATIONS

The long-term safety and efficacy of selective posterior rhizotomy has been
rigorously studied. However, as with any major surgical intervention, poten-
tial side effects and complications can result following dorsal rhizotomy.
These can occur in the intraoperative, early postoperative, and late post-
operative periods (Table 3).

7.1. Intraoperative Complications

A potential hazard during selective dorsal rhizotomy is aspiration pneumo-
nia. Children with advanced cerebral palsy are especially at higher risk of
aspiration pneumonia because of their increased tendency to have gastro-
esophageal reflux. Euler and colleagues (103) reported that 18 of 19 children
with a history of gastroesophageal reflux had episodes of aspiration
pneumonia. Abbott (104) reported a 12% (5 of 60 patients) incidence of
aspiration pneumonia intraoperatively, with three children requiring post-
operative mechanical ventilation. Patients undergoing selective posterior
rhizotomy are also at risk of developing respiratory complications. A child
born prematurely or with a history of bronchopulmonary dysplasia has a
fivefold increased risk of reactive airway disease compared to the general
pediatric population (105). A threefold increased risk is seen with a child
with a history meconium aspiration (106). Also, since neuromuscular block-

Table 3 Complications of Selective Posterior Rhizotomy

Intraoperative period Early postoperative period Late postoperative period

Hypotonia Aspiration pneumonia Kyphosis/scoliosis
Bronchospasm Sensory loss Lumbar hyperlordosis

Dysesthesia Spondylosis
Neurogenic bladder Spondylolisthesis
Ileus Lumbar spinal stenosis
Urinary tract infection Muscle contracture
CSF leakage Hip dislocation
Wound infection Persisting neurogenic bladder
Subdural hematoma
Headache
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ing agents cannot be used during nerve root stimulation to allow for
adequate electrophysiological monitoring of the ‘‘abnormal’’ circuits, this
aggravates any inherent tendency toward bronchospasm. Abbott (104)
reported that 13 of 60 patients (22%) had experienced bronchospasm during
surgery, with five cases requiring aborting the surgery. Other groups have
reported a lower incidence of pulmonary complications (107,108). Protective
measures such as perioperative administration of bronchodilators and H2

blockers have been suggested by some to reduce the risk of aspiration
pneumonia and bronchospasm. We have not encountered any problems
with pulmonary complications, possibly because of our selection bias
towards higher-functioning children where lung disease is less prevalent.
Additionally, the use of propofol in our protocol has allowed us to eliminate
the need for bronchodilators which we were using routinely on early cases.

7.2. Early Postoperative Complications

Reduction of spasticity is apparent immediately following selective dorsal
rhizotomy. Patients often complain of ‘‘weakness’’ in the immediate post-
operative period. This is related to the unmasking of underlying hypotonia
previously hidden by superimposed global spasticity. Postoperative weak-
ness was reported by Peter and Arens (109) in 26 of 110 children who under-
went dorsal rhizotomy. A transient functional decline due to weakness
following surgery was experienced in 2 of 25 patients reported by Peacock
and Staudt (77). Significant lower extremity weakness must be excluded
prior to considering for selective dorsal rhizotomy. The postoperative hypo-
tonia seen in most patients remains transient and underscores the necessity
of intensified inpatient rehabilitation devoted to muscle re-education and
strengthening following dorsal rhizotomy.

Potential postoperative sensory abnormalities include sensory loss,
dysesthesia, and, rarely, hyperesthesia. Most large series report persistent
sensory loss in 4–10% of children after dorsal rhizotomy (108–110). The sen-
sory deficits typically resolve or improve significantly in the majority of
cases. They tended to be more frequent in the late 1980s and early 1990s,
when the lesioning rate was reported in certain cases to be around 70–
80% of rootlets and frequently where two adjacent dorsal roots could be sec-
tioned completely if the responses were abnormal. Most centers currently
lesion at 40–60% (44% in our group). Furthermore, we have taken the habit
of always preserving at least the most normal one or two rootlets at each
level (31). Using this approach, sensory changes are limited to restless leg
syndrome for the first 3 weeks at the end of a hard day of physiotherapy
in approximately 30% of patients. This responds well to a small diazepam
dose at bedtime and never exceeds 3 weeks following surgery. No patients
have chronic sensory changes or dysesthesias. Older children who are colla-
borative will do very well with proprioceptive testing postoperatively.
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An increased incidence of bladder dysfunction is seen in children with
cerebral palsy (111,112). We noted that 23 of 35 patients who underwent
preoperative urodynamic testing showed abnormal bladder capacity,
pressure-specific volumes, and full resting pressure (46). This patient popu-
lation is at high risk for postrhizotomy neurogenic bladder and therefore,
formal urodynamic testing should be performed in all children who have
a history of urologic dysfunction (enuresis, stress incontinence, or drib-
bling). We reported three cases of urinary retention (4.3%) requiring inter-
mittent catheterization for up to 14 days following selective posterior
rhizotomy (54). This avoidable complication occurred early in the series
and has since been avoided by cutting no more than two-thirds of dorsal
S2 rootlets (and 50% combined S2) and by leaving the indwelling urinary
catheter an additional 24 hours after discontinuation of epidural morphine.
Abbott and coworkers developed a technique for identifying and preserving
the afferent sacral roots containing cutaneous branches of the pudendal
nerve, thereby decreasing the risk of postoperative micturition and perhaps
potential sexual dysfunction (98).

Other early postoperative complications reported in children after
selective dorsal rhiztomy include cerebrospinal fluid leakage, meningitis,
wound infection, ileus, emesis, constipation, subdural hematomas, and
headache (24,104,108).

7.3. Late Postoperative Complications

Spinal deformities such as spondylosis, spondylolisthesis, lumbar spinal
stenosis, and lumbar hyperlordosis have been reported in children who
undergo spinal surgery including dorsal rhizotomy. The incidence of spinal
abnormalities following a multilevel lumbosacral laminectomy has been
determined by Peter and colleagues (113). They found that 19 of 99 patients
developed isthmic spondylolysis or grade I spondylolisthesis following
five-level lumbosacral laminectomies for selective posterior rhizotomy. Six
of the 19 children with grade I spondylolisthesis remained asymptomatic
without evidence of further slipping on follow-up examination. The major-
ity of these patients was ambulatory and active and the authors postulated
that the laminectomy, associated lordosis, and increased mobility after
rhizotomy contributed to the postoperative deformity of the spine. Lumbar
spinal stenosis was reported by Gooch and Walker (114) in two patients
who underwent dorsal rhizotomy for spastic diplegia 4 years after L1–S2
laminectomy and 2 years after L2–S2 laminotomy, respectively. Both
patients required decompression to relieve their symptoms. Severe lumbar
lordosis was seen in two nonambulatory children with spastic quadriplegia
with significant trunk weakness following dorsal rhizotomy (115). An ana-
lysis of scoliosis rates in the first 100 of our patients suggests that the rate
is low (6%) and that the degree of scoliosis is very mild and not requiring
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bracing in this group of ambulatory children. We are in the process of look-
ing at the rate of hyperlordosis with lateral films of the spine. Only one
patient needed decompressive laminectomy for spinal stenosis 12 years fol-
lowing dorsal rhizotomy. She was noted to have a congenitally narrow canal
at the time of the rhizotomy procedure 12 years earlier. A limited two-level
laminectomy using ultrasonographic localization of the conus medullaris as
described by Park and colleagues (116) is postulated to reduce the long-term
risk of spinal abnormalities. The rate of complications and of spinal defor-
mity complications is so low with a narrow laminoplasty that we have been
hesitant to convert to a 1–2 level technique described by Park and colleagues
(116). We are not certain if the potential gains of a smaller exposure might
be offset by the inability to stimulate all rootlets prior to deciding which
ones will be lesioned (which is not possible with the conus operation given
the limited space). We strongly believe in the benefits of intraoperative
stimulation in our decision making and prefer to decide for a given root
when all rootlets have been stimulated and patterns of spread analyzed.
Our other concern with the operation at the conus is the need for a wider
exposure and a laminectomy at that level, which is the junction of the rigid
thoracic and mobile lumbar segments. Long-term orthopedic consequences,
if any, need to be analyzed in a controlled fashion to clarify this important
subject.

Tendon releases, transfers, and lengthenings may be required for some
patients with progressive joint immobility due to fixed contractures, despite
the elimination of spasticity following dorsal rhizotomy. Abbott et al. (32)
reported that 8 of 250 children required tendon lengthenings after selective
dorsal rhizotomy. Carroll and colleagues published a 65% incidence of
orthopedic procedures in 112 patients who underwent selective dorsal rhi-
zotomy. Finally, progressive hip migration requiring derotation osteoto-
mies was described in seven children 1 year after rhizotomy (118). Heim
and coworkers used the Reimers migration percentage as a quantitative
measure of hip stability in 45 children before and after selective dorsal rhi-
zotomy (97). They found that 80% (72 of 90 hips) remained unchanged, 9%
improved, and 11% worsened radiographically. Four patients required uni-
lateral derotational femoral osteotomies for persistent or worsening hip sub-
luxation. We have found, comparing 88 hips preoperatively and at 1 year
postsurgery, that the Reimer index is stable in 75%, improved in 20%, and
worse in 5% (unpublished data). Those who worsened had an index exceed-
ing 50% and would now be offered ‘‘prophylactic’’ hip surgery prior to dorsal
rhizotomy if they met the eligibility criteria.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Lumbosacral selective posterior rhizotomy has become a standard neuro-
surgical procedure for the management of carefully selected children with
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the spastic form of cerebral palsy. The intent of surgery is to permanently

eliminate lower limb spasticity while improving muscle strength and range

of motion. Children with spastic diplegia also show significant functional

gains in ambulation, gross and fine motor skills, and in performing activities

of daily living as measured by validated tools. Selected children may also

show stabilization of progressive hip subluxation and augmentation of

bladder capacity. Finally, suprasegmental benefits have also been reported,

including improved upper limb coordination and function, positive changes

in oral-motor skills, and enhancement of visual attention, cognitive func-

tion, and language skills. In an effort to optimize the balance between elimi-

nation of spasticity and preservation of strength, most centers employ

intraoperative electrophysiological monitoring to reliably outline popula-

tions of spinal rootlets that are maximally involved in a dysfunctional

circuitry and maintenance of velocity-dependent hypertonicity. The proce-

dure, based upon, or modified from, the original techniques described by

Fasano and Peacock, consists of selectively cutting dorsal rootlets from

L2 to S2, thereby eliminating the aberrant myotatic reflex impulse. The chal-

lenge remains to objectively determine how these promising interventions

can alter long-term function and quality of life outcomes in children with

spastic cerebral palsy. We believe that rigorous analysis of standardized

quantitative functional outcome measurements, especially those looking at

enhancement of function rather than suppression of spasticity is critical

for defining the most relevant benefits of the EMG-guided procedure.
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treatment, surgery, 36–37
UPDRS motor scores
off medication, 6, 8

UPDRS, unified Parkinson’s disease
rating scale, 31

Velocity-dependent hypertonicity, 277
Ventralis caudalis (VC), 114
Ventralis intermedius (VIM)
Stimulation of, 6

Ventralis oralis posterior (VOP),
114, 126

Ventro-oralis internus (VOI), 218
VIM-deep brain stimulation, thalamus,

64–65

Wada test, 207
Wilson’s disease, 171
Woodcock–Johnson

Psychoeducational battery, 299

Zona incerta (ZI), 54, 126
z-scores, 284
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